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PREFACE

All the research and development of the following

dissertation has been made possible by the award of a New
Zealand

Commonwealt~

Scholarship (1970-1972) tenable at the

University of Canterbury in Christchurch.

The spirit in

which the Scholarship is awarded ;s one of mutual understanding between Commonwealth countries, as a first step to
better international understanding among all countries, and
it is sincerely hoped that this thesis will, il1 some small

way, contribute to the spirit of friendship and cooperation
that ex; sts between Canada and New Zealand.

It is IllY op; ni on

that no two Western countr'jes have greater common interests;
in peacekeeping and peacemaking;

in trade and non-alignment

with military blocs; in standard of living and quality of
1i fe; in re 1ati ons behveen ethni c mi noriti es and povJerful
majorities in sovereign states:

and I believe that our

histories have led us in comparable cultural, social, and
political directions.
The otiginal goal that led me

to~putsue

doctoral

stud; es was to present a major compatati ve study of lithe
soc; a1 and 1itetary mythologyll (; deas di scus sed by Northrop
Frye in Fables of
Australia.

Identit~)

of Canada, New Zealand and

The comparative aspect of this goal ;s now

planned for a future book.

The extensive and rich docu-

mentation of the story of New Zealand, available in the
many city, provincial, university and private libraries
throughout the country, has made the confines.of a Ph.D.
thesis hard to determine.

As a result, and in order to
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choose a suitable and original topic, the thesis has been
confined to a discussion of post-war New Zealand liter'atur'e
and culture as presented in the quarter'ly Landfall under its
first editor, Charles Brasch (1947-1966).
The Introduction to the thesis explains the approach
towards the topic: liThe Genesis and Development of Landfall
and its influence in Relation to the Culture of New Zealand
and the Commonwealth. II The term 11 Commonwealth 11 has been alluded
to so that the thesis can be regarded in terms of the future
comparative study.

I believe that the term IICommomlJealth

literature ll , as accepted at the Conference on Commonwealth
L;terature hel d in Leeds (9-12 September 1964); can be used
for the time being as a premise for comparative study.
The chapter on historic influences on Landfall is a
survey of intellectual periodicals that developed out of the
radical years of the Depression.

A discussion of Charles

Brasch and editorial policy arose from the comment by E.I-1.
McCormick that lithe periodical ;s best approached through a
consideration of "its editor",

~1cCorm;ck's

survey, New

Zet~land

LiteratUre, has been of inestimable help in providing a
perspective of New Zealand literature from its beginnings.
The chapters on poetry and the short story are predominantly
literary criticism discussing the two major genres of
literature that appear in Landfall.

Certain book reviews and

some commentaries are incorporated into these two literary
chapters since there is little continuity among reviews and
commentaries.

The three remaining chapters on The Maori;

the Asian/Pacific Consciousness; and the Intellectual
Environment~

are designed to illustrate certain special aspects
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of the New Zealand consciousness that connect the sociocultural themes in which I am

pa}~ticularly

interested.

Many people have been of considerable assistance to me
in this enterprise.

I would like to thank Charles Brasch

most sincerely for his gift of a complete set of Landfall
and a copy of Landfall Country.

The set of Landfall has been

entrusted to me until some future time when it will be donated,
in New Zealand's name, to a Canadian library.

lowe Dr. Brasch

a considerable debt of gratitude for his confidence and support
which have been so encouraging during the months of research
and wd ti ng.

My debt to the Eng1 i sh Department at the Un;-

versity of Canterbury is also great.

I am extremely grateful;

to Professor H. Winston Rhodes, Mr. Lawrence Baigent and Dr.
K.K. Ruthven who have tirelessly read and supervised the
thesis in its roughest drafts, and to Professor John Garrett
who helped me decide on the topic and gave me a lecturing
appointment in the Program of American Studies that permitted
rne extra time to complete the thesis.

I am also gratefu"' to

Professor Ray Copland and Father John t,lei r vlhose kno\lJledge of,
and comments on, New Zealand l"iterature, have guided my approach,
Robin Dudding, editor of Islands and former editor of Landfall,
has been a constant ally.
Many people across New Zealand have also assisted me.
would like to acknowledge particularly the assistance of
Kendrick Smithyman, Dr. Allen Curnow, Dr.

\~ystan

Curnow,

Professor M,K. Joseph, Professor Robert Chapman, and Dr. Bill
Pearson of the University of Auckland.

Also I thank Mrs.

Rosemary Chapman of the University of Auckland Library (New
Zealand and Pacific section) for her help.

I am extremely

I
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grateful to Mrs. Whetu Tirikatene Sullivan, Member of Parliament for Southern Maori, for her comnEnts on Maoritanga, and
to all the Maori people I met in Riwaka, Hawkes Bay, and the
Coromandel Peninsula, who talked openly and explicitly about
themselves and thejr people.

Without their help I might have

seen New Zealand as travel posters picture it; not as a unique
Polynesian/European community.
I acknowledge the considerable help given by the
librarians at the Victoria University Library and the Alexander
Turnbull Library in Wellington, and also by Mrs. Thomas of the
Un; versity of Canterbury and

~~acmill

an Brown 1ibraries in

Christchurch, andjy1r. Michael Hitchings of the Hocken Library
in Dunedin.

My thanks are also due to Professor Horsman and

Professor Dalziel of the English Department of the University
of Otago, and to the librarians at the library there.

I am

also particularly grateful to Mr. Ted Middleton and Mr. Michael
Smither for their long hours of conversation on numerous
topics ;n the Captain Cook Tavern in Dunedin.
None of this work could have been undertaken without
the help of the University Grants Committee in Wellington,
and particularly I would like to thank Sir Alan Danks, Miss
D.L. Anderson, and Mr. Broad, for their approval of travel
funds and support of a year's residence in Australia.

I

thank also Mrs. Burns and Mr. Haywood of the Registry of the
Uni vers i ty of Canterbury who have answered many :qaesti ons
of admini strati on.

Finally, but primarily, I thank everyone

in New Zealand who showed me the truly fascinating and significant country they inhabit.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1962 the Caxton Press in Christchurch published
Landfall Count!"y, a selection of work from Landfall (1947-61)
chosen by editor Charles Brasch.

The collection was designed

by Charles Brasch to present a selection of the best examples
of stories, poems, essays, and paintings published in Landfall
since the second world war.

The high quality of work published

;n Landfall Countty showed that Landfall had provided a focal
point whereby New Zealand's cultural progress could be
meas ured.

It was also evi dence that New Zealand 1iterature

contained works of excellence.;
It \.l/as fortunate that the genes i s of LancJ.f.!i!l co; nci ded
with what may now be regarded as a pas t-\\,Iar
New Zealand's cultural life.
and the

m"j

II

rena; ssance" in

The Depression of the thirties,

1i tary i nvo 1vement of the early forti es

~

affected
notably~

the New Zealand consciousness in many ways.

Most

an intellectual point of view, the effect of

uncer-tainty~

from

violence, and adventure, gave rise to the revival of the arts
in New Zealand when certain New Zealand intellectuals returned
home after thei r \lIar experi ence.

Many who returned home had a

renewed interest in their country, particularly from a cultural
viewpoint.
Landfall has provided the world with a picture of
IILandfall Country" that many New Zealanders have never realized
or even considered.

New Zealand is still better regarded for

its climate, geography, and peaceful way of life, than for its
contribution to culture.

But the native writers who chose to

remain a part of "Landfall Countryll have provided insights
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into New Zealand's way of life and national habits that help
to define what may be intellectually termed lithe New Zealand
identity. II

It is probable that many New Zealanders are not

very concerned with such a definition, but for any observer
with more than a superficial interest in a country the concept
of II identity" is a useful starti n9 poi nt.

Insofar as New

Zealand ;s significant as a sovereign world state, so its
culture and "social mythology" are significant ;n determining New Zealand's place in the international arena.
Whatever arguments are levelled against the quest for
a nation's identity or "quintessence", there is still the
feeling that a national political and social sovereignty
depend, in part, on a cultural sovereignty.

This feeling is

neither literary nationaiism nor isolationism.

On the contrary,

New Zealand's two languages are part of the Polynesian and
European worlds, and most aspects of culture in these South
Pacific islands are derivative and adapted.

But there is no

other country identical to New Zealand, and for that reason
it is useful and necessarj( to i nvesti gate the uni que i di om

of life that is New Zealand's.

New Zealanders are proud of

the inherited aspects of their culture, and have never sought
to des troy them by revo 1uti on or bani shment.

There has never

been in New Zealand the same kind of cultural nationalism
that existed ;n the United States of Noah Webster or the
Australia of the era of The Bulletin at the turn of the
century.

In this respect, New Zealand more closely resembles

Canada with its concern for the "useable pastil and a loyalty
towards its lineage uncommon in a century of self-determination.
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In the years since 1945, New Zealand has learned a "riative
accent" of its own, and has evolved as a cultural centre in
its own ri ght.
One characteristic of post-war New Zealand culture is
the expression of social realities in imaginative terms.

It

is true that a good deal of New Zealand literature is mainly
aesthetic in its aims, but it is also true that writers in
New Zealand, whether consciously or unconsciously, have
~ro]ided

spectrum.

interesting insights into the New Zealand social
The late sociologist C.Wright Mills described the

soc; o-cul tura 1 aspects of arti s ti c consci ousness as

II

the

sociological imagination."
... it is by means of the sociological imagination that
men now hope to grasp what is going on in the world, and
to understand what is happening in themselves as minute
pO'jnts of the intersections of b'iography and history
within society. In large part~ contemporary manls
self-conscious view of himself as at least an outsider,
if not a permanent stranger, rests upon an absorbed
realization of social relativity and of the transformat'jve pOlffer of history. The sociological imagination
is the most fruitful of this self-consciousness.
By
its use men whose mentalities have swept only a series
of limited orbits often come to feel as if suddenly
awakened in a house with wh-j cil they had only supposed
themselves to be familiar. Correctly or incorrectly,
they often come to feel that they can now provide themselves with adequate summations~ cohesive assessments,
comprehensive orientations. Older decisions that once
appeared sound~ now seem to them products of a mind
unaccountably dense. Their capacity for astonishment
is made lively again. They acquire a new way of
thinking, they experience a transvaluation of values:
in a word, by their reflection and by their sensibility,
they realize the cultural meaning of the social
sciences.
(The Sociological Imagination)
It is the concept of the sociological imagination, with all its
intangibles and speculations that will be applied to the study
of "national identity" in the post-war New Zealand literature
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published in Landfall.

Such a study with inter-disciplinary

premises might not find favour with proponents of the New
Criticism, but Landfall was, and is, an intellectual journal
with concerns that are other than literary in sorre published
materi a1.
In his book, The Sociology of Literary Taste, Levin L.
SchUcking provides a premise that can be practicably applied
to a study of New Zealand literature
Just as in natural history the characteristics of fauna
and flora can only be recognised in association with the
peculiarities of the locality, so in the history of
literature existence and colouring and individuality
proceed largely from the sociological soil from
wh"ich the literary creation springs.
This is one way of looking at literature, and the following
thesis is one way of looking at New Zealand literature.
"Landfall Country" is a dimension of the intellectual
consciousness applied to the islands of New Zealand.

Like

anything intangible, such a dimension can only be identHied
through illustrations, metaphors, allegories, and calculated
guesses.

But there is al\i>Jays the possibility of a cultural

or soc; 01091 ca 1 "epi phany.
~all

II

was born to permit the growth of a distinctive

consciousness and outlook in the New Zealand of the post-war
years.) It is premature to be either conclusive or dogmatic
about this, but it can be said, as the following dissertation
tries to show, that a selective survey of the contents of
Landfall reveals New Zealand as a nation of the twentieth
century aspiring to excellence in its cultural and intellectual
1; fe.
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HISTORIC INFLUENCES ON LANDFALL
Landfall is the most significant and successful literary
periodical ever produced in New Zealand.

Volumes of its

numbers appear in many foreign libraries and, through its
pages, overseas readers judge the intellectual life of New
Zealand.

While both the standard of Landfall and its dura-

bility as a periodical are unique in the history of New
Zealand writing 1 there are important influences and experiments that had a bearing on the genesis and purpose of
Landfall.

This chapter will attempt to discuss some of the

forerunners of Landfall which probably influenced the editor
and co-founder, Charles Brasch.
The university magazine Phoenix, printed in Auckland by
the able poet/typographer Robert Lowry, appeared each term in
\

1932 for a total of tWree issues.

In a later issue of Landfall

Ronald Holloway colourfully recalled the situation within which
Lowry and his colleagues worked:
I found him at Auckland University College in 19325 in
a room at the end of the lower cloister, printing the
first Phoenix on a miniature press, page by hand-set
page~
Ingen"io et Labore (footnote: liThe legend of the
Auckland University Col"lege arms.") ... Before the
second Phoenix was printed, the plant had been taken
over by the Students' Association, and with a powerdriven platen, was established in a basement room
under the Science Building. The chemists let their
sinks:; overflow and much paper was S1poi 1t; and there
were stinks. Meanwh"ile the unemployed rioted in
Queen Street, and Bob, like many other students, was
enrolled as a special constable and hung up his
truncheon behind the printery door.
Before long
there were more riots, but our Guardian of the Law
was alteady on the side of the oppressed. In Court,

1 Tomorrow,the political publication of the thirties and early
forties, might be compared in significanf:e, but its life was
cut short by Government threats after only s1 x years.
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a fellow constable attempted to report Bob's
inflammatory words verbatim; from the prisoner
the S.M. heard "That. sir, is not my idiom!"
His Press was already an instrument of propaganda,
and the College authorities were uneasy. (Landfall,
Volume 18, no. 1., March 1964, pp.55-56)
5

The radical strain'was constant in publications like Phoenix
which, as labours of private enterprise, escaped the expurgation of commercial interests and narrow-minded subscribers.
The lesson that Landfall was later to teach by example was
that only a politically "grey" or IIslightly radical

ll

publication could survive in the conservative political and
social environment of contemporary New Zealand.
Allen Curnow, \l>Jho, vlith Denis Glover, is probably one
of New Zealand's best satirists, wrote,
Obstreperous magazines were stupidly suppressed, after
brief lives, by university authorities in Auckland and
Christchurch: older writers, such as Cresswell and
Mason, joined in these ventures with student committees.
The Phoenix quarterly (which lasted four issues, 1932-3)
printed work by Fairburn, Mason, Cresswell s Charles
Brasch, Robin Hyde, James Bertram (who left then for
Oxford, 1ater to \l>Jork for renascent Chi na agai nst Llapan)
J.A.W. Bennett ... and the present writer. Politically,
the effect was to provoke and anger the more pani cky
set of local conservatives, alarmed sufficiently by
strikes, demonstrations, and (in Auckland) actual
rioting. A peevish press earned the contempt of
some setious v~riters, which it still enjoys. The
odds were mote than evened by the General Election
of 1935 whi ch put Labour into power fo)" fi fteen years.
But young New Zealand had discovered the use of the
printing-press. 2
The fight against a reactionary IIbourgeois press
from the beginnings of European

settlew~nt

ll

has existed

in New Zealand.

the first instance, the fight was carried on by English and
Ir; sh ; mmi grants who were educated in Europe and were eager
2 Curnow, Allen, The Penguin Book of NevI Zealand Verse,
Penguin (Harmondsworth, 1960), p.49.

In
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to write in New Zealand.

Iris M. Park, writing in her

relatively conclusive survey of New Zealand's intellectual
periodicals, says,
The literary periodical of the 19th century was often
a scholarly work, seeking to maintain some of the
standards of English educated society, its contents
made up of discussions of classic and modern
literature, translations, and admirable accounts of
the natural history of New Zealand. 3
One of the first satiric and radical periodicals (not
mentioned by Iris Park) was The Tomahawk, "a Saturday Journal
of Cri ti ci sm, Commentary, and Sati re.

II

The Tomahawk fi rst

appeared in the bustling goldrush port of Hokitika on Saturday
March 5, 1870.

Its "proprietor" was Edward Harris, and its

printers were George Tilbrook and Joseph Ivess.

In a

prospectus attached to the first issue, the editors stated
their desire to compete with the established press in a tone
th at was 1ater to be adopted by Lowry, Glover, and others.
The want of an honest, outspoken journal s a thorough
exponent of public opinion has long been felt. The
existence of that want has been the fault of the people
themselves. They have allowed a monopoly of the power
of the Press, and that monopoly has been fraught with
the most injurious effects, not only to the town of
Hokitika, but to the whole of the country. The socalled leading journal has not only been long distinguished by the absence of a policy, but it has.
become the organ of a clique, and ;s systematic in
aiding, abetting, and applauding the actions of those
who have brought the County into a position of
difficulty and discredit; and, impressed with a
belief that its monopoly is secure, that the public of
Hokitika are too careless and indifferent t~ take an
interest in the fortunes of a journal started in
opposition to this self-styled leading journal, has
adopted a rule with regard to reporting proceedings
of public institutions never heard of before in the
3 Park, Iris M., New Zealand Periodicals of Literar Interest,
National Library Service, t1enington, 1962. fYliss Park
traces chronologically the history of intellectual periodicals
with accompanying details and descriptions.
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history of journalism.

(The Tomahawk~ March 5, 1870)4

The journal under attack, The West Coast Times, was accused
of upholding the capitalist philosophy of "you claw me and
1111 claw you", ana of omitting "a line that is written to

protest against an abuse, to expose a sham, or to make known
a grievance."

The Tomahawk attacked its enemies through

articles from imaginary journalists;

"Trotty Veck", "polly

Pink", and "Policeman X" who "will ... give a metrical lucubration on the politics of the day".

The style was often

verbose and the tone propagandized, but The Tomahawk aimed
to prove "how necessary it 'is ..• that a tyrannical and
arbi trarily exerci sed monopoly shoul d be checked. II

The

Tomahawk lasted only four months and was briefly replaced
by The Lantern with the motto "Lux in tenebris." The Lantern
soon ceased to exist, but the spirit of an independent radical
publication lived on.

The Tomahawk and its successor formed

a precedent in New Zealand journalism and the most remarkable
element of its existence was the high standard of satire it
maintained.

For a weekly organ this was no mean achievement,

but its creators were not "New Zealanders"; they were'
immigrant settlers sowing the seeds of a new nation.
The Pho..e.n.ix.. writers of the 1930 I S were i ndi genous New
Zealanders who cared for the lineage of their British past, for
the urgencies of their Depression present, and for the improved
future of their descendants.

Above all, they were elequent

visionaries rooted in the New Zealand experience.

The admitted

and unmistakeable influence of the English literary publication
4 An original volume of numbers of The Tomahawk and The Lantern
is held in the Macmillan Brown Library at the University of
Canterbury.
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The New Adelphi, gave the Phoenix committee a model of
achievement.

It was perhaps coincidental that the husband of

Katherine Mansfield, John Middleton Murry, should, as editor
of The New Adelphi, have influenced the editors of Phoenix
but the indirect connection between New Zealand's greatest
expatriate writer and a group of highly capable artists, who
chose to remain patriated, is significant.
The Phoenix took its watchword from a reply made by The
New Ade12hi to George Bernard Shaw who had made a critical
comment about people with oracular intentions.

In the first

number of Phoeni x (March, 1932) an introduction entitled liThe
Cause of it all" quoted the reply to Mr. Shaw:

II r~r. Bernard

Shaw is a very clever man, but there are some things that he
does not know.

And one of them is this, that 'there is such a

thing as disinterested enthusiasm for an idea.'"

The "idea

ll

behi nd Phoeni x .
.•• might be variously described--in descending order of
grandiloquence--as the integration of national conscious. ness, the focussing of contemporary opinion upon local
needs, the creat; on of cu'j tura 1 antennae, the communication of definite standards of taste, the IIredeeming
of the times 'l •
Such an idea "i tse 1f is protean", but the Phoeni x group set a
formula for New Zealand's cultural sovereignty.

It was primarily

a literary magazine:
But its interests do not stop with 1iterature. In any
modern paper with pretens i OilS to seri ousness (even shoul d
they go no further than a vague concern as to the fate
of the world) some political reflect.ions must find a
place. It is hoped to encourage in these pages, then,
the discussion of social and international affairs, if
only as an attempt to foster the world-outlook that is ...
so sadly lacking in our university and in our community
as a whole.
\

Phoenix was, therefore, an intellectual magazine produced by a
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self-identified "intelligent minority" of vi'sionaries. That
their task was idealistic is illustrated in the launching words
of the first number:
And so the Phoeni~ ... takes flight for the unknown.
Before it lies a desert of indifference, with here
and there, it may be, a green isle of popular favour.
But its flight, like the eagle's, is towards the sun.
The "unknown" became four brief issues, but the point had been
made.

D'Arcy Cresswell, in a short article in the charter issue

entitled "Culture and Puberty", expressed the hopes of Phoenix
cant ri buta rs ,
•.. I welcome, not the \.lJanton poets nor the symptoms
of mischief. not the down on our lip, not the yearning
and stammering, not the lady poets sharpening their
razors, but in place of imported papers such as Mr.
Middleton Murry's London Adelphi any paper of our own
which is likewise devoted to quiet understanding,
devoted to humour, devoted to culture, devoted to love.
Our dawning manhood demands such a paper among us.
At last there were devotees to the interpretation of life and
experience in New Zealand who were

a~'Jare

also of a much wider

world, and the "literari' Phoenix developed an "aesthetic policy,"
While the brief life of Phoenix was just sufficient for
The Times of London to "take cognisance,,5 tltJO other university
magaz; nes met with 1ess success in ehr; stchurch.

Several students

at Canterbury College, fired by the same principles and ideals
as the Phoeni x write rs, created the l; tt 1e magazi ne Orifl amJr.e
in April 1933.

The name was derived from the sacred banner of

St. Denis that was used on the battlefield as a rallying-point.
Oriflamme was described by its creators as " ... simply a rallyingpoint for people of different views".

Ian Milner, a scholar

later shunned by his countrymen for political reasons, described
5 Phoenix, volume 1, no. 2, July 1932, page 43.
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it as a "spasmodical" and it was edited and ptoduced by the
Cantetbuty College Caxton Club of Itlhich Denis Glovet was a
leadet.

The govemi ng body of Cantetbury Coll ege, fearful of

the radical tones of the more eloquent students, suppressed
Oriflamme after only four typewriten issues.

It was to be a

tactic that became the rule tather than the exception in New
Zealand's history of small
independent magazines.
,
A new magazine was immediately instituted, entitled
Si rocco, after the warm Sahara wind that reaches the coast of
Italy.
Sitocco, which takes the place of Oriflamme, exists
like its unfortunate predecessor, for the expression
of independent views on topics likely to be of interest.
There is no particular bias of selection, but what is
considered the best of the available material will be
published whenever sufficient is in hand to make an
interesting number. The price ;s sixpence.
9

This note at the beginning of the first number of Sirocco,
July 1933, vividly illustrated the continuing fight for freedom
of expression, a cause which the authotities in New Zealand
aimed to suppress on all counts.

Perhaps the language of the

young radicals was too much for unenlightened governing bodies;

o you

wretched materialists, idealists in spite of
yourselves! Vulgarly, you poor saps! 0 you wretched
Christian idealists, allowing a sour materialist taste
to turn your stomachs against the greatest idea of
centuries. The one way tq settle the new Communal
society which shall be, and preserve it from the mumbojumbo of artifictal religion, sex-petversion and
animality, is the Christian way. As it has risen on
each wave of social progress and held the ground
gained, so Chri1.tianity must rise on this next wave.
It is strong enough, if it will only try its strength,
to be in at the death of Capitalism.

An older generation of authoritarians was unable to comprehend
Philo's (Denis Glover) "dichotomy" of the rise of Christianity
over the "death of Capitalism."

Despite New Zealand's vanguard
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social justice the wages of Capitalism were too much a part
of the way of life.

It is interesting to note, however, that

many of the young radicals repudiated Marxism as well as
Capitalism;

philosophies which were both considered to be

forms of a dehumanizing materialism. There were, of course,
Marxists in New Zealand, but their influence has never been
. great.

Above all the new philosophy was a belief that New

Zealand should do lithe right thing" rather than lithe accepted
thing."

It was a rejuvenation of intellectual self-determin-

ation that the Statute of Westminster (1931) had made official
in the political realm.
The most unfortunate tale of action and reaction is the
hi story of the weekly (1 ater a fortni ghtly) Tomorrow v/hi ch was
probably the best magazine of its kind up to that time in New
Zealand's English-speaking history.

First published in

Christchurch in July 1934 Tomorrow was the brainchild of
Kennaway Henderson, an outstandi ng cartooni st fully devoted to
provoking "a

satil~e

on today."

Charles Brasch wrote:

To bring out an independent fortnightly regularly
in this country was then (as it would be now) a heroic
effort. Kennaway Henderson edited Tomorrow singlehanded, as a labour of love, unpaid; he gathered his
contributors, kept them up to the mark, wrote for the
journal himself, and illustrated it with cartoons. A
collection of these last was published shortly before
his death.
Tomorrov/ provided an invaluable centre for political
and literary aspirations. It was the most important
journal of opinion which had yet appeared in New
Zealand. (Landfall, No. 53, p.5)
Like the Triad6 of Charles Nalder Baeyertz, Tomorrow was the
effort of one man's tirelessness and other selected men's ideas.
6 The Triad was a monthly magazine dedicated to music, science
art, and criticism. It began in April 1893 in Dunedin and was
later published in Australia when Baeyertz left New Zealand.
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H. Winston Rhodes who had joined Professor

S;nclaire~and

Henderson in preliminary discussions prior to the founding
of Tomorrow, said that the publication was,
•.• more than a journal. ·It was an idea, and it was
Kennaway's idea, an idea that expanded and developed
in the immediate post depression years and provided
a focus for radical and socialist opinion throughout
New Zealand. A few people gathered about him because
they were impressed not by extraordinary intellectual
gifts or artistic attainments, not even by editorial
skill, but by the man himself. Nothing could weaken
his determination, his sense of social responsibility,
his firm but unobtrusive integrity. (Landfall, No. 54
p.179)
The magazine was so closely tied to the editor himself that
it would be better discussed through Henderson himself.

Again

Professor Rhodes' words provide personal analysis of the man
Henderson;
He became a Marxist by instinct rather than by profession; but always he remained the lover of beauty,
the friend of the birds and the flowers, the silent
witness of cloud formations and light and shadow on
hills and plains. Impelled by his social conscience
he concerned himself with the ugliness of a world
torn by strife and hate, injusti ce and oppression.
(Landfall, No. 54, pe180)
Kennaway Henderson was a visionary with the ability to make
his visions concrete through committed political writing.
The year 1934 was one in which the literature of protest
was enhanced ;n New Zealand by the publication of John Ae Lee's
novel Children of the Poor which E.H. McCormick described as
enjoying a succes de scandale.

Tomorrow was no less "literature

of protest" informing New Zealanders of the plight, not only
of the Albany Porcello's, but also of the whole moral fabric
of New Zealand society. There was an evangelical determination
about Tomorrow with an abhorrence of lithe comforting delusions
of national self-righteousness which lull many to sleep while
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they drift towards war and again war, each more inhuman than
the last,II7 Tomorrow's contributors were unsubtle as they
lambasted the hypocrisy and greed of capitalism.

Frequently

the contents were more political treatise than satire, and,
often when there was an attempt at 1i terary (rather than
political) substance, the satire was particularly effective. 8
The title of Tomorrow, wh; ch fi rst had appeared on an undated
IIspecimanli copy, implied the hopes of a generation that had
suffered the exigencies of a depression and read of the
stupidities of the previous war.

Professor Rhodes says that
the titl e meant to Kennaway Henderson liThe New Age ll and was

synonymous with lIan ideal of fearless and independent
thi nk; n9. II
Tomorrow was avowedly "free from any interest, any party,
and any advertisements ll and relied solely on subscriptions that
began at six shillings and sixpence per quarter.

A notable

feature VJas the fi ne typography that made the pub 1i cat; on
readable and professional as Tomorrow took its stand against
the bourgeois Press.

Like the Tomahawk proprietors and the

Phoenix writers, the editor and contributors of TOmorrow
attacked the IIsancti moni ousness" and 11m; s representati ori ll of
the established press and its commercial interests.· Tomorrow
was cheri shed as II an independent paperll and in its s; x year
life achieved a durability that only the Triad had surpassed,

7 Brailsford, John, Tomorrow, Volume 1, No.1, in an article
entitled IIAll Peoples
8 Tomorrow was primarily a political weekly while Landfall is
a literary quarterly.
ll

,
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but the Triad was far less significant as a national enterprise.

lomorrow accused the Press of "cliche s suppression,

misrepresentation, and false headlines."

In his cartoons

Henderson likened the Press to a fat ugly woman who was "free
to exploit the people, and, as the tool of the reactionaries,
to lead them up the path."

And in his critiques he left no

opi ni on hi dden;
I have referred before to the pseudo-culture of the
newspaper, its "leaders" and "literary" pages subsidised
by strident and vulgar advertising. Perhaps leader
writers and other hacks will learn that public posturing
on a midden of rostrums is ridiculous; the deceit of
attempting to talk down in the drawing room the disreputable subsistence which enters below stairs, is
obvious; and it should embarrass them ...
The newspaper bus iness is a ~i rty one; its writers
are in a false position.
K.
With ri sing costs and the diff"i culty of rece; vi ng regul ar
contributions Tomorrow was changed from a weekly to a fortnightly on March 4, 1936 s with an Education number;
The new paper, which is completely reorganised consists
of thi rty two pages and cover. Thi s change is in
accordance with the expressed wishes of many of our
subscribers, and will give a great deal more time
to the staff (at present overvJOrked) to plan and
produce a better journal ... As a fortnightly paper
Tomorrow is enlarged and improved; those responsible
for its production gladly continue to give their
services voluntarily in the belief that by this change
and with the help of the goodwill of the subscribers,
an independent journal will be firmly established ... 10
Any changes in format or policy were more intentional than
realized and regular contributors remained the same - H.
Winston Rhodes, Denis Glover, A.R.D. Fairburn, Frank Sargeson,
and Charles Brasch among them.

The publication continued to

9 Tomorrow, Volume VI, No. 15, May 29, 194·0,p.477
10 Ibid., Volume II, No. 17, March 4, 1936, p.1.
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be controversial, and, following the outbreak of the Second
World War, was declared undesirable by the Fraser Government.
On June 17, 1940 Kennaway Henderson sent a "Not; ce to
Subscribers" which was the epitaph to the fruition of his
1i f e I s wo rk ;

It is with regret that we announce to our many subscribers that we have temporarily ceased publicatio~
The reason for this is that last week the Superintendent
of Police visited our Printer and warned him of the risk
he was running in continuing to print Tomorrow. The
Superintendent pointed out that the Police have power
to seize any printing press and they would not hesitate
to use this power if any subversive articles were
printed. The Editor was similarly warned. After the
visit our printer informed us that he was not prepared
to print any further issues of the journal.
Readers will recall that under the Emergency legislation "Subversion" is very vaguely defined, so that
almost any critical writing might be regarded as
subvers i ve. Consequently no pri nter is prepared to
print Tomorrow, and, in effect we have been suppressed
under legislation passed by the first N.Z. Labour
Government. New Zealand has now no independent~
critical journal.
At the moment a wave of hysteria is sweeping the
country. It may be that an oppoHuni ty to commence
publication again will occur in a few months. In the
meantime, however, we are forced to discontinue. We
thank our many subscribers and well-wishers for support
in the past and hope they will do anything they can in
order to make it poss'ible for Tornon"ov/ to reappear in
the near future.
KENNAWAY HENDERSON
Ed; torU
Henderson's hope was never to be fulfilled and on Tuesday,
July 15, 1941, in a typewritten bulletin, he informed sub;;;
scribers of the regretful decision lito wind up the affairs
of the paper.1I

Clearly Henderson believed he had been
ll

IIsuppressed on account of the supposed IIsubversive tone of
ll

Tomorrow.

11

There is 1; ttl e counter evi dence to doubt that

I b; d., Vo 1ume VI, No. 15.
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Tomorrow was suppressed, however Professor Rhodes describes
the publication's demise in more casual terms,
Then the blow fell. Warned by the Fraser Government
printers refused to print. There was no ban, no
suppression, no charge; but the paper could not be
published. It died with a bang, not a whimper; and
Kennaway's work was finished. (Landfall, No.,54, p.181)
Ipmorrow left behind it the legacy of a one-man independent
editorial policy in a paper that sustained political, literary,
and social interests.

In other words, it was an intellectual

concern.
Another important publication to appear before Landfall
was the weekly publication of the New Zealand Broadcasting
Corporation (originally the N.Z.B.S.), the New Zealand Listener.
The Listener fi rst appeared in 1939 and was edited by 01 i ver
Duff.
As well as radio programmes for the forthcoming weeks
the Li stene}" has regul ar features (fi 1m and book revi eVJS,
music, cooking~ correspondence column), articles on
subjects and personalities connected with broadcasts, and
poems and s tori es by New Zea 1an ders. [vlany writers, both
established and aspiring, have contributed. Among the
poets, James K. Baxter, Denis Glover and Louis Johnson,
have been well represented. 12
In 1949 M.H. Holcroft was persuaded to take over the editorship
of the weekly from Oliver Duff. 13 Under Holcroft the Listener
was noted for its fostering of the arts, and, although a
commercially dependent publication, many major writers appeared
in its pages.
In March 1941, The Caxton Press in Christchurch published
Park, Iris M., op. cit., p. 26
13 M.H. Holcroft wrote an autobiography entitled Reluctant
Editor (The "Listener" Years, 1949-67), published by Reed,
1Wellington, 1969). Holcroft's three essays, liThe Deepening
Stream" ,liThe Waiti n9 Hi 11 s ", and liThe Ene; rel i ng Seas ", are
regarded as milestones in modern imaginative writing in New
Zealand. They were later published as Discovered Isles.

12
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the fi rst number of a IImi sce 11 anyll entitl ed Book. The
publication presented articles, fiction, poetry, and
criticism, as well as the occasional wood engraving.
of Book's contributors would later publish in
them;

Many

~andfall,

among

Bas;l Dowling, Allen Curnow, Denis Glover, John Reece

Cole, James Bertram, James K. Baxter, J.R. Hervey, Maurice
Duggan, and Frank Sargeson.
to Book.

Charles Brasch also contributed

The last number (No.9), which was devoted to short

stories, appeared in July 1947, four months after the advent
of Landfall.

Once Landfall commenced publication in March 1947,

Book ceased to exist.
Although it appeared first in October 1949, two years
after the first issue of Landfall, the independent monthly
review Here and Now deserves brief mention.

Its policy echoed

the radical tones of the thirties and tended to be more outspoken than Landfall when criticising established interests.
Here and NOVJ,
••• has been founded in the belief that free discussion
of politics, literature, art and public affairs is an
essential part of the democratic process. Such discussion hardly takes place here at all at present--at least
not in print. The people of Britain have their weekly
journals~ The New Statesman, The New Englisb Weekly,
Time and Tide, The SQectator, and several others,
which between them provide a forum in which public
affai rs may be dealt with freely and honestly for the
benefit of literate people. Because we have lacked
this sort of journalism in New Zealand the newspapers
have dominated the field. (Here and Now, No.1,
October 1949, p. 7).
The editorial panel included familiar names such as A.R.D.
Fairburn, R.W. Lowry, and M.K. Joseph, \'1hile the contributing
panel included Frank Sargeson, Dorothea Turner, Eric Lee-Johnson,
Kendri ck Smi thyman, Da vi d Ba 11 antyne, and
Here and Now was political;

r~auri

ce Duggan.
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The press and broadcasting are run by businessmen
and politicians with money-making and pO\\Jer-getting as
their simple aims.. It is these same influential men
who run the affairs of the country as a whole. Inevitably
we shall come in conflict with interests of one sort or
another. (Here and Now, No.1, October 1949, p.?).
Even the literary side of the periodical was distinctly sociopolitical, but, reflecting its time in a period of affluence,
Here and Now was less radical than Tomorrow.

Also, it only

lasted for a decade while The New Zealand Monthly Review., which
has already lasted more than a decade, continues the tradition
of the radical thirties in the perspective of the seventies.
The comnon bonds of all these publications were their intellectual status and their independence of commercial interests.
Their common experience, except for Monthly Review, tended to
be ephemeral because there was not a sufficient attempt to
put each publication on a firm financial footing.

A constant

change of management and irregular publication also tended to
be destructive to the enterprise of publishing a small magazine.
Landfall overcame the problems of its ancestors by maintaining
a politically cautious editorial policy;

by appearing regularly

four times a year; by having a firm financial basis; and by
being the full ti me occupati on of one edi tor devoted to its
success.
It would be easy to beg questions as to how the history
of the previous independent journals in New Zealand influenced
the policy and format of Landfall.

Only one man, Charles Brasch,

is really capable of knowing the full answer, and many things
he ;s understandably unwilling to divulge.
conclusions may be made.

But some tentative
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Charles Brasch was a major contributor to Phoenix, and
appeared also in Tomorrow.

His experience with publication was

undoubtedly enhanced by his associat"ion with the two journals
and he comprehended both the idealistic and practical concerns
of publication.

His idealistic concern was to ascertain the

New Zealand identity, and he agreed with Oliver Duff that,
The pioneers knew who they were and where they were
going. The; r grandch"j 1dren stand bewil dered at the
. crossroads, not quite sure whether to advance or
retire; whether they are strayed Europeans or white
Polynesians; immigrants, travellers, or natives.
(Landfall, No.7, p. 168)
Brasch was particularly concerned with New Zealandls "national
ll

consC"iousness and its "integration with the reality of the
ll

New Zealand cultural, climact"jc, political, and social
experi ence) But he excl uded the sharp radi ca 1i Sin of contemporaries like Glover.

W.H. Oliver, the only man before

Robin Dudding that Brasch trusted with the editorship of
Landfall, has an interesting insight into the attitude of
Charles Brasch which bears on the tone of Lahdfall;
Charles Brasch, in his early verse a good deal more
subdued than (his) contemporaries, is comparable,
though thoroughly individualistic. More.oosmopolitan
in habits and outlook, he "'las also more explicitly
concerned with problems of civilisation and culture.
An early title, liThe Land ahd the People (1939), and
two later ones, IIDisputed Ground" and liThe Estate
(1948 and 1957) point to the nature of his preoccupations.
The land and the people, at odds with each other, need
to be wedded by habit and rituals which will ease the
rawness of each; the country (so at one level; at
another, the nature of man) is ground disputed over
. by the demands of its inhabitants and its own resistance to change. A manls estate is all he has to
reckon ItJith; a territory where i nher; tance and
environment meet, conflict, and (it may be eventually)
merge. 14
ll

ll

14 McLintock, A.H., Editor. An Enc1clopedia of New Zealand,
R. E. Owen, Government Pri nter, (v-Ie 11 i ngton 9 1966), volume 2,
p. 341a.
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Brasch was conscious, not only of the "problems of
Civilisation and culture" which are as immense as they are.
abstract, but also of the budding tradition of artistic
achievement in New Zealand;
Ihe beginning of such a tradition may be dated from
the publication of Phoenix at Auckland University
College in 1932. That periodical ..• brought to light
most of the writers who have been prominent in the
last fifteen years. (Landfall, No.8, p. 243)
Civilization was a serious business to Brasch. The virtual
lack of satire or humour in Landfall is probably due to a
lack of satirists or humourists. I5 Apart from the lampoons
of Tomahawk, and the cartoons of Kennaway Henderson, New
Zealand periodicals ignored satire as a cultural weapon.

But

the sense of mission, evident in Phoenix! Tomorrow and
university magazines, was equally evident in Landfall.

Charles

Brasch knew that there was a need in New Zealand for an
expression of the national consciousness of the country and
its people.
as a

riv~l

Only then could a native tradition develop, not
to the older traditions of England and America,

but as a complementary tradition that made sense of Illiv'ing
in New Zealand ll and expressed the unique aspirations and
experiences of a particular geographical and psychological
context.

Brasch wished to make New Zealand a "centre" of

the many interlocking traditions.
Brasch stated that he had planned Landfall,
••. by the light, though not (it will be obvious) in
the image~of three English literary journals, the
most distlnguished, there can be little doubt, of
the past quarter of a century: The Adelphi under
John Middleton Murry, The Criterion under T.S. Eliot,
15 The one collection of N,Z. humour, The Kiwi Laughs, was
edited by J.C, Reid.
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and, for its brief but memorable period under
Christopher Dawson, The Dublin Review. These
journals reflected various forms of the European
tradition in ~ts manifold richness. (Landfall,
No.3, pp.160-161)
In addition, Brasch had read Horizon 16 which might be added
to the three other influences.

It is true that these four

journals influenced Landfall by inspiration rather than
example.

Landfall was more limited in its policy--most

notably, the exclusion of foreign contributions to its pages;
Unfortunately it has not been possible to consider
(foreign manuscripts), because Landfall·s first aim
is to be what it says it is, a New Zealand quartetly,
presenting the work of New Zealand writers. It has
little enough space to do this; it has no space,
at present, to do more than this~ (Landfall, No.6, p.83)
Privately, Brasch would admit that foreign contributors had
sufficient outlets in their own countries (particularly
Australia, England and the United States) and generally sent
their poorer work to Landfall to add another publication to
their curricula vitae.

It is interesting to compare T.S.

En ot· s pol i cy as editor of The Criter; on;
When starting The Criterion, I wished to include
representati yes of both older and younger generati ons,
and opened with a contribution from that genial doyen
of English letters, George Sa~ntsbury. G.K. Chestet'ton
was also a generous contributor. I am proud to have
introduced to English readers the work of Marcel
Proust. I am proud of having published work by
D. H. Lawrence, and by Wyndham Lewi s, James Joyce,
and Ezra Pound. I am proud of having published the
work of some of the younger Eng1 i sh poets, such as
Auden, Spender and MacNeice. Throughout I had
always two aims in view: to present to English
readers, by essays and short stories, the work of
important new foreign writers, and to offer longer
and more deliberate reviews than was possible in
magazines of more frequent appearance. I think that
both my aims "Jere realised, and that the seventeen
16 Brasch mentions Horizon twice in his notes. First
(Landfall No.1) in quoting Orwell, and second (No. 18)
to note its demise.
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volumes of The Criterion constitute a valuable record
of the thought of that peri od bebl/een two wars. 17
In retrospect Brasch could also congratulate himself for
having presented work from all major writers in New Zealand
in the two post-war decades of his editorship.

He could also

claim to have presented "a valuable record of the thought of
that period" between 1947 and 1966.

The ramifications of the

exclusion of foreign writers cannot be gauged.
Charles Brasch was a meticulous student of the best
overseas publications while he was in England as one of the
wartime scholars from New Zealand and, later, after his Y'eturn
to his homeland.

His care and concern for a high literary

standard left little room for experimentation, and those
experiments (the Commonwealth Letters for instance) which did
appear were carefully prepared and planned.
Landfall continued the history of evidence that a special
communication link would replace the umbilical cord of
intellectual dependence on Britain and America.

It was a

dependence that the spirit of self-determination in

BJ

young

state could not tolerate or sanction, and it is the experience
of Canada, Australia and the United States as well as New
Zealand.

Matthew Arnold once wrote;

I see advertised The Primer of American Literature.
Imagine the face of Philip or Alexander at hearing of
a Primer of Macedonian Literature! •.. ~le are all
contributors to one great literature--English
Literature. 18

17 T.S. Eliot in the Preface to the Faber and Faber Limited
Collected Edition (1967) reproduced from the original
numbers 1922-1939.
18 Quoted by Marcus Cunliffe in The Literature of the United
States, Penguin Books~ (Harmonds~vorth, 1954), p.g.
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Arnold was both correct and incorrect.

No New Zealander

woul d quest; on that hi s country IS 1iterature was anything
but a contri but; on to one great 1i terature"--Engl i sh
II

first and then the whole body of creative writing in the
world.

But Arnold was also mocking the local focus of

the Primer--a focus that only the native-born or long-term
resident could comprehend and express.
The New Zealand scholar Desmon:!Pacey, a Professor of
Literature in the Maritimes of Canada, has written a book
illustrating how Canadian literature reflects important
aspects of the Canadian consciousness.

But,

Certainly the Canadian writer, if he is at all
aware of the outside world, is in little danger
of falling into a smug complacency. 19
Dr. Pacey exphasizes the point that lithe British heritage
and the American example" have been of inestimable benefit
to a maturing Canad'ian culture, but the Canadian "has also
cause to be grateful for his Canad·ia.1l environment."
The decisive point is that Canada's youth
is in real'ity an advantage rather than a handicap.
Her future is almost certain to be greater than
her past, and this is the basis for the perpetual
hopefulness which pervades her literature and
her literary criticism. 20
The same point can be made in favour of New Zealand literature
without creating a constricting form of provincialism.

In

the thirties the Phoenix group had attempted to create lithe
Pacey, Desmond, Creative \~riting in Canada, The Ryerson
Press, (Toronto, 1961), p. 6. First published ;n 1952.
20 Ibid., p. 7.

19
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focussing of contemporary opinion upon local needs" and
succeeded in suggesting that the future of imaginative writing
in New Zealand was full of promise.
It can be concluded from the aspirations of the young
intellectuals and writers of the thirties and forties that
they believed in New Zealand, both as a significant part
of the Engl i sh-l anguage tradi ti on, and as a country wi th
unique needs and hopes in the arts, and in political,
social, and economic matters.

Their expressed wishes were

not intended to jam the signals of international contemporary
opinion.

Instead, proven methods and styles from overseas

would be applied to the New Zealand situation and coloured
by local reference.

As the inheritor of this trend of ideas

Landfall set out to interpret the intellectual and spiritual
nature of New Zealand.
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CHARLES BRASCH AND EDITORIAL POLICY
The establishment of Landfall had higher aims than simply
the publication of creative writing and critical articles for
an intellectual readership,

Landfall

IS

purpose was liTo re-

discover a just relationship between the arts and men's other
activities" ,Ill
wi til

II

\lJhi"le it was nevertheless

lIa

literary review ll

its chi ef concern the arts, of whi eh 1i terature is oneil,

Charles Brasch wrote;
But the arts do not exist in avoid, They are
products of the individual imagination and at the
same time social phenomena; ra-ised above the heat
and dust of evetyday life, and yet closely
implicated in it, Any serious consideration of
them is bound to involve an inquiry into their
place in society and the social funct-ions they
fuHil--vlhat pal"t they play -in life~ 1tJhat use
they are, This "in tut!) must lead sooner or later
to questions about society itself and iI/hat it
exists for, and, eventually, about the nature
of man,
Hris might be

cons'id(~ted

as a summary of Braschls ph"ilosophy

of the arts as not only the garnishing for human life but also
as the funda.mental

1'~lUmanizing"

element in c-ivil"ization,

The

eighty issues of L dfa'll under discussion 'illustrate Brasch's
belief in this humanizing force,

Charles BY'c;sch often gives the ilYlpY'ession of being an
evangelist who saw a vital interrelationship between the arts
and the way of life in post-colorrial NevJ Zealand.

But, for

the arts,
Their present isolation is disastrous. They have been
made to appear unreal, a decoration on the surface
of life, which may be of use in ItJhil'ing away a few

1 All above quotations taken from Landfall, No.1, Notes 9 p,3,
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leisure hours, but is scarcely worth the attention
of those engaged in the serious business of mankind.
This "serious business of mankind" ;s the cause to which
Brasch has devoted much of his life and with considerable
success.

While his main concern was his New Zealand home-

land, his study in England had given him the opportunity to
see and reflect on a wider world.

E.H. McCormick describes

Brasch as being,
••• both attracted and repelled by the New Zealand
environment: attracted by its naked grandeur
(or in Dis uted Ground by the aura of its Polynesian past, repelled by its untamed, alien
character and the absence of historical and human
associations. "There are no dead in this land"~
he reflects~ "No personal sweetness in its earth ....1
As he returned to his own "starting place", his
mood •.. may ,,~ell have been one of stoical submission to an uncertain future. 2
But Bras ch had the courage and the ab il i ty to attempt
to make the future less uncertain by forming an artistic
"humus" that would nUl"ture a local tradition.

\lJhile there

was an evangelical purpose, Brasch based his editorship on
the meticulous perusal of relatively successful British and
Irish lHerary period'icals.

His modesty, sense of proportion

and quiet confidence are the most noticeable characteristics
of his early editorship.

The student-oriented Phoenix had

used the model of Murry1s Adelp,hi, and had alluded to the
Craet'i on wi th menti on of T. S. E1 i ot I s words II Redeem the
time, because the days are evil." 3 But Phoenix was a
product of the "Hungry Thi rties" where anger had prompted the
creative work of many writers.

Such anger characterized

2 McCormi ck E. H" New Zealand Literature: A Survey. Oxford
University Press. (London, 19-59), p. 138.
3 Phoenix, Volume 1, No, 1, p. 2.
9
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John A. Lee's Children of the Poor and The Hunted or the wel1known diatribe of A.R.D. Fairburn, Dominion.
~andfa1l,

on the other hand, was a product of post-war

enthusiasm where fighting was to be replaced by rebirth and
cooperation.

The depression was over, and there is almost no

influence of those times in Landfall's pages.

Certainly the

language had become more sedate in expression and far less
radical in substance.
such as Brasch, a

s~nse

Also there was, in the minds of people
of national awareness in New Zealand

and a belief that the former furthest part of the British Empire
had served tts time in Britain's wars.

Now New Zealand's

cultural destiny was the building of a nevI autonomous nation
to replace the colonial province.
The explicit evidence of Charles Brasch's editorial
influence exists in the "Notes ll vlhich prefaced each number of
Landfall.

The two numbers edited by W.H. Oliver, and an ex-

perin-lent in later issues entitled IIThis Quarter", which were
notes written by other people, were the only occasions where
opinions other than Brasch's were expressed outside regular
art; cles.

The very careful background pl anning that James

Bertram and Charles Brasch carried out at Oxford prior to
their return to New Zealand and the establishment of their
literary venture included a policy of strong editorship that
had typified the British journals.

Added to this policy was

Brasch's sense of purpose, or, as McCormick describes it,
hi s "quest for harmony that governs hi sown 1ife ... "4
4 McCormick, E.H., op.cit. p.138
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One critic remarked sardonically that Landfall might as well
have been called "Charliels Aunt", but McCormick has a more
accurate summary;
Landfall is a magnificent achievement, every number
test"ifying to the editorls impartiality, his skill,
his standards of taste and judgement. The beautifully
printed, scrupulously edited volumes, illustrated and
analysed and indexed, merit nothing but gratitude and
respect.
The evidence behind this true statement lies in the volumes
of Landfall, but there has been considerable criticism of
Landfall for its failure to produce the work of unknown and
-fledgling poets;

an omission the Poetry Year-bop!. adequately

filled with some loss of quality.
opinion to this criticism.

One can only give an

McCormick continues,

Landfall could have been different only by
sacrificing its main source of strength, the
principles of its editor. The response to its
necessary limitations should have been other
journals. different in scope and intention.
Alan Mulgan is less enthusiastic, but no less positive in his
opinion of Landfall;
..• Landfall's achievement in setting high standards
an dStTCk i I1g to them, and encourag; n9 new ideas and
methods, is an important chapter in the development
of our cultuY'e. The quarterly is a repository of
significant creative work and of criticism that has
often been the product of valuable research ... 5
The characteristic lack of humour in Landfall prompted Anton
Vogt, after reading the second issue, to comment;
Mr. Brash (sic) hadnlt read the Cheer up, Chum; His
high seriousness has got him down a bit, and if someone
doesn't give him an aspirin some of his subscribers are
going to take a powder. 6

5 Mulgan,

Great Days i!LNevJ Zealand Wl"iting
(~~ellington, 1962), p. 137.
6 Southern Cross, July 26, 1947.
Alan~

9

Reed,
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Such emetic humour would probably not have appealed to Brasch,
but Anton Vogt did realize the underlying purpose of the
quarterly;
•.• Landfall is essentially what we need, a cultural
magazine with a set of values which are difficult to
explain but which cannot be explained away_ 7
Newsp'aper reviewers have, in general, been laudatory from
the beginning;
The first issue of'Landfall
has been awaited with
keen interest; and only exuberant expectations will
be ftisappointed. It does not set the Avon on fire,
or greater or lesser streams and does not try to;
and if those are dull readers who do not warmly
respond to some evidences of the editorlswisa
ambitions, they will be injudicious who do not 8
approve the obvious wisdom of early restraint.
ll

•••

Such revi ewi ng refl ects hi ghbrow react; on to Landfa 11 ,
v

There is also more fluid and cosompolitan opinion;
The first issue of the New Zealand quarterly
Landfall II ed'ited by the well-known Dunedin 'tJriter,
Charl es-l:fY'Bsch, gi ves promi se of be; ng a s i gnifi cant
force in the country's literature. Of modest proportions, it is packed with material that gives a
comprehensive survey of artistic effort in progress
in the Donrinion, and the editor has gained the
support of some of New Zealand's most important
writers, who make interesting contributions to this
first issue. Although largely preoccupied with
all forms of artistic endeavour, the review has
set itself wider aims, and the enunciation of thisg
policy by the editor will be generally welcomed.
II

Some of the cri ti ci sm in revi ews made percepti ve remarks "Jhi ch
touched on the limited appeal of Landfall as opposed to its
qUail ity;

7 Ibid., April 5, 1947.
8 The Press (Christchurch) s April 8, 1947.
9 The Evening Star, March 29, 1947.
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In the main, IILandfall ll seems to be a magazine
written by intellectuals for intellectuals. It has
over it all the IIpale cast of thought ll and that
peculiar melancholy which seems indigenous to New
Zea 1and 1i terature, if not to New Zealand 1i fe. As
the editor declares at the outset, if it is to
reach a wider public, lIits interest must be wider.1I
With that proviso, its future should be assured. 10
But sometimes Landfa 11

V/aS

sarcasti ca lly condemned;

The first IILandfall ll : 110 Paradise," sings Vasco de
Gama in Meyerbeer's opera, "L'Africana" as his ship
makes a mys ti c and beautiful 1andfa 11 of the coast
of Africa. "0 Paradise rising from the waves,
Entrancing, wondrous treasures, all hail! II But
Vasco de Gama was singing about the latest of his
discoveries and not about IILandfall ll --the first
number of which has lately been distributed to
expectant subscri bers allover the country.
Most of them, one would imagine, have been far
from entranced although they may still be
mystified over the causes of its appalling dullness as reading matter and its stodginess to
the eye. For neither cri me is there any excuse
whatsoever. It is jus t as hard to bel i eve that
the Caxton Press was given a free hand in laying
out II Landfall' s" format as it 'is to comprehend the
editor's lack of perception in failing to realize
how Y'; pe is the time to gi ve New Zeal and something for which it is more than avid. 11
While it is doubtful whether or not Vasco de Gama ever read
Landfall, it is obvious that this review is a personal attack
on the editor.

Brasch's II control li of Caxton's otherwise competent

1aying out of the format is hel d as the reason for the number's
IIstodginess li •

And the accusation that a IIcrime ll had been

committed in the IIdullness" clearly suggests that the anonymous critic had a personal axe to grind.

It is important to

note that such negative criticism of Landfall usually included
some disapproval of the editor.
But Landfall's unique significance and importance was not

10 The Eveni~ Post, April 17, 1951
11 The South 1and Dan y News s May 10, 1947
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unheeded overseas.

A review of the first number in the Times

Literar,t Supplement commented;
An editorial note, thoughtful and unaffectedly
earnest in tone, on the problems of literature and
society in New Zealand and the relationship of the
arts in New Zealand to European tradition gives
promise of a serious and well-written literary
revi eWe 12
And the Observer observed, twelve years after Landfall's genesis,
Landfall, edited by an admirable poet, Charles Brasch,
is, like Meanjin, subsidised, and perhaps because of this
suffers from having to cover rather too much ground-science, technology, ecology, education, as well as
opera, music and literature. But its level is high,
the poetry and short stori es to the poi nt, and its
neat, clear appearance nicely represents the sense and
sol"i darity of the contents. 13
Such positive criticism from respected sources also made mention
of the influence of the editor, though the respective reviewers
were probably unacquainted with Brasch personally.

Outsiders,

however, would detect Brasch's presence through the quarterly
"Notes whi ch Chri stchurch poet John Summers consi dered mi sII

named;
I have always disagreed with Mr. Brasch's diminutive
"Notes" as a suitable title for his O\'JIl introduction
and when •.• he becomes impassioned, rightly castigating
us for our mediocre ItJay of life, the title "Notes" 14
is almost as ridiculous as a pill box on Jeremiah.

The foregoing quotations testify to the indispensable
expertise that Brasch brought to his editorship.

The selection

of contents may have often been "undemocratic" and probably even
biased at times, though proof of this remains secret to Brasch,
his enemies, and his personal 'letters.

The strict principles to

which Brasch adbered set the all-important standard that
12 June 7, 1947.
13 February 15, 1959.
14 Southland Times, February 9, 1952.
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professional writers in New Zealand were unashamed to accept,
knowing that it was hi ghly

regal~ded

at home and abroad.

The

realization of a New Zealand literature came with Landfall
and the post-war years.

Because of his personal influence as editor of Landfall,
it ;s necessary to investigate the ideas that influenced
Brasch ;n his poetry, and in his deep concern for "civilization"
and the "serious business of mankind.

II

Allen Curnow describes

. the poetry of Brasch, Glover, Dowling and Ursula Bethell as
the "more del; berate art" of the "more temperate South Is 1and.

\I

It was poetry, too, with a regional truth for New
Zealand: something quite different in mood and image
and colour from the North Island poetry of Fairburn,
Mason, and Robin Hyde, and (somewhat later) of
Sinclair, Smithyman, and Gloria Rawlinson. Regionalism is not much respected in criticism today: but
the signature of a region, like that of a witness
written below the poet1s, can attest value in the work.
The ampler, barer perspectives of mountains, plains,
and coasts of the South Island--separated from the
North by the ga 1e-th reshed, ocean gut of Cook Strai t-extend behind Brasch's earlier lyrics ... 15
It is interesting to hear Allen Curnow, the one poet whose
personal background straddles the Cook Strait with lengthy
residence in both Christchurch and Auckland, talking in terms
of the South Island myth.

Suffice it to say

that~

while

Curnow's observation on Brasch's earlier lyrics is correct,
Brasch was far too cosmopolitan in experience and perception
to be limited to a "South Island sensibility", which, in the
way it has been discussed, suggests a limitation of understanding and a myopia of vision,

15

As with Curnow, the tone of Brasch's

Curnow, Allen, New Zealand Verse, Penguin, (Plymouth, 1966)
p.50-51.
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earlier poetry is a preoccupation with the isolation of New
Zealand and the sense of exile from the world;
Always, in these islands, meeting and parting
Shake us, making tremulous the salt-rimmed air;
Divided and perplexed the sea is waiting,
Birds and fishes visit us and disappear.
(liThe Islands")
The therre of II arri val and departure" and the sense that
"nistance looks our way" is strong in Brasch's work.

Katherine

Mansfield had departed the country, but, following the death of
her brother, she admitted that "New Zealand;s in my very bones."
Dther brilliant New Zealanders, among them Lord Rutherford
and David Low, left their native land for more fertile pastures,
but Brasch "arrived" again \'iHh the post-war confidence of those
who wished to develop the "cultural desert" of their homeland.
Brasch's decision to return to New Zealand made the title
of Landfall an appropriate personal enterprise.

It was pertinent

to the rene\'!ed interest of a pioneer poet in the "rediscovery"
of his country.

Brasch's knowledge and respect for the English

traditi on of art and 1iterature, and hi s awareness of the
essence of the American tradition, prevented him from falling
into a dull, introverted provincialism.

His purpose was the

discovery of the meaning of life in New Zealand, a meaning
Brasch was confident could be discovered through the arts and
the imagination of artists.

Of the arts he said;

Without them1>society would in the long run be intolerable,
because meaningless--its meaning (if any) could not be
communicated. (Landfall, No.1, p.4)
With such a philosophy it was little wonder that Brasch was
scornfully dissatisfied with the "egalitarian ll society of rugby,
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racing, beer, and a stultifying

~Protestant

work with no reflection on its purpose.

ethic ll of hard

With improved inter-

national communication Brasch's former sense of exile deep
in the South Pacific became more a sense of exile from his
countrymen and the.iY' philistinism.

There;s an adamant tone

in the statement:
There is no substitute for the arts and their
unifying, their dignifying power; and any lesser
view of them can only lead to triviality, in
them or in society, or in both. (Landfall, No.1, p.4)
The belie'f that the British literary tradition could be
sufficiently decentralized to allow for a new tradition in
the antipodes bec;arne-Landfall's thesis;
However the arts may develop in New Zealand, they
will still be working within and must still depend
on the European tradition. Of that there can be no
question. But the European tradition is not static,
and there are many branches of it; all the branches
depend on the main tradition, but all are constantly
adding to it and rnodify"ing it, and there is no
apparent l-imit to their number and variety. In
every good artist in every European society that
main tradition is reincarnated. ~Jorking in his own
place and time he is drawing on a tradition which
has been formed in so many places and times that it
now belongs to none exclusively but to all. In one
sense he ; s worki ng on the peri phery, where!ler he
may be , even in Landon or Paris or Vienna, because
at the same time the tradition belongs to and is
being reincarnated in a dozen other places as well;
but inasmuch as the tradition is alive for him it
has become localised and he is working from a centre.
There is no single centre; the Yugoslavia of Mestrovich,
the Finland of Sibelius, the Ireland of Yeats, are
as much centres in respect of the work of these
artists as the Italy of Dante or the France of
Cezanne. (Landfall, No.1, p.5)
This is the most appropriate line to take, and the danger of
a double standard of criticism is abolished by defining New
Zealand as a branch tradition of the European centre;
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•.• the first condition of good work here is that for
the artist the tradition must be localized, in himself
or ina group to \"hi ch he has access, so that he may
feel himself, just as an artist working in Europe would,
to be working from a centre, and can see his subject
matter, which will be local'at least in the sense that
he belongs to this particular time and place, quite
naturally in terms of the tradition. He must at the
same ti me rei ncarnate the traditi on ina 1oca 1 form,
and embody h-is local and personal material in terms
recognizably of the tradition, howevet modified.
{Landfall, No.1, p.5-6)
New Zealand's artists, growing up in their environment, with
a di fferent perspecti ve, waul d create a II rei ncarnated" 1oca 1
tradition in constant touch with what Brasch calls "the centre."
Isolation and poverty: these terms can, no doubt, be
applied to us, if we recognise their relativity in the
world of to-day, But they are not absolute handicaps.
They are limiting factors, which is something different.
The Iceland of the sagas was immeasurably poo~er and
certainly no less isolated. (Landfall, No.1, p.7)
In his poetry, Charles Brasch showed o. preoccupation with
the geographical isolation and cultural poverty of New Zealand:
Behind our quickness, our shallow occupation of the easier
their unp170testing memory
Mildly hovers, surrounding us with perspective,
Offering soil for our rootless behaviour.
("Forerunners" )

Landscape~

To make sense of this "rootless behaviour" was of great
importance to Brasch as his Notes and the selection of contents
evidence;
We cannot remain in an isolation like that of the Icelanders or the Maoris, and we therefore owe it to ourse1 ves, when we meet other ci vil i zati ons, to look for
what is finest and most enduring in them, and not to
be content with the obvious points of contact brought
about by politics and trade. (Landfall, No.1, p.l)
This is the cosmopolitan view of Brasch that would never be
completely fulfilled while the policy of "New Zealand contr-ibutors only" existed for the editing of Landfall.

However

the motive of that policy is understandable and was a far cry
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from cultural chauvinism.
In 1961 an important symposium was held in Auckland.

It

was entitled "Distance Looks Our Wayll from a line out of Brasch's
poem liThe Islands.

1I

The symposium came to terms with the effect

of New Zealand's geographical isolation on the national psyche.
Phrases such as Dr. Roger Duff's II peripheral survival ll characterized the geographic situation, while Professor Robert
Chapman described New Zealand as being IIpart of the world-wide
dialogue of European civilization.

1I

The antipodean situation

of New Zealand placed the country at the extremity of the
dialogue with Europe.
C.K. Stead described New Zealand's new tradition as the
"inheritance of experiment in formsll, from the vagaries of
political movements to the security of the IAlelfare state, the
country gradually developed a culture that transcended the
myths of the South Pacifi c and its own fi rst decarles as a
European offshoot.
Yet, despite this formidable inheritance, realized and
discussed by the country's intellectuals and artists, the
strangest attitude prevalent in New Zealand is the obliviousness
of the Pacific reality. Asia is still described by the
British term IIfar East ll while it is a near neighbour, and New
Zealand soldiers made a greater mark in the Second World War
in Europe and Africa than they did close to home in the
Pacific. From the first issue of Landfall, Charles Brasch
makes continual reference to the Pacific but, as the quarterly
developec\' it became clear that the "neighbourhood" would be
viewed occasionally and selectively through New Zealand-based
European eyes;
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No Pacific country is even half as real to us" in
the sense that we know not only its superficial
characteristics but the quality of its people and
their civilization, as the British Isles. But the
particular form which the European tradition takes
here is likely to be richer or poorer according to
our knowledge of the completely different traditions
of those neighbours who have most to offer us in
this way; China, Japan, Indonesia, Mexieo--and
India, for India will be felt in the Pacific.
(Landfall No. I, p.7)
9

There is a dichotomy between New Zealand's South
Pac; fi c 1oeati on and the spi ritual att,aehment to Brita; nand
the United States.

Just as Robinson Crusoe made landfall on

a virgin landscape and brought with him the salvaged tools of
the worl d from "Jhi ch he had come, so the fi rs t settl ers who
came to New Zealand brought with them the cultural inheritance
of the Old World.

~1any

of the first settlers brought with them

ideas for reform from the post-Industrial Revolution, postReform Bill Britain of their experience.

They most notably

adopted Chartism, the modified movement of syndicalist forces.
And the continued economic dependence on Britain for markets
and manufactured goods oriented New Zealand thinking, naturally,
towa rds the Mother Country.

This was also true of the "Jr; ter

and the artist;
For the writer in New Zealand the tradition of his
own tongue, as embodied ;n the great writers among
whom he will choose his models, must be sought overseas. That is, in part, what our immaturity means •
. (Landfall, No.3, p.160)
For this reason the Pacific neighbours were "l ess relevant"
than a country half a world away and,until the post-war era
began, New Zealand's main interests in the Pacific were usually
British interests.
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In 1952 Brasch reiterated his attitude towards the Pacific
in a political context;
New Zealand is a Pacific nation and its nearest great
neighbours, apart from Australia, are China, Japan,
and India, yet there is little provision in New
Zealand, except in such private bodies as the
Institute of Pacific Relations and the Institute of
International Affairs, for the study of Pacific and
Asiatic affairs. This may help to explain our lack
of informed opinion on the subject; it does not
excuse the apathy wh i ch allows po 1iti ci ans an d
ministers with little more specialized knowledge
than the general public to commit the country to
this or that policy, and so determine its future,
secure from challenge. (Landfall, No. 22, p.87)
New Zealand's literary connections with the three Asian giants
have been scant but si gni fi cant.
intel~est

Charl es Brasch I s personal

in the Chinese, Indian, and Russian civilizations is

evident through the commissioning of several Landfall articles
and book reviews discussed in another chapter.

The three most

important Asian "correspondents" are Robin Hyde, James Bertram,
and Rewi Alley.
Baxter's.

The connection with India is mostly James K.

But,

... from a New Zealand point of view it is an absurd
anomaly to prov; de for the study of the hi story and
languages of Britain and Europe and to ignore those
of neighbours with whom our future will be so closely
involved. (Landfall, No. 22, p.88)
In 1952 toe

~1aori

Affa; rs Department produced the i 11 us-

trated quarterly Te Ao Hou (The New World).

On this occasion

Brasch refers to the link the Maori people form between the
Europeans in the South Pacific and Asian peoples;
•.. the better Pakeha and Maori understand each other
the easier shall we find it to meet our Chinese and
Japanese, Indian and Indonesian neighbours across the
Pacific. (Landfall, No. 24, p.260)
Thi s mi ght be considered as a cl ass i c

fotm

of wi shful think; ng
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on the part of a visionary since such a connection has not
materialized to the present day.

But it was typical of Brasch's

commendable idealism even though Landfall could only accept the
European view of the Pacific.
In theory, Charles Brasch sought a Pacific and Asian·
isentity for New Zealand without cutting off the familiar
historical roots in European civilization.

On the one hand

Europe had given New Zealand a special character and acceptable institutions. On the other hand new and strange postcolonial civilizations exerted their influence increasingly
on New Zealand out of sheer size.

Of all the major countries

in the Paci fi c only Japan and Thail and had no history of
European colonial domination.

And while most New Zealanders

remained oblivious of the Pacific reality, Brasch had constructive suggestions;
... Australia and New Zealand ... are now suspended
between the poles of east and vvest. Their spiritual
origins are in Europe, but they are likely to be
influenced more and more by their nearer neighbours,
the other great reservoirs of civilization, India
and China, which with revived political independence
are sho1tJing their attl'active power again.
New Zealand, it is plain, has no future as a
watered-dovm taste"less Britain of the South. It
is as a genuinely Pacific society of mixed blood
medi ating between east and west, that we may hope
for its emergence in time to come with gi fts of
its own to offer the world. If we can free ourselves
of some of the obsessive preoccupations and limitations of the present day by looking back to our
origins and considering our place in the life of
man--by taking a view of history that leads to freedom and not to servi tude--we may come to unders tand
our situation better and find what work for the future'
we can as a people most usefully undertake.
(Landfall, no. 26, p.92)
Such hopes have been also a part of Canadian history, though
that country's xenophobia parallels NevI Zealand's with reference
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to Asia.

Thellview of histori ' is Brasch IS expression of a

changing attitude.
On a smaller scale, in a closer context, Brasch distinguishes New Zealand from Australia by contrasting the
II

conti nent myth II vvith the II i s 1and myth".
Australian writers are able to identify themselves with society because their society is
relatively large, broad-based and diverse, and
wealthy and secure enough to be fairly tolerant.
It does not have to demand s tri ct conformity of
thought and behaviour; it can find room for
artist and writer; up to a point it allows them
to work and sanctions their difference.
(Landfall, No. 29, p.3)

With this "fairly tolerant" society "Australians are obsessed
by the notion of size."

So are some Canadians. The vast snowy

prairies of Frederick Ph"ilip Grove and the Gargantuan mountains
of LJ. Pratt give Canada its myth of The Sleeping Giant, and
its aura of immense and imposing size.

In a sense both

Australians and Canadians can rely on this "size" to maintain
a native tradition simply because of the scope that seems
available.

But New Zealand writers, aware of the smallness of

the; r country, both in popul at; on and territory, turn towards
the resources of a 1a rger traditi on than the one they feel they
can create;
New Zealand writers ... are over-conscious of society,
but they do not claim to speak for it, nor do they look
to it for a large approving audience: on the contrary,
they are critical and impatient of society, and write
only for themselves, which means for any audience they
can find whether at home or abroad. That is why they
feel themselves to belong, if distantly, to the English
or Anglo-American literary world and tradition. They
have little urge to break away and set up independently
their isolation would then be too complete and vulnerable.
(Landfall, No. 29, p.4)
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Charles Brasch saw his own society as "on1y half alive
intellectually and socially."

It was a difficult arena within

which his intense ideas of personal and artistic order might
be tested.

Pseudo-European antipodean New Zealand, when

garnished with Asian spices, might change sufficiently to
become competent to contribute an original view of humanity;
A soci ety can be s ai d to have come of age when ; t
begins to live by the light of an imaginative order
of its own. The creation of such an order is generally
slow; it may proceed as the society discovers and
establishes an identity which, from shadowy beginnings b
has been taking form and assuming personality until
it becomes mature and distinct; and it survives its
creator, as the light of a vanished star continues
to travel through the heavens and fall upon bodies
unknown at its nativity.
The process by which maturity is reached is hard
to trace. It; s cl ear however that an i magi nat; ve
order, which might be called the spiritual form of
the soc; ety that creates it, can be brought ; nto
being in a number of different circumstances. It
may come, for instance, vvith the development of
language, or the growth of new art forms, with
political independence or the expression of a
particular religious impulse. (Lundfall, No. 32, pp.248-249)
The poet who regarded the European tradition with great admiration planned to bring about a metamorphosis of New Zealand
culture;
In older countries, where an imaginative order
already exists, new works of art and literature need
only embellish or extend or re-define that order.
But in a raw colonial society much more is demanded
of them; they have to create order for the fi rs t
time, in a wilderness that is without form and very
nearly void. (Landfall, No. 32, p.249) 16
The "embryo order of post-war New Zealand's imaginative writing
ll

formed the basis for Brasch's confidence in an "imaginative"
future, and stimulated the desire to edit Landfall.

In 1947 he

16 This passage, and many others, owe a great deal to Eliot's

earlier essays, particularly Tradition and the Individual
Talent.
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could see that the "void" in the New Zealand imagination was
due to a lack in communication.

An organ for such communication

was therefore essential.
In a lecture reminiscent of Emerson's "American Declaration
of Literary Independence" (The American Scholar), Dr. J.C.
Beaglehole spoke at Canterbury College of a New Zealand intellectual revolution from colony to province. 17 Charles Brasch
praised Dr. Beaglehole's Emerson;an pronouncement, and stated
that,
The struggles of literature and art in a young society,
however confused, are never vvithout purpose; they are
always governed by that obscure urge to create an
imaginative order, without which all material order,
the everyday life of society, is empty and barren.
(Landfall, No. 32, p.249)
But, while Brasch had certain cultural ideals he would not
compromise, he was also cautious to specify the practical
objectives of the Ilstruggle

ll

,

The history of colonial societies suggests that no
overseas colony of a great civilization, even after
long independence (if it survives), ;s likely to
reach higher distinction than that of a provincial
variant of the parent body. (Landfall, No. 26, p,91)
With the example of the United States obviously excluded,
Brasch realized the limited scope for a new imaginative order
when the influence of an inherited culture was considered.
Kendrick Smithyman has doubts about Brasch's attitude.

With

reference to Allen Tate's ideas in The New Provincialism
Smithyman states,
••. by Tate's canons Brasch appears a provincial man 18
moving towards the perception of a regional outlook.
17 Beaglehole, J.e., The Ne~v Zealand Scholar, Canterbury University College Press, Christchurch.
18 In A Way of Saying Smithyman noted that the development of
New Zealand literature parallels that of the literature of
the Southern Ameri can States. Hence the reference to Tate.
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Smithymanls attitude towards tradition opposes Braschls
"Provincialism":

"Provincial, we may suspect, keeps about it

an unhappy ai r of di sparagement.

II

( Brasch cannot be accused of being "a provincial man"
'/

when his quarterly"notes are studied.

He certainly followed

closely the cultural trends of England and Europe, but his
consciousness of Asia made him far less "provincial" than
others who were preoccupi ed si mp ly

\,11 th

Ameri ca and Europe.

As editor, he did not accept foreign contributions because he
believed that there were sufficient journals overseas for such
contributions.
for publication.

But New Zealand writers had no reliable vehicle
Landfall's existence was primarily to create

"an imaginative order in New Zealand", but its volumes were an
integra 1 part of the i nternati ana 1 i magi nat; ve orde~~
When Landfall was extended in scope the extension was not
entirely successful.

The Commonwealth Letters, for example,

were designed to ShOltl parallels of cultural development between
New Zealand and other Commonwealth countries
South Africa, and India.).

(Canada~

Australia,

Brasch was concerned that,

... the four colonies have noticed one another only for
some passing advantage of politics or trade; each has
gone its ovm way, and in the arts they have generally
ignored one anotherls existence. (Landfall, No. 34, p.103)
Brasch s recogniti on of a "Commonwea lth 1iterature" was a good
I

idea, but the scope was way beyond Landfall IS limitations.
The Commonwealth Letters were spasmodi c and superfi ci al, and
confirmed the original policy that it was better to deal with
New Zealand writing in detail than to treat international
writing superficially.
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The term IICommonwealth literature ll was accepted officially
at the first Conference on Common wealth literature held at
Leeds University in 1964.

Sir Roger Stevens, Vice-Chancellor

of the University of Leeds, wrote in a foreword to the published
proceedings of the" Conference,
English is no longer the language of an Empire. It
has become a major international medium of communication.
Among other things "it is the language which enables the
members of t.he Commonwealth to maintain contact and
develop initiatives. And one of the most welcome
indications of the vitality of the Commonwealth is to
be found in the growth and diversity of literary
traditions in the English language throughout the
many communities \"ihich compose it. It;s perhaps to
be expected that those Commonwealth countries for
whose societies English is a mother tongue should use
the language for creative purposes, and contribute
enri chment and new tradi ti ons to the great body of
English literature. But in communities where
English is not a mother tongue, in Asia and Africa,
in societies which have a long heritage of literature
in other languages, English is also being used
creatively with increasing vigour and independence.
All this inevitably adds new dimensions to the
study of English language and literature. 19
This comment confirms the idea of decentralization, but it is
significant

that~

only ten years before, Charles Brasch had used

the word Ilcoloniesli ~ without the adjective IIformer ll , to describe
the countries of the Commonwealth as it was prior to 1956.
The fi rst Commonwealth l.etter was contri buted by Vance
Palmer following a visit to the writers! conference in Christchurch, May 1951.

It was a summary of Frank Hardy's novel

Power Without Glory and therefore specific rather than general
about Australian writing.

Several more Australian letters

followed, and in June, 1955, the first Canadian letter appeared.

19 Press, John, (ed.), Commonwealth Literature, Heinemann,
(London, 1965), p.ix.
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The letters showed a concern for the question of "identity"
in the Dominions.
What is Canada? what is New Zealand? It is one of
the first questions that people ask themselves in a
young country, so soon as there;s any leisure for
asking questions. Once a first rough answer has been
. given--in Canada primarily by painting, in New
Zealand by literature--th;s elen~ntary matter can be
caught up in an approach to problems which writers
and pai nters are concerned with at a11 ti mes.
(Landfall, No. 34, p.l04)
While the Commonwealth Letters were interesting notes of
capsulized information they were too general to make explicit
a worthy comparative survey of international literatures.
The difficulty faced by Vance Palmer in Australia; Roy Daniells
and George Whalley in Canada; and Jack Cope in South Africa
was that of briefly presenting the national artistic scene
of their respective countries.

Their contributions, while

interesting, were not particularly enlightening.

But it must

be noted that the idea of the Commonwealth Letters was
sufficient proof that Brasch was not a provincial man in the
"disparagingll sense.

In one of the most important lectures of his career

20

Brasch spoke of the IInumber of scattered notions" that had been
part of his thinking for several decades.

These notions are

revealing of both Brasch the editor and Brasch the poet;
.•• when man makes a work of art his purpose is the
work itself; and while that work has no apparent
practical use such as a nest or a tool has, it
serves the more insistent but non-instrumental
practicality of allowing him by creating it to
20 The lecture was presented to the Auckland Gallery Associates
on 2 November 1965. Entitled Present Company (Reflections
on the Arts) it was later published in a slightly revised
form \1ith the assistance of the N,Z. Literary Fund. In a
note to the pamphlet Brasch said his intention was to IIbring
into some sort of order his notions of the arts.
ll
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glimpse his own most inward nature and so to orient
himself in reality.
Brasch's concept of the individual expression of art provides
a base for discovering the New Zealand identity;
It is in creating the world that we discover the
world, and ourselves in it, and what we discover ;s
something that exists, that must have existed always,
because we are discovering the nature of the world,
of the cosmos, of being itself.
This world becomes New Zealand;
•.• this uneducated land--this land of uneducated hearts-with its barbarously ugly towns and cities and its
barbarous treatment of its great natural beauty. 21
Such harsh criticism of a society yet only a hundred years old
and still wearing pioneer clothes ;s counterpointed by Brasch's
effort to change the "uneducated" aspect of New Zealand, if
only by presenting a journal that appealed to a small
of New Zealanders.

~inority

The honesty of his sentiment is balanced by

the admoni ti on earl i er expressed " ..• we mus t cul ti vate our
gardens, make something of ourselves."
But the problem of expecting a transplanted language and
transplanted institutions designed for another place (and
perhaps another time) to fit the realities of "these islands"
has yet to be resolved.

Brasch's impatience at the incorrect

use of the English language guided the standard of his editorial
decisions.

While he had not forsaken "this land of uneducated

hearts" he expected its people to rise to his level.
Brasch was a perfectionist when it came to written and
spoken English.

Like many New Zealand intellectuals he was

21 Brasch, Charles, Present
p.14.

Com~,

Paul, (Auckland, 1966)
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appalled at the poor pronunciation of his countrymen, a shortcoming he blamed on the education system and a lack of interest
in imaginative literature.
The English language faces two dangers in New Zealand
today. Ordinary speech is continuously at work
modifying the sense of words and idioms, degrading
and wearing out some, dignifying and refining others,
and at the same time creating fresh ones; language
beg; ns and ends in speech, In the past, writ; ng-literature--has probably had less effect on speech
than speech has had on writing, even allowing for
the great influence of such works as Dante's
Comedy, Luther's translation of the Bible, and
the English Authorized version, in crystallizing
their respective languages at a formati've stage
of its development. Today there seems some
danger that the corrupt writing of journalism
and advertising, cheap magazines, radio and 22
film scripts, may seriously corrupt speech.
While "egalitarian" NevI Zealand had abolished many of the social
abominations of the Industrial Revolution, it had created also
a plateau of intellectual mediocrity that showed in speech;
Many New Zealanders are guilty of fUl~thering the
abuse of 1anguage because they are afrai d to use it
well; to be caught speaking with precision, with
care and pride, would convict them of trying to
appear better than thei r fe 11 ows. And that is
virtually treason in our tight little tribal society
whose sense of insecurity is expressed in its
remorseless pressure to conform; so we may not
say exactly I'lhat we mean, nor demand exact mean; ngs
of other people; rough and ready communication is
permissible, but understanding--never; it would
be perilous, even subversive. 23
It is well known that school children are alienated from
their fellows if they speak the Queen's English instead of
national language "Newzild." 24
22 Notes, Landfall, No. 23, September 1952, p.167.
23 Ibid.
24 A book entitled Newzil d: ,l\nd How To Speak It has been
written by Arch Acker, Reed, (Wellington, 1967). It is
"A Kiwi's answer to Strine"--the Australian language equivalent.
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Brasch's discontent, echoed by other scholars such as Margaret
Dalziel and Bill Pearson, was not empty intellectual snobbery.
But the crusade against lithe half-educated majorityll was a
battle won only among the converted.

To this day Landfall

has a circulation rate not exceeding two thousand, and it ;s
probable that there are no more than three or four readers to
each copy sold in New Zealand.

Landfall's real impact has

been its representation of New Zealand scholarship and intellectual thinking in foreign libraries.

Anyone overseas who

wishes to learn about New Zealand can usually gain access to
the collected volumes of Landfall in main libraries. The
two main dangers noted by Brasch were poor speech and poor
teachet's and both subjects come in for much comment in the
first eighty issues of Landfall.
The teaching of English in New Zealand was one of the
irritating shortcom'ings Brasch saw in the educati on system.
He tried to

l~ectify

these by exemplifying high standards of

editorial scrutiny;
These soci al and temperamental fones that operate
against the writing of prose are serious enough. But
another circumstance works against it too, a far more
disturbing one. New Zealanders are not being educated
to write and speak English well, or to appreciate it.
They are not being given a command of the English
1anguage, except at a very· si mp le 1eve 1 and not
always then. Both average and exceptional children
leave school, many of them, not only innocent of
. grammar, but so ignorant of common English idiom
that one would think they never met it: when they
have to write plain English, their use of idiom is
liable to be surprisingly and alarmingly defective.
If they cannot write, how can they unders tand, and
how can they make themselves understood, except in
the simples t terms or ; n a very hazy approxi mate
fashion? (Landfall ~ No. 37, p.4)
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One of the reasons for Brasch's insistence on a good command of
language was political;
How are men to distinguish between the claims of
political parties, between communism and capitalism,
between totalitarian and democratic forms of
government, if they cannot understand exactly what
. is being said to them? They will be taken in by
every specious and tendentious appeal, swept by
waves of unreasoning panic, and led into courses
of action that betray everything they believe in.
(Landfall, No. 37, p.5)
Whil e the conel us i on is overwrought the recogni ti on that 1anguage
has political and social overtones is important.

It is also

typical of a society conscious of its own insufficiencies when
compared with a more experienced society.

British children

. grow up naturally in their language--at least those who
manage to ride the crest of that country's class structure.
New Zealand children, like those of Canada and Australia, must
be educated in the intricacies of good speech.

But, as Brasch

also emphasised, if the teachers are bad they will be continuing
a vicious circle of bad teachers forming bad students.
Brasch concluded;
Our methods of teaching English, in short, are in
danger of cutting us off from our past, and incapacitating us for the world we live in. New Zealand
children are leaving school as cripples: they are
crippled for life by an inadequate command of their
own language: crippled by the methods which have
already crippled many of their younger teachers.
(Landfall, No. 37, p.5)
Joan Stevens of Victoria University College, Wellington, took
Brasch to task for his accusations against the education system.
Your editorial put two matters before us. You
lamented that New Zealanders do not use the language
well, as may be seen in our writing, heard in our
speaking. I agree, and we should mend our ways, as
far as we can. You find the cause of our insufficiencies
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to lie in certain practices in our schools. I
disagree,
Much of what you allege is, I believe, only
partly true, and not typical. Even if all were
as you say, the school teaching of English is only
one factor in a very complex situation. (Landfall,
No. 38, p.170)
While Professor Stevens' statement is correct, the ideals
voiced by Brasch concerning the poor use of language were based

on a sound premise of personal judgment.

As editor of Landfall,

Brasch judged literacy in the highest terms because it was
vital to a healthy culture.

It is impossible to determine how

many manuscripts sent to Landfall were rejected because of a
poor use of 1anguage, but it can be inferred that the number
was considerable.

It is impossible to condemn Brasch's

zealous concern for correct speech when Landfall's outstanding
quality and standards are considered.

By setting; high

standards Brasch also set a new level of attainment to which
the best writers in New Zealand would aspire.

Closely related to the subject of literacy ;s the academic
business of education.

Charles Brasch expressed his opinions

of the education system in New Zealand, and generally chastised
public indifference towards education as a liberating force.
Specifically he claimed that education should set people
•. ,free for a fuller enjoyment of human living and
a bolder search for truth, in social relations, in
the arts, in every field of knowledge, in religion.
(Landfall, No.50, p.lll)
Education, as far as Brasch was concerned, was a critical
element of civilization.

But,

Our own society, only half alive intellectually
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and socially, sunk in a dream of lotus-eating, is
in danger now of being mesmerized by technological
invention and falling slave to the tyranny of mere
th; ngs. It will command no hear; ng and recei ve
no tolerance in the world unless it can show that
it treats wealth and comfort not as ends in themselves, but as means towards the good life, pursued
steadily both· at home and in its dealings with other
people. This is the context in which our educational
problems have to be set. (Landfall, No. 50, p.lll)
Such extension of the purpose and effectiveness of education had
prompted Joan Stevens, among others, to rei terate the real iti es
that confined education to the scope of available material and
human resources.

But Brasch was not wrong.

Literacy would be

the supreme achievement whereby men liberated themselves from
ignorance and communicated their creative ideas.

The only

problem lay in allowing the process, whereby literacy was
achieved, to be made available to all people according to
the; r personal requi rements to the extent "'/h; ch Brasch demanded.
An article by Phoebe Meikle on New Zealand education,
sets out an argument remarkably similar to that implied by
Brasch in his "Notes",
•.. scientific studies are endangered by contempt for
and ignorance of the humanities. Should their English
teachi ng be poor, as it often is, or shaul d Engl i sh
teachers commit that worst of all crimes, la trahison
des clercs, by saying to the Science Sixth, "English
isn't an important subject for you people " (instead
of, "Because you are scientists, English -is your most
important subj ect"), these gi rl s and boys often do
not bother to learn how to use their language exactly,
coherently and economically for scientific purposes.
If they are not taught foreign languages, they are
cut off from very much valuable scientific work,
since foreign scientists, reprehensibly, prefer
to write in their own language. (Landfall, No. 55, p.259)
If there is the feeling of the pendulum swinging too far in the
opposite direction it is because of the strong terms used by
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such education reformers.

Their hopes are still far from

fulfi llment.
In words remi ni scent of the outspoken TomorrovJ Brasch
wrote;
An education system comes to be everyone1s target
sooner or later~ and rightly so: what do our lives
hang on more? Landfa U S barbs have been aimed
chiefly at the teaching of English, a subject passed
over in the Report of the Commission on Education ...
It ;s a yawning omission that the Report gives no
sign of recognizing the special, central place of
English in education: that English is not simply
a subject in itself~ but is also the medium of
teaching: all teaching includes, tacitly if not
explicitly, the teaching of English ..•
I

The Report referred to was published in 1962 and R.A.
Copland wrote a brief commentary describing the mass ive summary
II

of hundreds of opinions;1I
The Commission, to judge from its report, seems to
have been content with the fact that English as the
centre of the compul sory corell ; s undoubtedly go; ng
to be taught at all levels. It appears also to
accept as desirable the division of English into
II the campul sory communi cat; on Eng1 ish"
requi red
of less g"j fted pupil s and lithe opt; ona 1 1iterary
Eng11sh ll available at the School Certificate level •..
(Landfall, No. 67, p.282)
II

The acceptance of the Engl i sh syll abus wi thout recommendat; on
for change appeared to him to be a false emphasis-- Nowhere
II

is there any positive acknowledgement in the Report of the
English language as the very coin and currency of our civilization. 1I
Professor Copland uses words in conclusion that
are as strong as any used by Brasch and very similar;
Only the inherttance of the past, especi ally of the
literature which it hands on to us, secures our
civilized survival. Only a recognition of this
will ensure that the creative literature of our
own time and place will be properly nourished so
that our obligations to the future are fulfilled.
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Ironically the need ;s greater than ever for the
student to discover lithe best that has been (italics)
thought and said in the world" for it is more than
ever apparent that the alternati ve to culture" is
"anarchy". The Commission has perhaps been aware of
this: but its awareness is usually silent. Because
practice in a state institution will follow rather
from the letter than from the spirit it ;s disturbing
that the Recommendations in this matter are not more
specific. (LandfalL No. 67, p.285)
II

Brasch was not only driven by certain personal ideals, but
he was also involved with social and cultural improvement in
New Zealand affairs. / ! His influential editorship, guided by
specific personal standards of excellence, proved that the ideal
of literacy could be achieved and maintained.

The number of

qualitative lapses to be found in the first eighty issues of
Landfall are too few to warrant mention if one is to avoid
being destructively critical.
Brasch

I

S

des i re to communi cate 1iterary expert; se to

the majority of New Zealanders has not been fulfilled by Landfall
because in New Zealand, as in most other countries, only a
minority have the knowledge and critica"1 ability to view culture
in terms of standards and craftsmanship.

Brasch's editorial

objectives were to provide NevJ Zealand's literary and intellectual minority with a journal of merit, and to provide New Zealand
with a r.ecord of a cultural era.

The fact that Landfall has

existed in the post-war years as one of the major publications
in the British-American-Commonwealth

tradition~

and that Landfall

under Brasch's editorship, has given New Zealand a cultural
identity, can be considered as an achievement of profound
cultural significance.
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LANDFALL AND POETRY IN NEW ZEALAND
It is impossible to identify with certainty the trends
evolving in New Zealand poetry since the war.

But it is

possible to illustrate, through a survey of selected Landfall
poetry, that certain concepts and attitudes exist in poems
written since the war which reveal a development of poetic
consciousness.

It can be ascertained that, while post-war

poetry written in New Zealand is no longer concerned simply
with the sense of isolation and colonial observations evident
in earlier poetry, the new universalism in poetry is still
tempered with a local consciousness.
The objecti ves of tlli s chapter are, fi rst, to show that
the former concern for regionalism and a pastora"' myth has
developed into a more universal and cosmopolitan outlook.
And, second, an attempt will be made to show how poetry written
in New Zealand since the war reflects the increasin§ly urban
character of the country.

A study of this kind is in no way

meant to be qualitative or comparative in terms of English
literature.

It is, as the rest of the thesis is meant to reveal,

a study of imaginative writing in the unique New Zealand
cultural context.
A Study of Landfall1s poetry must briefly acknowledge
previous collections of poems that led Allen Curnow in 1945
to assert that New Zealand verse IIhad begun to be recogni zed
as purposive, a real expression of what the New Zealander is
and a part of what he may become,lIl Anthologies of poetry have
1 Curnow, Allen, A Book of NevI Zealand Verse 1923-45, The
Caxton Press, (Christchurch, 1945), pp,14-15.
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appeared in New Zealand since 1906 and can be divided into
two types;

the regional anthology~ and general surveys of

New Zealand verse.

The introductions to these anthologies

are the milestones illustrating an increasing interest in
poetry as the country's imaginative legacy.

In 1948

Charles Brasch, while dedicating an issue of Landfall to
six poets "under thirty", boldly announced that the issue
"makes plain for the first time the existence of a whole
generation of poets to succeed those represented in Allen
Curnow's Book of New Zealand Verse, 1923-194·5.
The first major anthology of New Zealand verse was
W.F. Alexander's and A.E. Currie's verse collection.

The

co-editors wrote,
In these islands ... first colonized by Europeans
less than seventy years ago, and with a total
population numbering in 1835 only nine hundred
thousand souls--no more than one of the smaller
of the worldts cities counts--there has existed
right from the beginning a tradition that it
was a good th; ng to write poetry. 3
A second revised edition of the anthology appeared in 1926 4
with an addition of "forty three new pieces" and "eighteen
new contri butors. II

In 1930, Quenti n Pope edi ted a verse

collection entitled Kowhai Gold!. an anthology criticised by
Allen Curnow in his introduction to the 1945 edition,

2 Examples of regional anthologies include W.P.Reeves two
editions of Canterbury Rhymes (printed by the ItLyttelton
Times Co. Ltd. 1883); O.1.T. Alpers The Jubilee Book of
Canterbury Rhymes (Whitcombe & Tombs Ltd. 1900); The Old
Clay Patch (1910) edited by F.A. de la Mare and S. Eichelbaum,
"a collection of verses written in and around Victoria
University College:;~ and A.Eo Currie's A Centennial Treasury
of Otago Verse, (Caxton~ Chr"istchurch 1949).
3 New Zealand Verse, Scott Publishing Co., (New York, 1906).
4 A TreasurY of Nev-I Zealand Verse, Whitcombe & Tombs Ltd. 1926.
lt
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There \'Jere good reasons of an historical kind for
the bulk and inclusiveness of the Treasury of New
Zealand Verse (1926) chosen by W.F. Alexander and
A.E. Currie, but those reasons are not available
5
now, nor were they available to justify Kowhai Gold.
In 1956 Robert Chapman and Jonathan Bennett published
An Anthology of New Zealand Verse and curiously disregarded
Allen Curnow's 1945 anthology by writing in the introduction,
The last anthology devoted to surveying New 6Zealand
verse from its beginnings appeared ;n 1906.
Chapman and Bennett considered Curnow's anthology to be too
selective for an historical anthology, one which, presumably,
should print good poetry with bad poetry provided that all
was representative of a time and a place.

Curnow had intended

lito prov; de some ground upon whi eh the worth of our verse can
be estimated," and it is this aim of an evaluation of poetry
rather than representation that Charles Brasch carried on in
Landfall.

The notion of representation, sometimes at the

expense of evaluation, was continued in Louis Johnson's
Poetry Yearpook, wh; ch

P1AOV;

ded an important alternati ve to

Landfa 11' s qual i tati ve se 1ecti on of poetry.

Th; s wi 11 be

di s cussed 1ate r on.
Curnow, Chapman, and Bennett,all regard the mid-1920's
as "a turning-point in the development of New Zealand poetry,lI?
The self-conscious imitation of a borrowed heritage so evident
in the early anthologies changed when the New Zealand poet
became, as Robert Chapman remarks, quoting Sir Herbert Read,
5 Curnow, Allen, op. cit., p. 14.
6 Chapman, Robert, & Bennett, Jonathan, An Anthology of New
Zealand Verse, O.U.P., (London, 1956)'- p.x;x.
7 Ibid.
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"insensibly part of an integrated community."

Allen Curnow

described the most significant poet of the 1920's, R.A.K.
Mason, as New Zealand's IIfirst wholly original, unmistakably
gifted poet." 8 And, in the introduction to The Penguin Book
of New Zealand Verse, Curnow said of the next decade that lithe
thi rties released--or tapped--a spring." 9 The proporti onately
large number of anthologies in a small country attests to the
interest shown by a small audience gradually increasing in
size.

In 1965 Charles Doyle wrote in an introduction to a

new anthology,
The work of these writers is chosen to represent a
period of considerable interest and development.
They have followed the poets of the thirties in
regarding poetry as "an acknowledged function of
the country's 1i fe" . Some of them have extended
that function. Some will extend it even further.
Among thei l~ work we can fi nd poetry of real
distinction. Some of them at least will give
us the distinguished poetry of the future. 10
Doyl e attempts to provi de both wi de representati on and some
"poetry of real distinction" in the choice of poets for the
anthology.

His combination of representation and quality is

a phenomenon typical of the post-war years when material for
selection has been more extensive and the outlets for publication more critical. ll
The concern for standard &nd quality has, in the past,
8 Mason, R.A.K., Collected Poems (with an introduction by
Allen Curnow), The Pegasus Press, (Christchurch, 1963), p.9.
9 Curnow, Allen, published by Blackwood &Janet Paul,
(Auckland, 1960).
10 Doyle, Charles, Recent Poetry in New Zealand, Collins,
(Auckland 1965), p.15.
11 The most recent anthology is Vincent O'Sullivan's
An AntholQ..SLY_J2f 20th Century New Zealand Poetry, 1970.
It ; s descri bed by the editor as a "report on how New
Zealand poetry stands now.
II
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given rise to an insidious idea that deserves brief mention.
The idea of the "double standard ll in literary criticism presumes
that New Zealand poetry should be judged in isolation from the
poetry of

other countries.

It is also presumed, under the

tenets of the IIdouble standard ll , that nothing written in New
Zealand could equal in excellence anything written overseas.
The idea is insidious because it forms a barrier instead of
a balance between regionalism and universalism in poetry.
In 1951, Lawrence Baigent commented in a review of Ursula
Bethe 11' s poetry that

II

the ti me is not yet come when

cttticism of New Zealand literature can profitably dispense
with a double scale of values. 1I12 However, in 1959, E.H.
McCormick wrote, lIin these islands and with increasing
frequency beyond their limits a new accent is becoming audible,
the native accent of New Zealand. lIl3 And, in 1968, A.L.
McLeod wrote, "in just a century and a quarter New Zealand has
developed a characteristic culture. 1I14 It becomes clear from
these three comnents that a double standard of criticism exists
when New Zealand writing is compared with the style and
standard of overseas literature.

But, when the IInative accent ll

and II characteristic culture ll of New Zealand are considered ;n
their own right as the express;'on of a politically sovereign
country, the double standard disappears.

Perhaps Curnow's

12 Landfall, Volume 5, No.1, March 1951, p.24.
13 McCormick, E.H., New Zealand Literature, Oxford,
(London, 1959).
14 McLeod, A.L., The Pattern of New Zealand Culture, O.U.P.
and Cornell University Press, (Ithaca, N.Y., 1968).
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1945 anthology can be regarded as the omen of a native accent
that sacrifices nothing to quality or standard, and, certainly,
the post-war years have all but dispensed with the idea of the
double standard.

If any publication has achieved a single

standard in New Zealand's literary terms it is Landfall.

The study of Landfall's poetry must be selective in
order to stay close to the objectives previously stated.
Five poets, Curnow, Baxter, Smithyman, Glover and Sinclair,
will be considered in some detail since each has been widely
published in Landfall and elsewhere, and each has been concerned
intellectually with the national identity of New Zealand.
Other Landfall poets vlill be discussed when their poetry reflects
a subjective response to life in New Zealand.

It is interesting

to note that, apart from introductions to the anthologies
previously mentioned and reviews in publications like Landfall,
very little criticism has been written on the subject of poetry
in New Zealand.

Allen Curnow's introduction to A Book of New
Zeal and Verse 1923-4·5; I<endri ck Smithyman' s A Way of Say; ng l5 ;
and parts of E.H. McCormick's survey16 are still the most
significant works of poetry criticism.

More recently J.E. Weir

has published a short work on Baxter's poetry,17 and such
critiques will probably appear more often in the future due to
the increased interest in New Zealand literature.

Smithyman

sugges ts a reason for the dearth of criti ca 1 studi es ;
15 Collins, (Auckland, 1965).
16 McCormick, E.H., op. cit.
17 The Poetry of James 1<. Baxter, Oxford University Press,
(We 11 i ngto'n, 1970 L
~
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Since our poetyy ;s more astonishing in its bulk
than in its quality a shortage of critical studies
has been probab ly not a severe los s. 18
And R.A. Copland says of the years prior to the second world
war;
As far as the thirties are concerned, and ;n fact
as far as all our earl i er 1iterature ; s concerned
it still seems in greater need of being read than
written about. (Landfall, No. 51, p.280).
It is clear, however, that times have changed since 1945.
Criticism is essential to any literature, and Landfall's
unqualified success since 1947 signals the post war maturity
of New Zealand writing.
An important event in the history of New Zealand poetry
took place in 1951 with the founding of the NewZealandPoetry
Yearbook.

Its editor, Louis Johnson, wrote in the introduction

to the first Yearbook that the conection of poetry was "not ...
in opposition to other annual verse collections." 19 Johnson
added, with indirect reference to Landfall, that
Our best poetry reaches print through the pages of
a few periodicals, none of ~vhich has the scope or
space of Poetry Yearbook. 20
It ;s likely that Johnson had Charles Brasch in mind when he
wrote in the same introduction;
Real criticism cannot exist if editors choose only
those points of view they favour, and here the aim
will be simply to provide a place for discussion.
18 Smithyman, K., Ope cit.
Volumff 1, A.H. & A.W. Reed, (Wellington, 1951), p.7.
20 Ib; d.

19
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Johnson's disapproval of certain aspects of Landfall and
Brasch's editorial policy was revealed in an article which
appeared in 1963

21

reputation,

attacking a comment by Mr. Bernard Teague of

"'laS

Johnson, himself an outspoken journalist by

the Urewera National Park Board.

Mr. Teague had criticised the

State Literary Fund grant of two hundred pounds given to
Landfall.

Mr. Teague wondered \lJhy money was "lasted on lIa

miserable publication of appeal only to introverts,lI

Johnson

used the occasion to condemn Mr. Teague's philistinism and to
criticise Landfall which he described as adhering to lithe prevail ;ng general attitude toward cul tura 1 acti vity and the arts II
which used to exist IIsome twenty years ago. 1I

Johnson debated

the pros and cons of Landfall by quoting a remark attributed to
Profes sor F. Si ncl ai re of Chri stchurch that IILandfa 11 reminded
him of an absent-minded professor talking in someone else's
sleep.11

But,

Landfall$ if somevJhat solemnly. has devoted itself~
for over 15 years of existence, to the premise that
New Zealand should have a full cultural life.
Johnson did not criticise the motives behind Landfall's establishment, but he did comment on the result;
I would be the last to maintain that Landfall was beyond
reproach. I waul d agree at ti mes that its pages strove
too fondly to be intellectual--that it has often been
unbearably self-conscious, and that too much of each
issue is devoted to telling us what we should think,
·and even how we should think.
Johnson was attacking Landfall's editor who appeared to him
21

The article has been retained ;n a folder of reviews
of Landfall held by The Caxton Press. It appeared
first dn the Wellington Dominion under the title,
IILandfall, the Arts or National Parks?1I
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to be authoritarian.

He also criticised lithe prissiness of

tone ll which lIis an almost inevitable fault of taking oneself
seriously in what ;s virtually a desert.1I
is important because

he~

Johnson's opin"ion

as Yearbook editor, chose a different

policy by selecting many IInew writers whose work often showed
ll

more inspiration than excellence.
The di fference ; n approach between Brasch and JOhnson has
never been completely resolved.

As late as 1970, Ar.thur Bates,

editor of Arts Festival Literary Yearbook, echoed Johnson's
opinion by writing in the introduction to the university publication;
Advocates of a New Zealand Literature--as against
literature in a more valid, non-geographical sense-will find numerous crimes here. What they will have
to look harder for is the exquisitely-carpentered,
predictable and frankly uninteresting work which 22
too often appears in the establishment journals.
Bates' comment reflects both the new universalism in New Zealand
poetry advocated by Johnson in Yearbook, and a misunderstanding
of Landfall (the only such publication ever accused of being
lI es tablishment ll ) .

Another supporter of the Yearbook philosophy

was Eric Schwimmer, editor of Arachne,23 who wrote against
aspects of the New Zealand experience advocated in Landfall

9

In order to interpret the peculiarly New Zealand
experience--for experience cannot be raised into
poetry before beliefs are evolved which endear the
experience--a myth was created concerning a lonely
island desert, discovered by navigators and developed by baffled explorers, which was identified with
New Zealand.
22 Published by N.Z.U. Arts Festival Committee. p.B.
23 See Iris M. Park, New Zealand Periodicals of Litera~
Interest9 National Library Service, ~'Jellington, 1962),
p.34. Arachne superseded the Wellington magazine Hilltop
in 1950.
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This myth was never widely believed in by New
Zealanders: in fact, only a handful of literati
were ever touched by it. This, however, does not
detract from its importance, as myth-makers have
always tended to be a social or intellectual elite
and the people have followed by accepting the myth.
Yet it may weJl be that the Curnow-Holcroft myth
of New Zealand will never be accepted by the
people. The consciousness of the international isation of culture is too vivid in New Zealanders who
are vulnerable in the extreme to all political and
economic developments abroad. 24
The spirit of Schwimmer's statement is valid in that it condemns
provincialism in New Zealand literature.

But, like other

advocates of New Zealand literature in a "non-geographical
sense", Schwimmer fails to recognize that poets such as
Curnow would probably agree with most of the universalist
thesis.

Curnow, among others, has concerned himself both as

critic and as poet with the unique characteristics of the New
Zealand experience.

E.H. McCormick described Allen Curnow as "that rarity
among writers, a poet whom it is profitable to discuss in terms
of inf"luences .•. "25 Curnow's introduction to the 1945 anthology
was the most important piece of poetry criticism to have appeared
up to that time.

Curnow's influence has been to identify the

regionalist aspects of poetry, which he claimed could not exist
in a "state of weightlessness", and this idea no doubt prompted
Johnson and others to adopt the idea of "non-geographical"
poetry.

As a poet, Curnow has published a few collections of

24 Johnson, Louis, New Zealand Poetry Yearbook, OPe cit.,
pp.65-66.
25 McCormick, E.H., OPe cit., p.1l7.
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poems and is still published in Auckland's New Zealand Herald
and the Christchurch paper The Press
"Whim Wham",

under the pseudonym

As a critic, Curnow has made many original

statements on poetry and has accurately identified both trends
and excellence in poetry.
The first Curnow poems in Landfall, "Four Allegories and
a Picture," are darkly suggestive of biblical symbolism.

In

his New Zealand the poet discovers a strange land in all its
primeval fascination;
Original sea, no breath or bird, the eyes
Nourished their unborn sun; upon the face
Of waters wary of love I moved: I praise
The evening and the morning. Now the voice
Made birds of the dumb salt, I heard
Aeonial Phoenix and interpreted,
'Be fire in me, be death and birth'; the third
Day pain Ivas made, we saw that it was good,
Walking with difficulty, speech failing,
On the hill passing the stone pillar, man
And woman sale on earth, erect or falling,
Compelling, pitying. Trumpets the next dawn
Sounded above the levelled flood, we came
To the Garden, giving each beast and tree a name.
(Landfall, No.1, p.9)
By giving a specific nomenclature to "each beast and tree,"

a New Zealand idiom ;s achieved by writers such as Curnow.
Curnow is capable of moving on two levels in his poetry.
The first is the mythological realm of a poet fascinated by his
psychological and geographical landscape.
My dear earth's distance, though her heart descry
With how mad steps, her moon, I climb the sky.
(Landfall, No.1, p.9)
Myth is intrinsic to the creative imagination.

Northrop Frye
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remembers Aristotle and describes myth as

1I • • •

a form of verbal

art •.. 11 which " ... deals, not with the world that man contemplates~
but wi th the worl d that man creates ... 11 26 It; s through th; s
creative process that an inanimate landscape assumes an animism
necessary for its

II

soul. II

It was the Maori who fi rst gave New

Zealand a spiritual personality through his cosmogonic myths-an achievement the pakeha writer has not yet even approached in
excellence and beauty.

To the Maori,

Natural phenomena and conditions are treated as entities,
as sentient beings, and these beget personifications of
other conditions. From the primal period, termed the
Po, an expression that implies, night, darkness, and the
unknown, were gradually evolved light and all other
conditions, all matter, all beings. The ancestors of
our Maori folk, in their strivings to discover origins,
apparently thought out what they deemed a probable or
feasible line of evolu>cion, and then taught the same in
the form of allegorical myth. 27
The remarkable similarity between the motives of Curnow·s verse
and the myths of the

r~aori

is significant. The two races of New

Zealand people sought a personality for their adopted land.
The second level of Curnow·s poetry is the objective satiric
level of which he is a unique master in New Zealand.

The

satiric locality becomes the new country of Whim Wham land;
Whim ~Jham 1and is an odd country. The Author loves it
notwithstanding. He has devoted (if that is the word)
half a lifetime to the study of its history, its
language and literature, its arts, its flora and fauna,
its social traditions, and its national institutions.
He has lived among the People and observed their quaint
customs. He is an acknowledged authority on their
folklore. 28
26 Frye, Northrop, Fables of Identity, Harcourt, Brace & World
inc., (New York, 1963), p.31.
27 Best, Elsdon, The Maori As He Was. N,Z. Board of Science
and Art, (GJellington, 1934). p.34.
28 Wham, Whim, Whim Wham Land, Paul (Auckland, 1967), A Note
In Collusion (between the Author and his Publishers.).
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The folkloric quality is fundamental to the poems of Whim Wham
Land.

Curnow is capable of detachment as well as commitment

in hi s verse, as demonstrated by the sat; ri c poems.

But the

search for the culture of New Zealanders and the IIpersonalityll
of the country is an element of much of his work.

The mythic

quality of "Genesis" becomes a kindly satiric illustration in,
Who were the Pioneers, my Boy,
That tamed the Wilderness,
The Pioneers who braved the storm,
In such peculiar Dress?
Oh, they were of the labouring class,
The Servants and the Trades, Sir.
They came our Here to better themselves,
They weren't of the Upper Grades, Sir.

29

In two simple quatrains the Wilderness is tamed by pioneers and
the seeds of the egalitarian society are sovm in a land of prom·lse.
Curnow has the capacity to write topical as well as vigorously
durab 1e poetry.

He is as much a poet of the 70 I S as he was a poet

of the immediate post-war Landfall years.
with

J.e. Reid's summation that Cumow's

It is easy to agree
1I • • •

poems are attempts

by a New Zealander to fashion a lasting experience out of his
own aVlareness of his country's past and landscape, finding it
"someth'ing different, something/ Nobody counted on.1I 30
If one can agree with E.H. McCormick's claim that Curnow's
satiric verse concerns " ••• a petty race in sublime surroundings"
one

m~st

also agree that Curnow " •.• had found in the New Zealand
,,31 The creative
past a theme worthy of his maturing talent.

Ibid., p.3.
McLeod, A.L., OPe cit., pp.25-26.
31 McCormick, E.H., OPe cit., p. 117.
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present could only be constructed on a fertile and experimental
past, realized in the thirties by the
carried on by the L_a!Lc1Ja1l writers.

~~q~rj~~

Curnow sought to create a

legend for New Zealand using its Maori past.
Maori",32

writers, and

"Songs from the

translated with the help of R.S. Oppenheim, chose

one of the richest legendary sources--New Zealand's Polynesian
heritage.

Just as ancient Polynesian navigators had identified

New Zealand from the Pacific ocean by the shadows radiated by
the long white cloud above the three islands, so Curnow sought
to discover New Zealand poetically through given phenomena.
The thY'ee poems trans 1ated, "Lament of Rewa for
II

~1okowera" ~

Song by a Puhi for her \1rongdoi ng", and "Lament for Te Aoturoa ll

are among the very few examples of trans 1atecl

~1aori

1egends,

CurnO\q's play The Axe dramatizes the intermarriage of Polynesian
and European cul tures, and part of the Pengui II anthology of New
Zea 1and poetry is devoted to
the

r~aori

Tradition."

11

A Note on New Zealand Verse and

CUI"now is one of the very felt!

\lJritel~s

who has attempted to close the gap betv!een NeVI Zealand vJrit'ing
in English and the oral tradition of the Maori.
An importRnt critique of Curnow's A Small Room vJith Larg,f
WindovJs was vwitten in 1963 by C. K. Stead.

The title of the

verse collection suggests New Z\=aland's attention to "overseas"
traditi ons and Stead descri bes the growth of Curnow's work as
"organic."

The first artistic premise is cosmic;

Simply by sailing in a new direction
You could enlarge the world.
("Landfa 11 in Unknown Seas ")

32

Landfall, volume 16, No.1, pp.20-22.
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The second premise works from a specific local context;
Two islands pointing from the Pole, upward
From the Ross Sea and the tall havenless ice:
("Not in Narrow Seas")
These two premi ses are not contradi ctory though they do pronounce
the dichotomy of "regionalism" versus "universalism" which
seems to divide older poets from younger poets.

Stead makes

the valid observation that,
Mr. Curnow's critical method ... has been to look for
the common experience of which the poems he values are
the visible record. In this he is, I think, insisting
upon the priority of the experience over the poetry
it initiates. (Landfall, No.65, p. 27)
The pri ori ty of experi ence refers to its a pri ori status, not
its importance.

Curnow's critical desire to state this exper-

ience in addition to writing poetry about it differs from those
poets who do not wish to be critics.

It should be noted that

Brasch's ideas, and those of many of Landfall's contributors,

weEe akin to those of Curnow.

However, the preoccupation with

New Zealand's identity was tiresome to those less concerned wtth
regionalism.

One such poet is James K. Baxter.

James K. Baxter is generally regarded as the leading new
generation poet in New Zealand since the war.

John Weir talks

of Baxter ' s mythologi sing where the poet expresses lithe human
condition in terms of his own experience. 1I33 Such a concern
with the priority of experience has been shown to be intrinsic
to Curnow's

s~nsibility.

Baxter's first

~hree

Landfall poems,

which appeared in the first number, all deal with the physical
33 Weir, J.E., op. cit., p. 16.
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environment of trees, animals, and storms.
the situation of R.A.K.

r~a.son

In contrast to

'IJho, twenty years before, had

thrown two hundred copies of The Beggar into Waitemata Harbour,
Baxter found a more interested and informed audience for his
verse.
Baxter has frequently discussed poetry in talks and broadcasts.

In 1951 he addressed the New Zealand Writers' Conference

(Commented on in Landfall, numbers 18 and 19) on IIRecent trends
in New Zealand poetry", and furthered his topic with the
Macmillan Brown lectures, later published as The Fire and the
Anvil.

In a talk for the New Zealand Broadcasting Service in

1955, later published in the New Zealand Poetry Yearbook,
Baxter d'iscussed the IIqualitative side" of New Zealand poetry
by insisting that, in the first place, "we must be sure that the
animal really exists.,,34 And about the subjective aspect of
being a poet, or of "the man I see in the shaving mirror",
Baxter sai d,
The most
uses the
does not
universe

dangerous time for him is the day he first
word l ado1escent" to describe the things he
like; when he rejects one half of his
to make the other half safe. 35

Baxter's attitude towards New Zealand poetry ;s realistic,
as exemplified by his statement; "its future ;s quite incalcul ab le."

But in hi s own work 'he has prov; ded a "focus of

highest hopes for the future. 1I 36

34

35
36

Charles Doyle describes

Johnson, Louis, op. cit., volume 5, 1955 , p.B.
Ibid.
McCormick, E.H., OPe cit., p.141.
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Baxter as a "commentator" and a "prophet" and, in New Zealand,
as the "most natural and talented spinner of parables among
our writers." 37 An example of the strength and versatility of
Baxter's earlier Landfall poetry brings the climax of a storm
within the scant lines of a sonnet;
Behi nd the hi 11 rose cloud 1ike smoke and frowned
Pregnant of old eruption, desert dry.
Lightning and thunder-crash; the sun was drowned.
Lightning and thunder-crash; in the dark sky
A gaunt gull flew, daring the cloud-horizon.
Lightning and thunder-crash; low overhead
The air split wide, the gongs of shivering iron.
And hail exploded, fen; direct as lead-Perpetual, vertical. The leaves are torn
And ragged petals bruise. Then rain returned
And sea VJas slate, the c:1ay banks water-worn.
HheY'e the red gum and yellow wattle burned
Shrill birds hide chirping. And the spiders run
Mending their draggled nets to snare the hidden sun.
(,'Storm", Landfall, volume 1, No.1, p. 26).
Such an electric

powet~in

a trinity of "thunder-crash" terminating

in the fragile strength of a spider's web illustrates the harmony
of the poem and the sensitive craftsmanship of the poet.
In a review of Curnow's At Dead Low Water Baxter describes
Curnow as requiring ", .. the reassurance of tangible material to
balance that state (the occupational disease of artists) which
psychologi sts term negati vi sti c withdrawal. 1138 Curnow s
l

"island myth" poems and occasional verse are full of "tangible
material"-- but this is no less true of Baxter's Landfall poems.
Trees move me as no man or animal
Green and young like a girl of air
where the wide hills lean to the sun;
and cloudy winds fall
with Spring to stone mounds and a brown river.
C'To a Poplar Tree", Landfall, No.1, p. 27).
37 Ibid.
38 Landfall, volume 4, No.2, June 1950, p. 166.
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Baxter's verse is full of images of colour, natural phenomena,
and human beings.

While the girl is personified creation there

is nevertheless the admonition of a populated landscape--a
factor less true of Curnow's landscape.

In these earlier poems

Baxter has not yet begun such writing as,
Sisyphus, unhappy one,
Mechanic of an old fraternity,
To whom the simple and unchanging
Processes of day and night
Seem but a cage, a treadmi 11 mati on-~S; syphus', Howrah Bri dge, page 36)
The poet had yet to come to terms with the familiar visualized
realm before moving on to more psychological, symbolic, and
religious realms,
Take back the grecian and the gothic stone.
My soul is lost and buried here
where the wind breathes on barren farms
or inland waters, waves on worn shingle.
And you more young than these
who need not even innocence
sway to the black sun of crumbling vJinter
green and young like a girl of air.

o grow

in my dreams.
(liTo a Poplar Treell' Landfall, No.1, p.27)

Baxter has dug deep into the soil of his experience, reflecting
influences of his environment in an intense psychological
sol il oquy;
The whole weight of the hill hung over me;
Gladly I would have stayed there and been hidden
From every beast that moves beneath the sun,
From age's enmity and love's contagion:
But turned and climbed back to the barrier,
Pressed through and came to dazzling daylight out.
(liThe Cave'~ Landfall, No.5, p.27)
Where myth and New Zealand are combined with the human and
historic reality, Baxter succeeds excellently as a profound
and committed poet;
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For symbol take the maori coffinhead
Seen under glass, proclaiming perilous
The grief and horror of an older season
Purged perhaps long since by the mi ss; on cross;
Yet big with death, emerges from the tangled
Archaic night, dwarfing our human love.
("Sestina", Landfall, No. 10, p.106)
The Maori spirit achieved a greater sense of belonging to the
land, and, if the history of "our human love" is "dwarfed" by
the "archaic night" of a polynesian past, there is no apology
as far as Baxter is concerned.

The use of "n1 ght" as the

peri od of ti me before the Maori people were "purged •.. by the
mission cross" is an imposition by the poet, excusable because
of Baxter's clear sense of truth.

His belief in Christian

truth is not all propaganda;
May nme season our too wincing love
With the humour of the Cross, sparing your fortunate head
And in a perilous age our skein of peace untangled.
(Ibid., p. 107)
.
The "humour" or personality of Baxter's religion "is an anchor
for the explotation of personal sensibility.
I took the clay track leading
From Black Bridge to Duffy's farm,
In no forefarer's footmark treading,
Thus free, it would seem, from any harm
That coul d befa 11 me--the ki nd of i 11-1 uck charm
That clings to a once-fait steading-(Landfall, No. 17, "The Fallen House")
As a pioneer in this "personal sensibility" Baxter1s poetic
universe illustrates a harmony of images in an often terrifying
environmental universe;
Swept clean of leaves, with stripped boughs, the garden
Lifts black arms to the wan sky of winter.
Mater Dolorosa: the orchid house
Shuttered, and no birds by the pond's clear glass
Where the boy and dolphin stand, to summer constant
Rapt yet in the daze of an archaic dream.
(Landfall) No. 18~"Cressida'~ p. 102)
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"Sestina" shares "our inconstant waking dream" of a cosmos
that, on the one hand, announces itself in thunder-claps and
lithe wan sky of winter" and, on the other hand, ;s atomized in
the poet's imagination and reconstructed as an edifice of
symbols, desires, and " ••. sight, sound, touch" which are the
"substance of that dream. ".
Baxter's words, often lyric, often metaphoric, always
part of a personal quest, are part of a progressive pattern
that is constantly embellished.

The sense of timelessness is

evident in much of his poetry bearing on the absoluteness of
the truth he seeks and knows to exist in the imagination;
De Berry's Book of Hours: the four seasons
Frozen in equipoise on the coloured page.
Always above, the sungod's molten chariot
In a vault of indigo; belO\<J, the pageant
Of man and beast, community of labour,
Order of heart and hand--O pas tora 1 dream
Of Renaissance spring~ imagined, never actual
In this or any age.
CIThe Book of Hours II , Landfall, No. 22, p.145)
LHe is seen

3S

a Ilpageantil wherei n ex; sts an lIorder of heart

and handll--a utopian ideal, fostered by the calm New Zealand
experience~

experienced.

which warrants expression even if it is never
But such romanticism is tempered with a realism

approaching the IInegativistic withdrawal II Baxter saVJ in Curnow;
Our lives are surely a winter fable
Told in the dark with bedt'ime near,
Quagmi res all ...
(liThe Leavetaking", Landfall, No. 28, p. 257)
In contrast to such lines is the Christian ethic of Baxter's
belief;
Stranger beloved, all roads lead it seems
To that great tree planted upon a skull.
(liTo God The Sonll, Landfall, No. 36, p.293)
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With imagery almost reminiscent of William Blake, or Hopkins
in the "terrible sonnets""Baxter's The Clown's Coat places the
poet's trust firmly in the hands of lithe strong Redeemer;"
Man-Maker, on the anvil of the years,
Lord Light, forging my heart, a sinewy blade
From bl ack and obdurate i ron-- Thou knowest my fears;
(Landfall, No. 38, p. 135)
The unmistakeable power of such lines confirms the sincerity
and commitment of Baxter's poetry.
A poetic fantasy in the form of a radio play in which
lithe debt to Dylan Thomas ;s obvious enough" was printed in
Landfall in 1956.
tones of Under

~1ilk

"Jack Winter's Dream", ringing with the
Wood, was written for lithe speaking and

singing voice":
Is the play meant to be historically real? God
forbid. But there is one notion that lies behind
the pl ay, and ; n a sense accounts for it: that
the shedding of blood christens a place, makes
it part of the soul and imagination of man; that
the natural world shares in our guilt, agony and
perhaps redemption.
(Landfall, No. 39, p. 180)
The Mess"jall's crucifixion which made this "place" a "part of
the soul" is the redemption in a macrocosmic sense which the
play reflects in a microcosmic setting.

Again it is a dream,

as though hope and imaginat"ion were the most suitable ways of
interpreting lithe natural world."
First experiences of childhood are portrayed constantly
in New Zealand writing (cf: Canadian, Australian, and United
States writing for similar themes) as a form of "rooted
sensibility." M.H. Holcroft's Islands of Innocence 39 suggests
39 Published by A.H. & A.W. Reed (~!ellington, 1964). First
presented as The Macmillan Brown Lectures given at the
Victoria University of Wellington in April 1964.
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more the theme of the "chi 1d ; s father of the man" than that
of the ingenuous person puzzled by a looming world.

Baxterls

"The Return l' is a childhood reminiscence of the 1I ... humpbacked
roads and the piddling schoolhouse. 1I The poem is nostalgic,
perhaps even sad, while the poet regards this memorable place
"Where once was unequi voca 1 peace and pai n."

"The Return

ll

is characteristic of Baxterls multi-dimensional vision, simple
in imagery to match the mind of the child, and simple in
syntax to reflect the simple thoughts uncomplicated by knowledge.
Rigid Mars,
Demon of the middle earth, leprous
Chewer of continents, was a boy tumbling
In a di tch with a bloody nose.
(Landfall, No. 41, p. 34)
For once Baxter puts his sense of quest in abeyance, as
though questioning the direction of his maturing poetic ability;
I have no skill to set down
The perils of a late journey
Made to get back a full sight of loss.
Many mil es from here my youth di ed
In northern warrens, stifled by invisible
Cloths of delirium and habitual greed.
(Landfall, No. 41, p. 34)
There is no secret about his temporary depression and nostalgia:
Delivered from a false season
To the natural winter of the heart
One may set foot wi th the full wei gilt of man
On shell and stone and seabirdsls skeleton.
(Landfall, No. 41, p. 34)
Lyricism is more characteristic of Baxter than the IInatural
winter of liThe Return.1I
ll

The humour of the poet, delicately

balanced with the omnipresent mythology of older and timeless
civilisations, creates a formidable and excellent incongruity.
In liThe Descent of Orpheus, II
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Grum Sisyphus, who takes to heart
All that ever happened,
Nudged by your singing. (italics)
Lets the stone of conscience spin
Savagely downhill
Among the mangroves crashing.
The drugged daughters of the well
Let their dribbling sieve spill,
In frilly skirts and sashes
Jive, rock-and-roll,
Prodded by your singing. (italics)
(Landfall, No. 43, p. 190)
Ancient and modern are intermingled in a specific place "among
the mangroves."

Growing in the inhospitable habitat of coastal

mud flats the mangrove symbolises the victory of existence
over torment--as, in effect, does the toil of Sisyphus. 40
The imagination can contain the "nudge" and "prod" and
visualise the incongruous images mixing into a harmonious song.
The counterpoint to this lyricism is the elegaic tone of the
thirteen-line liOn The Death of Her Body."
It is a thought breaking the granite heart
Ti me has gi ven me, that my one treas ute,
Your limbs, those passion-vines, that bamboo body
Should age and slacken, rot
Some day in a ghastly clay-stopped hole.
They led me to the mountains beyond pleasure
each is not gross body or blank soul
But a strong harp the wind of genesis
Makes music in, such resonant music
~~he}~e

That I was Adam, loosened by your kiss
From time's hard bond, and you,
My love, in the world's f;'rst summer stood
Plucking the flowers of the abyss.
(Landfall, No. 58, p. 111)
40 The legend of Sisyphus, so appealing to absurdist writers
like Albert Camus (Le My the de Sisyphe), attracts Baxter.
See also the poem "Sisyphus" in Howrah Brid~, O.U.P.,
london, 1961). p. 36.
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Baxter is a craftsman of first rank who reaches levels of
precision when his visions, which produce much ordinary poetry
as well, are focussed by a specific experience.
Baxter's visit to India was well documented in his poetry.
His Indian poems appeared in the 1961 collection Howrah Bridge.
Seven of these poems were published in Landfall, (Volume 14,
No.2, June 1960) under the title Seven Poems from India.

It

is notable that IIAt Shalimar" and IINizamuddin" did not appear
in Howrah Bridge under their original titles.

"Nizamuddin"

became "This Indian Morningll in the collection. The Indian
poems add another dimension to Baxter's cosmic preoccupations.
W.H. Oliver makes a valid observation in assessing them;
Baxter sees man in apocalyptic religious terms; he
is more concerned with mankind self-exiled from
heaven than with New Zealanders isolated in the
South Pacific. 41
But a critic might be exc used for suggesting that Baxter's
cosmic sense of man "self-exiled ll has interesting parallels
with a country whose inhabitants live, by choice, ·half a world
away from a cultural centre they so avidly admire (from a
distance) and with which they identify.
honest about himself.

Baxter is always

In the series in Landfall entitled

Beginnings, Baxter admitted that

1I • • •

a sense of grief has

attached itself to my early life, like a tapeworm in the
stomach of a polar bear. 1142 It was this " ... sense of grief-even at times a sense of grievance--(which) helped me to write

41 McLintock, A.H. (editor), An Encyclopedia of New Zealand,
R.E. Owen, Government Pl~·inter, (ltlellington, 1966), p. 342a.
42 Landfall, Volume 19, No.3, September 1965, p. 237.
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poems."

In everyday experience "What happens is either mean-

ingless to me, or else it is mythology.1I
There is an admitted sense of alienation felt by Baxter
in relation to his society;
... there was (a) greater di fference between my own
socialist-pacifist family and the semi-militarist
activities of the people round about as the country
moved towards war.
Baxter also wrote:
I think that various factors combined early to give
me a sense of difference, of a gap--not of superiority, nor of inferiority, though at times it must
have felt like that, but simply of difference-betvleen myse 1f and other people.
His cosmopolitanism was an integral part of this IIsense of
difference.II

And the "L.eftist ethos" which once II ... burst

in the middle of my desert like a nuclear device ... " had
lost its punch for a poet vlho had imagined "a secret tribe
of friends and lovers who waited, guns and poems and
contraceptives in their hands to welcome by coming of age."
The setting of Baxter's life in antipodean New Zealand
(at least "antipodean'l as the British see it) combined with
o. sens iti vi ty to art every\vhere became part of the poet IS

duality of myth and setting.
It seems to me, looking back, that the negative
aspects of my growth were ,in the long run of most help
to me as a wri te r. They tempered the axe of the
intellect, as it were. A writer cannot avoid the
task of exploring and understanding the private hell
which lies just below the threshold of his ovm mind.
I doubt if he can begin to understand the threefold
aspect of the modern worl d--monotony, atroci ty, anarchy-if he has not first done this. But while this growth
"las going on, I was of course a very quiet New Zealand
lad doing this and that in a quiet New Zealand town.
The "quietness" of the New Zealand experience seems to have
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had 1ittle II negati veil effect on Baxter IS recogniti on and
comprehension of the world beyond.

In fact it probably

. allowed him more leisure with which to observe and meditate.
His travels fulfilled any lack of necessary cosmopolitan
experi ence.
The liberated verse of Arthur Rimbaud was another
influence on Baxter, who translated "Seven Year Old Poet"
and liThe Fi rst Communi ons" in Landfall. 43

Baxter ' sown

work never reaches the cynical level of;
It makes me want to laugh, those country churches
Where fifteen kids like ugly ducklings
Dirty the pillars, quack, talk back
To an old daft priest in greasy shoes:
Being instructed~
And the sun glitters through leaves;
Light roosts in the windows like broaken loaves.
But the sentiment may be often shared.
types of

Chui~ch

At least the stereo-

and School -in the ancient European countries

do not exist similarly in New Zealand as targets for satire.
New Zealand has its own quirks and can blame Europe for the
shortcomings of the institutions that are imported into the
new country.

Stanley Burnshaw sees Rimbaud's youthful

rebe 11 i on as ex; sting vri thi n the camp 1i cated context of
French soc; ety;
Rimbaud at seventeen was filled with dreams of
liberation from the constraints of family, provincial
life, studies, the conventions of the poetry of the
past, and political and social conservatism. 44
Baxter, too, reacted against a constricting "social conserv-

43 Landfall Volume 18, No.4, December 1964, pp. 309-315.
44 Burnshaw, Stan ley, The Poem Its.e 1f, Pel; can, 1960, p. 21.
9
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atism" but the pressures were fewer in New Zealand, though
the task of liberation was no less difficult.

His conversion

to Catholicism was an ultimate personal liberation even though
the authoritarianism of the Church must have raised questions
in his mind. 45 But Baxter finds a certain truth in the
powerful, translated, scornful verse of Rimbaud;

o Christ,

Christ, You have taken our strength from us~
You pale God, nailing to Your altar bone
Since Golgotha the women You turn to stone,
Chained to the earth in grief, mounted by the incubus.

The last of Baxter's poems printed in Landfall while
Charles Brasch was editor show the firm commitment of the
poet to Christianity.

liTo My Father in Spring" and "Mother

and Son" both combine autobiographical and religious content.
There is a double meaning in;
We 11, father,
in a world of bombs and drugs
you charm me still-no other
man is quite like you! That smile
like a low sun on water
tells of a cross to come-(liTo my Father in Springll, Landfall, No. 80, p.365)
Baxter's great achievement is his ability to combine spiritual
revelation

I'lith

terrestrial reality.

John

t~eir

praises the

mythologising which Baxter admitted in Beginnings is a vital
part of his work;
At its best, especially when his poems are strongly
rooted in the New Zealand scene, this practice creates
a genuine universality. 46

45 A biographical sketch of Baxter's life and family background is presented by J, Eo Wei r in hi s book The Poetry
of James K, Baxter,
46 t4eir, John, "Some Reflections on tIle Poetry of James K.
Baxter,1I Comment, April 1970, No. 40, p. 23.
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Baxter's Ilnythologyll is akin to Curnow's IInon-condition of
weightlessness ll whereby the New Zealand experience is II r ich"
enough to endow the percept; ve man v,,; th a vi s ion of the
universality of human existence.

Kendrick Smithyman is probably the most cryptic of the
older post-war poets who has published in Landfall.

Whatever

a critic might be tempted to say about Smithyman's poetry,
he could not generalize about it, apart from noting its
comp 1ex; ty.
Smithymanls poetry appeared ;n every issue of theN;Z.
Poe_try Yearbook, many issues of Landfall, and many smaller
47
publications.
Such is his omnipresence. In the e"ighth
number of the Yearbook (1958-1959) Louis Johnson wrote that
"only four poets have appeared consistently in each of the
eight issues,IA8 One of these was Smithyman~ and no critic
has so far accused him of sacrificing quality for quantity.
Smithymanls Lanctfall poems escape the categorical broadside of Baxter that Landfall verse is lIanaemic in substance,
intricate in form-wire and glass structures, light-weight, like
t he mobiles they hang up in a pub lounge. 11 4·9 It cannot be
47

In the front of The Blind Mountain (Caxton, 1950) the
follm'l;ng publications are listed: Kiwi, Rostrum, Book,
Hilltop, Meanjin, Albion (England), Arena, Image, Poetry
Australia, Arts Year Book, N.Z.t'1.R., Poetry Yearbook, N.Z.
Listener, Numbers, Matrix, Argot and Dispute. Listings
also in Fl in to Palmerston, (OUP, 1968).
48 Johnson, L, ed,), op, cit., No, 8, 1958-59, p. 9.
49 Ibid., Volume 10, p, 13.
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determined from available research material which poems,
if any, were rejected by Charles Brasch,50

but those that

appear are not noticeably at variance with those published by
the Yearbook or other periodicals.

At "Headstone Bay", for

example, illustrates a common theme;
Nothing here is out of the sea's reach,
least of all the century dead marked below
sallow stone, who swept in these fathoms
once, but drew away. The convi ct shaki ng
in terror's outrage lonely on these cliffs
saw freedom something harsh"ly to him blown
and blown away, No freedom here assume.
(Landfall, Volume 2, No.4, p. 269)
The images here, like those of Curnow and Baxter, are both
antipodean and mythic.

The precipitous cliffs in a lonely

country prav; de no freedom but rather an obstacl e.

Sm; thyman 1 s

duality (antipodean and mythic) appears again in "Emblems, A
Casual Shire" (Landfall, No. 15, p. 221) as on "Cook's desert
coast my childhood played. 1I
For I was born into such raw settlement~ dy"ing
from one wi 1d act·; ve day into a day retunli n9
upon the pulse of soft machines, and to the flying
cloud which endures and to labouring sun burning
summer away, and all the reined ns of OUt regard.
The poet's vision, aware of "raw settlement, dying.,,"
searches the horizon for liThe fathers lying elsewhere ..• ",
for the heritage that legitimizes humanity in a new land.
What could be more reminiscent of New Zealand than.,.
Hobson, Rodney, Otamatea
novi folded deep under the risen
summer moon, of day's heat shriven
your flats, remembered hills, declare
50 Significant correspondence belonging to Charles Brasch
is now under seal at the Hocken Library in Dunedin. It
;s not available ;n the foreseeable future.
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thi s broken speech down tri butary
waterways, nostalgic testament-I could pray my son sometime has heart
to make his passions local as mine now,
northern their course where counties lie
folded, wind-shaded, calm, moon held,
sheep bedded on their uplands' bent
and stertorous herds upon their low
alluvial pastures, coast to coast.
The picture of the new cherished landscape, painted with the
colours of an old world, and the preoccupation with a local
region, do not diminish the sense of a much wider context,
Name them (italics). The river murmurs, nets
within its flux the weather beaten stars
and casts its net upon the natural man,
stranding his arid works against that grass
flickering, soughing as the king tide sets
derelict of his demon and his arts.
"Journey Towards Easter" captures a new i di om.
introduction to the poem sets the scene as "Peter

An

Radford~

priest of a North Auckland parish, waits for the train bringing him his neVi curate."
They will reject him as they rejected me,
in their hearts. When the priest dies
there is no god.
When the god dies there is
no pr'j est.
(Landfall, No. 20, p. 268)
The priest is Smithyman himself, dressed in recognizable garb,
a prophet alienated from his god (liThe god is dead in me")
and his fellow men.
See. I am left to walk alone this morning
end to end of the platform. The porter ignores,
signalman igno\~es me. I am not part of their clay.
The lines combine familiar and mythological worlds.

The myth,

to paraphrase Frye, is the replacement of the historical
element by the philosophical element.

The dirnensions of this

poem go beyond the platform (earth) and the priesthood (poet)
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to the god which embodies all that is open to question and
all that is creative in the questioning process.
Smithyman

I

S

two poems from Oi scourse on Sett 1ement"
II

are both concerned with the search for the pedigree of his
native land.

The ancestral line in the new country poses

provincial and universal

questions~

I Sit by night alone, on a ramshackle island,
My sons in Dunedin, generation in my head,
Puzzling the responsibilities of a male line-To whom responsible? Not, surely, to the dead,
And as little likely merely to oneself.
(Landfall, No. 29, p. 15)
The concern with inheritance as the pedigree of citizenship
and the legitimizing of local settlement are both essential
to Smithyman's "reconstruction" of histOI"Y.

Typically the

premises end in a question of Cartesian intensity as in the
poem Inheritance" ;
II

Tree, paddock, river: plan
landscape for a child
who shall inherit all,
and grow, to be a man-but when does manhood's wild
ordi nance of dm·mfa 11
first rack him?
Inheritance, connected with the Augustinian idea of original
sin, is the cause of this question.

The question ;s the norm

of doubt, but Smithyman remains noncommittal;

about religious

belief, and about his role as poet--"I am not a "writer"; I am
a primary school teacher." 51 At this point the rooster crows
three times, and later the truth of Smithyman's personal
feeling is revealed;
That was what I thought.

But one gets involved,

51 Landfall, Number 53, March 1960, p. 68.

and tired.
of days, and
conscience?
concern that
in some way.

Tired by the day and the cumulation
involved with--shall we say, diffidently?-If not conscience, then, with the
the job shall be at least interesting
52

Honesty is this poet's policy, and he never begs the question
of his own professionalism.
In a revi ew of Inheri tance,

!~ystan

Curnow wrote that

" •.. Kendrick Smithyman's frequent contributions to a variety
of literary and political journals have brightened an otherwise rather dreary period for poetry in this country. 53
Smithyman can be counted on for originality and expertise in
his creative work.

In November 1961 Louis Johnson wrote of Denis Glover
that he' had always had a weathe)'-eye cocked for comment on
II

what happens in the \lvorld about (him)."54 The contribution
Glove)' has made to New Zealand letters has been outstanding.
Landfall's establishment was in large part due to the establishment of the Caxton Press in Christchurch, which had
begun as v. club at Canterbury University College, in 1934.
Glover's own account of his brainchild, written for An
Encyclopedia of New Zealand, is exceptionally modest considering the high typographical "standard of the enterprise
whi ch cons; dered pri nti ng an art rather than a bus iness:
The work was undistinguished at
52

first--the~e

was

Ibid.
Landfall, Number 67, September 1963, p. 290.
54 Johnson, Louis, N,Z. Poetry Yearbook, Volume 10, 1961-1962.
Pegasus Press, (ChristchurChT,-p.u.
53
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no money for foundry types, and the linotype faces
avail ab 1e to the trade were Century, Textype, and
one Old Style without italic, In 1936 the Caxton
Press was put on a modest business footing~ and
continued to build up types for eventual full book
production. Right from the beginning an emphasis
was given to the publication of New Zealand
literature in the best attainable formats, though
it was not for some years that a trade setter could
be persuaded to put in the matrices for II-point
Baskerville with italics and small caps. The
Caxton Press has been practically alone in printing
books for the sake of printing. These include an
AreopagHica and a Boccaccio stroy hand set in
Caslon, Hero and Leander hand set in Perpetua italic,
and numerous smaner bOOKS produced with an
indifference to selling price. Its two type
speci men books were somethi ng new for th; s country,
combining pleasant literary extracts with colourful
display. A fine edition of The Ancient ~1ariner,
illustrated and embellished by Leo Bensemann, was
produced, together with a couple of books of that
art; st-typogy'apher' s mm work in vari ous medi a. 55
Glover's high standard of printing encouraged writers to present
their' \'Jork for professional publication,

His ""'Ieather-eye" had

noticed the necessity for a press to print the neWVJave of
creative writing.

McCormick praises Glover's efforts of the

thirties;
In this decade it became poss"ible to produce local
books whose format was no longer a reproach to their
country of origin, and though a London imprint still
retained many advantages, one of the barriers to
publication--and .therefore to writing--was removed.
It was owing to the existence of these presses .. ,
that its two most widely divergent cities became
New Zealand's cultural centres. Auckland, with its
55 Page 872. In an advance note to the publication of The
Rime of the Ancient Mariner professional terminology was
;n use: IIIn production now at the Caxton Press, is a
subscriber's edition of The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
by S. T. Coleridge. This work is being hand-set in 16pt.
Poliphilus with marginal glosses in 12pt Blado Italic,
and it will be printed on Hayle Mill handmade paper.
Size demy 4to, 44pp. Price three guineas. Publication
;n March 1952. A prospectus ;s now avai lable.\\
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larger, more cosmopolitan population~ its freedom
from strong traditional shackles, and its closer
touch with America, maintained the leadership it
had assumed with the publication of Phoenix. The
junior partner was Christchurch, still retaining in
its isolation a hold on the ideals implanted there
by the Canterbury pil gri ms. 56
McCormick describes Glover as the lIenfant terrible of
New Zealand letters" in the thirties.

Glover has always been

an iconoclast who left few stones unturned in articulating
the inadequacies of his homeland.

His establishment of

The Caxton Press proved his practicality, and his poetry makes
him one of the leading post-war New Zealand writers-- II {His)
best work has been done since 1940." 57 Glover's first
Landfall poem echoes the cultural shortcomings of New Zealand
in comparison to the "1ightll of the music of Lili Kraus,
who later adopted New Zealand citizenship.
Walking an unfamiliar road by night
Your playing broke upon me like a light.
Fol"ly and fury and the corradi ng dream
\~ere overborne.
I voyaged on a stream
Miraculous; and tree and tower and field
On music's Orinoco stood revealed.
Lil i, emot"j on 1eaves me quite di smayed:
If 11m on fire I call the fire-brigade.
Your musi c gave me much; I 11 say no more ~
For like the kiwi I decline to soar.
But in that given and forgiving hour
I breathed the air where the sonatas flower.
("A Note to L;'i ", Landfall, No.2, p.
I

84)

But, like Charles Brasch, Glover was sufficiently confident
in his country's potential to become a pioneer in the new
literary branch of an older tradition--wh1ch he had witnessed
at first-hand in Europe during the war.

He created two

prototypes from the New Zealand environment whose characters
56 McCormick, E.H., op. cit., p. 110.
57 Ibid., p. 120.
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animated the rough landscape within which they lived.
Arawata Bill, in real life the prospector William O'Leary,
was a pseudonym, while Harry V1as a fictitious character who
has much in common with Glover himself.

These personae, and

1I0irty Mick Stimson, are the nearest approaches in New
ll

Zealand poetry to the bushrangers and riders of the Australian
outback.

Their loneliness, courage, and stoic understanding

are also reminiscent of the heroes of the American West.
Apart from James Mackenzie 58 Glover's personae are among the
very few pakeha pioneer heroes in New Zealand's legendary
history.

Like the ballad, native legends have not flourished

in this country.59
The balance between brute force combating a brutal landscape, and the refinement of visionary observation, is
threaded through Glover's poems.
Mountains nuzzle mountains
White-bearded rock-fronted
In perpetual drizzle.
Rivers swell and twist
like a torturer's fist
Where the maidenhair
Falls of the waterfall
Sail through the air.
The mountains send below
Their cold tribute of snow
And the birch makes brown
The rivulets running down
58 Mackenzie, the sheepstealer who gave his name to the Mackenzie
Country, first emigrated to Australia and returned there
after an unconditional pardon. He is the subject of a recent
book and television production, both by James MacNeish.
59 The most comprehensive selection of New Zealand ballads and
songs is Shanties By The W~y~ edited by Bailey and Roth,
Whitcombe and Tombs Ltd., (Christchurch, 1967).
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Rock, air and water meet
Where crags debate
The dividing cloud.
In the dominion of the thorn
The delicate cloud is born
And golden nuggets bloom
In the womb of the storm.
(from "Arawata Bill" --the scene)
And; n II Portrait and Song", where the hero is "Leo Bensemann I s
Olaf

ll
,

the duality of the adventurer reflects the schizophrenic

un; verse;
Half lout half dreamer,
Here's one who fought the waves
And thinking murder fun
Would burn a city, colonise a coast,
Urging his sullen oars
Beyond the rim of the world
Calling the just unjust,
He ' s barbarously fa; r.
(Landfall, No.6, p, 119)
The most

att~'active

aspect of this example of Glover's poetry

is its honesty of expression,
optimism,

It is no spoof on Leibnizian

It is,

What shan we sing? sings Harry.
Sing all things sweet and harsh upon
These islands in the Pacific sun,
The mountains whitened endlessly
And the white horses of the winter sea,

sings Harry.

The motivation behind AravJata Bill in the land of gold ;s
similar to Glover's in the land where lithe kiwi declines to
soar. II
Where are you off to, Bill?
Surely the river's too full.
Me and my bi l1y don I t worry:
We take the track for the sea,
And there's no hurry,
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But why are you leaving, Bill,
When youlve just fetched up?
Stay for a bite and a sup
Or a few square meals.
live tea and sugar and flour,
And inside the hour
11m heading into the hills.
Bill, have you struck it rich?
No--but you never saw such
Promise of colour, not a doubt
Of it--till the cloudburst
Drove me out of it,
(from "Arawata Bill" --conversation piece)
Such is Glover ' s stoi c optimi sm and sympathy for his hardy
character.

The dichotomy of the "Sweetness" and "harshness"

of "these islands in the Pacific sunil is the choice available.
The finale of Bill's quest ;s death in "a bed in town", and
the moral of hi s story;
You should have been told
Only in you was the gold:
Allen Curnow describes Harry as "a sort of Shakespearian
sad fool."

His pilgrimage, like that of Arawata Bill, was

to. find "a treaty between the man and the elementsJ! in the
locale of New Zealand.

The Canadian poet, E.J, Pratt, often

placed man in a dwarfed perspective when surrounded by Canada's
Gargantuan geology and extreme seasons.
refl ects a temperate perspecti ve.

Glover;n New Zealand

Comp,ared to Canada and

Australia his New Zealand is manageable and more hospitable.
Another example of Glover's desire to interpret the
New Zealand experi ence was hi s Itlriti ng of a verse commentary
for the National Film Unit production of The Coaster;
How waul d New Zealanders react to verse commentaY'Y
on a theme touchi ng the; Y' everyday 1i ves? As it had
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not been tried, no one knew. But I knew, when
I first saw the film in the studios ...• 1 knew
that I was wildly off target. I knew that what
I had first done, without seeing the film, would
be greeted at best with bewilderment, at worst
with remarks far from poet; c. 60
Glover's habitual "humility" precluded a claimed knowledge
of filmmaking, but he used his catholic abilities to
interpret his world through different media.

The contrast

between man's quest for security, a quest perhaps more
adequately realised in New Zealand than in most other
countries, and the combat with the elements, is illustrated
by the imagery in The Coaster;In from the hazardous sea lies the harbour,
Smooth carpet for keels
\~here pen'insula hills
Cushion the shock of Pacific
With ramparts of rock.
Violence and peace intermingled in the poetic text while the
film visualized shipboard life.

It was a multi-media experi-

ence featuring the element connecting faraway New Zealand with
the world:
One produce is wool
From the lush land, the bush land,
Hoisted aboard it goes
This cargo coastwise bound
--Gone off to other ships
Following the sunset ~vest and away
To London, Glasgow, Amsterdam or Brest .••
In carrying it the coaster plays its part
Feeding the ships that feed the distant world.
Glover with Curnow has been the doyen of successful sat; re
in post-war New Zealand.

Several humorists have published work,

60 Landfall, No. 10, p. 171.
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notab ly Barry Crump ; n The Good Keen Man, but on 1iterary merit
Glover ;s unexcelled.

McCormick describes Glover's "youthful"

Arraignment of Paris (1937) as "the one piece of sustained
1i terary sat; re produced in th i s country'! 61 Thoughts inA
Suburban Tram, which appeared in L dfall (No. 20, p.265)
were a weaker form of sati re.

It is notable that Charl es

Brasch printed a series of somewhat unrelated aphorisms,
some of which were beneath Glover's poetic stature, and some
of which were decidedly poor.

But the best were curt insights

into Glover's New Zealand;
Apart from the reintroduction of hanging, one of
the worst penalties of the law in New Zealand is that
for certain offences you are prohibited from attending
race meetings.
It has often been suggested that too little humour appeared
in Landfall's pages.

Glover's satiric spirit proved to be

the exception.
The comme)'cial appeal of some of G"lover's works, which
had prompted the film score for The Coaster, was solicited
by "an ait"line company" which commissioned Glover to write
"something about the air, as you see fit,,,62 With the humorous
anecdote that Glover was paid two shillings a line--"higher
than the prevailing rate for New Zealand verse"--making a
sonnet worth twenty eight shil'li ngs, Glover wrote an expurgated
("no mention of crashes, burnings, explosions, or other

accidents,") series for aviation;
Sky-reacher, sweeping your wings against
The cobweb cloud, asking the sun's proximity,
61 McCormick, E.H., op. cit., p. 119.
62 Landfall, No. 30, June 1954, p. 110.
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You intimate of thunder,
What rich plunder
Do your instruments pluck from the skies.
This is bad poetry, but the commercial context of the
operation is significent, and the piece warrants publication
inLandfall as an example of II commissioned verse".

The air-

line company, however, complained that the final lines "failed
to achieve a climax;1I
Only will and skill
Can make mountains less tall,
Curvi ng the course with the rai nbow
Over the world's wall.
Clearly the poet's achievement is the irony of understatement'
lacking the jingoism of an advertiser's script, but Glover's
sense of irony was probably satisfied by this project.
Glover's next Landfall poem, "Towards Banks Peninsula",
is an accomplished synthesis of natural phenomena and their
reaction on the mond;
Here from your chosen Port Levy
There VJas not one bay of the bays
Wouldn't baffle a navy
To fish or to sweep without help:
Every flaw in the weather divined,
Every reef, rock, steep point,
Anchorage, kelp,
Bank and current
Engraved on the chart of your mind.
The landscape's "engraving" is the fruition of the understanding of nature--and more specifically a locality of New Zealand.
As in "Arawata Bill" and "Sings Harryll the geography of a
region has psychological connotations.

It is this synthesis

that forms an aspect of the New Zealand imagination perhaps
as an initial (rather than a fully developed) form.
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Natural metaphor--even "landscape metaphor"--is typical
of Glover's criticism.

In a review of Three Poems and Strange

... Rendezvous by A. R. D. Fa; rburn , Glover uti 1i zes geographi ca 1
simil e;
A comprehensive review of Fairburn ;s a task not
easily and dispassionately to be carried out. One
might as v'Jell try to shovel the Southern Alps into
the ocean with a teaspoon. For like the Alps
Fairburn has many peaks5 higher or lesser, and
many ravines and riverflats, excitingly wooded or
just plain good and stony. He presents, in himself, a wider landscape than any other New
Zealand writer; and the publication of these
two books within a few months of each other is
the most important event in our poetry for a
number of years. 63
But "Fairburn ' s landscape is no landscape perse--it is a
peopled environment~ the reverse of inanimate." 64 The
challenge to writers and painters in New Zealand has been
the peopling of the landscape.

Glover achieves it through

the sol itary adventurer surrounded by vast expanses of
natural phenomena--both geographical and meteorological.
Glover's personality is not at variance with Fairburn's IAlhose
"nostalg·ia for an Arcady (is) situated somewhere on the
Hauraki Gulf. ,I

It is the same creative process whereby

Mason's "farpitched perilous hostile place" becomes a
lated and humanized environment.
mere provincialism.

popu~

Landscape metaphor is not

It is, like the frescoes in ancient

cathedra 1s, a method of i 11 us trati on for abstract concepts
and sensitivities.

James K. Baxter writes;

The peculiar power of Mr. Glover's landscape
poetry I~i ses from the fact that mountai n, r; ver,

63 Landfall, No. 27, September 1953, p. 203.
M

Ib"j d . -
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bush 1and and sea assume in it the proporti ons of
animistic pmvers; and the chief importance of
"Arawata Bill" is that it constitutes an extension
of thi s frame of reference. Arawata Bi 11 moves
and perseveres in the arena of indifferent, even
antagonistic spiritual forces; he is the dilapidated
demi god of a nature myth. In that "wi cked country"
prayer is legitimate, but a packhorse a more
suitable companion than a man. Virtues count less
than tactics. 65
The process, as seen by Baxter, is the mythologizing of the
landscape by poetic imagination.

And the process is common

to other countries, from one of which an expatriate New
Zealand scholar writes;
The distinctiveness of Canadian literature thus
far has been almost wholly an inevitable response
to a geographical, climatic, and social situation,
and this it should and must remain. 66
The "animistic powers" are stimulants to the imagination which
through a form of "photosynthesis" blends the human element
with the natural.

That this is a universal phenomenon from

the architecture of Frank Lloyd

1~lri

ght to the short stori es

of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn should be an encouragement to
New Zealand writers and artists who fear their search is
"provincial " or "chauvin·istic."

Landscape metaphor is common

to the work of Brasch, Curnow, Glover and, in a different way,
of Smithyman and Baxter.
If rugged elements are part of Glover's experience, so
is the peaceful surrounding; the balance o'f "harshness" and
"sweetness".

"Saturday on the Farm" is delicate pastoralism;

Now the bare hills stand guardian
Over the homestead scene
And the smoke from the musterers hut
Ghosts grey against purple-green
(Landfall, No. 50 s p,149)
l

65 Ibid., p. 215.
66 Pacey, Desmond, Creatiye Writing;n Canada, Ryerson Press
(Toronto, 1967), p. 3,
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And images of liThe Tiger Moth topdresser" testify both to the
date of the poem (c.1959) and the advanced methods of New
Zealand agriculture.

These two poems are in light relief to

Arawata Bill's " ... stones thaw-loosened/ leap from the
preci pi ce/ Into shrapnel snow-cushioned. II
Glover's poem "Printers" supports McCormick's observation that the poet "has a special feeling for those who
work with hands and brai n... "67 As typographer, Glover was
a technical craftsman who would;
.•. speak now of printers and bookmen,
Praise men acknowledged great
Whose business has been display of words
Fragile as bones of birds,
.
Careful of how hyphens mate,
Considering each comma, establishing
A style as precedent for the mileWide errors of author's laughters
At their own inaccuracy,
(Landfall, No. 71, p. 203)
This is the language of the practical man who must fit words
to ideas,
Glover's knowledge of the Pacific was utilized in a
reviellJ of Sir Joseph Banksl New Zealand journal edited by W,P.
Morrell.

Charles Brasch was, as usual, careful to choose a

reviewer with special knowledge of the field.

Glover brought

also his colour of personality, perhaps disagreeable in the
snide remark about Australian Aboriginals;
The best part of this book is Ban!<ss "Account
of New Zeal and" . It was the fi rst detai 1ed record.
It made no wild guesses, and some very reasoned
deductions. It told of the people and their customs,
and compared them with other islanders (though we
shall have to await Dr, Beaglehole's editing of the
67 McCormick, E.H"

op. cit., p. 119.
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whole journal for his remarks on that vastly more
civilized people, the Australian aborigines. 68
1I

Banks stood rebuked.

Another article in Landfall (No. 41,p.60)

was a review of Dr. J.C. Beaglehole's editorship of Cook's
JOurnals and the background of the greatest nawigator in
Canada's, New Zealand's, and Australia's Pacific history.
Dr. Beaglehole's monumental achievement receives a Glover quip;
Dr. Beaglehole does not give us the important
69
fi gure of her ("Endeavour' Sll) draught--ll to 13 feet?
Glover's versatility is his most notable attribute.

As

an accomplished poet he contributed to the humanizing of the
As a typographer he might

natural landscape of his native land.

be regarded as significant to the logistical basis of Landfall
as Brasch was to its literary standard.

As a critic he is

colourful and capable, showing a scholarly knowledge as well
as humorous and creat; ve detachment.

As a sat; ri st ~ whi ch

singles him out from most of his imaginative countrymen, he
adds another dimension to a sometimes prim literary tradition.
His satire, reminiscent of Fairburn's IIDominion", is highly
effective -in, for example, liThe Astronomer Distraught ll ;
In the hundred names of God
Magnificat confusion;
Trafficated snarliness and lunch tin music,
Expense accountancy, flip jokes,
Side swipers, mill stern wheelers, dead sea watches,
Bugles and bells, flop joints, escape-proof cells,
Damned and decorated usurers
Pill swallowers and free ointment smells,
Hairpin benders, no hopers, never enders,
Bitch fiddlers, crutch puddlers,
Egg fanciers, pot wallopers, coffee drinkers,
Serious thinkers, hem stichers,
Houha politicians, department store
68 Landfall, No. 52, p. 372.
69 Ibid., No. 41, p. 62.
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Corrupters of the kids, mumble-bum magistrates
Shitty-witty in court,
Newsprint botchers and relishers
Of robbers and rapers in daily papers,
Stock and share jobbers, breeches buoy bandits,
Plausible vocateurs with mandates
For religious and advertising creeds,
Panders to our needs, granters of wishes,
Sowers of thistles and bright-flowering weeds-(Landfa 11, No. 79, p. 227)
But the tone is less heavy than Fairburn's.
Glover's attitude towards literature--particularly poetry-shows a basic optimism tempered with a grasp of the difficulties
and discouragements of writing for a small population still
clinging to "practical ethics".
Outlook for poetry--unsettled. A deep depression is
advancing over Parnassus, and scattered sonnets may
be expected in isolated areas. Tomorrow's outlook-windy. 70
His belief and confidence in "an emerging national consciousness of poetic destination ll71 is what New Zealanders want to
hear--especially from a person whose realistic perceptions
had scanned the hills and valleys of possibility.

Glover

identified the Poetry Yearbook, l.andfall, and "Mr. Hoggard's
gallant little Arena " as lithe present strongpoints of our
poetry,lI72
Glover was elected a member of the State Literary Fund
Committee, an essential sponsor, of artistic pursuits in New
Zealand--particularly Landfall.

Glover found the Committee

" •.. cautiously poking (poetry) with sticks to see if it will
utter shrill cries of ecstasy or burst into bloodcurdling
obscenities." An example of the deep-rooted opposition to
70 Johnson, Louis, editor, op. cit., Volume 5, 1955, p.g.
71 Ibi d.
72 Johnson, Louis, N.Z. Poetry Yea.rbook, Volume 5, 1955, p.l0.
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the extraordinary or questionable in New Zealand writing was
the disagreement betlfJeen

Yearbook and the Reed publishers.

~

Yearbook later turned to the Pegasus Press in Christchurch.
For example, as Glover stated,
" ••• can a government-appointed committee subsidize
such a poem as Fairburn's 'Dominion", would it
subsidize political satire, or an attack on the
church; would it subsidize the blistering invective,
even pungent obscenity, which is often the poet's
only way of dealing with the obscene complications
of modern life which are equated with normality and
decency?" 73
The voice of the iconoclast ;s the exposition of Glover's
satiric personality.

One might hope for more rare satire, but

Glover, like R.A.K. Mason, hibernates from time to time.

If

his belief that "literature thrives on adversity" is firm,
Glover may yet, with Curnow, be the most effective satirist
writ"j ng today in New Zealand.

He has few competitors.

McCormick finds that Glover "throughout his career, .. has shunned
anything savouring of the prophetic or the portentous." 74
Glover defies categorizing, and, on "tomorrow's outlook" the
forcast is simply "w"indy."

From his vantage point as historian Keith Sinclair's
poetry has frequent reference to the story of New Zealand's past
and its relevance to the future.

The simplicity of Sinclair's

early Landfall poetry shows an original form and style uninfluenced by poetic traditions elsewhere.
as,

73 Ibid.
74 McCormick, E.H., Ope cit., p. 118.

An admonition such
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••. all your life is living in my bones,
we are our own New Zealand;
while our minds
breed futures from the touch and breath of love
we are our own safe island,
and hold our world of cliffs and towns
and bush and farms all whole,
alive and integrated in our arms,
. granting a 1ittl eli fe from every ki ss
to impregnate this rock, and know
our island virtues are all outside storms
and any death will knock in vain.
(Landfall, No.2, p. 103)
from liTe Kami nara

ll
,

is cl ass i ca lly bare of pretence. And, while

it might be considered naive in thought, it embraces the sense

of belonging that is vital to native poetry written in our own
lI

safe island. 1I75

liTe Kaminara is specific place--as is
ll

IIWaitara \'IIhere the Settler and the Chief meet in 1859 for one
ll

of the most important historical events in New Zealand's history.
The island brings promise, at least, for the powerful newcomers;
~Je need a harbout where the breakers melt,
We need a doot-way that our ships may leap
From the sides of the possessive land
Against the resistant bars of the great waves,

And fields without one black barbaric tree;
Meadows, and a harbour to the abjured past,
To build a people nearer to our needs
In the unbaked clay, the unconsecrated waste.

o nightful

men, we come and are bearing gifts
For the fallen tribes, a nationality
More gracious than your counterfeited kings,
Or the five-fold unity of your long Canoes.
But the native New Zealander opposes the advent of European
Domination:
Leave us alone, for when you come
Among us we are nothing, 76
We have no voice any more.
75 1I0 ur own safe is 1and refers to the ~Je 1fare State.
76 IIWaitara appeared in Landfall, No.8, December 194-8, p. 259.
Sinclair discussed the Waitara purchase in his historical
work The Ori.9i~ of the ~1aori ~\Jars, N.Z. Unive)~sity Press,
(Wellington, 1961).
ll

ll
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The chief ;s Wiremu King; te Rangitake of the Ngati Awa of
Taranaki who, in 1859, contested the "sale" of Maori land in
Waitara, the crossroads between Taranaki and the Waikato.

On

March 17, 1860, the Taranaki war began, a war that still weighs
on the conscience of pakaha New Zealanders.

Sinclair's poem

concerns the profound human question of Maori/pakeha relations.
It

is written ; n two parts and covers two centuri es of New

Zealand's recorded history.

The first part balances the tones

of two cultures with a careful use of words effect; ng an ; di am;
II

II

The Chief
Although you have floated the land
I will not let it go to sea,
Lest the sea-birds take flight
Since we have no resting place.
The Settler
The land must be opened with sufficient speed,
Sold at a sufficient price,
And the tribes given sufficient faith for salvation
Where nothing is sufficient
The second part employs images as the poet uses the perspective
of history and rett'ospect to treat the mora.1 of the situation;
1948
No people can possess a land,
Where every single sod and stone is strange,
An alien to the blood, who waits to oust
The bone cells, in the crucible of earth.
Sinclair's sympathy and understanding for the Maori people is
well-known, and yet the poem condemns neither side in the local
land dispute.

In one sense the very land coveted by the

European for financial reasons and by the Maar; for traditional
reasons is " .•. OUY· cross, exotic to our hands." And the
acquisitive motivation tells more about values than about existential reality; "For our loyalties are fathered in the mind."
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The poem ;s an example of Sinclair's dimension--historic fact
mixed with imaginative and magnanimous understanding and carried
to a transcendental reality;
Your fellowship is a new fellowship
And 01 d 1ike· a hundred years.
"Waitara" is an important poem as it contains a store of
relevant ideas within the confines of poetic form.
Sinclair's earlier poems in Landfall implied a poet's
interest in "What is it to be a New Zealander?1!

It is an old

familiar question of identity, but no less a necessary one to
answer.

In an "in memoriam" article on T.H. Scott, an Auckland

teacher killed on a climbing expedition to Mount Cook, Sinclair
wrote that Scott " ... saw the answer as lyi ng in the format; on
of an individual's sense of what is "reality" in terms of his
local experience. lln The writer's task is to make this
II

real ity" a common understanding and this has been the pre-

occupation of post-war New Zealand literature; at least until
the mid-sixties.
Sinclair reveals his preoccupations in criticism as
well as in poetry.

In a discussion of Katherine Mansfield he

wrote;
We come thus to an enduring thetJ12 of New Zealand
literature, with which our novelists from Satchell
to Sargeson and our poets from Bracken to Brasch
have all been concerned in some measure, the
isolation of the settler, the recurrent nostalgic
theme of exile. It is a colonial theme not because
it is unique in the New World, but because colonial
conditions emphasize in so many ways the tenuous
nature of social bonds. The early migrant to New
Zealand, the wealthy at the beginning of this
century, the intellectuals of today, all tend to
77 Landfall, No. 54, p. 185.
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feel cut off from II soc ietyli from Home. 78
The IIpost-war dream of discovering IIHome li has been carried
ll

further since Sinclair wrote these words two decades ago, but
it ;s significant that isolation of a geographical, social and
intellectual variety became synonymous with the New Zealand
expet'ience.

The lIisolation theme transcends the colonial to

become man in the universe.

ll

But the symbolic microcosm can

most effectively succeed in the New Zealander living in New
Zealand.

The theme is as old as Robinson Crusoe or Beowulf,

but it has specific reference to Sinclair's imaginative
writing.

New Zealand ;s 1I ... a high, silent country •.. 11

in which the poet sings lIof our youth/ And the fierce gladness
of being in the beginning. 1I79 The 'silence" from a brief history
is no disadvantage for intellectual pioneers while the contrast
with older lands is marked;
Pastures where sheep graze ;n a dream of green
Have known the tipe rye billo\>J
In the wind; but, not, beneath the grass,
The ground rise from a tremble to a gigantic tempest-Tugged by a molten moon in the globe's core-To far towns falling and a rabbit's close scream.
(liThe Shepherd", Landfa 11, No. 43, p. 235)
Self-analysis was no longer an adolescent enterprise, but
instead a factor in self-improvement and autonomy of culture.
In his mythological poetry Sinclair muses on self-renewal;
The moa-hunters ' feast is done and heavy
Sleep descended. I cannot hear the song
They painted in caves in that long-silenced time.
Here we begin again--but the Muses sang
When Thrace was young.
(Landfall. No. 43, p. 234)
78 Landfall, No. 14, p. 137.
IbId., No. 4·3, p. 235.

79
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Sinclair considered himself "more of a "muse" poet than
a "landscape" poet .• ,"80

And he consciously attempts an

alternative to the poetry of the "South Island Myth":
The fi rst of my own verses to attract any attention,
"Waitara" and some others appearing in early numbers
of Landfall ; I thought of, in part, as repudiating
lithe South Island myth II , which I detected especially
in the writings of Curnow, Holcroft, and Brasch,
and which revolved around the doctrine that we are
strangers in a hostile or indiffel~ent land still
mentally resident in Britain, I believed that
their sentiments arose from a colonial inferiority
complex. 81
This is a misrepresentation of the poetry of Holcroft, Curnow
and Brasch, but it reveals the sentiments that were at play in
the mi nds of many poets until very recently.

S'j ncl ai r hi mse 1f

has not completely escaped from the landscape.
"Memorial to a Missionary" (Landfall, No. 22, p. 146)
has been described as Sinclair's "outstanding vlOrk ll when
considering "his imaginat'ive exploration of the past" 82 The
poem evolves around the story of "Thomas Kendall, 1778-1832,
first resident missionary in New Zealand, author of The New
Zealanders' First Book (1815), . grandfather of the Australian
poet, H.C. Kendall.

1I

Kendall, much maligned for his morality

(or lack of it), set up the first school in New Zealand for
Maoris at Rangihoua in 1816. 83 The poem is ripe with proper
names giving it a question-begging clarity--Cranmer, Calvin,
Maui, Hawaiki.

But the poetic insight blends effectively with

factu a 1 mater; a1 ;

80 Doyle, Charles, (editor), op. cit., p. 152.
81 Ibi d.
82 McCormick, E,H., op. cit., p. 146.
83 Education, Volume 20, No. Four, 1971, p. 5.
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Instructed to speak of God with emphasis
On sin and its consequences, to cannibals
Of the evil of sin, he came from father's farm
The virtuous home, the comfortable chapel,
The village school, so inadequately armed,
His mail of morals tested in drawing-rooms,
Not war, to teach his obscure and pitied pupils,
With parallels to the story of Btebeuf among the Hurons of the
Five Nations, Kendall's missionary purpose, cheered "in Clapham"
and prayed for "in Lincolnshire", is metamorphosed in the strange
new land by Maori people;
In following their minds he found the men
And reached for a vision past his mother-land,
Convet'ted by heathen he had come to save.
Sinclair's sympathy and affection for Kendall is the supy'eme
hi s tori ca 1 judgment of the poem.

Kenda 11 ceased to be a

"pakeha" to the people he came to understand;
Did he fall through pride of spirit, through arrogance

Ot through hUIll; 1i ty, not scorn; ng the prayers

Of savages and their intricate pantheon?
He lacked the confident pity of his brethren.
To understand he had to sympathize,
Then felt, and feeling, fel1 one man a breath
In the human gale of a culture's thousand years.
9

The frontier symbo'lism is effective as New Zealand, in Kendall's
hands becomes ".,. Chri st's ,/New cl eal~i ng •.•

II

where Kenda 1"1' s

"mistake" prevents him from retutning " •.. to teach his countrymen ••. " It is with such real personae (cf: Glover's fictitious
personae) as Kenda' 1 that Si ncl a; r "popul ates Brasch's austere
landscape.,,84 and Mason's "hard-assaulted spot",
"The Ballad of Half Moon Bay" is a rare type of writing
in New Zealand.

Australia's histoty of ballads and bushrangers

84 Doyle, Charles (editor), op. cit., p. 152.
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perhaps had small impact on New Zealand as ballads have played
only a minor role in this country's literary history.

But

Sinclair's ballad translates the Australian bushranger of the
outback into a New Zealand "castaway sealer" of New Zealand's
'butback"--the sea.

This prototype features in several Nev.!

Zealand ballads; "David Houston"; "Come All You Tonguers"; or
"New Zealand Whales", for example.

The comparison between

the outback in Australia and the sea around New Zealand refers
to an important psychological distinction between the two
countries.

In Brasch's words, "Continent and island.

The

idea of the one haunts the Australian imagination as that of
the other does the New Zealand imagination." 85 Brasch concludes
that, "because c\'ifferent qualities are evoked by these two ideas" ~
the vvriti ng of each country has "been
different directions,"

dl~avm

so markedly in

For this reason the ballad is a rare

form in New Zealand, and, when it is used, concerns a seafarer
rathet' than a II voyageur" of the i nteri or country.

But both

aspects centre around the 'feeling of "extreme isolation.'1
Sinclair the histotian plays his pa,rt ;n liThe Ballad of
Half

I~oon

Bay."

Edward

Edwards~

a kind of "l ower class"

Everyman by name, " •.• fled from a pressgang or a midland slum;"
"lived in sin" with a woman (like the missionary Kendall); but
cared "for two orphans that seamen left."

The pioneer lives

in the temotest patt of New Zealand, Stewart Island;
Halfmoon Bay was the bottom of the world,
Bitten from the land by the teeth of the pole,
A base for the huntets who tracked the wake
Washed so wide whete the bull whales roll.

85 Landfall, No. 29, March 1954, p. 3.
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Store for supplies when far from their station~
Try; ng-out or recruit; ng seamen,
A round of grog or a rest ashore
Taking turns with the native women.
(Landfall, No. 27, p. 174)
The other characters of the ballad are old salts, tough in
stature, with nicknames appropriate to their characters. The
tone is reminiscent of Lawson whose visit to New Zealand,
according to David McKee Wright, "added to the tang of the
gum-leaves something of the salt of the great southern ocean.,,86
While all the major settlements in Australia and New Zealand
are on the PacH; c, Tasman, or Indi an seabords the sea has had
a wider wash on the New Zealand imagination than on the
Australian.

A note describes the ballad as being "based on

the literature of the convict and whaling days as well as on
oral tradition ll87 but the genre is rare in New Zealand. Ballads
grow from the empirical soil, but New Zealand has always had
about it the aura of "a

temporc1.l~Y

whaling station" from vlhich

people emigrate--physically as well as psychologically.

Sinclair's

ballad reveals in traditional form the insight of a cosmopolitan
nat-jve, wilo sees it as an appropriate medium for legendal"Y
express'j on.
Sinclair's love
accomplished.

poetry~

though obscure, is rhythmically

The mood of "The Lovers" is fleeting;

o rare and desired, desiring pair,
Twin parakeets, feathered with tropical fire,
Tracing your parallels in the air
To meet in an infinite everyvJhere
(Landfall, No. 29, p. 20)
86 Lawson, Henry, Poet; ca 1 t~ol"ks, Angus and Robertson, (Sydney
1968),p. ix. A~resting record of Lawson in New
Zea"land is vJ.H, Pearsonls Hem::,y Lawson Among the ~~aor;s,
Reed, (Sydn ey, 1968).
87 Landfall, No. 27, September 1953, p. 180.
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On the other hand liThe Sleepi ng Beauti' has a mysti cal
symbolism reflecting the dream from which;
Sleeper, awake! I bring love's breakfast in.
(Landfall, No. 33, p.l?)
The sensuality effects a delicate mood, but the above line is
not typical of Sinclair's best poetry--which ;s generally the
historical poetry.

Sinclair can write fine love poetry;

And so I came fish-eyed from Eros,
Chaos ' child, to the war-god's daughter;
Followed my life-line (by the mountains of sin
And fair Astarte, through a maze
Of persimmon, past lemon lanterns,
Across the lawn) like a silken stream
Where it rose from a fount of love and fell
From the tallest window of my towering dteam
And climbed a tope of sleeping hair.
(Landfall, No. 33, p.16)
This is unique in standard and reference.

The mood is more of

a mythological sensitivity than of a physical experience.

Or,

one might compare some lines ftom "Imposs<ible Loves";
How she walks, an incantation of walking,
Through a grove of gods, to a far sisttum,
To ho<!d a drugged moment in time's pain,
One silence in a whispeting world .•.
(Landfall, No. 58, P.122)
with 1i nes from "Notes from the Welfare State";
After a perspi r; ng, pre para tory dance
The middle-aged set free their super-egos
In ritual fliqht, to a Laurentian drum,
Twittering through a forest of empty riggers;
Then wait, in rigid, alcoholic trance,
For a load of goods from a port beyond oblivion,
A consunmation guessed at, or a life lost,
Possessing everything but not possessed.
(Landfall, No. 61, p.18)
The reader is returned from the cl i max of the lovers to the
New Zealand reality of rugby and beer.

There is the academic

tone in S1 ncl ai rl s poetry of soc; a 1 crit; ci sm, but thi s does
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not detract from the engagement implicit in his museinfluenced work.

While some of his poetry tends to beg the

question of who will "set us free again";
And Mill's majority of happy Jacks
Have pirated the blue-prints of Tocqueville.
Rostow prescribes our economic choices
In the age of mass consumption of high-class trash.
(Ibid., p.19)
Sinclair's accomplishment is the creative realization of
certain aspects of the New Zealand experience tempered by a
perceptive and intelligent mind.

An interesting diversion of

Sinclair is his categorizing of " ... the vague idea that the
New Zealanders were a new branch of the British people. 1I88 as
the South Island myth.
It is v.JOrth noting that almost an the writers whose
work expresses this attitude were South Islanders. It
is a regional myth, vlh1ch has little appeal in the North
Island, with its monuments to ancient Maori occupation
and its denser population. It should also be remarked
that this South Island nwth has been rejected in recent
years by younger men and women who have accepted their
rol es as vJri ters without worryi n9 unduly about being
New Zealand writers. 89
There is little evidence to show that the Ilmonuments to
ancient

r~aori

occupat"ion" have had any real effect on the

"North Island myth

II ,

or that Allen Curnow's life in Christchurch

made him an alien in his adopted Auckland, or that the Cook
Strait is a cultural division.

No good poet ever stamps a

Kiwi on his work, but all good poets, from both major islands,
seem to be commonly involved in trying to make sense of the
New Zealand experience.
88

Sinclair~

89

p.318.
Ibi d.

The trend in recent poetry has been

Keith, A History of New Zealand, Penguin, 1969,
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in a cosmopolitan direction, but it should not be presumed
that this is a North Island instigation.

Professor Horsman

once comnented that Landfall was "a South Island magazine",90
Charles Brasch replied, "look at the contributors," The
rivalry is healthy, perhaps, but it is notable that the one
internat'ionally-available literary quarterly from New Zealand
which has succeeded has been a Christchurch-Dunedin venture
as far as editing and publication have been concerned.

As

far as contributions have been concerned it is a national
effort with no obvious geographical preoccupations.
"South Island myth II , if it ever

existed~

The

was the foundation

work 1eadi ng to the 1iterary and cultural autonomy whi ch
contemporary writers can help to mature,
There has been talk among (" new vJriters ll ) of a
'South Island myth held to be 'in large parts I
understand, f~r. Holcroft's invention; but 'myth',
as I have said elsewhere, is a curious term to use
for vvhat is simply a way of looking at 'ristory, to
be judged as such and upon the effectiveness of
its expression. 91
I ,

These words of Curnow are a fair defence.

Sinclair adds

dimension to his ovm "way of looking at historyll with the
style of a craftsman.

Apart from translations of foreign language poetry, and
the poems previously discussed, the work of about eighty New
Zeal and poets appeared in Landfall under Charl es Brasch's
editorship.

The common characteristic of this work is, in

90 In private conversation with the writer.
91 Quoted by Smithyman in A Way of Saying, p.38.
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general, its highly personal quality, often competent, but
less significant to the socio-cultural scene.

Several of

these poets, however, merit discussion as they add dimensions
to the poetry of the post-war period.

They will be discussed

more or less chronologically to show how Landfall expanded
the network of poetic contributions.
Hubert Witheford has the capacity to mingle landscape
symbolism with visions of the imagination.

This enables him

to animate his poetic environment with mythological creations.
"Again I Come", for example, presents a dream-like mixture of
sharp cant ras ts and metaphor; c sens iti vity;
Again I come, thojs many thousandth time
To a strange place where by mind's falling sun
Sleep, my new country, show its mad terrain.
This is the clime of storm and summer-song,
~1y time's hot heart that fuses in its fl~ame
Memory's f"i rs t reo, i c and; ts f"i na 1 trophy.
Here the \If! 1d range of memory juts out
From the distorted earth against the sky
Troubled by monstrous and familiar clouds.
Clouds that as shadows on the earth descend,
Shadows to forests change far off from me,
Down leaf-strewn paths into their depths I sink.
(Landf"al1 No. 3~ p.167)
5

Certainly this is far ftom great poetry, but it is chtonicle
poetry revealing the "nature preoccupation" that is a first
step to a more mature and sophfsticated poetic awareness and
expression.

The maturity frequently assumes a subjective and

introspective preoccupation which makes much New Zealand poetry
opaque and obscure.

Witheford's sense of frustration is given

a universal reference;
From elemental strife within
Come the contending images.
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and the situation of existence, far beyond the control of
human beings, is interminable;
From polar stress of earth and sky
The sequence of our days proceed.
("Earth and Sky", Landfall, No. 11, p.242)
This poetic landscape is barren.

Nature and the forces of the

universe are primeval and there is no mention of civilization
which, for better or for worse, gives to humanity a history
and a story.

"Mid Hinter" is a depressing poem placing man

at the "nadir" of possibility;
Some newness of the heart I would discern
Imaged upon the nadir of the year.
Continuous cold, the palely flashing sun,
The chi 11 vJhite powder on the dark-brown earth
Proclaim to man, dispirited against them,
An ebb more total than his human weakness.
Then may he dream of a despair
In whose still clime such winter-roses bloom
And know a decline purer than his life,
A course for all the ruin in his blood.
(Landfall, No. 17, p.42)
There is a sense of desolation in this verse--a desolation caused
by the absence of spirit or belief when winter "shrouds the landscape.

In a review of Witheford's first collection of verse,

Ruth Da 11 as wrote that "He is more concerned wi th the mean; ng
that things hold for the mind than with his environment for its
own sake ..• "92 Witheford's "sensuous images" and "directness"
(to use Miss Dallas' terms) are, however, stimulated by a
response to the envi ronment.

E1 sewhere, George Turner fi nds

that, in Hitheford's maturing style;

92 A review of Shadow of the
No. 17, pp.67-69.

Flam~ (1942-7

Poems), Landfall
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.,.an object represents something beyond its
appearance, something rather mure dynami c than the
symbolist's beauty, a 'life which moves perhaps to
di fferent rhythms from our own. 93
Such a comment would apply equally to Smithyman and Baxter,
among others.

It is the point where imagination and idea take

over from pure empiricism.

R.A. Copland finds no "Creswellian

bitterness" in Witheford's increasing dissat'isfaction with
"this country's special insufficiencies",

The poet's "self-

imposed exile" in England is caused by " ... life itself, the
nature of the human predicament, which produces both the
aspiration and the despair," 94·
Witheford is an adequate rather than a brilliant poet.
His honesty is part of a deep sense of bewilderment wh"ich drives
him to the centre of Europe where he finds no answer.

His

verse "i s not empty structure but rather" .•. i tis as if one
were invited, .. to participate in painful but obscure mysteries
whose inner purport is known only to the poet-priest himself. ,,95
But Wi theford does not· know ~ and seems more uncertai n of the
meaning of life than his contemporaries.
Life Witheford, Ruth Dallas appeared in the first volume
of Landfall.

A native of Southland (now resident in Dunedin)

she discovers her poetic truth in the structure of a familiar
1andscape;
Once I thought the land I had loved and known
Lay curled in my inmost self; musing alone
93

Review of The Falcon Mask (Ne'N Zealand Poets 2), The
Pegasus Press. Landfall, No. 22, p. 154.
94 Rev; ew of The L;qhtnTncl}1akes a Di fference, Paul's Book
Arcade. Landfarl No.' 65, p. 77 .
95 McCormick~~op. cit., p. 144.
I
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In the quiet room I unfolded the folded sea,
Unlocked the forest and the lonely tree,
Hill and mountain valley beach and stone,
All these, I said, are here and exist in rne.
CIDeep in the Hills", Landfall, No.3, p.185)
The statement of this sonnet is simple, yet profound in
meaning.

Dallas is not an exile in an alien land.

She has

lived and absorbed to the stage where the land "acts" ;n the
sense that it is symbiotic with the human beings which inhabit
it.

McCormick writes that in Dallas poetry;
Nature is neither hostile nor friendly ... it has
its existence apart from man, it is indifferent,
and it is always changing. 96

And yet,
I could weep for these autumn mountains; skin and bone,
Deep-wrinkled, hollow-eyed, burned by the sun,
01 d women \vho wai t for a death that never comes.
("Autumn Landscape", Landfall, No.3, p.186)
The personifi cati on of thi s nature
ference, II

II

apart" is hardly I, ndi f-

It flows in the blood of the poet because it ;s

basi c to the rnechard Sin of reality;
So much has happened here in root and sap
The space between the veins of hands and leaves
Has widened; trees from childhood only hinder.
("Enter'irlg Beech Forest l ! , Landfall, No.8, p,2 L1r7)
Dallas poetry shoVJS living c!"eatures and geog!"aphy in sharp
relief, and tempers them with an imaginative perspective.

She

creates a vital histo!"ic perspective;
All that once was here for ever seems
Hurrying away to be a tale
Told on a sunny doorstep, like the tales
Old men tell of vanished bush and mill,
That only children listen to and ponde!".
(liThe t~orldl s Centre", Landfall, No,12, p.305)

96

Ibid., p.150.
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life, death, nostalgia, meditation, and expression align with
concrete images in such poems as "The Sea",
Bone with my bone is every abandoned shell;
Calm the water lies as in a well
In open pools along the unresting shore;
In hollowed bone I hear the seas roar
Telling of what is past and still to pass
A voice among voices like the voice of grass.
(Landfall, No. 30, p.92)
And when the 1andscape is crowded with the i nevi tab le monuments
of manls occupation there is always the knowledge that,
North or south, there are days
When to stay in the city is to seem
Inanimate as a bolt, a nut or a screw.
The 1and calls me, as to others the sea calls.
From the country I return stored
Like a jar with a distillation
Of field and peaceful sky.
(IiSouth and North of the Cityl!~ Landfal'l, No.SO
p.357)

Ruth

Dallas~

as far as her Landfall poems represent her as an

artist, accepts hel' situation with an embracing understanding
of her surroundings.

She is neither optimistic nor pessimistic,

but the significance of her poetry ;s the simple personal
statement of contentment.

She accepts her' position--with a

reservation;
I am fastened to the earth~
Travell i ng.
Where?
(IfNight", landfall, No. 80, p.360)

W.H. Oliver is, like Keith Sinclair, a historian/poet.
He assumed the

editO\~shi

p of Landfa 11 for two issues in 1957

(numbers 42 & 43) l,Ilhile Charles Brasch was overseas.

Oliver

is a logical metaphysical poet for whom life, death, and the
universe are main subjects cast ;n a naturalistic mould.
example;

For

I
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All else was made but the dark.

In the original
Fore-part of time there was chaos and no light
Marrying waters. EaY'th~ air and the stars,
The magical sun itself, were waiting their birth.
("The uncreated Dark ll , Landfall 9 No.8, p. 256)
Oliver's preoccupation with sleep suggests a dreamAJorld of
shrouded images where reality is metamorphosed into a suprareality;
Slow walker, \"lhen yoU\" steps have gone to rest)
And all your body's stress merged with the firm
Shape of the earth below you, night will yearn
Like a star's shadow to your dreaming breast,
And every essence be your minutes guest.
("Night-Walker on the Edge", Landfall, No.8, p.257)
There is a surrealistic tone about liThe excellent death of
flowers, the rotten bough! That suddenly drops and breaks the
forest sleep,"

It is an effective image of "fVlan wHh the pride

of stallions .. ," living and moving amid "eccentric forces" and
under an "unimagined heaven."

Oliver's world ;s a Tolldenesque

landscape. suggestive only of New Zealand in its return to
lithe beginning, II
"From fThe Tempest'" deals v1ith the pre=storm of

Shakespeare's drama.

The dream of unreality strikes Prospera;

Awakened by the island's carol
He VJho could remember the salt IJJJve
Press'i ng hi s eyebal"1 s ~ llOV1 eli d not know
Whether the pasture and the populous trees
Were a new heaven or the deep seals floor.
(Landfall s No. 15~ p.189)
Oliver's dream universe is the source of his visions;
Then in my dream I sa.w an atti c grace

Naked and warm asleep, not grieved or grown,
Nor held with any lock of love or pain.
My hand's touch chilled her coursing blood; her face
Twisted and still within a prism of ice,
Became a crystal "A,here a fate was run;
Lakeside and tree arose, a shape of man,
Pictured within that cracked and cloudy glass.
(IiIn a World of Ice", Landfall, No.22, p,141)
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Descriptive words like

"prismll~

"i ce" , "crysta"I", and "glass ll ,

test'ify to the mental picture in the poet's mind.

The first

1 i ne, rem; ni scent perhaps of Bunyan and Sargeson, presents a

situation of supra-teal images.

Images of colour ate, interes-

tingly, absent, but there is no lack of quality ;n this IIblack
and \-\lllite li worl d.
An extract from a longer poem, IIA vie!w of The Cityll,
specifies an urban New Zealand context;
If I should need to make a paradise
Some part of ~~ellington should be included,
For praise belongs to that most impermanent city
Lodged on a. fl at shore betvJeen t\,!O headl ands,
Amb 1i ng away fY'om the ti de over hi 11 and gully
Where we walked night and day ...
(~, No. 31,

Th; s

II

p,165)

i mpermanence ll bu; 1t proudly on an earthquake faul t prepares

for the glamour of lost cities like El Dorado and Atlantis;
The image is alvlays constant:

a city sail"ing

Perpetually to a lost land of pleasure ..•
01'iver ' slater Landfall poelos ~ "No
1I0 x ford", or "Hornage to J, H, Nevllnan lJ

lose the spontaneity of his

earlier~

r~ore

Pastoral Poetryll

~

ate more academi c and

9

more naive vlOrk,

Perhaps

this is due to Oliver's recognition of the city as a stimulant
for his poetry.
According to E.H. McCormick, Basil Dowling IIbe10ngs to
the generati on of the til; rti es rather than to the"i r successors. 1197
Like other Landfall contributors, Charles Spear and W. Hart-Smith
Dowling share

lithe poetic terrain of Canterburyll.

While much of

thei r poetry is nature poetry ; nfl uenced by the Canterbury
landscape there is evidence that the landscape is no longer a
97 McCormick, E.H, sop. cit,

~

p. 148.
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cause for loneliness.

Instead, the landscape becomes a

stimulus for personal introspection and reflection on life.
Dowling's respect for Ursula l3ethe1l 9S in a poem "Extreme
Unction" (Landfall, No.8, p.275) testifies to the centrality
that Chri'stchurch once enjoyed and whi ch prov; ded Landfall with
influential contributors.

But the urban influence of Auckland

and Well ington had some effect on the sens; bil ity of such
South Island poets as Dowling.

Allen Curnow writes,

Not many of these poets have placed themselves at
so many removes from the subject of their own land,
their physical environment. It has provided, as
we have seen, argument and objective stuff for much
good verse. And while they have tried to domesticate
. what Basil Dowling calls "that \naw harsh landscape
in my memori ' 9 they have also felt the pressurnes of
the growing cities where most of them live.,. 99
Charles Spear has been described by Curnow as a poet of
"conscious elegance",

Spear exemplifies the difficulty of

placing poets in regional " sc hools" because,

His modern subjects are deliberately and precisely
distanced; atom bombs are ornamental, but may be
triggered the next moment, somrwhere off-stage.
A romantic historicity is also part of his vision
but it is offset by his own special brand of anti. gl amour. 100
Spear's single contribution to Landfall, "In Time Uke Glass"
is esoteri c ; n its beauty of express; on ~
Ovals of opal on dislustred seas,
Skyshine, and all that indolent afternoon
In Landfall No.8 (Notes) Brasch recorded that Ursula Bethell
had taken a "keen interest in the long-discussed project
for the establ-ishment of this journal.
99 Curnow, Allen, The Penguin Book of New Zealand Ver'se, Paul,
(Auckland, 1960~ p.55,
100 Ibid., p. 54.
98

II
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No clash Of arms, no shouting on the breeze:
Only the reeds moaned soft or hi gh the; r empty rune.
The paladins played chess and did not care,
The crocus pierced the turf with random dart.
Then twanged a cord. Through space, from Oultremer,
That other arrow veered towards your heart.
("Memoriter", Landfall, No.5, p.21)
McCormick described poets who wrote like this as being among
lithe ranks of the South Island metaphysicals. 1I While such a
description may be true of Spear, it is hard to apply it to
Hart-Smith who writes in the poem "Burning Off",
Don't heed them. Those fires are tame
burni ng over the hi 11. The tethered dogs
lie.with chain slack, sleeping. The smoke
1S lnV;s"ible, "it is something in the air
makes all day's colours sombre, a fragrance
subtle, nameless. And you may have noticed
the early stars are not of the purest water
and do not tV1i nk 1e. The grass, the grass is dry,
the roof-metal shines like steel .
under a paring of moon. Like a procession
of torchbearers going on some pilgrimage,
the lines of flame on the hilltop.
Leave the door open. Come inside.
The night grows cold. Light the lamp.
(Landfall, No. 25, p.18)
Landi)ll's early poems reflected the centrality of
Chri s tchurch i 11 the 1iteral"Y rea 1m, Brasch edited Landfall from
Dunedin and was more likely, in the early stages, to select
contt'ibutors close at hand.

But, as time progressed and Landfall

gained its reputation as a national magazine, the influence of
the urban North Island made its' impact on Landfall.
Alistair Campbell and Pat Wilson, both of Wellington,
responded to the IIpoetic stimulus of the capital" (McCormick).
McCormick described Pat Wilson's poem "Staying at Ballisodare
as a work of "superb virtuositi',
Alistair Campbell.

The poem is dedicated to

ll
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And now a fortnight here I've stayed
At Ballisodare, and these rhymes made.
High Knocknarea I climbed last noon-The wi nd up there p'l ays a draughty tune
And romantic Yeats is dead and gone,
And the great queens, and the god-like men-All my old ones. Goodbye, goodbye, then.
(L&ndfall, No. 32, p.268)
Compared to Hart-Smith's "Burning Off", the climb, unlike the
fires "burning over the hill", is a poet's search for subjective
reality.

The realism of Hart-Smith's poem is replaced by the

more abstract sense of Wilson's.
Alistair Campbell presentsonly two poems in Landfall, an
elegy to a friend killed in the Alps and "Against Te Rauparaha".
The 1atter poem prov; des

a strong imagery tempered with the

poet's understanding of human nature,
The records all agree
you were a violent, a pitiless man,
treacherous as an avalanche
poised above a sleeping village.
Small, hook-nosed as a Roman,
haughty, with an eagle's glance,
Caligula and Cammodus
were of your kin.
Campbell's pm'ierful
me

alone~"

silTlile~

and the final line "Madman, leave

purge the v'iolence of the

poet's voice.

~1aori

warrior "Jith the

It can only be regretted that Campbell did not

publish more ;n Landfall, but it is possible that North Island
poets preferred other media for their work.
Charles Doyle, an Englishman of Irish parentage, was also

a Wellingtonian.

His poetry ;s often strange,

The lucid Summer
Writes her history
On the baroque or
Rococo sky
(Landfall, No. 26, p. 107)
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sometimes blatantly New Zealand,
We waken for the thirteenth Sunday morning
Of anno nineteen hundred and fifty six
In the Antipodes (one before Easter Sunday).
From thoughts' unmapped antipodes returning
Homeward to the famil i ar, the more mundane
And minor isthmus of our daily living;
From deep night; from the wind's and minds' antics.
("Sunday MOfning", Landfall, No. 40, p.317)
McCormick describes Doyle as "a

migrant who traces."

post-~var

his experience of social and spiritual adaptation.,,101 Charles
Doyle, who appeared ten times in Landfall, is aware of the New
Zealand myth of isolation, but his residence in Wellington makes
him more an urban poet than a rural poet.
Louis Johnson contributed ten poems to Landfall under
Brasch despite his editorial disagreement with Landfall's editor.
Curnow describes Johnson as
••. the irritable poet of New Zealand suburbia, who might
wish to draw the curtains tight and set the clock to
Gteenvrich Village mean time, but the Cook Strait gales
keep rattling the windows ... l02
CurnovJ's observant comment about Johnson s adopti on of the
I

"vi 11 age va; ce" and Ameri can themes m; ght be compared with
Johnson's sense of Wellington's cosmopolitanism in the New
Zealand context.

Without a doubt, Johnson's urbanity has

contri buted much to the organi c development of post-war New
Zealand poetry.

An example of Johnson's urban consciousness

m; ght be the poem "Art; st"
He dreamed of spires and sudden miracles
Of brilliant portals breaking his black slum,
101 McCormick, E.H., Ope cit., p.145.
102 Curnow, Allen, (Penguin), Ope cit., p.55.
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And all the sleeping night would burn awake
Knowing the pass;onatefever of his fancy.
(Landfall, No.8, p.252)
The

subjective~

reflect'ive, personal mood of Johnson's poetry

fulfils the quest that Kendri ck Smithyman found to be common
to New Zealand poets

5

Among the most obvi ous and most forceful of stresses
evident in this country's vvriting are those very
notions 9 the understanding of empirical reality and
the quest for value ideas tenable in our situation. 103
The "quest for value ideas" ;s made through intensly subjective
writing symptomatic of urban writing elsewhere.

But the New

Zealand poet can still balance his subjectivity with the landscape~

a landscape which continues to predominate over the

New Zealand urban experience.

C.K. Stead, for example, writes

ernpir'ically and subjectively in IINight \1atch in the Tararuas",
No death more vivid than that waking, yet
In rock and thorn, night-sett'led dust, a land

Watered by one uncertain stream that's brought
From the white~ religious mountain, I understand
The choice we make binding ourselves to love:
And know that though death breeds in love's strange bones,
Its fading flesh lives warrner than the stones.
(Landfall, No. 31, p.153)
And David Elworthy, a poet of Stead's age, writes undaunted
about the classic sheep station,
There is not a breath of wind.
The shearing shed stands winter-still and silent.
Soon the dogs will begin, and the snuffling sheep
Will rattle the; r feet on the hard dl~y concrete:
A kitchen voice will crackle from the cookhouse,
And the sun extend long fingers into frost
And singe in white triumph the last reluctant shadows.
(Landfall, No. 31, p.164)
So, while urban poetry and the subjective preoccupation are

103 Smithyrnan, Kendri ck, op. cit., p. 11.
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typical of post-war New Zealand poetry, there is still the
older pastoral tradition of landscape writing.
M.K. Joseph of Auckland, who appeared four times in
Landfall, wrote liThe Lovers and the CHi l in 1953, This poem
is probably the most significant urban poem to have appeared
in Landfall, and is described by McCormick as "not merely a
highly accomplished poem but also a If/ork of scholarship.1I104
Joseph expresses a sense of personal and social identity in
the section of the poem entitled "S ong of the City and the River",
I am stone I am tree I am shadow

Walls of my towers will tell my pedigree
And men who made me: I am not lonely.
(Landfall, No. 27, p. 171)
The urban environment tempered with the fluid motion of the
river is Josephls image,
Sin 9 It! ate rs sin 9
Fall man and tower
Si ngi ng and fa 11 i n9
River and ci ty.
(Landfall_, No. 27, p. 17,1)
Such a synthesis of urban and nature symbolism has become more
characteristic of New Zealand poets writing since the war.

But

while the modern trend is urban and cosmopolitan, reflecting
the universalism of contemporary young (and not-sa-young) New
Zealand poets, the landscape and regionalism are not entirely
forgotten.
Fleur Adcock s Landfall poem liThe Lover", whose very titl e
I

reflects a subjective element similar to Joseph's in liThe
Lovers and the Ci ty", expresses the urban-or; ented momentum,

104 McCormick, E.H., op. cit., p.146.
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The climax never came; he might have cooled
His flesh utterly in the sudden river,
Or found long satisfaction ;n a haven
Made solitary by hills; but gradually
The challenging lust ebbed back unfulfilled.
Now, set apart, he lets the citylsplan
Absorb him calmly; only now and then
Stares at the-harbour, at the vivid sea.
(Landfall, No, 39, p.195)
And, Gordon Challis· liThe Shadowless Man

ll

inhabits the

night streets of the city; streets lit through the hydroelectric
power of a distant lake,
You have to be quick to stamp out your own shadow.
So first I got to know my shadowls ductile tricks
Of transformati on: jet-b"1 ael< d\lJarf di 1uted gi ant-Sometimes both at once--rotated slowly
Like clock hands as I passed
Beyond the last street lamp toward the next one,
Keeping double l"eckoning. Every time I pounced
My shadow dodged adroitly, ducked Ol~ swerved as i de.
If only I could see one jump ahead, if only
I could, beat his perfect sense of timing~
9

Then one day I used my lethal steel-stud boots
And caught him napping! flat-footed in full sunlight,
Got him good and hard right in the guts, He disappeared~
Went underground, a goner and good riddance.
People said: IISee here this man without a shado\lJ,
A man through whom the light shines, lies all around
him,
11
A man mote pure than rain and more transparent.
I however fear another explanation:
What if I have not fully stamped him out?
Perhaps his absence is a Were delaying ...
What if the lakes are low. the power failing,
And it is my mm night that keeps him waiting?
(Landfall, No. 50, p.114)
Challis acknowledges that man is contingent on nature for
power to live, but his concern in this poem is personal identity
and subjective vision amid limy own night

ll

A fi na 1 example of the modern trend towards the urban
context in New Zealand poetry might be Peter Blandls IIPoem at
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Oriental Bay", published in Landfall in 1963.
A man-made beach, a human tip
trucked each summer wi th city sand;
(gulls like enamel, transistors, towels,
patching the perved bay), here, we unpack
our borrowed bones .. , lyi ng du'ly va can t
among bikinied buttocks and bare hills.
(Landfall, No. 66, p.140)
There is an important conclusion to be drawn from these
selective quotations. New Zealand poetry since the war has
adopted an urban consciousness without ignoring the landscape.
The landscape and pastoral concerns are made relevant where they
touch on the urban concerns.

But, above all, the urban con-

sciousness has developed an increasingly subjective style in
the

poetl~y

so that the sense of identity is not one of be; ng

a IINe\lJ Zealander" so much as one of being a man, "shadowless"
or "lover",

The rural and urban realms harmonize the individual's

sense of ident-ity hI two contexts.

First, the local experience

of la.kes and "bc\re hills" or "street lamps" and "man-made"
beaches, and, second, the individual, spiritual, timeless sense
of being human.

~Jithin

these

t,I.'1O

contexts and beyond exists the

new universalism in New Zealand poetry, a univetsalism never
alienated from the immediacy of local experience.
~Jhen

Coli n Newbuty writes,

Our destiny ends here;
Our world is wide as a man can plough in a day.
(Landfall, No. 33, p.8)
he recognizes his limitations, not simply as a New Zealander,
but as a man.

And lain Lonie in "Letter From A Distance" sees

the universal spirit in a "localllexperience,
Though our des; re shaul d never know that bed
Where limbs' brief touch flares forth a world of light
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Whose substance sw-ings beyond the envious waters,·
Sti 11 must I search, ti 11 -j n a narrower bed,
Unfound my fancied world, your proper light,
I lose both in death1s separating waters.
(Landfall, No. 23, p.182)
These ideas are not exclusive to the post-war years.

They are

simply symptomatic of the era.
Landfall1s contribution to poetry in the post-war years
is measureless.

The high standard of contributions might be

partly due to the poets I security of having a reliable vehicle
of publication to which to submit their work.

In the later

years of Braschls editorship an increasing number of younger
poets was published.

Apart from the frequent contributors,

thi rty two poets appeared only once;

fi fteen appeared twi ce;

and four appeared three times in the first eighty numbers of
Landfall.
The foregoing discussion cannot hope to be conclusive in
identifying ttends, but an attempt has been made to illustrate
certain developments in post-war New Zealand poetry.

Most of

the quotations are taken from Landfall, and the whole spectrum
of these quotations is generally representative of all types
and styles of poetry being written in Nev-J Zealand.

Most major

poets appeared in Landfall, and several other poets probably
gained a reputation by publishing in the leading literary
quarterly in NeVi Zealand.

As has been mentioned, there was a

shortage of work by younger poets, but the most successful of
those who published in other magazines such as poetry Yearbook
usually found their way to publication in Landfall.

Landfall

poetry, therefore, can be consi dered as representa.ti ve of the
post-war era when the "double standard" vms abolished as a
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premise in New Zealand literary criticism, and the term
"New Zealand literature" could be used without apology or
explanation.

Landfall proved that poetry in Nev-I Zealand had

achi eved a new uni.versa 1ism, and th; s poetry refl ected the
fact that New Zealand was becoming more urban, if not
metropo 1i tan.
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LANDFALL &THE SHORT STORY IN NEW ZEALAND
On New Year's Day in 1936 a former Governor-General of
New Zealand sent a message to open the New Zealand Authors'
Week (April, 1936).

Viscount B1edis10e wrote, from Lydney

Park, Eng1 and,
I have read with profound delight of the wise
decision to initiate a New Zealand Authors' Week.
Believing, as I do, that there is no more fertile
soil, no more congenial atmosphere throughout the
British Empire, in which to foster the vigorous and
healthy growth of true culture in its many manifestations than the lovely, God-favoured land of
Ao-Tea-Roa; the scheme has my whole-hearted sympathy,
accompan-i ed by the fervent hope that it may gi ve a
salutary fillip to the love of good literature
among all classes in the Dominion and much-needed
encouragement to those of her i nte 11 ectua lly and
spiritually endowed sons and daughters who are
best able to provide their compatriots--and
indeed the whole English-speaking race--with
invigorating and inspiring mental pabulum.
Bledisloe's patronizing attitude, by most accounts, was sadly
appropriate to the consideration of New Zealand fiction in the
mid-thirties.

There had been few significant achievements,

and no great ones, up to this point, and New Zealand critics
were the first to agree with the Englishman that the cultural
soil was "fertile" but unharvested.

E.H. McCormick wrote,

The growth of culture in a new soil is unpredictable;
it follows no established sequence, is subject to no
universal law. All one can assert with certainty is
that it requires time for germination and the indispensable seeds of talent. Thus at the close of the
nineteen-twenties there was no obvious sign that the
years ahead were to be the most fertile in New Zealand's
literary history. 1
And Alan Mulgan, writing under the journalistic pseudonym
"Quivis" , was equally

unwillin~l

to predict a NevJ Zealand

1 McCormick, E.H., New Zealand Literature: A Survey,
Oxford University Press, (London, 1959), p.108.
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1iterary rena; ssance in 1939 ~

The corpus of New Zealand 1iterature over a century
is large enough~ but not a great deal of it is of the
highest quality. Nor~ if we are to be honest, are
there signs of any great and genuine improvement. 2
The most conclusive study of New Zealand fiction up to 1939
was made by E.M. Smith.
!' ..

The study of fiction was made

,from 1862 to the present time with some account of its

relation to the national life and character, 11 3 Smith
discussed development of fiction, themes from history, satire,
the Maori in fiction, women writers, and the influence of
criticism, but he was forced to conclude that,
No honest c\~iti c however enthusi asti c and anxi ous
to pra; se New Zealand, can pretend that the country
has yet produced wr-itings qualifying as "literature".
Looked upon as a whole, they exhibit a mediocrity
which, while it is disappointing to the student
hopeful of discovering some hitherto neglected
genius, is only to be expected because of the
. geographical and social conditions of the country
and thei r i nrl uenee upon the temperament and outlook
of the people, 4
9

Smith was aware that the occupational exigencies of a
deve 1opi n9 country precl uded cultural purs uits.
Pre-war observers of New Zealand fiction stood at a crossroads in New Zealand's cultural development.

As they looked

back over the first hundred years since Waitangi there seemed
little to praise.

But these observers, like Viscount Bledisloe,

sensed that invigoration and inspiration would improve a bleak

2 From an article in the Evening Post (29 April, 1939) entitled
"What About It?: New Zeal and Literature: Can Anythi ng Be
Done?"
3 Smith, E.M. A Histor of New Zealand Fiction, A.H. &A,W.
Reed, (Wellington, 1939 , frontispiece.
4 Ibid., p.10.
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picture.

At the time, Alan Mulgan had a definitive answer

to the problem;
The main thing, in my OplnlOn, voiced over and over
again, is to have a suitable medium for serial publication of fiction and regular contributions of
short stories and sketches. There is no suitable
medi um here at present and some say there is no
chance of such a periodical paying its way. I am
not so sure, There is a good reading public ;n
New Zealand, if the founder of a periodical, weekly
preferred, would only go for it and not try to run
a high-brow affair that cannot possibly acquire a
circulation sufficient to carry it along and pay
contributors something for their work. It is useless
to look for the wealthy patron; people with money
are seldom 1iterary-mi nded. If those who are
genuinely concerned for the future of New Zealand
literature could cooperate ... to run a periodical
of wide appeal, it might be done. 5
To some extent, Tomorrow fulfilled the role of per'jodical, but
Tomorrow was predominantly political in orientation,6

Also,

some of the smaller publications discussed in the first chapter
touched on Mul gan I s wi sh, but the fulfil ment of the wi sh was
to come ; n 1947 VJith the estab 1i shment of Landfa 11 and the
quarterly publication of fiction.
With the same kind of hindsight that recognizes R.A.K.
Mason as NevJ Zealand's IIfirst VJholly original, unmistakably
gifted poetll, E.H, [YjcCormick sees retrospectively that, in the
twenties and thirties,
The requisite talent was present, as we now realize;
for the most parts however, it had revealed itself
as yet only in obscure places or lay dormant, awaiting
the necessary cond; ti ons for grovlth. The nature of
these conditions, again, cannot be simply or certainly
5 Alan Mulgan in the Evenin~g Post, 29 Apr'il, 1939.
6 In the introduction to Sargeson's Collected StC?ries (1964)
Dr. Bi 11 Pearson notes that Tomorrow "had pub 1i shed about
th; rty sketches l' by Sat'geson by the end of 1939.
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stated. It is perhaps enough to say that the most
fruitful literary decade of New Zealandls first
century began with a depression and ended with a war.
In a few agitated years a handful of men and women
produced a body of work which, in an intimate and
organic sense~ belonged to the country as none of
its previous writings had done. They created the
nucleus of a literature where there had existed
before only isolated achievement. 7
It was this nucleus of the nineteen-thirties, formed most
si gni fi cantly by Frank Sargeson, whi ch became the IIfertil e
soil ll that gave Landfall its content after the war.
The thirties were, therefore, New Zealandls IImost
fruitful literary decade: and there were evident signs of
IIgreat and genu; ne ;mprovement ll especi ally ; n poetry.

The

birth of New Zealand IIfiction ll (as opposed to either IIEnglish
fiction written in New Zealand ll or colourful documentary prose)
might be traced to 1935 when Frank Sargesonls IImodest and
decepti ve ly i I1consequenti a 1 sketches appeared with any frequency. 8
Dr. Pearson explains that,
II

Before Mr. Sargeson. those writers born into the
imaginative desert of pre-depression New Zealand and
unable to afford the release of expatriation~ available
to Katherine Mansfield and (temporarily) to Jane
Manders had been able to accommodate themselves to their
situation only by finding expression in free-lance or
spal"e-ti me j ourna 1ism, book rev'j ews and the uncertai n
recognition of an occasional magazine story~ and, if 9
they were lucky enough, in books published in London.
And, while pointing out the contingencies of leisure and
publication which plagued imaginative fiction writers ;n New
Zealand, Dr. Pearson notes the crucial change in attitude that

7 McCormick, E.H., op. cit., p.l08.
8 Sargeson, Frank, Collected Stories, Paul, (Auckland 1964),
p.7.
9 Ibid., p.8.
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was taking place;
A newer generati on of wri ters ~ dr-i ven by the
depression to question the rigid but hollow orthodoxies
of their society, was conscious of an outlook distinct
from that of London, and was no longer content to see
it either as the; r spi ritua 1 Hawai ki or as thei r
spiritual Mecca. 10
Thi s new generati on of writers, 11 mast notably (i n terms of
this discussion of Landfall fiction) Ted Middleton, Phillip
Wilson~

Maurice Duggan, Roderick Finlayson, and Maurice

Shadbolt, found an increasing interest in their work on the
part of a significant, though small, New Zealand audience.
All the short story writers of the post-war period who

achieved a standard of excellence appeared once, or more
often, in Landfall.

But, even with Landfall

IS

soliciting of

short stories and encouragement to writers through payment and
prestige of publication, fiction writers faced difficulties
and frustrations.

In 1956 Charles Brasch, after announcing a

Landfall-sponsored prose award, observed,
Gifted young write\"s in New Zealand turn to poetry
rather than to prose at present. If young poets are
not exactly as thick as blackberl'ies ~ they are more
p1enti fu'j than writers of prose; they also write
better~ in general, than their contemporaries who
work ;n prose. And they are mote various: they are
not afraid to be their high-spitited, eccentric,
inventive selves, while too much of the prose now
be; ng written exudes a ti red sme 11 of orthodoxy,
a dull, spiritless, conforming sameness.
(Landfall, No. 37, p.3)
Brasch agreed with Bill Pearson that "spare-time journalism"
10

11

Ibi d.
In 1953, in Landfall ~ No. 25, several "new generation"
writers pra; sed Sargeson lsi nfl uence. They were, Davi d
Ballantyne, John Reece Cole, James Courage, Dan Davin,
(Erik de Mauny), Maurice Dugga~, Roderick Finlayson,
Janet Frame, A.P, Gaskell, G.R. Gilbert, Bruce Mason,
O.E. Middleton, Bill Pearson, Helen Shaw, Greville
Texidor, and Phillip Wilson.
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and the lIuncertain recognition of the pre-war years was
ll

partly to blame for the lack of good fiction;
It derives in part from that rough western equivalent to socialist realism, making its bow to
Hemingway, which was popular in the thirties, and
in part from the reportage adopted by many writers
during the war, a valuable form of art at its best,
but often no more than muddy journalism, Its staple,
certainly, is everyday experience,
(Landfall, No. 37, p.3)
The Landfall prose award was lIintended to draw notice to the
state of a depressed industry, and to offer it some little
encouragement. II
There is no doubt that Landfall was the vanguard, in 1947,
of New Zealand fiction both in its publication of short stories
(where no other medium of real note existed) and in its reviews
of novels.

Publications like Book ho.d short story numbers, but

published little or no criticism.

Apar't from

h..~1.I1dfa~

reviews

and articles there was very little fiction criticism untn the.
fifties and sixties when fiction became a major cultural concern.
There was, in 1939,

E.~1.

Smith's history of fiction, and in 1951

John Gries presented an as yet unpublished doctorate thesis to
the Uwiversity of ,n.uckland entitled IIAn Outline of Prose Fiction
in New Zealand.

1I

But the breakthrough in fiction criticism

came in 1959 when LH. McCormick published his historic survey
of New Zealand literature, and, in 1961, when Professor Joan
Stevens published her important critical work The New Zealand
Novel (1860-1960) (since revised to 1965).

These works,

together with many introductions to prose collections, and an
increasing number of critical articles on fiction, changed the
situation of New Zealand fiction once and for all.

At last
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novelists and short story writers had achieved a status equal
to that of the poets, and New Zealand literature was a fact
instead of a fiction.

The following discussion of Landfall fiction does not
attempt to investigate short shories from the point of view of
their relevance as an art form.

Nor does it try to provide

an exhaustive examination of all short stories and all short
story writers that appeared in Landfall.

Instead, this

discussion is designed to illustrate the social attitudes and
cultural awareness inherent in a few Landfall stories.

The

Landfall stories of three major writers (Sargeson, Middleton
and Duggan) are discussed in some detail since these writers
can be regarded as outs tandi ng in terms of both New Zeal and
culture and literature in general.

And, as in the case of C.K.

Stead, a single story \'1111 be discussed vlhen it is regarded as
an item of considerable importance to the New Zealand sociocultural context.

The sociological/intellectual approach to

Landfallis short stories seems to be a valid one because
Landfallis aims were extra-literary, as are the aims of this
thesis.
An important proponent of "the sociological approach to
imaginative literature is Professor Robert Chapman of Auckland.
In his often-d"iscussed Landfall article, IIFiction And The Social
Pattern

ll

,

Professor Chapman investigated some implications of
11

recent N.Z. writing.1I The article, written in February 1952, was
lIan extended version of an address delivered to the N.Z. University
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Students' Association Congress in January 1952."

Professor

Chapman exphasised the importance of a sociological approach
to creative writing in a country like New Zealand;
The fact that the writer elucidates the (social)
pattern by writing of it at the same time as he
depends on the recognition of the pattern to
elucidate his own work does not simply convert the
contemporary writers into pi oneer soci 01 og; sts.
But the slow emergence of colonial cultures into
self-consciousness, when compared with the more
exactly established patterns of Europe, requires
a body of criticism which recognizes and elaborates
this additional sociological context and function
of the writer here.
(Landfall, No. 19, p.227)
This comment, made after the Writers' Conference in Christchurch

(1951), revealed Chapman's personal wish that critics should
"be interested in literature while professionally occupied with
the analysis of society in some aspect or other."

Chapman does

not imply the superiority of sociological criticism of fiction
ovel~

aestheti c criti cism.

Instead he recogni zes "the need to

explore the standpoint of sociological criticism."
So each author is driven to be his own sociologist,
pat; ent"'y observi ng the unrecogn; zed maj ority pattern
as well as the minor variations of which there will
be all too few. For the New Zealand pattern is of a
piece. Place Ne\A/ Zealand society behind the hierarchi ca 1 ti me-cut fretwork of Engl i sh soc; ety and its
lower mi ddle c1 ass waul d nearly cover all our vari ety
with some allowance for the middle class (our upper
few) and the exceptional, the man alone, the unfortunates who have fallen through the New Zealand
pattern. . .. And if fi cti on here sounds 1i ke a
report it may be that the reader's mi nd sel ects out
what there is in it of report because that report
has not been made el sewhere and is needed.
(Landfall, No. 25, p.30)
Chapman makes two poi nts that are vital to the understand; ng
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of post-war New Zealand fiction. 12 First, he identifies the
unique opportunity and obligation of the short story writer
(and novelist) to observe the unique characteristics of New
Zealand society, and, second, he emphasizes the need that such
observation by creative writers be reported to New Zealanders.
Social experience, therefore, becomes the stimulus for the
wri ting of fi cti on, and creati ve wl"iters earn recogniti on as
interpreters of the social pattern.
Chapman boldly accepts the direct influence of society on
the writer in New Zealand who experienced both a depression
and a war, and was still young enough, in the post-war years,
to become a pioneer short story writer.
The overturn in social conditions broke up the crust
of complacency, allolfJing ad:is'ts to see into \lJhat
1ay beneath, At the same ti me the di s tutbed condit~
ions upset the pattern of notmal lives and made some
men~ who might otherwise have taken a more usual
course, into artists or apprentice artists forced
to look below that broken crust.
(Landfall, No. 25~ p.28)
These pioneer artists faced the challenge of the new medium
of the short story, and it is no \'wnder that the first
successful pi oneer~ Frank Sargeson ~ was so eagerly recei ved
by his contemporaries.
But there remained the question as to how the medium of
the short story was to be effectively used to convey the
artists' visions of life beneath the "broken crust".

A study

12 At the beginning of "Fiction And the Social Pattern"
Chapman says tha.t
possibly it is not too much to say
that the bulk of considerable fiction produced here
(leaving aside Katherine Mansfield) has been printed since
1946 and undoubtedly has been printed since 1940 ... " He
recognizes the post-IfJar years as a new stage in the development of New Zealand literature.
II, • •

9
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of Sargeson's Landfall stories will help to answer this question,
buts before that study, another of Chapman's observations
becomes most relevant;
When my revi ew of Sargeson s "That Summer" was
written in 1947 (Landfall, No.3) it seemed to me
then, and reviewing and reading other New Zealand
fiction has confirmed me in the impression, that
the writer here must as a first step achieve the
illusion of realism; must detect and present
what would be taken for a photograph of reality
by an audience which has neither an album nor
so much as a snap.
(Landfall, No. 25, p.31)
I

Further on in "Fiction and the Social Pattern" Chapman observes
that lithe bulk of New Zealand fiction has had nothing of the
esoteric or cryptic about it."

But, despite the implied

simplicity of th'is wr'iting, "it is ignored by the public

01~

resisted quite as much as if it had been thrown down from the
highest of ivory towers,"
The reason is obvi ous enough. The more cl early the
writer produces the illusion of reality, the more
exactly he probes for the nerve ends of life here,
the less likely he is to be read as long as a great
many of his potential public are trying to forget,
to ignore, to cover their defeats, Against the
intensity of the cteative \,vriter's exposure of
what lies beneath the crust of everyday is pitted
the full conservative strength of the pattern.
Where it is not ignored the c'lin'ical report of
the writer on the state of his patient is answered
by the charge that the writer is perverse and
unhealthy in mind for having noticed anything
amiss.
(Landfall, No. 25, p.53-54)
The New Zealand writer, therefore, loses on two fronts.

First,

he cares sufficiently about his environment to see its faults,
its puritanism, its self-righteousness, and its hopes, and he
cares enough to write about it in vernacular terms.

Second,

when the writer dares to o'iti ci se hi s New Zealand countrymen
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he runs the risk of banishment from their minds or open
hostility to his ideas.
An example of a writer who dared to criticise his
soci ety is Bi 11 Pearson whose arti cle II Fretful Sleepers II
5

appeared in Landfall in 1952 (No. 23) and also in Landfall
Country (1962). The article is highly critical of IINe\1J Zealand
beha'vi our ll and apathy towards soc; a1 change and improvement.
Pearson comments on the II rea lism" mentioned by Chapman in
Fi cti on and the Sod a1 Pattern ll .

II

In the New Zealand metaphysic reality ;s something unpleasant and ugly and though we protect
our women and children from it5 we kno\l1 in the
long run it is unavoidable.
(Landfall No. 23, p.216)
5

And Pearson agrees with Chapman that, as far as the writer
is concerned, the achievement of the "-illusion of realityll
in literature is the best way to give substance to fiction.
So there is an aching need for art in our
country ... But we need an art to expose ourse 1yes
to ourselves, explain ourselves to ourselves, see
ourselves in a perspective of place and time.
(Landfall, No. 23, p.212)
But, as Pearson states so honestly, "There is a dimension of
experience the New Zealander does not know.

Because he is afraid

of that accursed self of his that might get off-side of his normridden society."

The reason, according to Pearson, is that New

Zealand has not broken the umbilical cord with European culture;
.•. we are a cultural colony of Europe and always will
be: the importation of our culture has always meant
an accompanying unreality. The expectation of unreality has been confirmed by popular fiction, films
and one-act plays. No artist can work without an
audience willing to co-operate; if he is to be honest
his audience must be honest; they must be prepared to
speculate about themselves. This is something New
Zealanders will not do.
(Landfall, No, 23, p.212)
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It is the aversion to self-appraisal that causes Bill Pearson
to call his fellow New Zealanders (from faraway London!) the
IIfretful sleepers.1I These are people who "fret" about upholding
the social norm while they are "asleep" to cultural "reality".
The

'~mplicat;ons

for the artist" of such indifference might be

akin to those difficulties which faced Brebeuf and his brethren
among the hostile Huron Indians of Canada;
For us who are trained in a sophisticated selfconsei ous traditi on of art it is very diff; cul t (to
communicate) because the audience we would like to
reach wi 11 never read us even if we were to start
back with folk-tales ... But there is no other way if
we hope to create anythi ng that is not 1ike so much
else in New Zealand a makeshift but something our
grandsons wi 11 thank us for. Some sense of i solation is inevitable, some detachment and discrimination, but that is the occupational hazard of
every artist and especially of the novelist who
must al\l/ays be, so long as there are conflicts
with; n hi s soc; ety, someth·j ng of a spy in enemy
terri tory,
(Landfal1~ No. 23, p.230)
Pearson's iconoclastic article emphasised the personal opinion
that lithe New Zealander's ideal state ·is half-consciousness. 1I
The critics ' response was both nebulous and hostile.

A critic

for The Southland Times wrote,
Peeri ng as they so often do through a haze of good
fellowship, New Zealanders do not cL1stomal"ily see
themselves clearly. Detached self-analysis they
avoid as they would a pubnc display of sentiment.
Yet, knowing ourselves is important, especially if
we are to become a nation with a purpose. We
must look inward as well as outward to discovel"
where we are go; ng, and \A/hy. II Fretful Sl eepers ," .•.
is worthy of attention for the effort it makes to
hold a mirror up to the national character. Generalizations are alltJays dangerous and the author, Bill
Pearson, is much too sweeping in some of his
charges. But his rather disordered sketch contains
some frank and accurate assessments, and the New
Zealander who will not admit to catching at least
a likeness of himself is being palpably dishonest.
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Hypocrisy, purposelessness, standardization,
inertia, and smallness of mind--these are the
principal traits seized upon by Mr. Pearson. 13
And wi til the type of Y'eacti on that prompted the crit; ca 1
comments of both Chapman and Pearson, a critic for The Evening
Star revealed his aversion to self-appraisal;
An unusually candid--almost bitter-assessment of the
behaviour of New Zealanders provides the principal
feature in the September issue ... Writing from London,
to which city he has escaped from the frightful
bourgeoisie life in New Zealand, the writer bluntly
pours out IIhome truths" in terse prose. There may
be a good deal of fact in what he says, although it
is difficult to believe that the people of this
Dominion are as unimaginative as he claims, or as
hostile to learning or culture, or live as vegetable
an existence as he suggests. He gives the impression
of a person, arrogant in his desire to be different
or superior, who had some bitter experiences and
is still young enough to smart under them ... It would
be interesting to await his later findings on whether
the advanced civilisation to which he has migrated
is very much better, at even much di fferent. 14
This was a common reaction to "Fretful Sleepers", and it
teinforced the point that criticism of the New Zealand national
character by a native-born New Zealander was still a hazardous
occupation.

If the art; cles by Chapman and Pearson l"eflect

the common intellectual opinion of the eatly fifties it can be
inferred that a sociological approach to post-war New Zealand
fiction is particularly relevant.

Both articles reflected

the social environment in New Zealand and the resulting effect
on the writers.

Also, both Chapman and Pearson saw fiction as

being, in one major sense, a critique on certain social realities.
An interesting narrative story by T.H. Scott, From Emiqrant

13 October 29, 1952.
14 October 4, 1952.
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to Nat;ve, is akin in spirit to the articles of Robert Chapman
and Bill Pearson.

The two-part story, \AJhich appeared in

Landfall numbers four and six, bears brief mention as a
"creative" approach to sociological criticism.

Scott is at

pains to render a picture, as vividly as possible, of a
definite and recognizable form of rural community.

The

invented community, Te Whenua, ;s described in terms of its
social habits and customs, and in terms of environmental
influence on local philosophy.

Vernacular expressions are

used in quotation marks to identify the terminology of "lowcountry dairy farmers" and the idiomatic phraseology of local
people; "when the "hins look close" "there's rain about",
and the first snow on the tops means the
days."

(Landfall~

No.4, p,250)

dl~avJing

;n of the

Scott attempts to illustrate

the interrelationship of Te Whenuans with their locale so that
the "dialogue" betl'/een man and natute is made the first step
in the metamorphosis from emigrant to native;
Te Whenua lies on a plain between the mountains and
the sea. Though standing close along the horizon to
the south-east, the ranges are felt to be remote,
Indeed the man who has "been into the ranges pighunting or deer-stalking takes on special individuali ty • JLan dfan, No.4, p. 250 )
ll

The first part of IIFromEmigrant to Native", therefore,
shows the process whereby the landscape affects human activity
and social consciousness,
..• local topography and climate and a local present
work subtly in the mind and are felt sharply, magnify
and extend east and west and backwards and forwards
in time. Together they make up the central sector
of consciousness and provide grounds for judgment,
giving the basis of those things which are recognized
as valid and important in life. When a Te Whenuan
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encounters other parts of New Zealand, or the world
beyond, or fumbles in the past, these form the
roots of hi sunders tandi ng. Every techni que, every
idea and outside report is seen against this background built up out of a limited range of facts and
experience. (Landfall, No.4, p.258)
The second part of the story entitled liTe Whenua and the
Future" suggests a hopeful picture for the New Zealarrl illa.gination,
New Zealanders have not always been so at home with
the s1 ghts and sounds among whi ell they grew up, that
these could provide the very substance of mood, the
material for imagination, and be a starting point
for all understanding, including that of other
places and other times, both past and futute. But
a stage seems now to have been teached when, in
people settled in one place, the sense of life is
identified with their surtoundings; so much so that
imagination deals with past and future from the
point of view of a solid and convincing present.
Time has become bound to place.
(Landfall, No. 6~ p.125)
At the Writers' Conference in Christchurch in 1951 Vance

Palmer talked about "humani£'.ing the landscape" and making sense
of a nevv and stra.nge territory,

It 'is not a new idea.

Henry

Lawson had once written,
I believe the Southern poet's dream will not be realised 15
Till the pla'ins are irrigated and the land 'is humanised.
If T.H, Scotts and indeed Henry
m'j ght be sugges ted that the

II

La.vlson~

are to be believed, it

fretful s 1eep" of New Zealanders

waul d conel ude when the country I s 1andscape became as important
in its own right as England's.

Viscount Bledisloe had recog-

nized the potential of the New Zealand imagination in 1936,
and, from a cultural point of view, vety few New Zealanders
would accept the superior attitude of an English historian who

15 Sydney

B~1l9

"Up the Country", July 9, 1892.
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wrote,
The culture of London seemed to polished that it
was hatd to treat with perfect seriousness the
aspitations of Toronto at Auckland, Lagos or
Belize. To the men of Whitehall, the civilisation
of the colonies, whether newly contrived by expatriated Britons at the child of the ptimordial
jungle, was not merely different to their own,
it was inferiot to it. Colonial peoples were
like children and were to be treated with all
the ki ndness and sever; ty of the V'l ctori an
parent. 16
English literary critics still embraced such ideas about New
Zealand literature.

But, just as New Zealand had gained

independence politically, it was simply a matter of time
before short stories written ;n this country achieved an
independent standard,

With Landfall and some

post~war

scholars and intellectuals in the vanguard, the time had come.

There are two recutrent themes in early Landfall stories
wl'rich merit btief mention as examples of less sophisticated
early forms of f'jew Zealand short story \lwi ti n9.

These themes 9

the wa.t therne and the theme of chi 1dhood 5 refl ect both a
preoccupation with the recent war and a preoccupation with
the comparative aspects of a child reaching adulthood with
those of a country reaching cultur'al nationhood.
Short s tori es on the war theme appear quite frequently
in early issues of Landfa 11
16

5

but they only succeed as star; es

Pugh, R.B. 5 liThe Colonial Office" (l801~1925). From The
Cambridfle Histor,~'~of the British Empir'e (volume 111), eds.
Sir James Butler and C.E. Carrington:tLondon, 1959),
p.768.
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when there is a definite sociological application.

Stories

illustrating the soldiers' reactions to war often appear
sentimental and overwrought, seldom achieving the vivid perceptions of John Mulgan's Report on Experience.

An example

of a successful war story is Bill Pearson's Social Catharsis
whose very title reveals the social element in the plot,

The

story is an interesting account of deaths sex, and the war in
Italy.

The climax is reached when a soldier, Condon, who has

been caught stealing from his mates, is "executed" by his
accusers.

It is a hard-bitten incident showing the primitive

form of justice and

stl~ict

code of ethics accepted in war in

order to uphold the golden rule of New Zealand egalitarianism.
Everyone agreed silently: pinching off your
cabbers was unforgivable, Stores and government
property \!Jere di fferent ~ they were common game; but
robbing your mates poisoned the solidarity, it
turned each man into himself, defensive and suspicious.
It was the only crime officers and men made united
front against, because it involved them all, and
because it was good for officers to have at least
one circumsta.nce beside the enemy that brought
complete moral backing from the men,
lLanc\fan., No.4, p.266)
The I'gritty decision'l to kin Condon permitted the condemned
thief to fire a pistol at his tormentors, all armed with tommy. guns,

The result of this brutal revenge is forcefully written;
Hambrill surveyed the sprawled hulk of what was
Condon, its protest faint in the near-dark.

Pearson illustrates the series of injustices which begin with
the war mission and end in the slaughter of a comrade, and his
story reveals a definite social morality, unlike other war
stories which merely portray incidents and predictable reactions.
There are several examples of competent yet unextraordi nary
9

war stories.

Bruce Mason's The Glass..J!i[ tells the story of
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New Zealand sailors on warships.

There is none of the tension

created by Pearson's Social Catharsis, and the narrative
follows a simple "slice of life" technique.

G.R. Gilbert's

Include Me Out and P.J, Wilson's A Rented Room feature the
returned serviceman as the central character, while D,W.
Cheer's Prisoners and Leo Sinden's Dog lovers tell of the
Italy of the Allied occupation.

What all these stories have

in common ;s the description of lithe bronzed Ansac ever ready
to turn from his plough and exercise his God-given skills
with a gun and hors e. 1117 The war theme ; n the short story
illustrates how the soldiers involved experienced a great
psychological impact from their combat experience, and, while
it would be mere speculation to suggest that the war influenced
the improvement and increase of New Zealand fiction s"ince 1945,
it can be noted that the war theme was used by short story
writers as an illustration of a maturing experience. The Second
World War increased the sense of New Zealand nationhood 18 and,
to quote Viscount Bledisloe, provided a "salutal"Y fil1ipll for
New Zealand literature.

The childhood theme in New Zealand fiction has been
admirably discussed by M.H. Holcroft in three Macmillan Brown
lectures given at the Victoria University of Wellington ;n

17 The Bulletin (Sydney), November 13, 1971.
18 On February 3 ~ 1940, a Nazi rad; 0 announcer descri bed
New Zealand soldiers as "poor country lads". An
advertisement in The Listener used the comment in a
recruitment advertisement \!Jith the caption "let1s
show lem!".
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April 1964.

The lectures, later published in a pamphlet

entitled Islands of Innocence, discussed the childhood theme
from both the literary and the sociological point of view.
On the literary point of the theme Holcroft wrote,
We sometimes forget that childhood is a relatively
new theme in fi cti on. It caul d not become i nteresting to writers until children became interesting
(; n the ri ght way) to parents. The myth of infancy
as a state of security, the warmth of the womb
still around it, could have no place in the minds
of people who stood under the gallows while children
were hanged for small misdemeanours. And in those
days so many children died after only a few weeks
or months of sickly visitation that there seemed
no reason why infancy should be valued: it was
rather a stage to be escaped from as quickly as
possible, a tiresome and perilous approach to
maturity. 19
In New Zealand, the theme usually applied to the problem of
identity.

Bruce Mason's story Summer's End (Landfall, No.9

and No. 10) contains an autobiographical account of a young
boy, John, who ItJants to \'Irite.

The story gives thG effect

of a vision seen by the writer that causes him to reflect on
his

identity~

And now he seemed to be there again, keeping a
lonely vigil on the porch, staring calmly and wisely
out to sea, past Rangitoto, past the Great Barrier,
past-everything. Fra'il ghosts emerged from a mist
to gaze briefly at him, then faded, heartened and
impressed. He turned and went in, shutting the
door. He pi eked up a book, read perhaps two 1i nes
and laid it down, smiling a little wearily. Then
he sharpened his pencil and wrote and wrote and wrote •.•
(Landfall, No.9, p.33)
John Kelly's story, For Ever and Ever, ;s a tale of a
small boy, Rocky, who makes his first kill as a hunter.

Like

a counterpart in a Faulkner novel Rocky is awed by his power

19 Islands of Innocence, Reed, (Wellington, 1964), p.8.
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over his prey, and is disturbed by the silence of death.
Rocky's parents are proud of his feat,
"Well, mother," said the man, as they came in at the
back door. "Looks as though we I ve got a marksman on
our hands." He grunted as he eased himself down onto
the step and tugged at hi s bootl aces. "Out every day
now, eh? Be no stopping you now."
The boy said nothing as he stood the gun back in
its corner. He wiped his hands slowly down the back
of his faded shorts.
"No/ he said then. "No, I s'pose not."
Outside, a little chill wind had got up, and the
shadows were creeping up the gullies.
(Landfall, No.9, p.25)
Both Mason's and Kelly's stories reveal a particular coming
of age; the one artistic, the other of manhood.

Besides

these, thete are other tandfall stories dealing with the childhood of individuals, and there is the haunting suspicion that
these stories reflect the "national adolescence" of New Zealand
1iterature.

Certai nly the early Landfalls toti es whi eh centre

on the childhood theme support this suspicion.

But M.H.

Hal croft predi cts a very di fferent future,
I have thought sometimes that the country itself
projects around us in physical form the conditions of
childhood: the land nurturing us from ample breasts,
the hill s openi ng a way to small freedoms until the
mountai ns I 1ike i mmutab 1e parental authori ty 9
testtain us--and always beyond the sand the wide sea,
inviting us to the future~ and yet dangerous to cross.
Against our recent history, this can no longer be·
seen as a true pi cture. In the new worl d of today
our writers may still turn to childhood when some
personal necessity drives them, or if it sets a
challenge to theit talents; but I doubt if we shall 20
need to find in the theme any corporate significance.
There is an important conclusion to be drawn from this brief
reference to the themes of war and ch il dhood in early Landfa 11
stories.

Stories bearing on these themes were never particularly

sophisticated or substantial, but both themes provided an
20 Holcroft, M.H., op. cit., p.63.
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immediate useable past and the nuclei; of short stories.
But, in a short time (as later Landfall stories show),
si mpl i st; c themes gave way to a more compl ex type of short
story that presented less superficial insights in a more
interesting way.

The following discussion of several post-

war New Zealand short story

writers~

particularly Frank

Sargeson, O.E. Middleton, and Maurice Duggan, is designed
to illustrate how Landfall reflected the post-war development
of the short story in New Zealand.

It was with the sixteenth number of Landfall that Frank
Sargeson first appeared with his story Up Onto TheRoofand
Dovm Agai n.

It is an autobi ographi ca 1 commentary generous ly

providing material by which Sargeson reveals himself as the
outstanding short story writer vvho has continued to write in
New Zealand.

The vJell-known saying that "NeVI Zealand

. 1iterature has had tVIO tragedi es:

the fir's twas Katheri ne

Mansfield, and the second is Frank Sargeson;,,21 is va"lid in
compari ng tIle two masters of the short story.
notes that the use of the word

II

Professor Rhodes

tragedyll to descri be the stature

of Sargeson is due to the "critical hesitancy" with which his
impressive works are received.

The danger is that poor imita-

tions by a new breed of IISargeson disciples ll will stand in the
way of new creative trends.

The only answer can be that

Sargeson's achievement is the antithesis of tragedy, and even
21

Rhodes, H, Winston, op. cit., p. 168. It has been
suggested that Sargeson made the comment himself.
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if lesser men follow in his footsteps, the loss will only be

theirs not New Zealand's.

Sargeson has raised the calibre of

creative prose writing in New Zealand, and he cannot be mistaken for O.E. Middleton or Maurice Duggan both of whom can
be considered as colleagues of Sargeson, not followers.
On the subject of his autobiography Sargeson admitted
in Landfall CBeginnings", No. 74, pp.122-129) that, following
his powerful motivation lito write a novel" he set to writing
limy own life story from its earliest beginnings." The result
was a change of heart,
'Fortunately I did not get very far before I decided
that nobody ViaS go; n9 to be bothered to read th; s dull
stuff. I found after a few pages I certa; nly caul d
not be bothered to read it myself.
It is to Sargeson's credit that he was able to write from his
own experience expanding the contents into both the local
experience of a New Zealander and that of universal man.

Only

by being faithful to his immediate environment was Sargeson

able to achieve the universal relevance of his stories.
Professo\~

Rhodes fi nds that the suggest-j on that Sargeson's

writings are largely autobiographical

II

fl

is "an oversimplification.

He explains that,
The short stories of Frank Sargeson should not be
considered as a series of unrelated fragments, a
haphazard collection of isolated incidents and
episodes. Their effect iscumulative like those
of the acknowledged masters of the medium, and
such ;s their consistency of tone and their moral
coherence that it is possible to speak of a
"Sargeson world." This achievement, unequalled
by any other New Zealand writer, implies a creative
ability that is not confined to the invention of
character and selection of material~ but is
concerned with the imaginative rendering of a moral
climate in which the characters move and have their
being. 22
22

Ibid" p.44.

1I
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And the autobiographical derivation ;s part of,
.•. a larger meaning that becomes apparent only when
the single stories are seen within the framework of
the New Zealand setting. and the revelation of and
commentary on New Zealand 1ife are recogni zed as
essential elements of the whole Sargeson world of
imaginative realism. 23
This idea supports Allen Curnow's claim that good literature
cannot exist in a state of weightlessness, but must derive
from a local context and perspective.

Professor Horsman writes

of the universality of Sargeson's art by saying that ", .. as an
artist he has been after nothing less than the fullest illumination of life which the technique of the short story will
yield him."

(L.an.dfall, No. 74, p.129)

Before Landfall was established Sargeson had published
many stories in Tomotro\lJ, Penguin New Wrjting, and Jl.ustralian
and Englisfl publicat<lons.

; r1 1936; A t~an

~.nd Hi s v.Jife

1945! and That Summer and
Roof and

Do\'m~ ~vas

was dead,"

Conversation with l:iYUnck appeared
in 1940;

O~ther

\\Jhen the \!J; nd 810hls in

Stories in 194·6.

~to

The

written after liMy King Country uncle

It is a record of a personal return to the happy

experience of life on this uncle's farm,
•.• I found myse If for e<i gh teen months 1i vi n9 with my
uncle on his Ki ng Country stump farm, \;,Ihere it was
agreed I might write in the morning and assist him on
the land in the afternoon.
(Landfall, No. 74, p.125)

Sargeson's epiphany is the increasing sense of belonging to
the land where hois forefathers had immigrated,
For me, it was the beginning of something. Previously
I had associ ated honeysuckl e wHh an old 1ady my mother
would occasionally call on when we drove out to my

23

Ibid" p.45.
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Waikato uncle's farm: it was always impressed on
us children that because she was English and wellconnected she had her rul es--and we were never
allowed out of the buggy to go in and see her unless
we were wearing our shoes and stockings: once she
told me I must try to win a scholarsh'ip so I could
, go to Oxford~ and afteY'\lJards I migflt become Prime
Minister of England--and she always said she allowed
the honeysuckle to grow allover her verandah because
it brought back memories of Home. It astonished me
to know that there was another sort of honeysuckle,
a great tree that grew along the ridges of my own
country; and the moment of know; ng seemed to be
indefinitely prolonged while I thought once again
of the Te Aroha mountain-side, remembering how I
had a h/ays needed a compani on before I caul d dare
to enter and claim as my own a strange and terrify; ng worl d that turned out to be wonderful: here
too I had one in my uncle: my discovery of the
honeysucl(le tree had somehow mysteriously revealed
to me something of the true nature of the pilgrimage
that I had so persistently imagined ....
The "pilgt'image" was less one of rebellion as one of maturing.
Not that it was possible for me to escape immediately
from the imitation English world that so much of my
home town envi ronment made i tse 1f out to be ~ nOI~ coul d
I think of my two worlds as completely separated
s i nee there were so many obvi ous 1inks and overl appi ngs ..•
(Landfal1~ No. 20, p.249)
And the significance of the honeysuckle bush is as the symbol
of a nevI transplanted life style and tradition--personified
in the uncle so greatly respected; an uncle whose death was a
beginning as much as an end,
.0.1 can see now that his pattern of death was a
worthy one also: refusing to lie down he died as he
could have wished standing up--and unless my eyes
deceived me there is somewhere on the Mamuku plateau
at least one honeysuckle tree that still stands up,
for me standing not for New Zealand as it is, but
New Zealand as it might worthily have been (italics).
(Landfall, No. 20, p. 250)
As important as New Zealand's cultural dependence on
England was the literary dependence.

Sargeson reflected,

... it seemed to me that vi rtua lly always the formal
language of the English novelists had been used to
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deal with the material of New Zealand life,
(Landfan, No, 74, p.126)
Sargeson's achievement of an indigenous voice gave substance
to a "New Zealand language" that would described New Zealand
material.

The first Landfall story, embracing four numbers,

is the conqueri ng of the 1iterary and cultural obstacl es
standing between Sargeson, his sense of place, and his freedom
to adopt a new dialect,

Professor Rhodes quotes Walter Allen
-

as writing that Sargeson had much lito unlearn" before his
stories could live on their own terms.

In a recent interview

with Michael Beveridge Sargeson was asked to comment on his
personal lid; scovery" of New Zeal and that was, in a sense, the
fruition of the "unlearning" process.

Beveridge asked;

I think in IUp onto the Roof ' you said that you
had to create a new 1anguage and that the 1anguage
of those who had written in New Zealand before you
seemed irrelevant. Wasn't it much more than this-more than the language? I mean did you find New
Zealand anyvJhere before?
To which Sargeson replied,
Well, yes I did, but I didn1t find it in New Zealand
"' i terature. I found it in say Shervwod Anderson for
"instance. At the same time when I first read Katherine
Mansfield I was be"ing much more moved by something I
read in the London Mercury. It was a curious kind of
a story by SFierwoOdAndersoll; it was somethi ng called
·Small Town Notes ' , It was just some observations about
a very ol"dinary person living in a very ordinary little
American town and the doubts he had about this and that,
how he went to bed feeling very troubled, and how he
was interested in a certain girl but he was too shy to
speak to her and so on. And it was all a way of writing
that to my m; nd had never been done before. Perhaps I
didn't understand at that moment that Anderson was a
real successor to the Mark Twain of Huckleberry Finn,
that he was carrying on something. I got so excited
over this because it related to my experience of New
Zealand.
(Landfall, No. 93, Pp.19-20)
It is not surprising that the style of an American writer had
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such an impact on Sargeson.

It was the simple fact that

different situations demanded different styles of expression.
Sargeson made a beginning in New Zealand.

Professor Rhodes

writes,
It was not only the language, however, but the material
of New Zealand life itself that had not been explored
sufficiently to provide anything in the nature of a
tradition from which young writers could draw nourishment O\" flnom whi eh they coul d di verge. Frank Sal'geson
was forced to begin at the beginning. 24
On h; s fi ft; eth bi rthday in 1953 the major short _story wri ters
in New Zealand published a tribute in Landfall to Frank Sargeson.
It said,

Your work has had, in the past twenty years, a
liberating influence on the literature of this
country. (Landfall, No. 25, p.5)
Sargeson's local expression combined with a universal sensibility gained the respect of his co-vJriters.

Of Sargeson's

aehi evement over tvventy years they wrote,
You had broken down our isolation in the world of
letters still further. You proved that a New
Zealander could publish work true to his own
country and of a hi gh degree of art-j s try, and that
exile in the cultural centres of the old world was
not essential to this end. One could be provincial,
in the best sense~ and of the world at the same time. 25
Sargeson's individual vision had secured a unique confidence in
New Zealand literature.

It is significant that the tribute

appeared in Landfall, the medium that had symbiotically matured

24 Rhodes, H. Winston, op. cit., p.ii; of the preface.
25 The writers who signed the letter in Landfall No. 25 were:
David Ballantyne, J.R. Cole, James Courage, Dan Davin,
Erik de Mauny, f~aurice Duggan, Roderick Finlayson, Janet
Frame, A.P. Gaskell, G.R. Gilbert, Bruce Mason, O.E.
Middleton, Bill Pearson, Helen Shaw, Greville Texidor
and Phillip Wilson.
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with the help of Sargeson's contributions, and also made these
contributions available to interested readers in New Zealand.
Sargeson was asked about the importance of Landfall to his
work;

the question was,
Why have you published so much here, particularly in
when you coul d perh aps have pub 1i shed overseas?

~,

Sargeson replied,
One needs so much help if one has lived as I have done
and if you have an editor as I had in Charles Brasch
who encouraged you and VJho felt that you knew what you
were up to and that you were producing something of
value, a question of loyalty comes in. That is it.
(Landfall, No. 94, p.149)
Sargeson's work in Landfall is fascinating and impressive, but
by no means "tragic" if New Zealand literature is to gain a
high standard.

Professor Rhodes writes,

Although he is among the vel~y few Ne\,1 Zealand
authors who have gained reputations overseas,
Sargeson's influence has been confined to his own
country, v/here his artistic dedication and integrity
have been a SQutce of encouragement to wr'j ters very
diffetcnt ftom himself ... It can be argued, however,
that his 'imaginative vision of reality and his
individual style have been dangerous assets to an
emergent literature.
It can also be argued, probably more optimistically, that the
Sargeson example has not only set a standard but also demanded
of other writers that they be original in developing styles of
their own.
writer.

Certainly Maurice Duggan, for example, is such a

If R.A.K. Mason can be described as the "first wholly

original unmistakably gifted poet" (as Allen Curnow suggested)
then Frank Sargeson can be so described as far as short stories
are concerned.

But their examples need not be overpowering if

younger writers have the capaC'i ty to interpret thei r experi ences
as Mason and Sargeson have done theirs.
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I For One is a short novel which appeared in Landfall in
1952.

It is the story of a spinster school-teacher, reminiscent

of the novels of Sylvia Ashton-Warner.

The novel takes the form

of a diary as it might have been written by a frustrated and
alienated woman.

Professor Rhodes described I For One as,

•.• a disturbing novel because, although it has a
well-defined plot and an impressive structure, it
leaves so many gaps in an argument concerned with
conventional behaviour and the reticence of a
moderately well-to-do household. 26
9

Katherine's problems stem from her feelings towards her father
and the haunting coldness of her mother,
How strange that I cannot fix nw attention on the
really important fa.ct. Father is dead. I write
the words a.nd see them p1ai n1y before me, but they
still don't impress me as I feel they should.
Perhaps it I S 1He be; ng hurt, but hurt so very
badly that even pain is number. Perhaps it ;s
why I have suddenly flown to this big old exercise
book of mi ne. I used to call it illY di ary, but I
see I haven't written anything in it for nearly
ten years--and when I look back at what I have
(italics) vwitten I feel pulled two different VJays.
I want to go on and read, taking peep after peep
at the self I used to be until I suddenly feel a
wave of shame as I come on something so vet.)' young
and childish. Then I want to slam the book shut and
say, Let the dead past bury itself, If I did though,
mightn't I have to say the same about father? And
hm"l coul d I?
5

Katherine is the victim of her own pur"itanism.

But she ;s

perhaps less to blame than her philistine parents who inflicted
moral rigidity and subsequent sterility on their child.

In

portraits such as the uncle with a "hard knocker" or the child
who faces a war cripple at his mother's tea table (The Last War)
Sargeson brilliantly succeeds in defining and breaking down the

26 Rhodes, H. Winston, op. cit., pp.130-131.
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philistine attitudes which foreigners like Andre Siegfried
noticed as the all-tao-common characteristic of the New Zealand
middle class.

Sargeson's insights into his society and his

satiric tone should not be missed.
Of courses the grown-ups were affected by the last
war in lots of different ways. A lot of them, I know,
actually did go to war. But my uncles who were farmers
were simply made. They gave a certain amount of money
and land to the patriotic fund, and in 1920 they sold
out and retired. (The LastltJar) 27
The story of Katherine in her menopausal loneliness
is the personal focus of Sargeson's social concern,
Katherine Sheppard is not clever. She is an
ordinary teacher in a gi rls school, not yet of
middle age, but conscious of her increasing years
and her state of vi rgi n; ty. 28
I

Katherine is a pathetic lonely character like so many other
people, and there is something personal in this;

Sargeson told

Beveridge,
The isolat'ion of various people and types of people
il1 my IA/ork is all connected with the iso'lation that
live felt myself, I feel the two things: thnt this
is a NevJ Zealanc! thing and itls particulal"ly so in my
case because of the unusualness of my occupat·ion.
(~fall5 No. 93~ pp.22-23)
Katherine fa.ils to understand "v/hy I should seem to see all
these things with the eyes of a stranger, of one set apart."
Her problem is mOl"e one of inertia and less of virginity-which she could change without much difficulty.

The peculiar

sense of isolation has been a part of the New Zealand ethos,
but, when Camus I Meurseult ;s remembered, isolation is the

27 Sargeson, Frank, Collected Stories 1935-1963, Paul
(Auckland, 1964), p. 29.
28 Rhodes, H. Winston, op. cit., p. 118.
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predicament of Western man.
relevant.

Sargeson's themes are doubly

The Depression forced Sargeson to turn to writing,

both spiritually and economically, and made the business of
writing as honourable an enterprise for the "unemployed" as
any other.

Part of the alienation felt by certain people in

New Zealand is due to the ramifications of non-conformity.
The non-conformist stands out from his fellows as lIa
case ll or worse.

hard

There is little solace for the alien.

Four more of Sargeson's stories in Landfall tell the
story as a fi rst person narrati ve.
The

Colo~gh!:er,

The Undertaker's Stor,Y,

The Problem of Pocket

~1oney

and

~ity

and Suburban, are narrated by "I"--who Sargeson has often
claimed is not autobiographical.

The technique of each story

includes a basic plot embellished with critical social observation.

Sargeson is eloquent and seldom verbose, and the

stories are delightful sketches of human behaviour with a
fundamental humour and descriptive colour.
The eponymous hero of The Undertaker's Story is an
unlikely person to mediate between an irate publican and a
ba.nished client.

The descriptive aplomb of the story is

evident~

There were two of us outside now~ and while I was
trying to work out the problem the incident had
presented me wi th, there appeared in the doorway an
elderly undersized man, very tidy in a panama hat a
maroon blazer and flat rubber-soled shoes ... he looked
as though he had by some mistake dropped in instead of
going to bowls. He had with him an old felt hat,
which he dusted with his handkerchief as he went down
the beach, and for quite some time he kept turning it
in his hands as he sat beside the heap of discarded
humanity. (Landfall, No, 30, p.83)
The tefl ecti ve narrator conti nues in the story rather 1ike a
television interviewer-a catalyst for conversation.

The "while
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I was trying to work out the problem" is the possible clue
to an autobiographical element.

The narrator is, like

Sargeson, a philosophical observer of his fellow man.
The Miss Smith of The Colonel's Daughter overwhelms the
humble narrator.

Once again the "Ili of the story draws out

the other's comments without any need for persuasion.

The

Problemof Pocket M9ney ;s a story of a young man's love affair
with a rich debutante.

The Sargeson humour is evident in both

the empathy he feels for adolescent infatuation and the slightly
derisive attitude towards the New Zealand nouveau riche--who
come closest to a self-ordained aristocracy.
is very different from the curt lines of

Sargeson's style

~~iddleton,

achieves a similar candour and descriptive validity.

but it
As the

narrator views the girl in the lecture hall he reflects,
I had asserted that this girl was composed of the
finest porcelain~ most delicately tinted, I would
have hotly disputed any assertion to the contrary.
Although that \"/o.s my ineradicable impression
however s the bodily reactions which I experienced
did not suggest that I myself \,las composed of
potcelain. (Landfall ~ No. 46, p. 104·)
The stOty alludes to a sycopha.ncy on the part of the New Zeal and
"aristocracy" for things exotic. The enormous collection of
paintings held by the Gower-Johnson family, including one by a
Frenchman who "had not long since visited the Auckland beaches
and pai nted the pohutuka.wa trees in flower," ; s appreci ated
only fot its foreign origins.

And Ernie,

... sound as usual on all matters which related to the
realities of life in New Zealand, had told me that it
was impossible to know or appreciate much about
painting: one's opportunities for experiencing
original wotk were much too limited, and unless I got
the opportuni ty to go overseas I had much better
concentrate upon literature.
(Landfall, No. 46, p. 108)
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The

Gower~Johnson's

did not have their hearts in

Ne~v

Zealand.

The fourth story with a first person narrative, City
and Suburban, is aimed at the intellectual New Zealander and
his veneer of education,
Let's face it. 11m average. I have my university
qualifications. I am by profession an accountant,
that's to say a partner in a public accountancy
business. I am the end product of what may happen
if you raise the school leaving age ... Nothing alters
the fact that you have OIfly to strip away the higher
education to find me average. If you like, the new
(italics) average--the latter-day common man, the
runner among the ruck in the urban rat race. In
secret I yearn for something less complicated,
let!s say a milkround and an unworried living in
a small country town. For committing myself to
paper I have the good excuse that I am at present
enduri ng another of my cri ses.
(Lan9fal1, No. 73, pp.4-5)
In Sargeson's later stories the suburb becomes an important
aspect of environmental experience.

New Zealand has no vast

industrial cities, but various conglomerations of suburban
areas surrounding a business centre.
the

chal"actel~

This is the result of

of a country that concentrates on agl"; cul ture

and manufacturing instead of heavy industry,JustTrespassing
. Thanks prov; des a vi vi d i 11 ustrati on of the chang; ng face of
rural New Zealand,
The 1arge area enclosed by an unti dy hedge was
known to the inhabitants of the suburb as Corrie's
corner; but to Ed\vard it was all that remained of
his grandfather l s farm, the scene of summertime
explorations during school holidays sixty years ago
and more. He remembered paddocks with creeks and
creekbanks; trees, some of them nati ve; scrub on
the hillsides; besides his grandfather's cows
there had been an orchard, and one season a crop
of wheat. Many abstract forces had been at work
s i nee those days, and bun dozers and buil ders had
done all the rest: in every direction variety had
been replaced by rolling hillsides covered with
tile roofs. It was not a view for which Edward had
any affect; on and he preferred as a rul e to rema'j n
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indoors, apart from an early half hour beneath
his pine trees before the whosh of an occasional
car along the motorv.Jay had multiplied into the
commuting roar, If the wind was in the wrong
direction there would be a smell of fumes ..
Eye ear and nose offended--what was the world
coming to! (Landfall, No. 70, pp.116-117)
The feelings of EdvJard

Corrie~

reminiscent of Patrick

~Jhite's

Stan Parker in The Tree Of Man, represent an older generation
reacting to the changing face of New Zealand society.
Sargeson's vJriting reflects this new New Zealand;

a country

no longer covered only with sheep and cabbage trees, but
covered increasingly with "tile roofs" and motorways.

The

analogy with Patrick White in Australia is not without calculation.

Patrick White was among the first writers to

illustrate the "encroachment" of suburbia and the plastic
civilisation on the wilderness of the bush.

Sargeson is his

New Zealand counterpart, writing from his Takapuna home of
the phenomenon of urbanisation--and the noticeable scarcity
of "urbane-I zati on" ,

One writer who has achieved a singLdarly individual style
is O.E. Middleton.

With a simplicity remin'iscent of Hemingway,

Middleton is capable of making a normal incident a creative
happening.

His stories often express a morality that is more

specific than satiric, and the main impression left on the
reader is the complete sincerity of Middleton's vernacular
expression.

His first story in Landfall is an autobiographical

account of a man tyrannized by the authorities in the United
States:

II

It is fall in Up-state New York when I am herded in
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through the weighty steel gate of the City Jail.

1I

(Landfall,

No. 10, p. 135). The use of IIfall ll instead of the New Zealand
term lIautumn ll is typical of Middleton's reception to new terms-whether they be those of a foreigner or a child.

The autobio-

graphical aspect of My Thanksgiving is a touching human story
itse 1f,
In 1947 he travelled to the U.S.A. as a seaman to
seek treatment for an eye disease, but was refused
permission to land. So he deserted his ship and
hitchhiked from the Gulf of Mexico to the Canadian
border, but because of lack of money was unable to
get the treatment he wanted. He was finally
. arrested and held at jails in New York State,
Chicago and California before being deported in
February 1948. 29
Middleton's story is not a pristine account of a cow stuck in
the mud or a man gardening while his wife IIbitches ll •

It is a

powerful story of injustice carefully and succinctly told in a
few pages.

Autobiography runs the risk of becoming egocentric

and being of limited

appeal~

but

My"Th.an.~sgiv.1jl9_

is a story of

eVeryman 'in an iron'ic situation.
A later story,
yard.

~Chris_tmas9

ta.kes. place in a timber

Middleton's working men come alive in their own language;
And so the morni ng goes on wi th Des and Lofty and I
pull'ing dovm seasoned timber from the racks in the yard
and feeding them through the planer; old Bongo shaping
and jointing the staves, and the five coopers raisingup casks, steaming and winching them and trundling them
still hot from the drying fires, to stacks near the
loading floor.
(Landfall, No. 14, p. 125)

At the conclusion of the story the men are drunk enough to need

29

Middleton, O.E., A Walk On the Beach, Michael Joseph,
(London, 1964). dustcover. This book is dedicated to
the late Yukio ~'lishima, knovIn as "the Hemingvvay of Japan",
who committed hara-kir; in November 1970. Mishima
impressed ~1iddleton as both novelist and playwright.
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a "snore-off" while the narrator gloats over his four pounds
of poker winnings; lilt's not the way I planned it, but perhaps

I'll have myself a real slap-up Christmas after all,"

The

stoic qualities of Middleton's working men are very true to
the characters of men who frequent the Working Mens' Clubs of
cities and towns.

There is always a superfluity of booze and

a dearth of women in stori es about the 1abour force,
It Happens Here shatters the social myth of racial equality

in New Zealand--at least in one particular case.

This;s a

simple story of racial prejudice suggesting that some New
Zealanders, although willing to suffer Polynesians, are unwilling
to suffer Hindus.

The opening paragraph is typical vernacular

Mi ddl eton;
I tell him not to hand me that kind of stuff but he
says there's no bull, it's fai r di nkul11. I say what
about the Treaty of Wai tang; and he reckons Treaty
or no Treaty what he's been telling me is on the
level and vJhat's more I can come and see for myself
if I don't believe him.
So that's how we come to be here.
This pub's right off my beat really but naturally
a stoty like th-is 'rouses my cu'tiosity and I want to
get to the bottom of it. If what Perce says IS true,
the deal that is going on here is worse than the
one the Conchies got.
(Landfall, No. 17, p.21)

The pointed message is conveyed in such language, avoiding
polemics, and illustrating a moral issue.
simple, yet effective in its impact;
we had no colour bar in this country!"

The final line is

"And I always thought
And the incident of

a Hindu trying to order a beer from a bigoted barman is
rendered as a moral parable.
Middleton presents the childhood theme in .tLQ,Qy by Itself;
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Down by the mouth of the Mauku there is an unti dy
stretch of country which will take you right back
to your boy years.
(Landfall, No. 24, p. 287)
The authorls mind "pokes and probes" at simple experience
for some personal revelation, and the imagination of his
characters is provoked by an environment in which they feel
unmistakably at home.

M.H. Holcroft finds that the best of

Middletonls short stories are "set in the open" where "they
have an authentic flavour of outdoor life accessible to all
boys in New Zealand, even if they come from homes in the
cities." (Islands of Innocence, p. 4.5)
Middleton can use the idiom without begging the question.
He intersperses unique information with background description,
The day I first went down with the hinaki, I
thought I was back at Te Rakau; off on one of those
tiring, exciting trips into the King Country which
my brother and I !1ad made so often wi th our father.
It seemed impossible that this rugged stretch of
estuary s wi th its toe toe and fl ax-covered banks,
was only half-an-hourls fast drive from the city.
There was even a pukeko gangling and friendly
in an aloof fashion, stalking through the reeds
and flipping his tail-feathers.
If you walked off the road~ and ignored the fences
and the gorse higher up, you could feel that here were
a fev" acres of untouched New Zea'l and. A forgotten
slice of pristine chaos amid the newer, brisker
order .•. (Landfall, No. 24, p. 288)
l

There is also often the subtle humour of socially critical
observation,
Ruapuru was a long way off. One of those inland
dairying towns \lJhich have grown out of a blind
faith in cmlJs. The kind of a town where I always
expect to see a pub called liThe Swinging Teat"
or something like that; only it is a dry town.
(Landfall, No. 24, p. 288) 30
30 A dry town retn"i nds one of prohi bi ti on in the Uni ted States,
An example in New Zealand was Oamaru from which prospective
dri nkers commuted to the "wet town" of Gl enavy unt; 1 Oamaru
became "wetll,
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Middleton's youthful characters are realistically
drawn and his kids are adventure-oriented, extraverted and
self-sufficient.

Holcroft writes,

The kids in Middleton's stories become real for
us because they're shown at full stretch among boyhood
interests. We di seover aui te soon that Mi ddl eton knows
(italics) about fishing ind dogs: he can't be faulted
on matters of detai 1, a poi nt of some consequence ; n
this country, where people are so practical in outlook
that a story is spoiled for them by a small error in
fact. If a boy in one of his stories goes with his
elders on a pig hunt, the episode is seen as a boy
. would see it--the right things emphasised, the casual
and faintly proud treatment of violence, the bare
and yet faithful etchi ng of background. Everythi ng
is restrained by an economical use of words, a
style influenced by French literature, and in its
own way as effective under our hills and in the
open air a.s it has al\vays been in the streets and
cafes and bedrooms of Paris. 31
It is Holcroft, not Middleton, who is begging the question
here.

A comparison with other literature is far from Middleton's

purpose of illustrating a faithful picture of active life ;n
outdoor New Zealand.

Middleton's reading of foreign literature

convinced him that such a picture would be far more valid
than a copied style.

Realism is the par'amount feature in

Middleton's stories.

A delightful and excellently executed

incident exemplifies his craftsmanship.

The drama of two

Maori s i nvo 1ved ina motorbi ke mi shap a 11 ows the human react; ons
to capture the mood.
It was a motor bike as I had guessed. One of those
big, l~acy-looking American machines with wide handlebars and plenty of red paint.
Astride it was the Maori in the sweater, only now
he had put on an oilskin, helmet, and goggles. The
bike was popping and banging and the younger Maori
was trying to balance the sacks of herrings across
the petrol tank.
31

Holcroft, M.H., op. cit., pp.44-45.
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They were at the far side of the bridge as r came
up the slope and as I came out onto the road they
started towards me across the bridge.
The clutch went in with a flourish, the legs which
had been steady; ng the bi ke were drawn up, and the
front wheel bumped over the first plank of the bridge
They were only a fe\lJ yards across when it happened.
Not suddenly, in spite of their speed, but very
gradually, or so it seemed to me as I watched.
The motor bike began to wobble ('Steering gone!'
r thought), then veered towards fue wooden parapet on
the seaward edge and toppled on its side.
r remember there was aloud gr"j ndi ng noi se as
they fell and a great puff of dus t, 'Mus tn't pani c, '
I told myself, and started to jog-trot towards them.
(Landfall, No. 24, p. 292)
There ;s an obvious simplicity about these lines, but their
vividness exemplifies Middleton's descriptive prowess.

The

old bike driven by the tvvc men was "held togethel with number
n

eight wire in many places" and typical of the "old bombs"
common on Ne\>lJ Zealand roads.

Mi ddl eton clearly di sapproves,

but his magnanimity supersedes his reproof of such vehicles,
Dangerous uglY5 mechanical horrors ... Shouldn't
be allowed on the roads. And the way people slaved
to keep them going! Messing around for whole
weekends when they could have been out in the open
som~where, or just doing nothing ... All those suburbanites in the towns, with their old wrecks of
cars in back yards and garages ... Stripping down
engines, reboring~ grinding valves, changing tires,
painting. ('I fitted new r-ings myself, it saves
quite a bit.')
Or perhaps that \>liaS (italics) their way of
enjoying life ... ?
(Landfall, No. 24, p. 293)
q

The publishers of Middleton's collection A Walk on the
Beach note the author's ability to understand the ordinary
peopl e who make up the great major; ty of New Zeal and society.
Apparently simple, Mr. Middleton's style is
the result of constant and disciplined striving for
economy and real i sm, \.~ithout sentimental Hy, he
explores the interaction of background and character
in the lives of the down-and-out, the adolescent, the
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misfits, and--perhaps a greater achievement-of ordi na ry people. 32
These ordinary people are the same as

Sargeson's~

and refreshing perspective is given to them.

but a new

The difference

is in the styles of the two writers--both of whom present a
singularly unselfconscious picture of New Zealand society.
One For The Road is set in a pub--the omnipresent centre
stage of many New Zeal and s hart star; es,

"It was one of those

boozy bar-room encounters I once found so hard to avoid •.. "
The narrator is packed and ready for departure when he
encounters a fellow dr'inker.

The ensuing conversation captures

a typical and homespun subject, but there is no artificiality
about rl1iddleton's presentation of the "New Zealand as God's
Own Country",
'Tlyis country ItJill do me,' he said.
'The country's alright,' I said.
'He set doltlll h'i s 91 ass and ordeted another coupl e.
'Too right it's alright.' he said. 'It's only the
finest lHtle country in the world.'
I laughed.
'Well, what's the matter vlith it? I he asked, placing
his hands against the bar and putting his head on one
side.
rI haven't said a word', I told him. 'It's just that
you sounded like one of those immigration posters.'
'Wel1~ it's perfectly true, anYI'IaY,' he said.
(Landfall, No. 29, p.l?)

Two more of Middleton's stories appeared in Landfall, both
of whi ch were 1ater repub 1i shed in A vJa 1k On The Beach.

The

Greaser's Story is linked with the author's days as a merchant
seaman.

The opening paragraph shows the free-flowing style and

the cosmopolitan attitude Middleton achieves,

32 Middleton, O.E., A Walk On The Beach, op. cit.
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The Kaitiki was one of those reliable old ships
whi ch used to cal~ry cargoes across the Tasman and
around the coasts of Australasia. When I joined
her, she had a mixed crew of Australians, Englishmen and New Zealanders, and her crew's quarters
and food were poor by comparison with the newer
ships. But there was a girl in Sydney I wanted
to see again rather badly, so, although it wasn't
lilY usual job I signed on as a greaser, hung-up
my shore.,;goi ng gear in the 1ockel and looked
around to see who my catrin-mate "JOuld be.
(Landfall, No. 62, p.llG)
n

;

The Collector is a story of men awaiting trial, cat'ing little
about the law, and talking in American slang,
'We just lost a real nice guest, man.'
'You don't say,' echoed Danton's voice from
around the corner.
'Yes man, there's another stud gone out into the
free \'lorl d. '
'That Barker was a real nice stud~'
'Man, he didn't hanTI anybody,
(~l, No. 46, p, 117)
I

It is the exactness of the language used by Middleton's
characters that lends credibility to his stoY'ies.

They are

reflections of a social stratum that lives more by instinct
than pfril osophy, and whose story must be tol d if the true
di mens -j on of soc; ety, spec; fi ca l"Iy in New Zealand and the
Western World, is to be comprehended.

Middleton is an

independent voice in post-war New Zealand literature, a
radical wr'iter whose perception of his own country makes h-im
one of the most significant short shory writers published in
Landfall and elsewhere. 33
33

Middleton's independent political oplnlons clashed with
the more conservative (if not repressive) New Zealand
opinions towards foreign and alien ideologies. The
libel charge brought by Mi ddleton against Truth. is one
of the most unfortunates strange, and distasteful incidents
in New Zealand's short literary past. J-\n c.nthology of Nol.
short stories was prepared for Russian readers, and some
of Middleton's stories were included. Prof. H. Winston
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Maurice Duggan ;s one of the best New Zealand short
s tory write rs whos e reputa ti on owes much to Landfa 11 •

Hi s

first publications appeared in 1945 in the short-lived Anvil,
and in Speaking For Ourselves edited by Frank Sargeson.
Duggan's appreciation of Landfall's confidence is expressed
in

Beginni~

(Landfall, No. 80, p. 335) relating to his

second Landfall submission,34
At this time ... r wrote 'Six Place Names and a
Girl'. It was perhaps less a story that a prose
celebration of a topography and a time that, in
redi s covery and re-creati on, moved me strongly
enough to force me away from what had become a
habit of rhetoric. If it wa.s to be strong, it
had to be simple; the language must be a
focus; ng glass and not, as had up to now been
the case, a sort of beje\lJe lled and empty casket.

33 (conti d) Rhodes reviewed the book and stated; "\1Jhatever
litera_fY or polH-ical objections one may have to this
collection (and these are apt to becolr:e hopelessly
entangled), it was a bold and adventurous attempt to
acquaint the Soviet people with New Zealand as seen
through the eyes of het I;{l"iters" (~!e\,y Zea" and Stati es
for Russian Readets ~ Landfa 11 ~ No. 70, p. l~Charles
BrascTicoinmenteCi. on thecQurt proceed; ngs; '\I/e knoliJ ...
that the shadier tactics of politicians are employed
in other places whete they ate still less excusable,
for instance in univers'ity affai rs; but there they
seldom come into the open. It is unusual to heat a
senior member of a university, and a teacher of English,
at that, make deliberate use of such tactics in the course
of a hearing in a court of law, as happened recently in
Auckland. II Brasch did not .name the teacher, Professor J.e.
Reid, but the conflict of opinions had somewhat brutal
overtones. (Landfall, No. 75, p.221) New Zealand was
still not free of xenophobia.
34 Duggan's f'jrst Landfall submission, a review of the
Auckl and Un; vers Hy Drama Soc; ety Product; on of Dr.
Faustus (1948) is a brief lightweight criticism
passing significance. See Landfall, No.8, December
1948, p.331.

or-
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I learned to murder my darlings; and have mostly
benefited, in my wr-iting, by continuing the painful
slaughter, ever since. Though bits of bombast do
get by ~ of course, to my shame.
The title 'Six Place Names and a Girl' was
supplied by Frank Sargeson. I thought it, and still
think it, a good one. And Landfall published it.
The story is a series of nostalgic flashes;

swimming at

Komata; ducl< hunting at Await,; playing and discovering at
Hikutaia; voyaging at Ngatea; exploring at Karangahake;
summer with the

r~aoris

at Waihi; and a love affair with Pelly.

The achievement of this brief interlude is the extent of
memories placed in a small space of v/riting vividly reflecting
turns of memory and the functi ani ng of the mi nd •

. VOY9ge, published in Landfall, (No. 19) in September
1951 is full of description and colour.
focal points of the story;
was cold."

The elements are the

"the light was grey and the air

And an anonymous fat"e\IJen telegram has a haunting

imperative tone; "Do not let yourself be imposed on by
reality."

There is both reality and poetic unreal-ity in

Duggan's prose;

reality is,

The red flag showing the ship's position at noon
each day moves s 1m'lly across the map. A fri gate
bird flies above the mast. On the horizon~ in the
evening, lightning flashes, trapped in a cloud.
(Landfa 11, No. 19, p. 187)
and the unreality of a lrental vision concludes the story,
From the gables a bird watches, a black stone bird
watches the white bird flying, watches the creeping
mist, untroubled by the cat whose anguished cry .
ravages the decaying silence with teeth of delight.
Crooked ina sycamore an owl cri es :
These are the dimensions of the winter world.
(Landfall, No. 19, p. 188)
Duggan's ability to paint a picture of many dimensions makes
him one of New Zealand's best short story vJriters--in fact
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probably second only to Frank Sargeson among contemporaries.
Duggan has graduated from the typical metaphors of Maoris-inpubs; chi 1dren-growi ng-up ; sol di ers-reachi ng-consummati on-onforeign-battle-fields.

A reviewer of Duggan's latest collection

of stories, O'Leary's Orchard and Other Stories, wrote,
Duggan seems to have all the skills a writer
could hope for: a huge vocabulary and a keen sense
of when to use it, the ability to project himself
sympathetically within B. large variety of characters.,
an unusual judgment in the niceties of story
structure and the gradual revelation of details of
plot and character, the ability to use a dramatic
deve 1opmen t to hei ghten i ncongrui ty and contrast,
and, above all, a subtle but well regulated sense
of humour which never seems to be indulged in for
its own sake but always contributes to something
more substantial. But Duggan's most conspicuous
strength is not techni ca 1 (he does not, for
examp 1e 9 exper; ment much \lJith narrati ve method);
basically, he is simply a most accomplished
stoty-tel1er. 35
The story

~dU

continues Duggan's search for teality.

While the narrator' stands on "the tol1ercoaster deck" of "(Thinks)
of a bath and a drink.,." the question becomes,
To which wor'lel do they, .. belong? To VJhich do Il>Je?
Where in all this is the reality? Don Quixote de 1a
Mancha is now plain Alonso Qu1zano and there is
nothing he can do but die; <IHe is reality transformed. Now we are seeking again reality enough to
take us tilt'ing.
(Landfall 9 No, 24, p.316)
.Y.2Lage (III), entitled also Yes And Back_Allilin, bears a titular
and contextual similarity to

Sa~geson's

Up Onto The Roof And

Down Again.

By the conclusion New Zealand becomes "back again",
36
the arrival after a period of departure.
The situation of

35 The Press (Christchurch)9 Saturday, June 6, 1970, p.4.
36 Duggan wrote in Landfall No. 53, p. 50; "I have the idea
that New Zealancflsan o.vlful country in which to be young-so dull; and so suspicious of youth and so afraid of it.
No, 11m sure it wouldn't hurt the writer to get out, once
; n a whil e ... "
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New Zealand is delightfully described through a conversation
between a French waitress and the narrator,
Catalina who waited on table refused to believe that
I was anything but French: she made opportunity to
say monsieur; she took my empty plate with a clear
merc;; she offered the two words continually as a
sop to my foreignness. Why would I not be French;
there was a p'lane from ~1arseilles? There ",laS also
a boat; there were many boats from that direction.
Mallorca, one sm'll, was the centre of the world;
beyond it were only people who could not get in.
With a little malice we showed her the schoolatlas map of the world and pointed to New Zealand.
It is small, Catalina cried. Is there room? She
examined the map as though she had never seen such
a thing before: it was a gesture of politeness.
But people in Oceania would be French, she believed.
She thought she had heard it said. We compared the
size of Mallorca and New Zealand: Catalina stared
at the tiny dot in the Mediterranean. But it is
central, she said. It is near.
(Landfall, No. 31, p.161)
Such is the psycho logy of a New Zeal ande r who has few i 11 us ions
of false greatness--or apologies for smallness--when discussing
his homeland.
Duggan IS fi rs t Landfall story to concenttate on a New
Zealand setting
private school.

l

In Youth is Pleasure, takes place in a
It describes the tension between a reticent,

clumsy pupil, and the injustice of a teacher, Btother Mark.
The story succeeds in its vivid portrayal of two people who
have an intense dislike of one another, and yet the plot is
simple.
In March 1960 Landfall prepared a questionnaire fO}'
writers in New Zealand.

A total of eight questions attempted

to discover the habits of leading writers concerning time
allotted to writing, and the difficuHies of devoting time to
their work.

In the introduction to the series of questions
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Charles Brasch wrote that ilL iterature in New Zealand has now
had a conti nuous hi story of more than a generati on;

that is,

if we ignore several isolated earlier writers and reckon this
continuity from the twenties. " I I

But Brasch was disturbed by

the number of writers who \A/ere forced to stop writing and
earn ali vi n9 by other means.
This waste of talent may be such that our intellectual
and spiritual growth is all the more likely to fall
behind the material development of the country, while
growth of population vlill not be enough, in this
century, to alter the situation by providing a
viable market.
(Landfa 11, No. 53, p. 37)
Maurice Duggan, in reply to the questionnaire, described the
financial hardship of professional writers in New Zealand--a
hardship that Landfall, ;n principle and ptactice, attempted
to alleviate by paying as much as it could for contributions;
My first story (juvenilia of course) VJas published
over thi rteen years ago. I had sixteen af such stor; es
published--stories not collected into Immanuel IS Land-ItJ; thout payment.
I shaul dn I t thi Ilk that over ten years
I evet made more than tVlenty pounds a year ftom writing,
literary journansrn, etc. I may have risen once, s·ince
then, to n hundred and fifty pounds in one year. I
received nothing for 'Towar'ds the tVjountains'--a story
I can sti 11 thi nk fai lAly we'll of. \'!hen I VIas overseas
I received ninety pounds for 'Guardian'--and I can see
many fauHs in that story. It's cudous comment that
writing for children is more lucrative than writing for
adults; and here I have robbed Peter, so to speak, to
pay Pau'J; or used the children to subsidize the adults.
It's another form of rifling the child allowance.
(Landfall, No. 53, p. 50)

Duggan's part-time jobs are typical of those many New Zealand
writers are forced to take on in order to support themselves,
My last job was as a brush-hand~ painting the
inside of a house. Before that I worked in a venetian
blind factory; and befoloe that as correspondence clerk,
proof reader, van driver (through all one hot summer
collecting suburbia's dirty linen), food canner, etc.
The value of this is obscure to me. The money was
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useful; and live never doubted the value of being
with people. Je suis un homme pour qui 1e monde
exterieur existe. The disadvantage, for one1s
writing, is simply the time and energy spent on
something other than writing; it prolonged my
lapprenticeshipl so to say. I don1t know how
important a djsadvantage that might be.
(Landfall, No. 53, p,51)
Duggan did not submit many stories to Landfa'll under Braschls
editorship, but those that were published stand out as real
achievements of social and personal observation.

Blues for

Miss Laverty, and Riley's Handbook are stories of two people
wi thout any sense of purpose to the; r 1; ves.

Mi ss May

Laverty needs "a little human warmth" while Riley is a vagrant,
My person? Undi sti ngui shed though I bul k somev~hat
large even with the weight off. Head naked and eyes
protuberant, from smoke or booze or lack of sleep,
some tremb 1; ng of hands.
(Landfall, No. 60, p. 319)
These are stodes which beg no questions of a New Zealand
location, but their relevance to the social situation in any
advanced country makes them app l'i cab 1e to th; s country.

Duggan Is

style "is wordy, particu"larly in the inteY'"iot monologue of
Rilets Handbook, yet escapes verbosity because of the detachment of mood.

In A1on~eout Road That Summer a conversati on,

typically "Kiwi", is fonowed by a characteristic Duggan
commentary;

the conversation:

Gooday. How are yuh?
All ri gilt
11m Buster OILeary.
11m Fanny Hohepa.
Yair, I know.
Itls hot.
Itls hot right enough.
You can have a swim when youlre through.
Mightnlt be a bad idea at that.
Over there by the trees.
Yair, I seen it. Like, why don1t you join me, eh?
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I might
Go on) you'd love it.
I might
Goodoh then~ see yuh.
And the commentary ~

A genuine ~rumpy conversation if I ever heard one,
darkly reflective of the Socratic method, rich with
echoes of the Kantian imperative, it's universal mate,
summoning sharply to the minds of each the history of
the first trystings of all immortal 10vers~ the tragic
and tangled tale, indeed, of all star-crossed moanings,
mum and dad, mister and missus unotoo and all. Enough?
I should bloody-well hope so.
(Landfall, No. 65, p. 11)
Of Duggan's stories it can be said "it's univel"sal mate,"

C.K. Stead writes,
Maurice Duggan is perhaps better equipped to turn a
sentence than any other New Zea 1and vir; ter. Yet that
is not the gift which makes 'Along Rideout Road that
Summer' the remarkab"le story it is. It "is not 'prose'
that tangles the heel of the father, retreating from
his discovery, in the 'bra' of the girl wHh vlhom his
son has assumed the 'historic disposition of flesh';
not is it 'prose' that sends him stumbling across the
f"ield his son has p"roughed, 'scattering broadcast the
white and shying gulls 37
l

•

Stead is discussing the style and 'imagination of the story.

He

adds~

A professional critic might wen study 'fllong Rideout
Road that Summer' s"imply as prose. A second might
approach "it sociologically, in terms of race
relations'--and find in it a tone refreshingly casual
and wholesome. A third, coming by a different route,
might see it as a bringing together of two extremes-the literary and the actual--of the New Zealand
consciousness. 38
I

The third issue is most televant to this discussion and defines
the duality of Duggan's prose.

On the one hand is the true

realism, and on the other hand the imaginative quality that

Stead, C.K., New Zealand Short Stories, OUP, (London,1966),
p.xi;;
38 Ibid.
37
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becomes, at times, almost surrealistic.

Where Duggan shows

New Zealand society as distinguishable, he often shows also
that there is no distinction from other countries.

Professor

Rhodes writes of Duggan that, .
He has created a world of his own in which the
personal vision becomes a desperate comment on
the external reality. He is a writer who can be
as oblique and involved as he can be direct and
simple, and if sometimes his manner has
attracted more attention than his matter, his
best work has been the result of a disciplined
struggle to trace the pattern of sadness,
cruelty, lust, deceit, and loneliness that he
di scerns in 1i fe. He makes a poi nt out of its
pointlessness. 39
It is the "personal vision" of Duggan which makes his stories

as cryptic as they are, but the beauty of their style is hard
to m"i ss.

Deep

dO\lJn

in the short story writer is the poet

using the prose form.

Duggan writes of contrasts whether it

That Summer or the sentimenta'lity of O'Learis son Buster.
Both characters show the extreme swing of a generation pendulum,
and neither character discovers the truth that Duggan seeks in
both himself and his stories.
Most critics who have noticed Duggan treat his work warily
as if waiting for more evidence on which to base their critiques.
Terry Sturm, wr"jting in Landfall in March 1971 (No. 97), describes
Duggan as

II

a di ffi cul t v'/riter" and hi s essay bears out these

difficulties of understanding.

Sturm presents an interesting

and informed pioneer essay on Duggan and says of Duggan that,
Although many of his themes and subjects are similar
39

Rhodes, H. Winston, New Zealand Fiction Since 1945,
McIndoe (Dunedi n 1965T: p. 36.
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to those of other New Zealand writers, his
attitudes towards them are difficult to relate
without distortion to any particular pattern
in New Zealand fiction. His scepticism about
'certainties' or 'final truths' is much more
uncompromising than, for ~xample, Frank
Sargeson's.
But what can be related with certainty is the sense that
Landfa 11 fi cti on has come along way si nce the war when
Duggan's stories are compared with earlier ones published in
the quarterly.

While Frank Sargeson is probably the greatest New
Zealand pioneet short story writer; O.E. Middleton the most
vernacular; o,nd Maurice Duggan the most sophisticated of the
contemporary writers; there are also many other Landfall
fict-ion writers whose work is beyond tile scope of this thesis.
HoltJever 5 in order to show the variety of writers and stories

which reflect the sociological theme of "humanization of the
landscape ll • five wtitel"s and a fe\"i specific stories deserve
brief ment"ion.

P,J. Wilson, Roderick

Finlayson~ r'~aur'ice

Shadbolt, C.K. Stead, and John Caselberg, are as varied as any
five writers could be.

But their stories are comparable with

aspects of the themes of Sargeson, Middleton and Duggan.
The· Landfall stories of

P.J.

Sargeson's eloquent use of words.

Wilson are a contrast to
Wilson's stories are simply

cons tructed. yet 1es s curt in ph raseo logy than Mi ddl eton' s
stories.

End of The River (Landfall, No. 16, pp.302-308), a

story told as a first petson narrative, shm"is that Wilson is
also concerned with the NeVJ Zealand character.

The story has
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to do with the imminent departure of the narra.tor l s best
friend (possibly a homosexual relationship) for England.
The lament of the narrator is overt;

IIHe would come back, if

he did, one of the most important men in New Zealand in some
ways, while my own liberalism would expire among acrid chalkdust and the crude guffaws of boys.1I

The friend, about to

leave for Rome and study towards a doctorate, ; s the envy of
the narrator who sincerely wishes that it was he who would
leave IIthese barbari c shores. II

The theme of overseas travel

as the basic ingredient of intellectual stimulation, and the
benef that Ne\lJ Zealand could be a plateau of mediocrity in
its social makeup, is a recurrent idea among some segments of
the population and a theme of

t~ilsonls

story.

And yet New

Zealand's social philistinism is preferable to the moral
ambiguities of Europe and North America,

The exaggerated and

melodramatic conclus"ion of vJilsonls story vlOuld almost
approach humour if it \!vere not for the unlTt'i s takeab 1e si rlceri ty
of the 1 arnent,
I had lost him at last. ~1y shallow integr·ity had
failed lT1e~ while the nub of h"is conviction carried
him far from my grasp to a 1and from wh"j eh he llIi ght
never return g into the ecstatic presence of a God
he had made part of him. And on this ominous
shot'e it seemed the m; sts of Hades slowly descended,
enveloping me but leaving him to ride majestically
on into a radiance that vIas denied my sight and a
warmth that would never touch my aching heart.
(Landfall, No. 16, p.308)
Wilson's stories grapple with the dichotomy that New Zealand
is a country which is hard to come to terms with, yet which
has an indescribable magnetic attraction that is impossible
to banish.

In A Chang~ of

.tl~,
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Away in the distance, across the tumbled hills
and gullies, beyond the first miles of half-cleared land,
was the ma'in range. It stood out sharp and blue,
white-ridged, and the dense, green-black jungle below
its snowy skyl i ne seelT:ed ... forb i ddi ng with a deepseated menace. EVen from the road that untrai 1ed
country, inhabited by only a few remaining Maoris and
the; r dogs, h.ad somethi ng eery about it. There was a
suggestion of cruelty and dark hate in the sodden bush
and icy white water of the falls, in the impenetrable
undergrowth he remembered well, and in the black
impassable gorges with their outcroppings of unscaleab 1e rock. I t was an uncanny fee 1i ng, and nO\"/ its
brooding suspense was heightened by the stormheavy sky. (Landfall, No. 19, p,179)
It is as though the land were alive with images haunting the
artist's mind.

Wilson is frank about his uncertainties.

Farm For Sale is an interesting narrative based on
factual information.

The theme is the uprooted sense of a

farmer, Harry, "who had been looking for a farm for nearly
a year, ever since held sold his old place in the Waikato

and gone south to buy something e1se." (Landfal.l, No. 36,
p. 280).

There is a notable comparison betvveen this story

and T.H. Scott1s South Island ,Journal (LandfalL No. 16)
Just as the geographical insularity of New Zealand and
Australia has allowed two different countries to develop
along individual lines, so Cook Strait, to a much lesser
extent, has allowed the two main islands of New Zealand to
develop different characteristics.

T.H. Scott wrote,

When I 1eft the North Island and came to the South
to live, I felt immediately and overwhelmingly that
I had come to a quite different country. It was
not merely that I had new work to do and new people
to work with. It was not the inevitable strangeness
one experiences in a new city till one gets one's
bearings. Nor was it the subtle difference one
feels about the people themselves--things one
notices first perhaps, as I did, in the slowness
of traffic and folk on the streets, and their
freedom from the sense of urgency I had been used to.
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That kind of thing one is prepared for; it is
soon absorbed and one is perhaps mellowed in some
indefinable way as a consequence.
It was something else. For it stayed with me,
this feeling, for a year or more ...
(Landfall, No. 16, p. 289)
In Wilsonls story

~arry

is specific in his preference for the

South Island,
'The south is much the best place to live in,'
he had told me.
IHow 1st hat? I I s aid.
IThe people are the sort I understand,l he said.
INot like these jumped-up Waikato types live been
working among for the past few years. And itls more
civilized down there. Life is more stable and people
are more considerate.
(Landfall, No. 36, p.281)
But Harry was a "puritanll and an lIidealist" who "In his
imagination ... used to live in the old free-and-easy friendly
pioneer days, and he tried to make his own existence approximate
to that life, an aim natural enough I suppose for someone who
was

b\~ought

up in the bush.

was idealistic as well.

1I

Scott1s image of the South Is'land

There is particularly the sense of

underpopula.tion in the southern region;
Yet immediately in the South Island I had sensed
this strangeness~ as if I had stepped into a world
of a different order, the meaning of which I could
not grasp. Looking back I see how it had begun to
touch off my i magi nati on \lJi UIOUi: my bei n9 ab'l e to
tell why. For though I had explored the Port Hills
and gazed south and north over the plains, there
was a sense in which I had felt that everything
was exactly as I had always expected it to be.
lt was only after I had seen more of the country
that I realized that this impression had quite
misled me. For only then did I discover that
there on the hills the feeling of strangeness had
been present too. I had been feeling there the
edge of sornethi ng, as it were, as one g1 i mpses
and is disturbed by the inside of a room from
things seen just outside.
(Landfan,
- - No. 16, p.290)
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The land becomes humanized by such reflection, and the
di fference between the North and South Isl ands--as much a
question of light, shadows, and colours, as one of topography--is determined in the mind of one perceptive observer.
The idea of the "personality of the land" is a part of
VIilson's story.

Harry is a farmer/businessman, full of

ideals, but harried by the landgrabbers who infest the land
that is more to him than a simple investment,
'Harry's a stubborn chap,' I said. 'To him
farming is something that shouldn't be mixed up in
things like that. His standards and ideals are
different from most people's, and you can be
mighty sure that he wants to retain them. Yes,
even if it means return; n9 to the slavery of ada; ry
farm for the rest of his life.
(Landfall, No. 36, p.287)
Harry's 'failure in Christchurch was a shock to him."

The

man of ideals and dreams had collided with the sort of dishonesty tmval"ds land purchase \vhich brought about the da\Akest
. age of New Zealand's European his'toty and the "theft" of
Maori land--at least theft as the Maoris understood the value
of lal1d,

Harry realized,

... that the man \\fho was sell i n9 that property had
lied to him about the quality ernd condition of the
land, had asked an exorbitant price and hadn't even
told him he would have 'to pay for his irrigation
water. All his personal beliefs were contradicted.
He took it very hard, and it was a blow to his ideals ...
(Landfall, No. 36, p.282)
Wilson's fine story captures a less palatable aspect of life
in New Zealand where a man with ideas of fair play finds his
attitude at variance with the rigours of capitalism, profit
motive and dishonesty.

In a sense it is the story of a rural

inhabitant confronting the new morality of the city and finding
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that his own strict code of ethics is no longer entirely
relevant.

Wilson 9 like Middleton and Sargeson, is an

economic writer painting a vivid picture in few words.

It

is unfortunate that Wilson was not published in Landfall
Country, part;cula'rly II/hen his story Farm For Sale is both
competent and exact; n9 in its 1i terary and soci a1 aspects.
Wilson's contributions to Landfall diminish after 1955.
I~!LBreaking

Point is a story of lineliness and desolation.

Jack and Pip come close to a separation when they visit the
isolated shack that could become their home.

It is a personal

and simple story of human emotions "out here in these bat'ren
bush-fired hills at the end of the clay road from the Caves."
(Landfall, No. 47, p, 210).

The problems of living far from

towns and cities are acute for people unwilling to embrace a
pioneer

Spil~it,

'You knoltJ I like the country and the bush. But hm\!
can two people live together in one r'oorn l-ike that?
Not even any sanitation.'
The~yryman's T~

is o.nother story shov'ring

vJilson~s

concern

for ind'ividuals facing injustice or socia"1 imposition,

It is

a classic account of a situation where property rights overrule human rights.

A Maori truck

driver~

his hand smashed

in a truck accident, is not awarded the "five thousand smacks"
he believes to be his due as a result of his disability.

When

the verdict of "No damages to be awarded" is given the juryman
is left " ... there in the box with the agony of our humiliation
and our shame," (Landfall, No. 55, p.242).

The story emphasizes

the author's empathy \!lith the downtrodden--though one cannot
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be certain that the plaintiff's Maori heritage is not
designed to heighten the injustice.

After all, there are a

great many Maori truck drivers,
Apart from book reviews, Wilson's final submission to
Landfall under Charles Brasch ;s a recollection of James
Courage,

~Jilson

could be writing of himself when he writes

of Courage,
He was a writer of meticulous taste, who wrote a
clear stubborn prose and had the highest concern
for formal matters in hi s art.
(Landfall, No. 71, p.234)
Courage's fear of New Zealand's outlook on life was " ... the
puritan narrowness, the hardness and rawness of New Zealand
as he remembered it,"

Wilson attacked this narrowness without

escape to the northern antipodes or an unhappy self-exile.
Like other writers who have braved the apathetic artistic
climate of New Zealand, Wilson had, perhaps, more courage
than those who left this country but could never forget it.

Roderick Finlayson, like David Ballantyne, published
only two stories in Landfall.

This is surprising \""hen consid-

ering Finlayson's reputation as the author of Brown Man's
Burden (1938), a major attempt by a pakeha writer to comprehend the fundamental differences between pakeha and Maori
New Zealanders.

Sweet Beulah Land (1942) is another major

contribution of New Zealand literature.

Perhaps Finlayson's

stories are more interesting for their substance than for
their craftsmanship as he is one of the very few New Zealand
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writers who has been able to write about the Maori people
on their own cultural terms, without sentimentality or
patronisation.

E.H.

~1cCormick,

in his role as doyen of

New Zealand cl"itics, writes of Finlayson,
Fi n1ayson' s \"/ork is often so good, Dccas i ana lly
so profound that one is puzzled by its failure to
amount, in the total, to something more impressive.
A tangible answer to a complex question lies in
the writer" s indifference to the refinements of
his chosen form. His fiction reveals small
interest in technique and of external influence
scarcely a trace. Thus in presenting Maori speech
he usually adopts a convention current in journalism
for hal f a century, the staccato Engl i sh sentence
sprinkled with 'Ehoas!' and 'Py korrys!' Though
the convention works, it imperfectly represents the
ori gi na 1, and at ti mes it betrays the author into
a condescending attitude that is far removed from
his intentions, Th'is acceptance of the ready-made,
together with other features of Finlayson's
writing--the loose-ends, the solecisms, the homespun philosophy--blunt the force of his fiction
and weaken the 'j mpact of hi s mass i ve integrity,
Artlessness has its own virtues and its own
peculiar strength; but in the long run it is no
substitute for art. 40

McCormick is being reasonably fair in this summation of
Finlayson, and goes on to say that "If one speaks of art in
reference to contemporary

Ne\AJ

Zealand fi cti on s that is 1arge ly

due to the achievement of Frank Sargeson,'1

As a critic,

McCormick cannot lower his sights when it comes to craftsmanship and artistic standard, but he has also recognized the
great significance of Finlayson"s "profundity."

In the

cause of a maturity of attitude and a depth of substance one
might hazard the suggestion that these merits may "substitute
for art" in the short run as the building stones of a country's

40 McCormick, E.H"
1959, p.132,

New Zealand Literature, OUP, (London,
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literary character.

Again, however, such acceptance ranges

perilously close to "literary adolescence" and. the contagious
double standard.
If other pakeha writers are any indication, it seems
virtually impossible to translate Maori expressions into the
English language.

Sylvia Ashton-Warner's book Greenstone

approaches Maoritanga with an almost poetic quality as if she
were translating Maori myths,
"This is the greenstone Takarangi. Your
ancestors all wore it. Tikawe wore it, your grandmother viha; wore it, your mother I(aa wore it and
soon you are to wear it and your first daughter will
I'vear it and so through the generati ons, It is
passed over while the wearer is still alive so that
it a lvJays remai ns warm. The greenstone Takarangi
has never grown col d.
41
"This greenstone Takarangi is alive .. ,'I
Such writing has no intention of recreating an aural Maori
idiom,

It is straight pakeha-English conveying the cultural

beliefs of the

r~aor'i.

F'inlayson attempted a further step--

the sounds of Maori English on pakeha ears--and this McCormick
believes to have failed.

F-in1ayson r-ecognizes the axiom that

the [l'Jaor; way of s peaki n9 is the only 1egiti mate means of
communicating Maori culture and thought-process, and if he
falls short in the translating, Finlayson can be aptly regarded
as a writer of significant social pieces.
In Beginninqs (Landfall, No. 77) Finlayson condemned
'bur ruthlessly technological and acquisitive society" and

41

Ashton-Warner, Sylvia, Greenstone, Whitcombe &Tombs Ltd.,
(London, 1966), p. 140.
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found among the Maoris, his friends, an alternative to the
way of life of which he so strenuously disapproved,
As always with the rebel, I turned away from the
crowd, a\lJay from the content and the se If-sati sfi ed.
I turned from the Pakeha and turned to the Maori.
Due perhaps to some quirk of far and ancient
ancestry, but' certainly not to any studied attempt
at understanding, I found it natural for me to
identify myself with the ~1aori. I, a Pakeha, can
be Maori when I wish--or perhaps I am mostly Maori
and can play Pakeha only when I try hard. So it
didn't sLwprise me that sometime before I was
b/enty, arr; vi ng as it were out of nO\J.Jhere, yet
I was welcomed into a ~~aot'i home, accepted as
one of the family and soon admitted to and even
consulted in their family discussions. For me
it was the most natural place to be, and those
things the most natural for me to do. Dear old
Hon; Ngawhika one night said to me, 'Roddy, I
don't know hm'J it is, but I know you are not a
Pakeha, Roddy. You are a Maori. '
(Landfall, No. 77, p.77)
Finlayson owed his beginnings as a shol',t story writer to the
encoUl~agement

of D1Arcy CresswelL

In a. tribute to his

patron, with whom he worked on farms during the Depression,
Finlayson recalled a confrontat'ion in a pub that embraces
more than one classic attitude towards different peoples;
\1e called in at a little country pub for a beer
and in the bar we met a young man I knew. He was
quarter Maori and rather touchy, never quite able
to make the most of either world let alone both.
I introduced 0' Atcy ~vho made some friendly remark 9
but the younger man was in one of his moods having
a1teady had a few beers.
'You ate an Englishman' he said to D'Arcy.
'No, a New Zealander,' D'Arcy replied.
IBut you speak as an Englishman.' The quarter
Maori had a pleasant voice and spoke finely enunciated
English as many Maori or part Maori people do.
'Now I am a ttue (italics) New Zealander' he declared.
'So am I' (sic) D'Arcy replied quietly but also
standing on his dignity, looking dO\lJn his nose as he did
at such times.
'No you are not. 1
'But I am,'
'Then why speak like a bloody Englishman?'
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'I speak as I was brought up to speak' D'Arcy said.
'And I have lived many years in England.
'Well' said the young man. 'You will go back to England
and you will stay there. Only do not imagine that you
will be any happier there or that the English will
welcome you. I too have been there,'
He banged his glass down and stalked out of the bar.
And D'Arci thoughtfully rolled himself a smoke.
This episode is carefully told so that the balance between
opponents is not lost.

It had more than simply passing

significance to the writer.
Finlayson's first Landfall
(Landfall~

story~

A Little Gift for Harry

No. 24), again shows a keen knowledge of the Maori

people, and contains some of the dialectical interchanges
McCormick finds farfetched,
'Hello, r~eri!". You see, you people, my prayer
answered, eh?' His big honest face shone with
simple pleasure. 'Now I never need keep that
holy medal no mo\~e, Pethaps it not so good for
a fellow like n2 to keep it now and never go to
church. I don't knovI,'
(Landfall, No. 24, p.300)
The little gift for Harry 'is an American d'ime which holds the
value of a "phoney holy meda1."

The

girl~

r'1er'i, 'is at the

tang; and

l~emains

for her.

Harry leaves for the city with the coin in his pocket,

disinterested in Har'ry's sho\\' of affection

and, comforti ng hi mse If that

r~eri

woul d be unhappy in the city

anyway, keeps the battered medal as a memory of the; t' part; ng.
The story reveals Finlayson's understanding of the unsettling
ri ft between the urban experi ence of Maori s and the; r tradHi ana 1
1i fe of the marae.
ma te ri ali sm.

It; s the difference between maoritanga and

Finlayson would agree with one Maori leader,

Mrs. Whetu T; ri katene Sull ivan, the

r~ember

for Southern Maori

in Parl'i ament, that Maori s who 1eave the marae for the ci ty
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become members of an urban proletariat where, to some extent,
they lose their identity and cultural her-itage.
Finlayson's second story, The Bulls, is the story of a
bull being ringed in the nose,

The confrontation between the

male symbol of the life force and the marks imposed on this
symbol by a human plan is the action of this story.

~~hile

the ; nci dent coul d occur in any agri cul tura 1 country, the
specification that Steve is lithe drover from Matapoi" identifies
the exact location.
E.H. McCormick's obvervation that Finlayson's art is
erratic in

standa\~d

may be accepted, but Finlayson's Landfall

stories provide two important insights into New Zealand society.
The first insight is Finlayson's unmistakable
and empathy for the Maori consciousness.

compassion

There m; ght be short-

comings in the presentation of Maori speech, a shortcoming that
Middleton so excellently overcame with reference to pakeha
speech.

But Finlayson is one of the few pakeha writers whose

concern for the Maori people is void of patronizing insincerity.
Instead, as Finlayson clarifies in Beginnings, the reader is
left with a real sense that Maoritanga has much to teach pakeha
New Zealand culture.

Finlayson, like F.E.

~1an;ng

in Old New

Zealand, might be the best contemporary pakeha/Maori short
story writer.

The second insight ;s Finlayson's concern for

the impersonality of the city.

While examples of "outsiders"

in New Zealand cities are usually Maoris in Finlayson's stories,
there is the haunting suspicion that the city alienates all
inhabitants in one \fJay or another.

The culture of the cities,
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as Professor Rhodes describes a post-war literary trend in
New Zealand literature, is the most notable new theme among
contemporary short story writers.

Life in the cities is more

sophisticated than that in war or during childhood, so the
urban theme necess arily becomes a part of the New Zeal and
writer's concern as the cities expand.

It is Finlayson's

grasp of the themes of Maori con sci ousness and the urban
scene that makes his Landfall stories important from the
sociological viewpoint.

Perhaps the themes are larger than

Finlayson's capacity to present fine art, but, in an age of
literary pioneers, there is merit in a writer's understanding
of, and concern for, his social environment.

Maurice Shadbolt, best known for his novel This Summer's
~illq

po1.£I1;n, was first published in Landfall with the story
.6gai n

~rrow

(La.ll<ifill, No. 36).

The story of youths and

the; r gi rlfri ends at a country dance underl i nes aspects of
jealousy between males and females.

The strength of the

story is in its ability to illustrate inner emotions.

Another

story, End of Season, vie\tJs the landscape from a passing car
where the sight of a girl triggers "funny things" ;n the
narrator's mind.

The description of the landscape is equally

vi vi din effect;
Unsheltered, stilted up on high foundations, the
Kahu house stood in a flat open space of swampy
country. It was small and boxl i ke ~ unpai nted, with
a sagging front verandah. Cowbails and several old
sheds of varying sizes stood to the rear; circling
the whole group of buildings was a thin line of
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recently-p 1anted young trees 9 touched with a new
green. Fences spoked out over the unattractive land;
some twi s ted and half-fa 11 en, others, newly·owi red,
spearing stiffly upright. Cows grazed, slack-bellied
after spring birth or still heavy with calf.
(Landfall, No. 40, p.295)
Shadbolt's characters are often driving past sights and
reflecting on them.

In a very real sense the outside world

beyond the car windows affects the inner thoughts of the people
insideumost of whom are young and emotional.
Lo~

In Play The Fif§..

(Landfall, No. 41) Helen and Gerald are once again riding

along;
She recognized his mood as they drove to the party;
he sat stiffly silent behind the wheel, his impassive
face flickered by light and she knew he would be
examining a new approach, calculating her response.
She was almost certainly in for another serious
talk: in his delightfully subtle fashion he had
even prepared the way, at dinner, by telling her
about his new promotion at the office.
The street into which the car turned was broad
and prosperous, with large white homes set back among
ordered tangles of dark greeney'y. Streetl amps
obscured by trees, sprinkled winking lights over
the car-bonnet,
(Landfall s No. 41, p.37)
9

-~.~,-

The vernacular

stol~

concludes with a broken-hearted Helen

running past environmental structures that are personified
'in description,
Somewhere, somehow, she must have taken a wrong
turning. She was, suddenly, quite lost; the
familiar part of the city was vanished behind her;
ahead it was new and strange. Sagging and weedtangled~ rickety buildings conjured from nightmare lined her ~ljay: and the hollow eyes of
unlighted windows.
(Landfall, No. 41, p.53)
And, as lithe wind grieved through overhead wi res
with a jilted girl in her friend's arms.

II

the story ends
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Shadbolt's best Landfall story, printed also in Landfall
Country, is entitl ed After the Depress i on.

It is a hi 9h ly

descriptive story, set firmly in the New Zealand political
and geographi ca 1 envi ronrnent.

A couple and thei r baby

are

on their way to a remote mining town--probably on the South
Island's West Coast--where the husband, William Morrison,
has been offered employment.

As the story unfolds it becomes

evident that Morrison is a radical union-man, bent on
changing the existing relations between labour and management.
It is a story of complacent workers who, though dissatisfied

with their lot, are unwilling to jeopardize their jobs by
complaints or strikes.

They are unw"illing to lose IItheir

square ugly homes with strips of gardens and patches of lawn.
(~s

No. 48, p, 331)

1I

The end'irlg is an abrupt and anti-

climactic finish to an effect"ive story, except for the image
of the couple plodding three rnnes back to the railway station
from Itihere they had recently

walked~

(Where we going?' the child said.
(Shush~' said the ~\'oman,
'Daddy's taking us,·
The sun sank; the valley was shadowed, In the east
the clouds were pale and curdled; in the west they were
gal d and pi nk.
(~Jhy~' said the child.
(Landfall, No. 48, p.331)
The childis question ;s a moralistic conclusion to a story which
illustrates Shadbolt's vivid description of a fact in New
Zealand labour-management relations and the deep historic
significance of these relations to New Zealand.

The surround-

ing landscape described in the story appears weirdly relevant
to the psychological problems of the Depression years and the
i mmedi ate aftermath ina country whi ch suffered extensi ve ly and
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reacted wi th radi co. 1 reforms,
The sun warmed the pale sky, lighting a landscape
stripped and harsh. On the upper slopes of the hills,
where limestone outcrops stood gaunt against the sky,
were long-dead trees, tangled and whitened, and
giant ulcers of erosion scabbed with weeping crusts
of clay and papa; on lower ground lank wire fences
straggled abo~t small pine-sheltered farmhouses.
Loose-bellied cows grazed on pasture of dead
green colour. The road unwound slowly, a thin
stri p of cl ay and b1ui sh metal edged wHh ti -tree
and gorse. They came, at length, to a crossroad ...
(Landfall, No. 48, p.323-4)
The omens inferred from the hosti le 1andscape show that the
author sees the environment as a setting for the plot of the
story.
The Room, published in Landfall in 1962, is a sentimental
story of a dead girl and her loneliness. It is another example
of Shadbolt's ability to let his chara.cters live naturally in
their respective situations.

They live, remember, and die in

a familiar 'vJay, "In a world wliere uncertainty I,vas the rule ... "
(~ll~ No. 63, p. 231)

C.IC Stead's single Landfall story, A Race Apatt, I'las
~---

chosen for Landfc':.1.l Country,

The story begins at the end,

setting out information, and returning to the pages ofa
diary.

The diary, wr"itten by the aristocratic lady of an

English household, provides a formal literary style for the
narrative,
attitude

,I

The story concerns the clear difference ln

bet~veen

ar; stocracy.

a trave 11 i ng New Zea 1ander a.nd the Eng1 i sh

Andrew Ni cho 1son, who happens to be a top

athlete, is the New Zealander working as chauffeur for the
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English family.

He sees the job as working employment while

he travels, but his employers, oblivious to the theories of
New Zealand egalitarianism, see him as one of the servants-yet, because of his education and eloquence, he soon becomes
a friend of the family.

The writer of the diary talks to

Nicholson in the crucial part of the story where the author's
own opinion seems to be exercised;
I .•. questioned Nicholson further. He had been
brought up, he said, in the countl~y, His father
ran cattle on the slopes of a mountain range
and made extra money dragging timber from the
forests with a bullock team. He added that he
hoped this information satisfied my feeling for
the romance of a far-flung Empire.
It did. Life in the colonies has fascinated
me since I first read about them as a girl. I
wanted to talk to Nicholson reasonably--to learn
somethi n9. But there v~as nothi ng one coul d do
with (his) sulkys boyish aggressiveness.
--\JJhat are New Zealand cit'ies like? I asked
He said that at least the sun knew how to shine on them.
--I suppose there are wonderful opportunities for
modern architecture in a young country.
I had seen a design for an opera house in Australia
which made me think this was probably so. I was
surprised to see that Nicholson thought I was joking.
--New Zealand is a spiritual dependency of Europe,
he said "'lith heavy sarcasm. Plustral'iiJ. too. SU1Aely
you I ve heard that 5 Everyti"ri n9 we have out there is
an inferior copy of a European model.
(Landfall, No. 54, pp.142-143)
The classic misinterpretations implied here are very likely
closely connected with the author's satiric opinion.
Nicholson's homing instinct is not satisfied.

But

He breaks his

back in a car accident and marries the Honourable Clara
Smith-\tJithers, a VJoman "well-known in Red Cross circles".
Despite his injury Nicholson was no longer socially a member
of "a race apart."
that the ex-patri ate

But there is the ever-present suspicion
Ne\l/

Zealander in the s tory must do
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\
something dramatic before being acceptable by other people's
standards.

Stead's story is a subtle satire on the fantasies

of both Englishmen and New Zealanders, and the tale of "a race
apart" is more a declaration of independence than a sense of
alienation.
It should not be presumed that all successful Landfall
stories have a sociological reference.

In fact many stories

succeed because there is no social comment, and some, like
those of Mauri ce Duggan, are as s1 gni fi cant
and artistry as for substance.
an esoteric

quality~

foy'

technique

Many competent stories had

and the last \lJriter to be mentioned

will be John Caselberg.
Caselberg's

stories can be appreciated for their lyricism

and wei rd effects si nee there is no attempt at portray; n9 the
sociological imagination.

The stories are examples of an

intensl:: subjectivity 9 and remain obscure and cryptic,

John Co.se lberg' s four

l.andf~ll

star; es are s tyl i sti cally

distinct from others published in the periodical.

Caselberg

;s a minor writer as fat' as quantity is concerned, but in his
delight in the poetic description of the landscape and natural
elements he is an important New Zealand writer.

Frequently

there ;s a psychological vision joined by a variety of
surreal images,
Sometime after dark a bri ght s tar came up over the
mountai ns. It shone out of the 1ustre of the sky
onto black-etched summits of the mountain barrier,
half-lit the shapes of cliffs and falling ridges,
showed by their furrowed gloom mazes of gullies
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and gorges in the valley below, and shone a little
on pools in the river.
(Landfall, No. 24, p.304)
The story, Hili eh Red Heart, is perhaps more a seri es of images
than a story.

It is a narration of natura" activities choreo-

graphed by an unseen force until liThe bri ght star di sappeared
and mist rose in the valley. II

The Halt (Lancjfall_, No. 38) is

another crypt; c story contai ni ng passages suggest; ve of Maori
legend, and often even resembling the tone of legends of the
North American Indians in an Australian setting.
Today they woul d go down from the j umb 1ed r; dges to
meet Wonambi~ the huge man-eating snake, who long
ago had thrown up Gondiri, Nullabor, this giant
plain; of \vhom they had heard far away in the
north in her own land; who even now guarded its
v"ater-holes and stood sometimes upri gilt and
threatening to the top of the sky ...
~~~gfall ~ No. 38, p.lOD)
Earth

~Jater.J:jte

_Air is dedicated to Thor thus exemplifying

the supernatural quintessence of Caselberg's stories.

His

interest in the elements presents a picture most unlike New
Zealand.

But~

as in most of Case'lberg's

more important than the 1ocat; on.
pub 1i shed 'I n

Lan~,

stories~

the auto. ;s

[1 i E) ~9 Saba,chthani,

No. 4·L and also in .Landfa 11 CountrY,

is certainly Caselberg's most consistent Landfall story and
the biblical context places elemental descriptions in a
primordi"l perspective.

It is 'a picture of a planet in

turmoil with a molecular beginning turning to the creation
of life in the shape of a fish.

The spectacular life force

begins its symbiotic existence with the natural elements;
He broke to the surface, stretched his neck and
peered at the i ce-'F1 0'11 ahead ~ di ved openi 119 and
closing his bill consuming the euphasid, sped for
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th; rty yards under the surface then, in mi d-dash,
jerked hi s tail back and up and hi s curved body
up and shot propelled out of the water into the
full blaze of the sun.
(Landfall, No. 41, p.20)
If Caselberg's stories prove one thing it is that Landfall
fiction could be noted as much for its variety as for its
standard and the sociolog"ical reference,

Landfall published, between 1947 and 1966, a varied
selection of New Zealand short stories.

Some were nebulous,

some excellent, some disappointing and none very bad.

It

would be unfair to capsulize the stories of the first eighty
issues for qualitative criticism since the short story is a
continuing tradition and Landfall, like The Listener under
Holcroft, has never attempted to sponsor and promote a
specific school of writers.
are ha\'d to dete\'mine.

Consequently identifiable trends

The short story has proved to be a

diff'icult medium for successful results, and a populer
medium for mediocre results, but Charles Brasch understood
the signif"icance of the story to New Zealand cuHure and tried,
with considerable success, to banish the mediocre and banal
story.

The stories that do not seem to work too well may

have the reverse effect on the taste of di fferent cr; ti cs.
It is tY'ue to say that Landfall

IS

stories have progressed from

simple war stories and tales of childhood to mature illustrations
of social and pe\'sonal conditions of people in the New Zealand
environment.

L dfallis stories, as Joan Stevens said, "focus

on a moment on ly"

N Z Short Star; es

Pri ce

~,1"i 1burn),

illuminate the sHuation of life in "Landfall country",

and
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The short story writer in New Zealand has another task
besides artistic merit,

He must use his imagination to

interpret. his experience,

Charles Brasch wrote in 1948,

•. ,we know very little about each other at more than
a superficial level; we display our bodies freely,
but keep our thoughts to ourselves ... The jealous
conformity of New Zealand soci ety and its refusal
to countenance any deviation from the 'normal',
betrays the same uncettai nty. Its reacti ons have
a dual nature, for they are also those of a
frontier society closing its ranks against the
enemy wi thout--the un reconc; 1ed vas tness of the
natural surroundings,
(Landfall~ No.7, p.169)
Reconciliation vvith self and society ;s the writer's need if
he is not to write in a vacuum.
Public disinterest has been the main plague of the
New Zealand short story writer.

The reading public consists

of an already cOllverted aud; ence even though independent
publications like Landfall are available at a smaller cost
-~~

than most books.

There has been the problem of the loss of

expatriate writers such as Katherine Mansfield.

But, as Brasch

pointed out,
Other writers, pursuing their art single-mindedly,
found New Zealand intolerable, inimical to the arts
and to any freedom of life and spirit--as it was, as
it is only now ceasing to be--and left it to live
abroad. Frank Sargeson went abroad and returned to
live as a vJriter, and a writer only, in New Zealand;
vvhich meant, at that t-ime, to live as a virtual
outcast from society. By his courage and his gifts
he showed that it was possible to be a writer and
contrive to live, somehow, ;n New Zealand, and all
1ater writers ate in hi s debt.
(Landfall, No, 25, p.3)
It is a fact that too many writers are forced fot financial
reasons to vlri te only as a pastime and to carry out
alternative employment.

While Landfall helped significantly
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to "lay foundations" (No. 40, p.276) in the build"ing of a New
Zealand culture, the short stories which appeared in its pages
reveal that the task of establishing a short story tradition
has only just begun.

The post-war years, however, will in

retrospect probably appear to future critics as the crucial
changeover from adolescence to maturity in style, technique
and substance.

Brasch believes that

II • • •

literature is rooted

in histori' and that,

A work of literature, to be read justly, has to be

placed in its setting of ideas and movements, in the
stream of human history; only then will it yield
its full meaning.
(Landfall., No. 73, p.3)

Landfall's short stories are experiments in truth and prove
that New Zealand ;s living by "an imaginative light of its
own.

II

The relevance of the short story is its parabolical

and illustrative quality and the focussing on the nerves of

human experience.

C.K. Stead eloquently captures the relevance

of these foci;
\~hy are (short story) scenes memorable? Why is
one compelled--by that power which belongs uniquely
to fi ct'j on--to store them as if they were real? It
is not to an 'idea ' one has responded. There ;S~ I
suppose it may be said. a 'perception'--about our
society~ about ourselves--bodied forth in these
scenes; but if so, it is a percepti on more comprehensive, more satisfying. and more general (its
instance being more parti~ular) than anything which
may be stated in intellectual terms. 42

42

Stead. C.I<., op. cit., p.x;;.
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LANDFALL AND THE MAORI
The Maori has had little influence on New Zealand
1iterature, but a bri ef chapter; s necessary to comment on
the sparse but important submissions of Maori poets and
pakeha critics.to Landfall.
There are two ma; n reasons for the 1ack of Maori
influence on New Zealand literature.

First, the English

language is not yet fully accepted by the Maori as the
medium of cultural expression.
second language to the Maori

and

In fact, English is a
has not yet (if indeed it

ever will) displaced the Maori language.

Second, the Maori

culture in the past has been passed from one generation to
another orally so that there is no written culture or 1iterature.

This second reason might allow English to increase

in importance as the medium of Maori creative writers because
of the scope of its vocabulaty and lingLdstic flex'ibility,
but it may never replace the

I~aori

1anguage as the bas i s of

Maori culture or Maoritanga.
Only three Maori poets contributed

t6~andfall;

Rarawa I<erehoma, Hone Tuwhare ~ and Rov/l ey Habi b.

Hone Tuwhare s

who began writing seriously as late as 1956 at the age of
thirty fours has been actively involved with Maori affairs.
Tuwhare is a socialist who has worked for the Maori Advancement
Committee and the Te Mahoe Local of the New Zealand
Union.

l~orkers

Tuwhare's considerable significance as a creative writer

is that he has turned political commitment into a personal
literary commitment,

In a foreword to Tuwhare!s first
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collection of poems R.A. K,

r~ason

wrote in February 1963,

After many generations of racial intermingling
in our country, th; ngs have become interfused:
in poetry, as in life itself, this is manifested
in many forms. Here--and I think this is for the
first time--is a member of the ~1aori race qualifying
as a poet in English and in the idiom of his own
generation, but still drawing his main strength
from his own people. 1
Tuwhare is the most signif'icant Maori poet writing in English
and has published in Landfall, The Listener, Te Ao Hou,
Northland Magazine,

~otive~

Mate, and other periodicals.

Tuwharels first Landfall poem, II Lamentll, was IIsuggested by
a Tangi ;n Sir George Grey1s Nga Moteatea.

1I

The distinctive

qualities of this poem are the first elegaic stanzas,
In that stti dent summer of battle
when cannon-gtape and ball
tore down the pointed walls
and women snarled as men
and blood boiled in the eyes:
in the proud winter of defeat
he stood UnYIea ry
and a god among men.
(Land~fall ~ No, 45, p.45)
and the final acceptance of death,

I bear no ma1"ice~ let none stahl my valedictions
For I am at one with the wind
the clouds' heave and the slapping rain
the tattered sky and the wild solitude
of the sea and the streaming earth
whi ch I kneel to ki ss .•.••

Both quotations show Tuwhare to be a competent poet while
their substance refers directly to the Maori lI;n the proud
winter of defeat ll and his beating of IIno malice." If
there is a double entendre in these stanzas it is certainly
calculated.
1 Tuvvhate, Hone, No Ordi nar~ Sun, Longman Paul Ltd.,

(Auckland, 1969T.
P.5, foreword.

First published September 1964.
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Rarawa Kerehoma published a lament in

Landfall~

No. 56,

entitled "vJaiata Tangi" and translated by Barry Mitcalfe.
The poem was originally written for an English and Maori
opera called "Tangaroa. 1I

The most notable quality of this

poem is its sensitivity to natural things.
The smallest fern,
Even the mamaku
That hangs of its own weight down
Is stronger than I.
(Landfall, No. 56~ p.323)
Rowley Habib, the third Maori poet to publish in Landfall
was born of a Maori mother and a Syrian father.

This background

perhaps helps to explain why Habib's poetry is very different
from that of Tuwhare and Kerehoma.

There is the same emphasi s

on natural elements,
Fall undaunted spring rain. Fall unheeded
Straight and true to the earth.
Fall. Fall. Straight and true.
(Landfall
- - - - ~ No. 57, p.30)
.

But there is an underlining of subjective feel'ing that is less
concerned

Vii

til

r~aori

cul ture than 'i s tile poetry of Tuwhare

and Kerehoma,

o let

me see the blossoms swell amid the magic of your
/fal1ing,
Let me see the heavy- 1eaved trees
Bow with the weight of your waters upon them.

Habib is a more cosmopolitan poet who submits to nature (III
submit myself to you") in a deeply personal, non-political
manner.

Habib, Tuwhare and Kerehoma, appeared in Landfall

between 1958 and 1962.

No more of the; r poems appeared in

the quarterly under Brasch's editorship.
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Charles Brasch had a definite idea of the significance of
Maori culture for New Zealand,

He saw the Maar; ancestors

as a di fferent form of occupati on in the 1and.

In a recent

interview, Brasch described a wartime collection of poems,
Di sput~~ Ground,

as beoj ng,

II .•. provoked by the th reat of death at the beg; nni ng
of the war--I don't mean personally, but just the
general threat that overhung everything. It was
then I wrote the 'Islands' poems. The threat was
a treath to New Zealand too, to the whole of
civil"ization. 1I 2
Brasch is unafraid to use the word 'civilization', and when
hi s poem IIForerunners II ; s quoted it seems that the I:JOrd does
not apply exclusively to European civilization;
Not by us was the unrecorded stillness
Broken, and in thei r monumental dawn
The rocks. the leaves unveiled;
Those who were before us trod first the soil
And named the bays and mountains; while round them spread
The indefinable currents of the human,
That still about their chosen places
Trouble the poignant air.
But their touch was light; warm in their hearts holding
°i mage, they had no need to impress themselves
like conqu2rors, scarring it with vain memorials,
They had no fear of being forgotten.
Thp 1and IS

In the face of our different coming they retreated,
But without panic, not disturbing the imprint
Of their living upon the air, which continued
To speak of them to the rocks and the sombre, guarded lakes.
The earth holds them
As the mountains hold the shadows by day
In the; r powerful repose, only betrayed by ali ngeri ng
Twil i ght in the hooded tavi nes.

2 This interview, IIConversation \~/ith Charles Brasch,1I was
conducted by Ian ~ilnner "lrl Landfa'l'i No. 100 TPf.)."344-372).
This reply appeared on page
is one of the most
important featutes ever printed in Landfall.
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Behind our quickness, our shallow occupation of the easier
Landscape 9 the; r unprotesti n9 memory
Mildly hovers, surrounding us with perspective,
Offering soil for our rootless behaviour.
Brasch's tribute to the Maori people implies a criticism of
his own culture and its weaknesses.

In the Maori Brasch saw

a people who had succeeded in humanizing the landscape long
before the Eutopean came.

Alan Mul gan writes that,

Charles Brasch •.. has expressed the idea that the Maori
occupation was wamer and more understanding that ours •..
In other vvorc\s, the European s way to true possess i on
is through the Maori. I am sure Mr. Brasch does not
wish us to take him with complete literalness. After
all that has happened, it is impossible that the
European should have no toots here. His love for the
country is beyond question. 3
I

A critic villa has read Landfa'U carefully must add immediately
that Brasch's love for Ne\'i Zealand is "beyond question."
Brasch has been instrumental in strengthening European "roots"
in this coun·try~ and h-is belief that the ~1aori settlement "was
wanller and more understanding than ours" is solely of cultural
significance.

A hunting and gathering society has a much

closer contact with the landscape than has an advanced
industrial state with its techniques of exploitation.
"Forenmners

ll

so eloquently states

9

the

r~aori

As

looked around his

country "And named the bays and mountains ,II
The pressure of the second world war had prompted Brasch
to praise the Maori while reproving lIour shallow
and Mulgan's comment suggests a balance.

occupat;on~"

But the sentiment

expressed by Brasch is in accord with the spirit of all

3 Mulgan, Alan, The Makinq of a New Zealanders A.H. &A.W.
Reed~ (vJe·llingtOi1~

191)9J, p.148.

-
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Europeans who have attempted to know and respect the Maori by
studying his ways.

From Sir George Grey to Dr. Bill Pearson,

pakeha scholars generally have admired and respected the Maori
and his culture.
Charles Brasch seldom wrote about the Maori people in his
quarterly Notes.

But, in 1959, he was prompted to condemn an

omission by the New Zealand Broadcasting Service (NZBS) when
a resolution at a Writers' Conference opposing the exclusion
of Maoris from a South Africa-bound All Black team was not
mentioned in broadcast.
II

Brasch was a.ngered by what he called

a pi ece of censorshi p. II
The ban on broadcast news of the controversy
over Maoris and All Blacks is (or was) clearly a
piece of censorship imposed on the N.Z.B.S. by
the Government; which shows once again the folly
of keeping the Broadcasting Service as a government
depal"tment. It was a particularly inept piece
of censorship when newspapers had been full of
the subject almost daily for months, and while
the N,Z.B,S, cont'inued to teport developments ilt
Little Rock.
(Landfall ~ No. 52~ p,297)

Later ~ in 1960 ~ Brasch overtly

cond(~mned

tac; st sport;

Thi s countty It!i '"' not easily regai n the good name
it has lost by excluding Maoris from the All Black
team chosen to play against South Africa. Official
New Zealand, by approving of their exclusion, has
maderacial discrimination respectable at home just
as it was being most widely condemned abroad.
Discrimination was introduced by the counttyi s
greatest sporting body~ the Rugby Union, and has
been given what amounts to the highest possible
sanction, by the Government and the Opposition,
that is by both political parties; by the late
Anglican Archbishop; and by the leading newspapers (The Auckland Star and the Christchurch
Stat honoura5ly excepteC!T.
--A11 of them deny, of course, that what they
have sanctioned is racial discrimination, to
which they decla-Y'e they ate totally opposed.
They agree that Maoris as such must not be
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refused adri nk at a hotel; yet they are ready
to see Maoris as such excluded from a football
team going to South Africa. Why this discrimination between acts of discrimination? What
is the difference?
(~andfall, No. 54, p.1l5)
Brasch went on to say that "a principle of greatl::ir
importance" than lithe activities of a sporting body" was
involved.
pakeha."

The principle was "that of equality for Maori and
This was to be Brasch's strongest observation

concerning Maoris.

His censure of such government 'madness'

was one of the strongest soci al comments ever voi ced by the e
edHor or by a contri butor to

~andfa

11, an d he made no attempt

to hide his outrage by pious indignation.

His attack was blunt,

Discrimination against Maoris has always existed
in practice, and always been condemned--until now.
Now that it has been accepted in this one instance,
it cannot easily be condemned in other instances,
still less in principle. What is the criterion
by which some people are fu'lly NeVI ZeCllanders and
others ate not? If it is race one da.y, it \.Ifill
be religion or politics or morals the next. If
discrimination is admissible against Maoris, on
any pretext \iJllotevet s it will be equally admissible
against other groups, no matter what they are:
Catholics, Jews, Quakers, atheists, freemasons,
everyone not born in New Zealand.
(Landfall, No. 54, pp.115-116)
---.~

When it was a question of principle Brasch never couched his
displeasure, and this scolding was a firm statement upholding
the tenets of racial equality and harmony in New Zealand.

Other pakeha writers and scholars have also taken a
personal interest 1n the Maori.

In almost all cases the

attitude of these people has been strongly in favour of the
Maori as a humane and noble people tarnished by European
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influence.

Some of the best pakeha writing on the Maori

has been produced by Dr. Bi 11 Pears on of the Un; ve rs i ty of
Auckland.

In an article, Attitudes to the Maori in Some

Pakeha Fiction, Dr. Pearson blames the pakeha for "Hongi's
murderous campa; gn. II
We should recall that in pre-European times the
Maori \\fere an industrious people, that their main
energies went to producing food and clothing and
shelter with primitive implements, that their
tribal fighting was confined to the season between
pl anting and harves ti ng. It was after the Pakeha s
introduction of the musket that fighting became
so fierce, so destructive and depopulating.4
I

And he accepts the Maori saying that " ..• the white man's peace
was more devastating than h-is wars."

Dr. Pearson tends to

favour the Maori and to give him the benefit of the doubt
",,,as an outsider or debutant in New Zealand society, indih

v;dually or communally."o A second article, The Maori and

article, but there is an inference that a previously submerged
Maori expression promises to be revealed

by

Maori writers;

New Zealand life will be greatly enriched when we
can lea.m to see oUl~sel ves and the country through
the eyes of a number of Maori writers and it may
well be that r~aor'i can help us find \>Jays we wouldn't
have found for ourselves. 6
Dr. Pearson is careful not to jump to conclusions when
dealing with pakeha fiction abo~t Maoris;

4 Printed in The JO'd!:D,al of
No.3, September 1958, p.
5 Schwimmer, Erik (editor),
an article; The Maori and
p. 217.
6 I bid., p. 256.

the Polynes_ian SocietY$ Volume 67,
211.
The IvJaori People in the 1960 ' s, in
Literature 1938-65 by Bill Pearson,
.
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The amount of writing in English by Maori is small
and a non-Maori critic has to approach it more
tentatively. But there is a clear difference
in preoccupation, some difference in approach,
and at least; n Hone Tuwhare, the 1iterary use
of a different cultural inheritance. 7
Part; cul arly wi th a wri ter 1i ke Tuwhare the Maori can try to
abolish "an old and deep-seated Pakeha sterotype" of lithe
comic ill adapted Maori, lovable, transparently shrewd old
Hor; ,"
Pearson's major submission to Landfall concerning the
Maori appeared in 1962 in the series New Zealand Since the War.
It was a sociological study emphasizing a basic premise of the
condition of the Maori;
The most striking feature of the Maori situation
seventeen years after the end of the war is the
continued existence, within the welfare state,
of rural enclaves of materi al poverty and, in
city and country, spiritual insecurity, It is
from these that the current vexed problems
derive, determinded as they are by acts of
hi story and camp 1i cated by European preconcepti ons
of desirable norms of behaviour and the terms
of racial co-existence. 8
But Dr. Pearson aims at a balanced judgment,
Maoris themselves are optimistic about the
future and are more Vlil1ingly emerging from
thei r pre-vJar withdrawa L va 1unta'r~y in some
areas, geographical in others. 9
Pearson's most significant statement from a cultural point of
view concerned the use of the English language by Maoris.
The point is made once again that the thought processes of
Maoris are distinct from those of the European.
7 Ibid" p,217.
8 Landfall, No, 62, June 1962, p.148.
9Ib1d.,p,151.

This explains,
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in part, why only a very small number of capable Maori writers
use English as their medium;
... after 85 years of compulsory English Maori parents
and children often still speak a dialect of English
with a limited vocabulary and range of construct·ions.
And many teachers implemented official policy by
strappi ng chil dren if they spoke Maori --a thing for
which a well-known Kuia (old woman: a term of
\"espect) tol d me she woul d never forgi ve my race.
\,oJhen they first come to school some children are
taught in a language they either do not know or
only partly know. In English-speaking districts
the kind of English spoken is not standard New
Zealand English, The question arises of the
psychological effects of linguistic frustration:
of not having a language in which to express
one's most complex thoughts or most intimate feelings.
And it is arguable that there is a connection
between self-respect and know"ledge of a
language which expresses one's ethnic traditions.
Language like land would seem to be an anchor
against demoralization.
(Landfall ~ No. 62, p.170)
The Maori becomes demoralized when he finds that his use of
the Eng'l i sh 1anguage is di fferent

speech.

It is

fl~om

accepted European

significant that sensitive pakeha ears attune

themselves to the new voices of Maori writers using English.
The socio-cultural ramification of this fact is illustrated
by Pearson,
Intellectuals and sympathisers often get impatient
because of hesitancy of f'tiaoris to interest themselves
in wider public or international questions. It
should be remembered that the Maori people are in
deep confusion about the New Zealand pakeha world,
let alone the whole world,'or the stressful western
pattern of 1i vi ng we are try; n9 to impose on them.
(Landfall ~ No. 62, p.I77)
In Pearson's view, therefore, the English language and pakeha
New Zealand culture have not yet permitted the Maori to fulfil
himself in terms of complete de facto equality.

With a couched

warning Pearson concludes his article, and lays most of the
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blame on pakeha shoulders,
The way of life we have been trying to lIintegrate ll
on to the Maoris is a spiritually impoverished
version of a deeply anxious, individualistic and
often sadistic (and dirty-minded) Euro-American culture.
If instead of forcing them into our uniform, we would
allow Maoris to be themselves and recognize them as
themselves, we could at once rid ourselves of our
i ntermi ttent worry about what we are doi 1'19 for the
Maori Sll ~ and at the same ti me they coul d enter more
confidently into bi-racia1 New Zealand activities,
to our enri chment. If I may add a pers ana 1 coda, if
New Zealand weren't the home of the Maori people,
it wouldn't be mine for long either.
(Landfall, No. 62, p,180)
II

As the concluding line suggests, Pearson's esteem for the

Maori people is based on personal respect and value judgment.
He does not fully answer the dilemma posed by the existence
of an ethnic minority faced with a powerful industrial
society more interested in ma.terialism than in culture.

But

the signif'icance of Pearson's article lies in the vJtitet's
recognition and understanding of the problems faced by an
ethn'j c mi nority governed by an ethn'j c majority,
studies of the

r~aori

Dr. Pearson I s

in Nev" Zea'janj literature are the best

available, and his sociological criticism is incisive and
en'lightened.
Post-war vJtiters still treat the Maori as lIan outsider
or debutant in NevJ Zealand societyll.

However the theatre of

his explorations is no longer the traditional marae but the
complex situation of urban society.

Netta Samuel in Noel

Hilliard's novel Maori Girl is a North Island girl IIplunged
into the grim vortex of city life. lIlO Her decline and fall

10 Hilliard, Noel, Maori Girl, Heinemann, (Auckland, 1971),
Introduction" Fll~s:fiPUbllshed 1960.
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amid the turmoil of urban temptations is a story of a human
be; ng broken dm'ln by overwhelm; ng soc; al pressures.

Paul

Day finds Maori Girl "not a satisfactory novel" (Landfall,
No. 57, pp.88-91), but it ;s valuable in expressing the
lime 1ancho 1y urban search" of Maori s who try to ful fi 1
selves in a strange environment.

them·~

Paul Day might have added

that this novel is one of the very few on the subject.
If Bruce Mason's drama, The Pohublknwa Tree, is any
indication, there is an alternative to the urban search.
alternative is a· regression to the past.

The

The heroine of the

play, Aroha Mataira, is devoted both to her Maori heritage and
her ell ri sti an fai th.

James Bettram says of Atolla

r~atai

ra:

Alone, she can stand out against the degradation
of her people, against tile cheapening flux of
modern 1i vi ng; but th rough her own dependents she
is dragged down.
(Land_'@ll, No. 59, p.268)
When her children lower the standatds of her
becoming pregnant, the other
II • • •

cY'acks."~and

by

becoming a

beliefs~

drunkard~

one by
Aroha

cY'acks all the way back to her pagan heri tage.

Bruce Mason's play asks the question whether the task of the
Maori adapting to European culture is too great for all but
the superhuman person.

contribution to the

Roderick Finlayson, in concluding his

~dfall

series ilBeginnings ll , urges the

Maori to guard his culture as a bitthtight;
From a kaumatua,to the younger generation of the
Maori: Hold fast to your maoritanga--yes but
remember that maoritanga is firstly a quality of
spirit, and that music and carving, poetry and dance
are truly only the spontaneous joy of that spi ri t.
You will never be able to hold fast to maoritanga,
or bring forth its fruits, if you allow yourselves
to be subverted by the Pakeha, if you allow your
l

II
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natural true selves to be subdued and bound,
spiritless, in a world sucked dry by parasitic reason,
greedy commercialism, and empty sophistication.
{Landfall, No. 77, p.82)
The sentiment of pakeha writers such as Finlayson has
been centred on the essential goodness of the Maori and his
magnanimous nature. The problem of Maori integration into an
urban and technological environment has been treated as both
a human and a sociological concern.

Several other aspects of Maori culture were consi dered
in Landfall.

Hester Carsten's "Maori Studies" (Landfall,

Nos. 19 & 24) photograph individual Maoris in noble poses,
and groups in family settings.

The photographs reveal

considerable personal sympathy for the Maori and his more
reflective moods.

Allen Curnow and Roger Oppenheim collab-

orated on tvw occasions

(La~211,

Nos. 41 &.61) in the

translation of Maori songs and poems, and, in 1965 (Landfall,
No. 74), some photoql"apllS of

~1aori

wood carving were pub1ished.

All these contributions appear to have been disigned to
familiarize readers of Landfall v'lith basic

r'llaol~i

culture.

But

they appeared sporadically, and were not part of a policy of
making Landfall an organ for the transmission of Maori culture.

It ;s evident from the few contributions to Landfall on
Maori culture and affairs that creative writers and sociologists
,

regarded the s ituati on of the Maori peap 1e as s; gnifi cant to
the study of New Zealand culture.

Professor Ernest Beaglehole,
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in 1949, talked about lithe problem";
It is diff"icult to describe precisely just what this
Maori problem is, but in general, the Maori are a
problem because the white New Zealander does not
understand them, Not understanding them the New
Zealander builds up a mental picture or stereotype
of what he thinks is typical Maori behaviout, and
so we get the widespread picture of the Maori as
feckless, happy~go-lucky, sensitive, agressive,
imptovident, at times sullen and uncooperative.
In other wotds the Maori does not appear to
respond to the same values, the same standards,
the same controls as the Pakeha, Therefore the
Pakeha does not himsel f respond to customary
expectati ons vihen he comes in close touch wi th
the Maori, So there is a Maori problem, 11
And in 1962 Leo Fowler quoted Professor Beaglehole's brother,
Dr, J,e. Beaglehole, as saying that lithe critical fact about
New Zealand since the war may be the relationship of Maori
and pakehB,"

(La.ndfal.l~

No. 61, p,36)

Leo Fowler, a critic with specific interests in Maori
affairs, writes one of the very few articles on
appear in Landfall.

~'1aoris

to

He follows on from Dr. Beaglehole's

comment with an important qualification9
It is dangerously easy to speak of the Maori
ignor;ng."d"iffetences, BefoY'e vlie
can do so with truth and accuracy we must isolate
the shared characteristics which link the extremes.
(Landfall, No. 61~ p.36)
col1ect"jvely~

Mr. Fowler finds the Maori " ... migrating from the country to
the town and this migration ;s destroying the marae as a tribal
forum and as a spiritual focus," (Landfall, No. 61, p.40).
Again the emphasis is on loss of cultural heritage within an
urban env'i ronment.

The Maori is caught between the search

for material prosperity and the "spiritual focus" of culture.
11 This passage appeared at the beginning of a review of Norman
Smith's book, The Maori People and Us, in Landfall, No.9,p.82.
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Leo Fowler

continues~

Besides failing to grasp fully the weapons of
the Pakeha~ the rising generation of Maori has a
tendency to allow the traditions of his ancestors
to become a wasting treasure. He is still too close
to his race's pre-literate phase for the vast background of history, tradit"ion, custom, poetry and
genealogy to have been put into permanent form,
The old culture is still largely dependent for
survival on oral transmission and much of it is
still too jealously guarded by the initiate for
oral transmission to be widely effective,
(Landfall, No. 61~ pp,45-46.)
It is interesting that yet another critic substantiates the
points made by previous critics, and, again, an optimistic
conclusion is tempered with a warning to the pakeha,
All in all Maori-Pakeha relations in this
country have improved immen921y s"ince the war.
This is to be credited, in the main, to the
effort the Maori has made to overcome the
educational, cultural and civic differences
VJhich separated the tvw peoples. If in the next
comparable period the Pakeha will make an equal
effort towa rd understand; ng ~ the two races vJi 11
surge fon'1al"d to a ri cher and fuller co-citi zenship,
(Landfall, No. 61, p.49)
The articles of Bill Pearson and Leo Fowler are the most
detailed studies of the fYiaori that

!-iln~lfall pub"l'ished.

Several

rev;ev.,IS appeared on diverse top<jcs from the Maori King movement
to Maori myths and
review Harold

legends.

~1iller's

Keith Sinclair was selected to

book, Race Conflict in Ne\'1 Zealand

(Landfall, No. 79, p,296), while Harold

~1iller

reviewed Keith

Sinclair's Bulletin on The Maori Land League (Landfall, No. 18,
p.151),

Neither reviewer ;s complimentary of the othets pre-

sentation of each topic and the inference of mutual ad hominum
criticism suggests that other less partial reviewers should
have been found.

There are also reviews of Bruce Biggs'

Maori Marriage (Landfall, No. 59, p.284) and David Ausubel's
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Maori Youth (Ibid.).
The two most interesting reviews appeared in 1965 when
Denni s McEl downey revi ewed Anthony Alpers rete 11 i ng of Maori
Myths and Tribal

L~,e!1ds

(Landfall, No. 74, p.197), and

H.B. Hawthorne reviewed James E.
Maori.

Ritch1e'~

The Making of a

Dennis McEldowney makes the provocative suggestion

that "New Zealand has been de-mythologized .. ,because of our
light hold on the land and perhaps a resistance to being
i nfl uenced by the culture we have destroyed, II

p.199),

(Landfa 11, No. 74,

This point brings into a sharp perspective the per-

sistent pakeha belief that a sensitive approach to Maori
culture could remove the harsher aspects of puritanism and
confonnity in NeVI Zeal and,

H. B. Hawthor-ne expresses Dr,

Ritchie I shope;
Dr. Ritchie urges teachers to recognize that Maori
children are not Iljust Pakehas VJith brown skins"
and lito learn to think of the special needs of
Maori chi 1dren in terms of a psychology and a
unique development rather than in terms of.
cul tura 1 odds and ends. II
(Land~L, No. 74, p,203)
In Dr, Ritchie!s view, the scientific approach of the
psychologist and the sociologist is preferable to lithe
abstractions of culture and social structure ••. " (Landfall,
No. 74, p.203).

But this view cannot diminish the deep

pet"sonal involvement of a creative writet" like a Finlayson
ora Hill i ard ,
Whatever the individual conclusions of the intellectuals
who wrote and reviewed for Landfall, and whatever their methods
for arriving at these conclusions, there is general agreement
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that the future of the Maori people in New Zealand lies in
equality in a multi-racial society.

There;s also general

agreement that the Maori should find his urban future without
destroying the spirit of maoritanga, and the words lIassimilation and "integration are, for the time being, banished
ll

ll

from the vocabularies of all pakeha critics concerned with
Maoris.
Landfall, in a limited, precise, and significant way,
included the Maori people as an integral part of its intellectual concern for the future well-being of New Zealand.
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LANDFALL ANp ASIAN/PAiIFIC CONSCIOUSNESS
Charles Brasch expressed the opinion that "New Zealand
is a Pacific nation and its nearest great neighbours, apart
China~

from Australia, are
No, 22, p,87)

Japan, and India .. ," (Landfall,

His interest in education prompted Brasch to

suggest that "One of our most pressing needs is a department
of Pacific and Oriental studies in the University of New
Zealand." (Ibid.)

But Landfall IS scope was limited to a few

noteworthy contributions about lithe neighbourhood" which
reflected Ne\'/ Zealandls ideal status as "a genuinely Pacific
society of mixed blood ... " It was impossible for the quarterly
to convey to its readership a profound understanding of exotic
cultures.
Australia t naturally, receives most attention because of
its proxi mity to New Zeal and and s i mil ar cultural hetitage,
But thete is a deepseated attitude in New Zealand that things
uniquely Austtalian are best left to that continent,

The

ballads of Banjo Patterson or Henry Lawson and literary movements such as the

J'j

ndyviOrobaks and The Angry Pengui ns s for

have no parallels in New Zealand, Since the thriving
Bulletin years of the 1880 l s and 1890 l s when New Zealand

example~

writers were published in the Sydney magazine New Zealand has
developed its own accent; with Landfall, in recent years, at
the zenith of this achievement.
Besides the Australian Letters, seven written by Vance
Palmer before his death; three by Geoffrey Dutton; one each
by T. Inglis Moore, Ian Turner, and Judith I/Jdght, and tvw by
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Bruce Beaver, coverage of Australian cultural activities was
selective.

An interesting contribution by F.J. West entitled

Near Enou.9!l (Landfall, No. 38, p.141) dealt with liThe Writing
of Australian History."

The main inference to be gathered from

the short article is the paradox that Australia and New Zealand
are best compared by contrast with one another while fat more
varied countties (eg: China and India) are best compared by
what they can contribute to the embellishment of New Zealandls
way of life,

Fot example, West tefers to the Austtalian task

of "moving a frontier ll and adds that people preoccup"ied with
such a putsuit have "neithet the time nor the inclination to
take stock of (themselves)lI.

New Zealand, in contrast, has

no outback to colonize and has only been referred to as "a
front; er" with reference to the expans; on of the New South
1
Wales colony to which it was once politically attached.
Edward Gibbon \JJakefield had been the exponent of NevJ Zealand
as "frontier ll ;
Very near to Australia there is a country, which
all testimony concurs in describing as the fittest
country in the vJOrld for colonization; as the most
beautiful country~ \lJith the finest cl'imate, and
the most productive soil; I mean New Zealand".
Adventurers go from New South Wales and Van Dieman1s
Land, and make a treaty with a native chief, a tripartite treaty, the poor chi ef not unclers tandi ng a
single word about it: they make a contract upon
parchment with a great seal: for a few trinckets
and a little gunpowder they obtain land ... We are,
I think, going to colonize New Zealand, though we
be doing so in a most slovenly, and scrambling,

1 A lucid account of this is the chapter IlAustralian Colonyll
in Sinclairls A HistoJ::l.of New Zealand,(p.29).
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and disgraceful manner. The country appears to me
to be open to colonization. 2
Perhaps in aversion to Australia's "Botany Bay history",
the use of the word "frontier" has been banished from the
annals of New Zealand history or sociology.

In colonial days

New Zealanders preferred to think of their country as "Englandls
far-flung pastoral province. 11

In Americas the frontier was the

basis of the ideal of freedom and the practicality of exploitation.

For Americans liThe impulsion from the frontier did

much to drive fonlfard the industrial revolution." 3 Canada
too has been aware of her frontier as the Frontier Stories
(1898) of Cy ~1arman and Wilfred Eggleston's more recent critical
work~

The Frontier and Canadian Letters (1957), suggest.

Canadian historian Kenneth McNaught writes that,
From the time of the earliest records Canada has
been part of a frontier, just as in her own growth
she has fostered frontiers. The struggle of men
and of metropolitan centres to extend and control
those frontiers, as well as to improve life behind
them, lies at the heart of Canad'ian histofy-~a.nd
geography determined many of the conditions of
that struggle. 4

In Professor McNaught's view Canada has been, and still is
in effect, a frontier of Europe and the United States.

But,

just as New Zealand is un-Australian, Canada is un-American.
Canada does not enjoy New Zealand's insular detachment which
is the source of her geographical "struggle."

2 McIntyre, W.D. & Gardner, W.J. (Editors), Speeches and
DocuTr.e~~n New f.~ld Hi stor~, OXfOl"d Un; vers ity Press,
TLondon, 19~p.3-4.
3 Ions, Edmund (editor') fQJitj~ca.L.Qn~SociAJ_ Thought in
America 1870-1970, ltleidenfecld and Nicho'lson:-TLondon,1970)
9

1):2-2.

4 McNaught, Kenneth, History of Canada, Pelican, 1969, p.7.
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As West suggests there is no parallel in New Zealand to
the "great Austl'alian myth" that was so colourfully "summed
up by the bush ballads. II

James MacKenzie;s not Ned Kelly, and

it is not the New Zealander's ideal to be lithe lean, rangy,
horny-handed son of the great outback",

Just as Canadians are

proud that British soldiers and the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police superseded the Colt 45 Justice of the American West,
so New Zealanders are proud that their history is one of lawabiding farmers, gold-diggers, and s.ettlers instead of penal
rej ects.

But liThe convi cts, the di ggers of Eureka, the

squatters" have been replaced by an urban and (much to the
r::

chagrin of Patrick t'Jhite) suburban "petty bourgeo'isie." o
New Zealand has no myth to conform to or contrast with, and
all attempts at self-determination (such as the establishment
of LandfiDJJ are carefully negoti atecl with Engl i sh examples in
mind,
P.J, O'Farrell's The Austr'alian

L~bouy'

SplLt

No. 46) is vague because of a lack of background.

(LandfQ.ll,
The article

provides interesting information but is unsubstantiated by
sufficient cOlliment on the subject.

Australian Letters receive

much better coverage, particularly in reviews.

Allen Curnow

reviews H.M. Green's selection Modern Australian Poetry (Landfall,
No.2, p.142), and comments,
The poetry Australians write, and the kind of poetry
they most admire, concern us less than they did a
generation or more ago, when the Sydney Bulletin
provided something like a matriculation tests (sic)

5 The Bulletin, still published in Sydney, call such
"suburbanites "patio intellectuals."
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for writers in the country it called Maoriland,
Or rather, Australia concerns us, but in a
di fferent way; vie cannot avo; d some acqua"intance
with the literature of our nearest neighbouring
country 9 and Vie may be ; nterested to improve
that acquaintance, to attend occasionally to
the neg"'ected middle distance of our outward
scene.
Curnowls point of New Zealand overshooting lithe neglected
m; ddle di stance ll with a stare on Britain refers to the
neglect of things Australian.

Reviews of Australian poetry

followed in later numbers of Landfall, and Robert Chapman
reviewed a symposium, Australian Civilization (Landfas No.68,
p.413), with reference to the Ilcommon life ll shared by the trans-

Tasman neighbours.

In the last Landfall of Braschls editorship

Terry Sturm ment; ons Judith vJri ght Is
t-\ustY'alia and New Zealand;
of nevmess and flneedorn,

II

daub 1e aspectll shared wi th
a rea lity of exile ll und a Ilreality
II

II

(Landfall, No.

80~

pA05).

Australia

is taken for granted by the post-war generation of New Zealand
. wl"iters who are more
nearest neighbour.

C:1VlClre

of ,l\meti can Vlr'iting them that of thei r

Professor H. Winston Rhodes writes,

Although the literature of England and in later
years of America has had an abiding influence on
Australian and New Zealand writing, the outstanding
feature of these emerging literatures, despite the
fact that they have passed through or are passing
through simnar stages, is not their sameness but·
their difference ... The relationship between
Australia and New Zealand literature and their
influence on each other are not as marked as might
have been expected 9 particularly if one thinks, as
I am afraid some Australians do, of New Zealand
composing a few off-shore islands across the
Tasman. 6
Professor Rhodes is in a particularly authoritative position to

6 Meanjin Quarterly, No. 113, volume xxvii, number 2, 1968,
pp.TS5-6.
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compare the literatures of Australia and New Zealand since he
was educated in Australia and emigrated to New Zealand in 1933
to teach at the University of Canterbury.

Nevertheless it is

strange that so few scholars have paid attention to trans-Tasman
1He ra ture.

Charles Brasch refers to Australia's leading literary
journal

s

~ji!l,

on several occasions.

His position as founding

editor of Landfall is not dissimilar to that of C.B. Christesen
\tJho founded

~1ean~

in Bri sbane in 1941.

Bl"asch indi cates

the similar policy of both publications;
Perhaps only from outside is it possible to see how
much a single independent journal can do in helping
to estab"lish the picture of itself which a country
offers to the world; and for many of its overseas
readers MeanjJJ2 must bul k 1arge and honourably in
their view of Australia ... Attacks on the free
expression of opinion have to be expected today,
and if journals like Meanjin and Landfall are to
surv;ve 9 vnitets and readers too~ on both sides of
the Tasman, must be vigilant.
(Landfall, No. 17, p,3)

patronage of the Uwi vers i ty of lV':e 1bourne for fi nanci a1 reasons ~
Brasch observed;
If such journals can avoid becoming too academic and
too orthodox this may be a fotm of patronage which
offers hope for the future.
(Landfall, No. 18, p.83)
Brasch prided himself on remaining independent of university
patronage, but both

Meanji~

and Landfall have been criticised

for their academic tone.
Brasch referred to Australia in certain of his Notes.

His

most detailed account of Australian thought was the "continentl
island" editorial in

~~..ll9

No. 29.

In a later issue Brasch
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referred to the pai nti ngs of S"j dney Nolan as lithe most
compelling visual images of Australia yet created .. ,II
(Landfall, No, 44, p.275),
No painter before has presented a picture of
Australia comparable in the force of its imagery
with that which Nolan constructs, It is an Australia
partly observed and partly invented~ more real than
in any realist painting because more powerfully
evocati ve ~ recreated with gt'eat ; ntensity as a
clearly def; ned, vi s1 onary country of the
imagination.
Brasch's interest in the visual arts permitted another dimension
besides literature to develop the idea of IInational imagination. 1I
Brasch also refers to the UNESCO choice of IIten representative
Australian writers ll for a translat"ion into many languages,

The

writers chosen include the major contemporaries, a choice
with v"h1 ch Brasch agrees.

But "Henry Kendall \>\Irote some very

readab"1 e watery verse \1h; cll is l"j ke ly to evaporate in translation,"

Kendall and Bernard 0 1 Dovvd do not in Brasch's view

merit "international publication;
Australia, vlihy

expor~t

"If they don't qual'ify in

them as representative?"

crit"icism occurred occasionally in revie\lls and
but infrequently in the editor's notes.
Brasch

l~epotted

Such comparative
cornmentaries~

In Landfall No. 40

the tr"ibute pai d to Vance and Nettie Palmer

in "the entire winter number of

~1eanjin."

Palmer had been

Australia's main correspondent to New Zealand through Landfall's
pages unti 1 hi s untimely death in auly 1959.

Brasch wrote an

obi tua ry;
The editor of Meanjin wrote of him as the most
distinguished man of1etters Austra"lia has so far
produced. Through his series of "Australian Letters"
to Landfa n he was also a fi ne interpreter of the
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country whi ch he enri ched and adorned.
(Landfall, No. 52, p.299)
Brasch chose lithe most distinguished man of letters Australia
has so far produced ll to form the bond between two emergi n9
literary traditions and two literary journals.

Japan features several times in different numbers of
Landfall.

In the first number, March 1947, James Bertram

submits a chapter from a forthcoming book about his war
experi ences ; n Japan.

It; s a portrai t

i 11 us trating a

speci a1 compass i on for the defeated Japanese;
One of the tn£:mories of wartime Tokyo I still
carried with me was the picture of tiny children
marching undeterred to school t.hrough the smoking
streets after a big 8-29 night raid. Stiff in
their little uniforms and peaked caps, swinging
wooden arms with firmly outstretched fingers.
And all stopping to bow in formation whenever
they passed the entrance to a Shinto shrine ...
Landfall No.1, p.30)
The

fir~st

number also inc'ludes photographs by G.B. Bertram

taken in China and Japan--the Altar of Heaven and the Ming
Tombs, Peking, and
photogtaphs is

II

thE~

shrines of Nikko.

The theme of the

Chi nese i magi nati on and Japanese fancy. II

James Bertram, wHh Rev,,; Alley, is the main Asia correspondent for Landfall, fulfilling Braschls intention to familiarize New Zealanders with their IInearest great neighbours."
Japan, however, receives less detailed attention than does
China, perhaps because;
In Japan--and it would call for a massive study of
her history, economy and physical environment to
establish all the reasons for it--the human spirit is
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oppressed and confined (italics); and like all
prisoners, it suffers neurosis and sickness.
Whether the shock of mil itary defeat and the
di scardi n9 of many outworn i nstituti ons can break
down many of these familiar inhibitions and
release the prisoner form the straight-jacket
of the past, is the most vital of all questions
for Japan today, .n,nd thi s wi 11 be the har'dest
thing of all to test. For no people is so adept
in the organisation of the superficial, in the
slick assimilation of borrowed forms and techniques, as the Japanese.
(Landfall, No.1, p.34)
In contrast, " ... in China the human spirit is free .. ,"

It

is open to question whether such a psychological insight into
national character bears on the truth.

Since about the sixth

centUlny AD \Japanese art has been influenced by the Chinese,
while the Buddhist faith was absorbed from China.

In Bertram's

report there 'is the sense that China ;s a "centre" of "civilization"while Japan hardly rises above the status of "province. 1I
Bertram's article prompted a reply from R.T. Robertson in the
third number of Landfall.

The reply praised both Bertram's

article and Landfall;
This absorbing chapter from Mr. Bertram's book was,
for us over here, the most valuable part of Landfall,
and it was good to see that the only article we were
all competent to criticize was the one we most
genero. lly agreed on ... Landfa n has achi eved one part
of its dual purpose It/hen iTlii.i"s i nteres ted others in
us and brought our work to their notice, as it did
during this most interesting weekend. How far it
succeeds in providing a body of criticism of New
Zealand arts and bringing the arts to a greater
consciousness of themselves and a realization of
their position in society--that I shall only be
able to see on my return to New Zealand,
(Landfall, No, 3, p.173)
In March 1952 Bertram pub"lished "The Japanese Settlement"
in Landfall.

The article underlined America's attitude towards
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Asia, an attitude which influenced official New Zealand pol"icy;
No one would now deny that America was chiefly
responsible for the defeat of Japan in the Pacific
~Iar.
From the moment of the final decisive action-the dropping of an atomic bomb on Hiroshima--the
U.S.A, was more deeply committed than ever before
in its history towards a country that had wronged
America, and that America had wronged. Just how far
a sense of guilt about the use of this new weapon
against Asiatics has been a subconscious cause of
the profound American recoil against Asia in recent
years, must be left to the psychologists to determine;
it is certainly revealing, that fear of atomic bombing
should now be greatest among the nation that invented
it. Yet it was natural enough that the U.S,A. should
assume chief responsibility for the correction and
future conduct of the Asiatic power which, at Pearl
Harbour and Bataan had inflicted the most grievous
defeats in history upon American al~ms and prestige.
(~, No, 21, pAl)
The San Franci seQ Treaty of 1951 9 the year of the Waterfront
StrHe hi

Ne~1j

Zealand, did not altogethet" eliminate IIAustralian

and Nelfl Zealand fears about a
in the Pacific,1I

(ban~fall,

resUl~gence

of Japanese strength

No. 21, pAS)

had all but s n enced New Zealand i nteres t

The t'iaterfront crisis
'j

n the treaty;

The Security Treaty ... is more of a liability than
an asset ... In th'is country 9 where vIe ate taken
into the Cabinet's confidence over any new development affecting social security, the price of
primary produce, or the handl"ing of industrial
disputes, there are no radio chats about international treaties and their implications G
(Landfall, No. 21, p,46)
Bertram's disapproval of the Treaty arose out of its motives-motives sanctioned by New Zealand eager for America's approval;
There ;s nothing wrong ~vith the idea of generous
treatment of a defeated nation~ if it springs from
true generosity and a sincere desire to bridge the
1amentab 1e gul f between East and v!est. What is wrong
with [11t', Dulles's generosity is that it is calculated;
and that the business end of the calculation--the
bui"lding of an anti-communist army and arsenal in
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Japan--will destroy the few positive achievements
of the Occupat·j on as surely as it makes a mockery
of the genui ne i dean sm that 1ay behi nd them.
(Landfall, No. 21, pp.48-49)
Such New Zealand indifference disturbed intellectuals such as
Bertram because they saw lithe lamentable gulf between East and
West" as not only dangerous but also 'inconsistent with the
expressed benevolence of the Allies in dealing with defeated
nations.

New Zealand interests in Asia were primarily

defens i ve from a mil itary poi nt of vi ew.

But from a cultural

point of view New Zealand would have to become more familiar
with Asian culture and customs or live in fear of lithe Yellow
Peril."

Bertram's concluding comment that "this is not so much

a peace trea.ty \I/ith Japan, as a war treaty agai nst other
people," quoted thl:' vwrds of Dr. Yoshishige Abe in the Tokyo
magazine

ik(l:i (October 1951).

Neo~rni'litarism

now a l"efl ecti on of European and Amer"j can

Ilri

in Japan Vias

1Hari Sin and New

Zealand was a European pawn in an Asian sea;

an ominous

pos; t'i on,
James

Bl~rtram

iss vrith Rewi Alley, Landfall'

China correspondent,?

leading

His first-hand experience allowed him to

interpret polHical events in China folloltring the victory of
Mao's Communists over the Kuomintang in 1949.

Bertram's articles

? A sign'ificant personal contact bet'0leen a New Zealander and
China was the trans-Asian voyage of South-African born
journalist Robin Hyde (Iris Guiver Wilkinson). She obtained
the fi rs t vi so ever g"j ven a '010man corres pondent to enter
China from Chiang Kai-shek (Evening Post 24/8/ 1 39) and
became involved with the Sino-Japanese "liar out of which came
her novel D~"aqon RfJlnDant (1939). p" critic described Robin
Hyde as atTribufriig °i~-most of Japan I s conduct to the veneer
of western commercial'ism.,," (N.Z. FY'ee'iance 30/8/ 1 39).
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were scholarly and eloquent and among the main features of
Brasch's policy of Asian coverage in Landfall.

A character-

istic of the articles is their careful and moderate wording-a far cry from the political fervour of Tomorrow--and controversial ideas were conveyed with a minimum of radical rhetoric.
Bertram's liThe Chinese Communists" was a series of
"a few f·irst-hand personal impressions" designed to answer
the ques ti ons of many Westerners--"What is the secret of the
strength of this movement that rolled so irresistibly down
to the

Yangtse~

J~,

and what is the nature of its leadership?"

No.9, p.12)

Bertram's sympathy for the revolut-

ionaries and his desire to present their case to what might
be expected to be an "anti-communist" audience prompted a
careful emphasis;
The degree of lasting success with which the

ilL i beratofs II may meet 'j n thei y' efforts at s tabilization in [~orth CrJ'ina "Jill dep(md very largely

on the attitude of the outside world to their new
regime. At present the Communi sts aloe much moY's
anx·iou~; fol" foreign trade and investment than the
Kuomintang has ever been since 1945. A blockade
or a boycott by the ~'Jest mi 9ht \,IJe 11 thrmv them
into a dependence on the Soviet Union that, of
themselves, they \,IlOuld 110t seek.
(Landfall ~ No.9, p.21)

No further comment on China appeared in Landfall until
1956 when s1 x contributors wrote commentari es under the head-

ing "V-jews of China," The six writers, Charles Hilgendorf,
Angus Ross, James Bertram, Margaret Garl and sEve lyn Page,
Ormond Wilson. were members of a cultural group that visited
China in April and May 1956.

In his Notes

5

Charles Brasch

described tviO reports as referring to lithe impact of the
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doctrine of socialist realism on the most ancient and longest
civilized of all living societies." (Landfari, No. 39, p.175).
Brasch adds;
The doctrine of socialist realism is in China, as it
has been in Russia, a political weapon on the "cu ltural
front", part of the apologetics of a barely established
revolutionary regime still fighting for its life.
Brasch discusses the basic contradiction between

11 • • •

the

liberating, forward-looking aims of revolutions like the
Russian and Chinese ... 11 and the constricting of the arts
" ... into a s; ngl e narrow moul d...

II

The 1i berating of a

people from a political tyranny should not be permitted to
stifle the "open society" vJhich " ... retains its vigour on"ly by
entertaining unpalatable truths and dangerous conclusions, in
a process of constant self-renewaol ... " In Brasch IS opinion the
arts were to hold a sovereign place above political activity,
II".

above the heat and dust of everyda.y 1i fe, .,

II

~

even though

they grAe\I! out of a politi co. 1 and soci a1 reality,
Charles Hilgendorf vlrote of the impact of revo'lutionary
China on a New Zealand observer;
To me, the most striking impression of presentday China is that it really is communist. There is
a complete dictatorship. intensive and all-pervading
propaganda~ secret police and spies, standardization
of behaviour and apparant standardization of thought,
armed soldiers seldom out of siqht and mass executions.
Some people have thought that communism vJOuld have
little deep and lasting effect on China; that the
vast population, ancient and stable civilization and
China's normal resistance to new ideas would mean
that communism was merely a superficial and transitory phase. Among the people we met I saw no sign
that this was so; they appeared to have swallowed
communi sm hook. l"i ne and sinker. On the other hand.
it seems likely that the ordinary peasant is not
interested in political philosophies but only in the
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promise of more food and better living conditions.
(Landfall, No. 39, p.212)
There is the same contrad; ction--" ... on the one hand tyra.nny
and terror .. ," and yet, ", .. on the other hand a massive effort
to improve natural resources and capital equipment, accompanied
by a considerable improvement in the living standards of the
people,"

The population explosion struck Hilgendorf as China's

most pressing problem.
Angus Ross questioned the "remoulding" of Chinese thinking:
"To close a nation's doors to the thought of the rest of the
worl dis to shut out a sti mul us to progress."

But James Bertram

was less concerned;
For the Clrinese literary and artistic tradition,
with its strong teliance 011 periods of solitaty
retil"em2nt aHernating vlith periods of social
living, is bound to reassert itself ... Chinese
writing in the future will not be so remarkably
dHferent from the best writing of the past.
~1a(garet

Garland found the dilemma of Cl.l"tists to be the task

of n2\\f illterpretations in line with the new policy of the

revolutionary ordet;
The Chinese have no desire to copy their own
traditional art exclusively, and they are not
satisfied that Social Rea'lism s as it is produced
in the U.S.S.R., is what they want.
Ormond I-Jilson emphasized the "before nberation/since liberation"
division of Chinese history;
... the paradoxical situation is that the communist
revolution has deliberately imposed a European imprint
in Chinese civilization.
The dominance of Russia <in "post-liberation" China symbolized
the alienating attitude of the non-Asian powers.

In general,
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the New Zealand visitors were cautious of their praise of
communi sm.
Land~

The emphasis in the contributions to

China is on cultural aspects and interests.

about

liThe freedom of

writers in one country is the intimate concern of writers in
every other country,lI (Landfall, No. 46, p.99).

Brasch's

policy ;s constant 9 whether it is condemning the suppression
of Dr.Zhivago in Russia or the bowdlerizing ofLad,iChatterlev's
Lover in New Zealand.

A most revealing comment about Landfall's

"moclerati on" appeared in Brasch's notes \lJhi ch often dealt with
the business of censorship;
In New Zealand tile radical fortnightly Tomorrow was
and because lithe greaterthe
ty'uth 9 the qteater the libel"~ Landfall like other
journals has on occasion been unable to mention
facts of public interest.
(Landfa'I~9 No. 46 s p.99)

suppt~essed 'in 1940;

Such a comm2nt is important in revealing the pressure to
confonn that is strong in New Zealand as elsewhere.
of the wtiter, and of the arts in general
concern;

s

The freedom

is Brasch's central

but. where 1l:JldfcDlllright have followed a radical line

the editor's moderation remains supreme.

Landfall's durability

testifies to the success of such a policy,
Maurice Shadbolt visited China in 1958 and wrote of his
mi sconcepti ons of the

I!

hi s tory-shaki ng upward struggl e of s1 x

hundred million people.1! (Landfall, No. 4·6, p.126)

... r had fallen into the trap of assuming that
Communism was just a convenient form of nationalism
for the res urgent Chi nese nati on. I had chosen not
to real i ze, until faced wi til the rea 1ity that Chi nese
grass-roots Communism is not just a cover for the
resurgence; it is the Y'esurgence.
9
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Such personal revelations were convincing and informative and
a contribution to New Zealand's better understanding of the
one country she most feared.
Re1tJi Alley, " ... an ordinary New Zealand plug .... ,,8 has
been New Zealand's most consistent interpreter of China.
Landfall printed few of Alley's poems but rev'iewed major works
such as Leaves From a Sanda" Notebook (No.
Streng1!l (No. 36), and Yo Banfa (No. 27).

16)~

The People Have

The fi rst of these

books, reviewed by John A. Bra; lsford, consisted of passages
selected by Professor H. Winston Rhodes, a longtime admirer of
Alley, passages 1tlhich \AJere " ... free outpourings of his (Alley's)

spirH."

In Airey's recent biography of /l.lley there is a

chapter entitled "China, Shanghai, and the New Zealand Mind."
In it Professor Airey writes;
In a world of incipient change New Zealand thinking
was s·ti1'l lat£lely patterned on the nineteenth century.
Such an outlook Rewi Alley carried with him to China
in 1927. There was no hint of the comment he would
make t?leven vc:ars late\~", ."1 kno\;·! \'!he~"[~ I should start
., .They were' starting quite ni eely in 1927."
He would not have said that in 1927. 9
Such respect for the motives behind China1s revolution and the
realization that it was only a start typify the informed and
sympathetic New Zealand attitude towards China.

Maurice

Shadbolt had been perplexed by China; Brasch wished to interpret
the situation to his countrymen from a distance; but Alley has
devoted his life to China with a maxim guiding him--"I remain
a New Zealander $ but I have become Chi nese too. II

8 Airey, Willis, A Learner in China (a life of Rewi Alley),
Caxton Press 3 (Chri stcrlu-rdG"T97(T), p, 11.
9 Ibid., p.61.
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In Septembe r 1953,

~1a ry

Boyd wrot.e in Landfa 11 ;

Few men have had better opportunities for breaking
down the barriers of understanding between China
and the West than the New Zealander. Rewi Alley.
Over the 1ast twenty-fi ve years, he has worked
as a cllief factory inspector in the alleyways and
sweatshops of. Shanghai , he has organized flood and
famine relief and reconstruction in the villages of
the Chinese countryside, and he has p']ayed a leading
part in the development of Gung-ho, the Chinese
Industrial Co-operative movement.
(~lclfa 11_, No, 27, p, 226)
Mi ss Boyd rev; ews "pages from his di aryl' and apprai ses the

"scattered memories and impressions,"

On the one hand, " ..• were

Kuomintang officials and their foreign supporters always so
corl~upt

and callous?"

really so

nevJ~

On the other hand, is the New China ".,.

so changed and rejuvenated?"

Alley's response

to these tvJO questions is a personal coml11itmentwhich gives a
straight answer to neither.

Alley has,

..• the vision of a man with a deep faith in humanity
Woy'lei ng together, not the co 1oUY'~b 1i nclness of a man
VJho, dazz'leel by his c'Joseness to the common people

of China, has lost sight of the sense of values
of h-1 S ovm countrymen.
" JJ~ '-1 , N,0. "7
(L arlC1Ct
L, pp . "26
t:
''',?r7)
.. t.:
--~~~~

Such "faith in humanity" and continu'ing allegiance to New Zealand
make Alley a particularly interesting and valuable observer of
the Chinese enigma.
James Bertram's rev; ew of The People Have StreD.9t.1J

descl~i

bes

the "image of China" which "haunts all our minds today" as
resembling either "the good and kindly giant of Rewi Al'Iey and
Chou Li-Po, or the feeble-witted giant who has appeared to Lord
Lindsay in an academic nightmare ... more frightening than any
co 1d-b 1ooded

pQl/ver,~seekers

in the Kreml in or the Pentagon,"
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(Landfall, No. 36, p.355).

Bertram accepts Alley's view

instead of that expressed in Michael Lindsay's £h1na_ and the
Cold

\IJa\~,

but he also chastises Alley fay' lithe harshly pro-

pagandist tone that mars" The Peogle Have Strength.

Bertram

applauds the courage of the new regime without entirely
approving of the rigours and suppressions of communism.
Bertram and Alley, the one in his creative writing the other
in his criticism, created a balanced view of China that Landfall's

limited coverage could accept.
Only a few of Alley's poems appeared in Landfall, but rare
publications such as "Yangtsze Gorges" show skil1 of versification and the,
... reminder that for the people
livelihood means struggle
and the price in risk
must be paid;
(Landfall, No, 37, p.33)
Alley's sympathies lie with the

people~

but there is the

restraint of a foreigner who, while a part of his adopted land,
preserves a personal detachment;
and on the passenger deck
the amplifier tells
of those who would waoe
"
atomic war; of meetings
petitions, of the need
for widespread understanding;
and the tall mountains
look dovm
as though bO\~i ng the; r heads
in requi em,
(han~, No. 37, p.34)
Allen Curnow included "Boiler in Sandan" in his anthology,
describing it as a poem which,
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•.• expresses with vivid, intuitively sufficient
language (he can hardly go wrong with such a
subject), his vision of the impact of the new
age on China. 10
Alley owes much of his recognition in New Zealand to the
efforts of Professor Rhodes, 11 but Professor Airey notes that
the most significant aspect of Alley's labour has been that ...

He is more essentially a doer and maker of things

and his writings would not exist apart from the

abundant experience of activity in his past life and
his present journeyings that bring him into contact
with the daily work of people he understands. 12
The contrast between the old China and the People's Republic
is the crux of Alley's creative writing when it is political;

Tired old temple doors
swing to a close as back we go home to quarters,
past the great Dagoba to the sacred hair of Sakamuni,
under the great pailou framing the main street,
to food and v{ormth, and tile even-ing dass on the uses
of asbestos.
(IiBoiler in So.ndun", January 19 LI·5)
Alley's adherence to \\Iestern ideas as \lJe11 as his assi=
mnation of

Chinf~se

revolutiono.ry 'idea"'s poses difficulties;

This difficulty of interpreting the new China to
Western, particularly English-speaking, r~aders, even
if they had some sympnthy let alone of getting them
to feel things from the inside in a way that rIlukes
reasonab'!e judgment possib'!e, is very rea1. 13.
Alley has been accused of being " ... SO emotionally involved

that he supports everything in the new China without the critical

10
11

Curnow, Allen, New Zealand Verse, Penguin9 1960, p.312.
ProfessoY' Rhodesedited GungFfc)(l948) Leaves fl~om a
Sandan Notebook (1950) ~ Thisls- Olina Todav (1951) and
9

~gments~~ivinlLPeking2~y7 poems(1955).
12 Airey, \\Iill;s, op. cit., p. 252.
13 Ibid., p. 257.
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eye that truth demands. II

But the sign; fi cance of Alley IS

relationship to China is his personal empathy and preoccupation
with that country wh"ich has ".,.broken through imperialislTl
and rejected capitalism, and is developing a sodety where
organization, both political and economic, is based on serving
the people" ,"

China lTIay yet become the great alternative to

selfish capitalism and oligarchical communism,

Airey points

out that the trend is only in the initial stages;

Alley has

faith in China;
This does not mean a blindly partisan attitude but
rather a sense of proportion, an admission that
mi stakes are made but that they can be remed; ed by
experience and by the kind of discussion that brings
them to light which in fact has been so important a
part of Chinese liberation and development; it means
a conviction that the general direction of movement
is more in~ortant than isolated details~ the
empirical examination of which will distort the
significance of the main trend. 14
Brasch9 with the assistance of Bertram and Alley, wished for a
dialogue between New Zealand and China.

There was also a dearth

of China experts--James Bertram's book Return to China was
-~-~---==---'- - . =

reviewed by C,P.

FitzgeY'ald~

(l,alldfill., No. 45), ProfessoY' of

Fa.r Eastetn History at the Austra"/ian Natolanal Univers"ity, \rvhile
Fitzgel~ald's

books Flood T"ide in China and

I~evolution

in China

were both reviewed by Bertram (Landfall) No, 52, p.378).

Both

crit"j cs agreed that each was an expert "New China" hand, but
detached rev; ewers waul d have brought a more refresh; 119 perspecti ve
to the criticism of books on China,

14 Airey,

t~illis,

op, cH., p.259,
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The Soviet Union has received scant attention in Landfall.

-~"-~

Maurice Shadbolt contributed an article entitled China, Russia,
A Journe,Y (Lan.9i2Jl., No, 46) which revealed a strong
Russian interest ";n the development of a national literature ll

Bulgaria:

such as that in New Zealand.

Shadbolt's interview in

Li teratul"naya Gt:tzeta of Mas cow by

II

a gentl eman by the name of

Ovstrovoskyll concerned the growth and relevance of literature

in New Zealand.
The role of Landfill in our literature particularly
interested him. I explained to him the salient
di fferences between the 1; terature of /\us tra 1i a and
New Zealand; pointed out that, because of the
development of our society, our writers were, on
the whole, less politically conscious than the
militant Australians .. , Our social conflicts
revealed themselves more in quiet internal situationi,
rather than in dramatic externals ... This might also
be seen in the fact that, since 1923. only one or
tl'W of our modem Itlritel"s have had any 1i Ilk at all
with political parties. But I added that New
Zealand writers, almost without exception, did work
within the humanist, socially critical tradition of
world literature; only bigots, begging distortion
of New Zealand life! could ask much more of them.
(Landfali, No. 46, p.128)
---~

LQ!lC4fall as the ma.jor

The foreign interviewerls interest in
literary period"lcal read

abtoad~

and Iris interest in the corn-

parative aspect of Australian and New Zealand literature, is
significant of the interests of outside opinion in New tealand
wtiting.
Shadbolt believed that

1I . . .

it is, in the

end~

I think,

impossible to hold permanently captive the minds of people fed
with the worldls greatest literature.
In defend"i ng

~~,

1I

(Landfall., No, 46, p.140).

Charl es Brasch concurs;

... it open ly dec 1a res the va l"i dHy of i ndi vi dua 1 judgment,
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the value of the individual soul; man, that is,
does not exist for the sake of society--society
and its managers, but society with its managers
exists to serve man; ends do not justify means.
(Landfall, No. 48, pp.299-300)
The expression of Pasternak's novel gave Brasch an example with
which to question censorship in New Zealand;
, . ,i n the ~I/est too there are any number of asp' r1 ng
Grand Inquisitors of various persuasions seeking
their opportunity to fasten straight-jackets on
the suffering body of mallki nd.
In a review/article of New Zealand Stories for Russian
Readers entitled New Zealand Short Stories, Professor Rhodes
wrote;
vlhatever literary or political objectjons one may
have to this collection (and these are apt to become
hopelessly entangled)9 it was a bold and adventurous
attempt to acquaint the Soviet people with New
Zealand as seen through the eyes of her writers.
(Lan~9 No. 70~ p.158)
The r'eference to "political objections 'l records the court
hearing of O.E.

~/liddleton

surround'lng the case.

versus

TtlJJh

9

T1J::ilh~and

the suspicions

a weekly newspapet, bel ieved

thQt control butors to the anthology hud Commuwi s t connections
and a libe" charge ensued,

It seems that the Russians made a

greater attempt to understand New Zealand than vice versa.
La~ll

did a small amount to form a d-jalogue between the

Soviet Union and New Zealand.

Indi a features f; rs tin Landfall in March 1963 with a
Commonwealth Letter by Mahendra Kulasrestha 9 English Editor
at the V.V. Research Institute,

Hoshiarpur~

Punjab;
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A letter from India, to make a fourth in this modest
link of letters between Commonwealth countries (and
continents), has been on Landfallis desiderata list
for yeats. (Landfall, No. 65, p~
But India is as much a South Asian country as it is a Commonwealth nation, and, according to Brasch,
It is also the Asian countty \lJith which we share most,
through oUt common connect; on wi th Brita'j n and our debt,
in different ways, to English literatute.
Brasch views Kulasresthals comments as relevant to New Zealand
because they touch on the

1I • • •

centtal question of our time.

1I

That is;
.•• for how much longer wi 11 or can wes tern attitudes
to nature, with a 11 the evil (a'lt,hough good too) that
has issued ftom them, continue to dominate exclusively,
unmodified, manls thought and aims and activities?
~1hile

such compar'ison of IImutual ll concerns Vias in line with

Braschls idea of the international relevance of literature,
it seemed to negate the policy of publishing only NeVi Zealand

\lJai ved in the case of tevi ews and commeni:af'i es.
The most interesting aspects of the Indian Letter revolve
around the similar difficulties faced by Indian writers and
publ'ications, and the relevance of the English language 5

II

or Indo-Anglian to be exact. 1I (Landfall, No. 65, p.57).

Above

a11 ,
... there is a crisis in all major aspects of Indian
life and, fundamentally, it is a crisis of values.
To move forwatd, we must change and change quickly.
We must shake off OUt old burdens and be mentally
free. But, unfortunately, our reactions to the
contemporaty situation ate very odd, and sometimes
downri ght funny. (Landfall, No. 65, p. 59)
The second letter (Landfall, No. 69, p.62) dealt with the political
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ramifications of the Chinese attack in NEFA and Ladakh.
"A

}~emarkable

effect of the Chinese aggression has been to

inspire the Indians to unite as one single nation."

The

third letter teferred to the death of Ptime Minister Nehru
and the implications of the Chinese "poor manls bomb" nuclear
deterrent.

And the fourth 1etter 1amentecl lithe experi ence of

war with Pakistan l' ;
Philosophically eXamln1ng this war, we feel that it
has been forced on us by circumstances. We fought
it most reluctantly and mainly in self-defence.
India is a pacific nation,
The Indian Letters are of considerable interest, but9 with a
single annaul appearance were not extensive enough to be more
than a superficial contribution.
Another small connection with Indian literature is the
group of translat'ions of "Poems from the PanjabL" (Landfall,
No. 73, p.36)

Charles Brasch cooperated with poet Amrita Pritam

in translating four poems most notable for their stark imagery;

A soft lump of clay
It ".Ii 11 have to learn
The secret of the hardness of stonc~.
("A Lump of Clal~ Landfall, No.

73~

p.39)

The main conclusion to be drawn from the Asian contributions

to Landfall is that they were interesting but too sparse.

The

quarterly scope of Landfa 11 caul d hardly have prov; ded more space
when the publication of New Zealand writing was the prime purpose.
Also, the qualHy of foreign submissions
by the editor.

V/aS

carefully guarded

All the Commonwealth Letters are of very high

standard, and extra quantity mi ght have sact; fi ced quality.

In

themselves, however, the submissions from, and about, Asia and
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the Pacific were sufficient to promote an interest that could
be investigated much more deeply elsewhere.

Landfall in

essence had established, at the behest of Charles Brasch, an
Asian/Pacific consciousness.
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, LANDFALL AND THE INTELLECTUAL ENVIRONMENT
~.'s

considerable success as a New Zealand quarterly
ChaIl~~~~~rasch

can be partly attri buted to

I

s practi ce of

including non-literary material beside poems and short stories.
The including of intellectual comment alongside creative
writing added an extra dimension to Landfall1s scope, and
provided objective comment on life and attitudes in New Zealand.

In a recent interview, Ian
whether there had been

lIo • •

Milnel~

asked Charles Brasch

any problem in striking a balance ...

between sociological, historical, economic, philosophical or

other contdbutions and mote purely literaTY, aesthetic contributions.

1I

Brasch answered;

I think I was fairly sure from the first that New
Zealand v1ouldn't be able to SUppOft a purely literary
journal, that there wouldn't be enough good material ~
so I felt it would have to be a llIi>(ed journaL.,If Vie
'"I/ere gOl ng to make Landfa 11 peW its v.lay Vie had to
attract readers who were interested in many other things
besi de 1i t.erature. \;Je had to take 'j nta account th(.,;
arts and public affairs generally.
(Lalld'fa]l9 No. 100~ p,349)
In

Landf~ll's

fitst issue Brasch ho.d sa'id of the arts that "any

serious considcration of them is bound to 'involve

all

inquiry

into their place in society and the social function \I'/h-jeh they
fulfil--vlhat part they play 'in life, what use they are."

So,

while there was a financial consideration for the publishing

of socia-political

material~

there was also consideration of

the context within which creative writers functioned.
Brasch specifies to Milner the "general political point
of '!i ew ll that Landfall embraced unde r hi s editorshi p.
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..• 1 thought it should take up a liberal-radical
attitude in political matters without any ties<·-and
my own interest was more ;n NevI Zealandis place in
the world. In other \fJOrds in foreign policy rather
than in domestic po'licys except in so fat as a
liberal or radical attitude implied certain things
in domestic affairs.
(Landfa 11, No. 100, p. 349)
~11i1net'

asked Brasch why he chose a "liberal or radical"

attitude,

The

anSWl::lr

typifies Brasch's conc.ern for his idea

of civilization .

•.. if civilization is to survive, one is driven to
radical views. I don't mean driven to violence.
Violence always compromi ses or rui ns the cause it
means to serve: it produces as much wrong as it
tries to remedy. The State for example is always
with us. Overthrow it and it will come back in
anot.her form, quite possibly I·vorse, It's a
necessary evn--a monster that has continually
to be tamed! so that it serves us and doesn1t
devour us. We can't do without it, neither can
we ever trust it ...
I don't think I ever considered a regular political
commentary pCl.rtly because I eli cln t vvant to ti e
myself clown too much on that s"ide in Ci.l!3e tflCre was
more literary material and otfll~t materia"1 of
immediate interest, than I anticipated.
I

9

(~J!lldfa1l9 No, 100 ~ p. 349)

The liberal-radical stand was tempered with an open mind on
the editor's part, and was suitable for an independent quarterly
dedicated more to enlightenment than to propaganda.
l_andfants rad'icalism was, ;n a sense, a counterpoint to
the conservatism of the commercial press and its appeal to
consumers rather than free thi nkers.

A carefully researched

article, solicited by Brasch and written by Elizabeth Warburton,
investigated the established press in New Zealand and made some
interesting discoveries.

The myth of the high calibre of New

Zealand's newspapers can be traced to the nineteenth century
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when vi sitars 1i ke Mark Twa; n prai sed New Zealand nevJspapers
for lithe vigour of their sty"le, their scholarly language and
logical conclusions.

1I

(More

TX:~.!!lps

Abroad).

Elizabeth

WarbUl'ton di scussed the contents and calibre of four morn; ng
newspapers in New Zealand:

The New Zealand Herald (Auckland) ~

The Dominion (Wellington); The Press (Christchurch); and The
Ot~o

Daily Times (Dunedin).

She concurred wi til other

investigators of the press that "by and
'inferior to none in the world ' . 11

large~

(it) is

(Landfall, No. 31, p.20l).

Her qualitative judgement is that$
.•. the New Zealand press is a creditable institution.

It nowhere falls so low as much of the popular press
in other countries~ and I think it is superior as a
purveyor of national and foreign news to average
newspapers anywhere. It is not adventurous in
leading or stimulating opinion, but rarely is it
crude ly reacti onary.
(Landfa"U, No. 31~ p.202)
The "leading or st'imulating opinion" became the specific

concern of Landfall and other independent periodicals dedicated
to intellectual consciousness.

Brasch was a supporter of

opinion-making publications and an outspoken opponent of
"tvJisted news."
~1ost pel~iodicals

must appeat more often 'if they ate
to establish their own intellectual climate, standards,
interest (in both senses of the word); otherwise
they turn into occasional miscellanies for which
readers and buyers have to be found anew each time.
(Landfall, No. 21, p.4)

Brasch 'implicitly distrusted the ability of newspapers to
form an "intellectual c1imate".

From this came his interest

in small magazines.
A new literary magazine is to be we'lcomed as a sign
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of life. If it does nothing else, it shows that
writers are not only dissatisfied but active-dissatisfied with the mediums for publication
whi eh already ex·; s t, and act; ve enough to set
about providing another.
(Landfall, No. 31, pp.151-152)
While magazines like Landfall turned d'issatisfaction with
the status quo into constructive social criticism, the
general

9

press~

followed a middle-of-the-road philosophy in order not

to offend its sponsors.

It is always highly questionable to

accuse the newspapers of pandering to advertisers I wishes, but
Miss Warburton finds instances of seeming prejudice in news
report; ng.
In the more complex matter of instructing the public
on the main issues of the day, their perfotrnance
so far as it is shown here is less a.dmira.b10. They
failed in a matter of teal impottance,,·-the waterfront
dispute--to instruct the public on issues arising
therefrom ...
(~ll~ No, 31, p.199)
Another Landfa 11 ctiti c carti es the argument aged ns t the
press to a n:ore ra.dical conclusion.

In "Notes on the \JJharf

Situati on" Ha Her Brookes angri ly costi gates the press .
•.. the country vii 11 have the memory of the deprivation of traditional rights, perhaps of fellowcounttymen starved into subrnission~ of class
bitterness and prejudice; the sinister appeatance
of underground literature forced into existence by
the suppression of news, scurri"lity, repression,
and defi a.1ce.
(Landfall, No. 18, p.142)

In a subsequent commentary, liOn The Wharf Now ll ,
refers to the

II

~Ja 1ter

Brookes

co 1dll atti tude of newspapers towards the trouble

on the waterfront.
As I write this article newspaper reports are coldly
i ndi cat; n9 Itlhat many Illen connected wi th the wharf
have been uneasily feeling for some time even if they

in
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do not wish to admit it--that this vital industry
is in a worse state of disorganization and discontent than before the di spute.
(Landfall 9 No. 22, p.149)
Brookes poi nts out that newspapers were grudgi ngly admi tti ng
what radical intellectuals had earlier realized.

The contrast

in opi ni ons i 11 us trates the gap between the two oppos; ng
i nterpretati ons each us i ng separate outlets for express ion;

the newspapers and the intellectual periodicals.
Critics like Brookes were sceptical of the extent to
which newspapers could influence public opinion.

But if any

philosophy was expressed in editorials it was never radically
or; ented.

While newspapers relied on advertising for their
existence, Landfall partly relied on an annual grant from the
New Zealand Literary Fund,

The fund ~ set up by the Government

in 1947 s was seen by Brasch as IIlesseni ng the ser"jous hand; cap"
of penury which faced periodicals with a limited market.

In

1950 Brasch reviewed the work of the fund and the total national
annual grant of two thousand pounds.

He found lithe l"j st of

grants over the Fund's first thl"ee years of existence ll to be
"a disappointing one,lI

In 1953, Brasch stated that IIfor the

past two years the New Zealand Literary Fund has been spending
a good deal 1ess than the total of its annual grant of £2000. II
There was some dissatisfaction with the financial contribution
of the fund, but the most ominous aspect of the grant was its
possible influence over intellectual comment in Landfall.

There
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is only one implication of such influence in one of Brasch's
notes, but there is the inference that any such control would
betray Landfall's existence as an organ of free opinion; free
from the limitations of newspapers.
This year again Landfall applied for a grant from the
N.Z. Literary Fund. The grant has been given~ subject
to the cond; t"i on that payment from it to authors
should be made for literary contributions only, not
for ones concerned with public affairs and the like.
This will not affect Landfall IS policy.
(Landfall ,No. 23~.168)
There is no reason to doubt the promise that the conditions
attached to the grant "will not affect Landfall IS policy", but
the official desire not to sponsor discussion of public
affai rs

II

and the 1; ke" reveals a certai n anti pathy to free

intellectual criticism and discussion on the part of the
Fund's officials,

The most subversive opponent of free expression was, in
Brasch's eyes, censorship.
ideas in

Russia~

In a note on the suppression of

Brasch condemned elements "in New Zealand which

upheld censorship in the face of responsible expression.
The freedom on writers in one country is the intimate
concern of \vriters in every other country. And the
concern not of writers on ly, but of every human be; "9,
whether he knows or not that freedom is indivisible;
for the token, the symbol of his own small private
freedom--freedom to spend his earnings and lead his
private life;n his own 'tJay.,.to say \"lhat he thinks
about politics, religion, the licensing laws, and
other people's morals--is freedom to write and to
publish, the specific freedom of the imaginative
writer; when that is threatened, every human
freedom is threatened,
(Landfall, No. 46, p.99)
5

Brasch's implied suspicion that the daily press was reluctant
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to publish much that was controversial gave rise to another
of hi s crypt; c remarks that remai ns per'ti nent if unsubstanti ated.
Newspapers notoriously do not publish news which they
do not like. even when they pretend to be comprehensive
and objective, like the London T-jmes. In France today
there is no freedom of pub 1i cat; on at all as the term
is generally understood. In New Zeal and the radi ca 1
fortnightly ~ was suppressed in 1940; and
IIbecause the greater the truth, the greater the libel ll ,
Landfall like other journals has on occasion been unable
to mention facts of public interest.
(Landfall, No. 46, p.99)
There -is no evidence in Landfall or elsewhere specifying which
IIfacts of public interest" were omitted from Landfall under
"official" pressure.

In cases such as these Charles Brasch

is unwilling to elaborate, but the noting of occasional
control (and the editor1s submission to it) shows that
Landfall was directed caut-iously to avoid a fate similar to
Tomorrow's.

In the recent interview with Ian Milner, Brasch

reiterates Landfall IS intellectual policy that was followed
on most occasions;
Landfall's role as regards public affairs \'Jas to
quesfT0l1 and keep on quest-ioning 9 and that -is vJl"iat

its contributors did.
(Landfall_, No, laO, p.350)
!

A diffetence between Landfall
- - - and TomorTow

VIaS

that the 1atter

pushed forward its political opinions vehemently, at a. time
when national security and paranoia considered radical thinking
dangerous.

Landfall's era was less tumultuous socially and

politically than the thirties, and Landfall's policy concerning
comment on public and intellectual affairs was cautious.
Brasch's aversion to censorship of the arts was exposed
on several occasions in Landfall.

In 1949 he accused the New

v
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Zealand film censor of bringing lIopprobrium on himself by
(Landfall_~

banning the film Brighton Rock."

No.

9~

p.6).

While fil m censorshi P VJas conducted before pub 1i c scrut; ny,
book censorship was secretive;
News has now leaked out of an attempt to secure
the suppression of Dan Davin1s novel For The Rest Of
Our Lives. Fantastic and sinister as this is, ;t~
should at last force upon the notice of a too
acquiescent public the vicious system of secret
censorshi p.
(Landfall, No.9, p.6)
In the same year Brasch referred to a committee of the New
Zealand Library Association which was first convened in 1946.
The committee recommended and justified censorship on two
gl"ounds;

1. To safeguard public morals and prevent the
corrupt; on of youth (whi eh may be through indecency s
obscenity or by the glorification of gangsterism
and youthful lawlessness).
2. To prevent incitement to violence (or subversion)
(Landfa"ll, No, 10, p,99)
Brasch seems to have suspected concealed repression in the
second justification of censorship.

The report itself had

reservati ons;
The danger is that such a censorship might be applied
in a political sense, and we are firmly of opinion that
there should be no censorship of opinion, whether
political or scientific, religious or philosophical.
There should be no interference with partisan political
literature so long as it does not advocate vio1ence.
(Landfall, No. 10, p.99)
In general Bl'as ch approved of the commi ttee IS sugges ti ans and
criticised the procrastination on the part of government in
executi n9 the recomrnendati ons.

II

It is now May 1949 and

nothing has yet been heard from the Minister of Customs.
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Meanwhile the censorship continues as before. II (Landfall, No.
lOs p.lOO).

On the specific case of Davin's novel Brasch was

angry;
What official decided that Dan Davin's novel For the
Rest of our Lives should be placed on the II no guarantee"
list? Or is the list a mecms of fobbing off influential
busybodies who put pressure on ministers or officials
to stop us reading publications which they dislike?
If SO$ that is one more reason for introducing without
del ay a system of censot'shi p under whi ch pressure
groups shall have as little influence as possible.
(Landfall, No. 10, p.102)

A year later Brasch continued his diatribe against censorship,
this time using political overtones;
... it should be common knowledge now that the Customs
Department does exerc; 5e censorship, an arbitray'y and
i rrespons; ble"foY'1n of it wh"j ch clearly contravenes
the intentions of the law. The position was outlined
in Landfall's Notes in June~ 1949; and following the
cor-respondence 1'11"1 i eh appeared in the Taranaki Herald,
other newspapers have taken up the matter, The Labour
Government in its fourteen years of office did nothing
to improve the position--all Mr, Nash's fine protestations of 1936 against censorship are now only a
reproach to him. Here then is a problem in which the
Nati onal Governm2nt has an exce 11 ent opportuni ty for
showing greater enlightenment and liberality than its
predecessor, and displaying that admirable regard for
the rights of the subject which its supporters have
spoken of so often,
(Landfall ~ No. 15 ~ p.183)
-~---

The close connect; on betvJeen censorshi p and pOI Hi cal
expedi ency brought Bras ch' s argument back to the ; nadequacy
of the press.

vJhen the vJaterfront Strike broke out in 1951

and the Waterside Workers' Union was deregistered, Brasch, ;n
a style reminiscent of Tomorrow's, condemned the failure of
the press to present to the public any other than lithe
. government's view of the situation,"
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The impression whi eh the newspapers fos tered
throughout the strike was that the watersiders 9
because they were communist-led ' , had no cases
and that public opinion was solidly behind the
government.
(Landfa 11 '. No. 19, pp .163-164)
I

Brasch saw that serious damage would be done to intellectual
freedom when the press fail ed to invest; gate fully the crud a1
issues behind the crisis,

While political censorship failed to inform a democratic
populace, cultural censorship controlled individual taste.
In 1954 Brasch chastised the Indecent Publications Amendment
Bill "that extends the definition of an indecent publication ...
and threatens the freedom of speech and pub 1i cati on.
no. 32, p.247).

II .

(Landfa 11 ,

Brasch places the blanE on the government;

In short, ; t looks as if the Govetnment has put a
fast one actoss the country--so fast that the sleepy
01 d 1adi es of the Labour Party di d not even suspect
that anything was going on.
(LandfoTL~ No. 32, p.247)

In 1962 ~ Brasch put fOl"\lJatd the tems by vlhi eh he waul d accept
a form of 1i tetary censotshi p s but the terms were vague.
If censotship of books for adults is justifiable at
all, (which may be doubted) it must be practised
very spar; ngly s wi th cOlTimon sense, and by a body
answerable to the public.
(Landfall, No. 64, p.315)
It ; s perhaps strange that Brasch went as far as say; n9 thi s,
but the significant point is that any censorship must be
ultimately controlled by the public of the democracy.
When the Indecent Publications Tribunal was established
in 1963, Brasch's criticism of censorship was more subdued.
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Under the nev,! freedom afforded by reformed censorshi p 1aws

Brasch mentioned the possible justification of censorship
to be "sparingly" employed,
The Indecent Publications Tribunal has not yet
banned any book submitted to it. ~Jhich suggests
that the country isn't exactly being flooded vJith
indecent books, as a few bodies claimed when they
agitated for the protection which the Indecent
Pub 1i cati ons Act nOVJ Pl"OV; des. There may be some
point in keeping out horror comics, and cheap fiction
and 'films and T\I pro~lrammes that cash in on
vi 0 lence, cruelty and sa"li3.ci ty; thc:re is none in
keeping out literature or other works with a
serious purpose. But the real protection against
the presumed dangers of the written word and the
visual and aural image is positive, not negative:
good education~ and the active, sympathetic interest
in everything under the sun vvhich good education
fosters. Censorship however enlightened is
merely negative. t~e'd do better to spend our
money on teaching English.
(Landfalls No. 72, p.299)
Btasch's argument, like that of many other intellectua,ls in
New Zealand, circles back to education.

It is in the realm

of litf;racy and intellectual aVlareness that such social critics

see the salvation of their age and environment.
Ctit; cs other than Charles Brasch commented on indecency

in 1iteratll.re and censorship.
5

One, W.J. Scott, published a

paper first read at the Writers I Conference in Wellington in
1959.

Scott concurred with Brasch that education was the best

means of combatting subversive or indecent literature,
The problem of indecency in literature is not ..•
pri marily one of havi n9 sat', sfactory 1i bera 1 1aws
and of ensuring that they are properly used; it is
primarily the educational one of finding out by
invesJcigation what different kinds and qualit-ies of
books do to us, of raising the level of reading tastes,
and of encou\"ag'i ng the v!Ork of cfeati ve arti sts and
thinkers in society, But it is no rart of my present
9
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task to suggest ways of solving it.
(Landfall, No. 52, p.322)
Brasch had been more committed than Scott in suggesting
"ways of solving" the problems of censorship and the "solution"
of sound education.

The interest of Scott1s article lay in

the detailed account of the legal situation of censorship in
New Zealand in 1959.
Anothet alAticle, by the self-styled tadical F.H. Haigh,
discussed censorship in the light of reforms btought about
by the Indecent Publications Act of 1963.

The article is

more a series of borrov/ed quotations outlining the terms of
the legislation, but Haigh. like Brasch and Scott, was soothed
by the

y'e fa rills

,

No further cri ti ci sm of New Zealand s censo\"'l

ship laws appeared in Landfall under Brasch's editorship.

LaJ:lclfall
shO\A/ a rough

artich~s

of a predorwinc\ntly intellectual natu)"E:

pl~ogress i

on from topi cs of genera"1 politi CE1."' and

phi 10sophi ccd concern to tOP'j cs more close"ly concerned vri th
New Zealand issues.

There is no particular pattern of

subjects, and intellectual topics appeared

s~asmodically

as

.landfill could accept only the best of a few articles written
within an unlimited field.

The editor's policy was to print

anything of excellence regardless of its ser; al relevance,
though many of the ideas were interrelated.

A major intellectual concern was the question of
democracy,

Discussion on th'is subject included the effects of

socialism, individu~lism, and culture, on New Zealand's
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accepted form of social and political life.

The post-war

attitude took firm account of New Zealand's colonial history,
but the consensus was for an enlightened interdependent future
with other Asian and Pacific nations historically based on
the heritage of Europe and the West,

In lIa study in world

crisis ll , the Auckland historian Wil"lis Airey made an incisive
criticism of New Zealand's affection for a comfortable past;
... New Zealanders tend to be among the last-ditch
nineteenth century liberals in a shaken world, In
these islands, conditioned by our own productive
climate and a past immunity f)'om the immediate
effects of war, we have carried over into the
twenti eth century an overdose of Vi ctori an
optimism and sometlring of the Victorian reluctance
to face the facts. It is an outlook on the world
no longer possible in Europe or Asia; it should no
longer be possible for us,
1
(Landfall_~ No, 2, p.105),
Airey(s aspirations for New Zealand(s future was based on the
post-war sentiment that many political and social factors had
changed radically as a result of the war;
... we must realize that we live in one of the great
crises of civ'i"lization, exldlarating in its
possibilities of human development but holding
also the menace of failure and at least partial
rettogress <j on.
(Landfa"ll, No.2, p.105)
-~---

Airey found the tenets of conservatism to be unacceptable 'in
the neVJ world when

II . . .

man1s recent rapid strides in knowledge

and invention have placed new and heavy burdens on his emotion
and intelligence,lI

And, if Illiberalism is not enough II as the

1 The article was entitled ilLiberalism is not Enough. 1I After
Professor Ai rey reti red in 1961 a seri es of essays wri Hen
in his honour was published by editors Robert Chapman and
Keith Sinclair. The book was entitled Studies of a Small
Democracy, Paul, (Aucl(land, 1963). It was reprinted -in 1965.
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title of the article stated, the fight against complacency
(and, possibly, fascism) would require intellectuals and
scholars to take a more radical stand.

To continue in anti-

democratic complacency was lito hand over our destinies to the
spell-binders and the medicine-men."
fasci sm.

"This is the road to

II

Such ideas were not new in New Zealand's literary history
since

TOl)}9rrO\!{.

had discussed radical philosophy in loud and

clear language, but there was a renewed post-war urgency to
rid New Zealand's democracy of repressive elements (like
censorship) and to nurture enlightened political ideas of
equality, racial harmony, and the social ideas advanced in the
1890's and 1930's.
Aireyis foreign affairs formula for international postwar advancement vJOul d have been extremely unpopul ar among
those people who, shaken by the Singapore disaster were
l

about to turn to the paranoic American ideology of anticommuni sm.
The international problem involves the internal
structure of states--and here, too~ the well-meaning
liberals must learn, however reluctantly, that for
many millions the collectivist 'new people's
democracy' behind the reputed iron curtain holds more
hope than the individualistic democracy of the \!lest.
(Landfall, No. ~, p.106)
The Cold War was as much the creation of liberal thinkers
as of conservative thinkers.

Recognition of the merit of

alien political systems, and recognition of changing international conditions of power and economics, are two arguments
Airey employs to transcend the limited purview of liberalism.
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While it is healthy to deprecate war talk, it
is ostrich-like to ignore the potential trends
towards a thi rd war'j d s truggl e, Too eas ily one
can picture the liberals of the West rallying
their peoples once more to fight for freedom,
democracy, justi ce, and the ri ghts of small
nations .. ,The U,S,S.R., of course, would be
'the enenw'. It would all be a supreme
tragedy, not just because it was another worl d
war, but because the good blood of men would be so
falsely spent,
(Landfall, No.2, p.116)
Airey's barbs were implicitly aimed at a New Zealand
audience, but the perspective of his comments was international.
There is also the sense that New Zealand's destiny was the
choice of its own people who could remain detached from
European imbroglios while learning from the better aspects
of

EUl~opean

history and experience.

In h'is a.rticle, "On a, distant Prospect of Socialism"s
Blackwood Paul argues that the democratic system at home
deeply affects New Zealand's international relations.
found

9

He

as had Airey, that complacency at horne, even in Labour

Party circles, gave rise to certain unsatisfactory sHuations
and conditions;
The left ~ving9 which should be trying to decide
what justice is and pushing the Government ( in
spite of all temptations) towards justice, rather
than towards appeasement of the unions with the
loudest voices, is so busy proving that it is
militant and anti-bourgeois and closely in
communion with the warm pu'lsing hearts of the
workers, that it spends most of its time abusing
the Government for being tools of the capitalists.
And anyone who speaks of short-comings among the
workers gets contemptuously dismissed.
(Landfa 11 ~ No. 6 ~ p. 91)
Blackwood Paul expressed the view that radical ideas and the
need for social reform were often thwarted by a post-war quest
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for IIquarter-acre securi tyll and ri ches.

The important

issues raised by both the Depression and the war were submerged by the new race for capital gain;

in this politics

became a supreme force.
Yet; tis true too often here, as ; n pre-war
Britains that 110. high proportion of those who now
enjoy the pract; ce nanna lly regard the democrat; c
state not as something which is their business
and whi cll they must keep going at personal
sacrifice to themselves, but as an agency on
which they have a claim for certain benefits
and receipts and which imposes on them certain
more or less irksome obligations and restrictions. 1I
(Landfall, No.6, p.I08)
This quotation from E.H.

Carl~/s

Conditions of Peace sums up

Paul's argument in favour of an altruistic approach to
democratic principles.

The IIpractice ll of democracy, hovJever 9

was simply a mask hiding the predatory nature of consumerism
and materialism.

This viewpoint is clearly an intellectual

atgument 9 based on political
setious'ly

~dth

theoty~

and one that clashes

what Ayn Rand calls "the v'irtue of selfishness. 1I

As in most other parts of the world, sacrifice of material
gain was not a popular philosophy in New Zealand.
The aspects of democracy consi deted by pas t-war i nte llectua 1s
in New Zealand dv/elt on two particular concerns;

the improvement

of the individual through information and philosophical enlightenment, and the improvement of social institutions.

N.C.

Phillips, in an article on referenda, talked about IIdirect
democracy, and the voice of the sovereign people of New Zealand."
Phillips does not take democratic process to be an easy matter,
Democracy is a hard task-master;

it demands experience
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no less than good will and asks of its exponents
a delicate sense of the 'spirit of the laws'. It
requi res of its Governments respect fot the dual ism
of their status, half counsel, half judge.
(Landfall, No. 12, p.310)
I

A refetendum, or di reet pub 1i e deci si on, arose out of the
confl i ct withi n government between party a 11 egi anee and the
"publ~ic

chatacter" of government.

Where public opinion cannot press indirectly through
the legislature fot the supervision of a Govetnment,
thete may be a sound reason for enabling it to
press di l"ect"ly by way of i ni ti at~i ve and referendum.
(Landfall, No. 12, p.31l)
For Professor Phi 11 i ps, the referendum is

II

a refuge from

party discord", B.nd may postpone the other means of voicing
popular opinion, the general election.
Another intellectual critic, G. LeF. Young, sees political
amelioration being achieved after each individual in a
democracy has first improved himself.

He assumes that the

indiv"ldual must adopt a "universal mind " and achieve "vJholeness"
in hi rnse 1f before

11

doi ng h-j s part tovJards the achi evement of

a v/ho 1e soci ety, II
l~orldnq on thi s hypothesi s it is therefore
impossible to chanqe the formation of society for
the better by revoiution from the outside, revolution
within the individual must come first. Having
accomplished that, he has made his own way clear to
act in the best way for himself and society.
(Landfall, No. 12, p.324)

Young is concerned by the increasing evidence of a rift in
New Zealand between the "proletariat" and the "bourgeoisminded,"

\~hile

Marxist 1 ine fl

,

the situation may not be in need of lithe
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The Labour Government has done more than many
people thought possible to divide the cake evenly
according to capitalist rules, This has been
achieved through high taxation, social security,
subsidies, import selection and control of overseas funds, and a modicum of control over the
issue of credit both by banks and by large
aggregations 'of capital like insurance companies.
(Landfall, No. 12, p.321)
There is accord among all intellectuals so far discussed that
New Zealand's situation was unique and needing imaginative reform,
Another Landfa U contri butor 9 T. M, Lees 9 accepts Young's
idea th at the New Zealand Labour movement followed the pol i ti cs
of compromise and that, as the Communists argue, "social
democracy is merely a facade for reaction."

Social democracy

is seen as being lI one step leftwards ll of liberalism, and,
while "Conservatism .. ,has come to the end of the road,"
vJhi chever way one turns in the mi d-twenti eth
century one is confronted by (the) tfend to\'Jo,rds
dictatorship and the decline in the Western
traditions of civil liberty, justice and freedom
of thought. There rrright be some hope that in
another half-centuty or so the universal triumph
of Commurl'ism Itwuld enable it to relax its control
over the whole life of man and allow independent
thinking and the free exchange of ideas to emerge
again. But that will not happen in our time,
and the whole painful process would have to be
learned almost from the beginning.
(Landfall ~ No. 15, p.198)
l

It is interesting that Airey had found liberalism to be
insufficient while Lees also criticised social democracy which
he saw as being in a condit'ion of crisis.

For the intellectual

who preached left-wing i deals there seemed to be no stage in the
leftward movement where political institutions could guarantee
justice, freedom, and equality,

The "whole painful process"

was disturbingly circular in result,
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The future of democracy) according to Lees, could be
determined in terms of "planned economy" and a "positive
alternat'ive to both Communism and Capitalism,"
And it is just because there still seems no other
alternative that the decline of Social Democracy
cannot merely be philosophically accepted as a
norma'l and necessa!~y process. If it is inevitable,
then Western standards of civilization go with it.
(Landfall~ No. 15, p.199)

There seemed to be no di reet answers to the ".,. genera 1 1aw
of human societies to begin with zeal and end in respectability."
But, for New Zealand, the first step towards such an answer
was intellectual debate among critics with no commercial interest
in politics or journalism.

Landfall was an ideal vehicle for

open and non-partisan debate vJhen the controls of the Literary

Fund and the problems of censorship were overcome.

Lees

concludes his article with a political statement;
What emerges, I believe, is that if we are to
resume polH'ical proqY'ess and establish a grE'atel~
and not a lesser degree of liberty, it must be
on the basis of a po'lit'ical party IJJhich not only
believes in democracy but practises it vJith'in
-i 1:S ovm movement to a ql'eater extent than
political parties have-done hitherto. The
imp'lications of this are many and vaY'ied; I
believe the possible consequences of it are
vital t6 Western civilization.
(Landfall~

No. 15, p.206)

In another Landfall article, Lees continued his thesis on
the "integrity of the individual" and the decline of the Labour
party.

He expresses t.he belief that communism "l'ike capitalism,

has become politically a conservative rather than a radical
force, II

Again he falls back on the ideal excellence of democy'acy,

but cannot fully defi ne the idea in more than general terms;

lithe essence of democracy is the supremacy of reason,1I
And the "essence of the totalitarian society is the appeal
to emotion. II
In the polit'ical sphere,

~IS

<intellectual con-

tributors tried to combine their radical ideas with a IT'iOderate
form of democracy,

Certainly there were no revolutionaries

writing in Landfa"ll \lJho were willing to give up material
prosperi ty,

Nor were tflere any react; onary op; ni ons, and

this fact was due to a lack of contributions from the conservative sector rather than to editorial policy.

In the

1971 interview Brasch recalled 9
I 'wanted LanEf~ll to be open to di fferent ki nds of
comment ftom different people, If there had been
intelligent National Party people who wanted to
write for Landfall I think I would have welcomed
it. In fac(wllen one wanted to get a comment
from somebody of that political colour "it was
usually impossible.
'
(1_ alJifiill_, No, 100 ~ p, 350)
It is not surprising, however, that conservatives were unwilling
to contribute to a periodical that was of a liberal/radical

orientation,

But Brasch was sufficiently impartial as editor

to ptint any progress'ive argument hm'Jevet distasteful "it might
have been to hi s pe rs ana 1 opi ni ons.

Connected i nevitab ly vii th the concern for democracy ; n
New Zealand was the belief in the sanctity and integrity of
the individual in a nominally egalitatian society.

H.H. Rex,

who is genel"B lly in accotd \"Jith Young I s attitude towards the
motal function of the individual

9

states that his interpretation
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of ; ndi vi dua 1i sm ", .. does not w; sh to deny the fact that man
is a social animal." (Landfall, No. 10, p,112).

But he is

unable to accept Lees' belief that lithe supremacy of reason"
is the fruition of man's social democratic nature.

Rex

makes three conclusions about the individual;
(1) that the individual crystallizes into individuality
most effectively in the moral sphere. He is the unit
in the moral universe on whom ult"imately all responsibility rests.
(2) to fulfil this moral function, the individual must
have freedom to exercise his mOl"al responsibility.
In other words 9 he must not be reduced to the position
of a pawn or automaton pushed about by a leadel" or
party.
(3) what the individual's freedom actually consists
in cannot be demonstrated by pure reasoning. It is
only in the course of history that the content of
this freedom will be worked out.
(La.ndfall, No. 10, p.123)

As is the case of Young, Rex is more in the realm of value
judgment than of political l"ea"lity,

That he is a philosophet

tather than a political scientist is borne out by another
Landfall article on "existentialist freedom.
ptovides a n"ice balance

bet~'!een

II

The article

the collectivity of social

democracy and the integrity of the individual in Western

soc"iety.

The essay concerns lithe contribut-ion of Jea.n-Paul

Sartre to Europe.an thought. II
The discussion of individuality cont"inued in an article
by N.C. Phillips on lithe conservative and radical minds."

The

writer contrasts the thought of Edmund Burke and Thomas Paine,
and

polal~izes

Zealand.

the tv.JO major intellectual fact"ions in New

Phillips assumes ", .,that the conservative mind is

not simply an annexe to the well-fed and comfortably clothed
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body, and that the radical mind is more than a rationa,l"iz'ing
cloak for economi c appetite. II (Landfall, No. 29, p. 36) .

And

he deals directly with the New Zealand experience;
Those who came to New Zealand to seek emancipation
from their Old World past in large measure succeeded;
they shook themselves free from the kind of society
which provides the materials and the audience for
doctrinal conservatism.
(Landfall,
No, 29, p.37)
--.....,.

And he adds that the polar views of radicals and conservatives,
which arose from a mature European (and a maturing American)
tradition, have considerable relevance to New Zealand's
situation,
If we think ... that Burke and Paine are irrelevant to
our condition, we are p'/eading immaturity in
mitigation of ignorance.
(LilnclfC1ll~ No. 29

9

p.37).

,The implicit idea of New Zealand as the political and
cultural annex of Europe, feeding off an intellectual urnb-ilical
cord while IItruly national" t)"Clditions

gto\lJ steadi-ly~;

impottant to New Zealand's evolutionary stRtuS.
revo1utionary
inherited

I\merica~

tl~aclit-iol'is.

is

Unlike

NeVI Zealand chose to rema'in loyal to
N,C.

Pfrillips' Clrticle -implies that

the

controversy between Burke and Paine teaches from a distance.
But the lesson does not inflict on New Zealand the kind of
revo 1uti onary upset experi enced di rectly by Brita; n in the
thirteen colonies in 1776 or by France in 1789.

The battle for

New Zealand's nationhood was fought in othe)" territories and
among foreign intellectuals.

The Burke-Paine debate finds its

local shadmv in the debate between the National and Labour
parties in Nelfl Zealand.

And,
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The debate between Burke and Paine goes on, For
though history has yoked them in a partnership that
both would have deplored 9 yet, as we listen to them
howl i n9 at one another to eterni ty we recogni se,
in their contentions 9 little less than the whole of
human nature in politics.
(Landfall, No. 29, p.46)
9

It is in articles such as Phillips' that the politics of

individuals take on social and political proportions.

And the

intellectual debate between individualism and collectivism
continues.
A political study of New Zealand's social democracy
appeared in 1962 in the series New Zealand Since The War.
Brasch had designed the series as a reflective feature written
by contri butors close ly connected vri th di He rent aspects of
the post-war years.

The political study, written by Robett

Chapman, implied that the differences between nominal liberals
and nominal conservatives in New Zealand was negligible;
, .. the mos t obv"j eus featu)"'e of NevJ Zealand IS
post wat politics, the sillliladty of the tvvo
main part"ies 5 a.ppear's to negate the link behveen
electoral opinion and pal~ty policy.
(Landfall, No,

63~ p,252)

Such si mil al"ity between part; es teduces the probabil ity of
significant issues being raised before genetal elections, and
permits complacency among the electotate,

Chapman is specific

about the dangers he foresees;.
The ptimary problem raised in and by the postwar
eta up to now remai ns, to my mi nd, how to prevent
the disappearance of the most interesting exception
in the Western world, equalitarian New Zealand.
Drift and failure to cope will not save it.
Uncontrolled and undirected manufacturing development
wi 11 ki 1'1 it. The Labour Party, v1hi eh has a
traditional interest in equality and lives by
ass uagi 119 and reduci ng group i ndi fference, may yet
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be driven towards more social planning~ more
competitive State corporations and more
Socialism of a limited anti-monopoly type~
simply in order to avoid that final hardening
into classes.
(L andfa 11, No. 63 ~ p. 276)
In general, no Landfall intellectual was satisfied wHh party
politics as they were carried out in New Zealand.

Most were

philosophically in support of the Labour Party, but none
found the situation satisfactory.

Implicit in all intellectual

cr; ti ci sm was the fear that New Zealand soc'j ety was los; n9
the lead it had taken in the past which gave New Zealand the
title of "the social laboratory of the world,lI

In the last year of Brasch's editorship, Landfall devoted
a major part of one issue to the subject of religion in New
Zealand,

Brasch's "introductory comments were 9 as usuaL most·

relevant.
Religion in New Zeala.nd is a field of activity and
meaning that hos barely been studied yet~ not even;
it seems, in theological colleges. Historians,
sociologists, anthropologists, psychologists,
theoloQiC:1ns as vvel1 ~ most have passed by it, hardly
aware of do"j ng so, Yet rel'j gi ous experi ence. and
thought have been pen/as i ve enough among us. The
law and custom estab"lished her'e li'"st century Vlere
those of a society I'Jith a lllillenrl"iul11 of Chdstianity
beh"j nd it; tl'IO of the prov; !lei a 1 settl ements VJere
ChUlrtch enterprises; no New Zealand community, it
may be sa; d, has not been partly moulded by
Christian ways of thinking and feeling. It does
not however follow that in this age, and in a
welfare state, religious experience and thought
will necessarily take expected, easily recognizable
(Landfall, no. 77, p.3)
forms.

All those who contributed to the issue on religion IIwrote
independentlyll and II were not invited to consult one another. II
~1.H,

Oliver described New Zealanders as lIoverwhelmingly
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The beginning of a life, the transmission of a
life, the ending of a life, are quite crucial
occasions, and it is of great significance that
the church is still generally held to have something to do with them.
(Landfall, No. 77, p.5)
Oliver notes the lambiguity" of New Zealandls Christian h"istory
which professed Christian ideals yet failed lito create such a
community in its proper maturity."

But the final statement of

the article saves the generalization;

such a shortcoming

II

•

It

••

1S

not simply a failure of New Zealand Christians."
W. Merlin Davies writes that, in New Zealand, "religion

has conserved some values from the past and contributed too
little "in shaping things to come. II

H"is opinion of the future

of Christianity in New Zealand is idealistic, yet significant;
The best hope for the Christian future of New
Zealandls national life and culture lies in the
modem Christian Unity rv1ovemel1t \AIHh vvhich an
the major Churches in New Zealand have become
intimately involved. One national Church~
concerned with the life of New Zealand as a whole,
and with its place ill the larger world, may have
be211 i'in 'i rnposs i b1e cln~am fOl~ the Iyj neteenth
century poi oneel"S, For us today it has become
both an urgent necessity and also a much neare\~
possibinty, because of the l"emal"kah"'e trans·"
formation in inter-Church relationships in recent
times.
il~11~ No. 77, p.22)
In his factual and historical al"ticle, the Reverend Davies
agrees w"ith another critic, Professor Geering, that there is
no truly indigenous quality in the New Zealand Church.
in New Zealand still shows its transplanted nature.
Geeri ng states that it is probably

II

Re"ligion

Professor

too early yet to di seem

what is happening to (the Christian) faith in this particular
geogl"aphieal and social setting,"

(~9

no. 77,

p,2~-).
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And he concludes VJith a firm affirmation of the necessity
of religion in New Zealand to reflect indigenous characteristics
of soc; ety;
The initial period of transplanting from the old
world is ove~ now. Most New Zealanders are at
least of the second and third generation. A
nation is emerging, which~ while it values its
place in the British Commonwealth, no longer
consciously thinks of Great Britain as 'horne'.
New Zealand is our home. This spirit is becoming
more evi dent in the churches too. In every
communion great value is set upon the part"icular
historical stream through which its spiritual
heritage has been received, and the denominational
forms will not be lightly left behind, but more
and more of the churches now believe that the
essentials of their heritage can be preserved in
a church that more nearly fits the New Zealand
situation. Only when the church emerges will
the trends we have bf~en try; ng to di seem have
a real Opportunity to flourish. At that stage
it will become clearer what New Zealand experience has done and is doing for Christianity
in the reshaping of helA faith! worship, life
and witness. At that point too the Church,
freed from its less relevant ties to the old
vwrl d ltd 11 be better lib 1e to pi ay ii/Hili n the
New Zealand nation the role which she is now in
the procc;ss of rediscovering. It is to be
hoped that in the coming church which will more
clear"ly reflect her NeVi Zea'iand homes r·1aori and
Pakeha will be ab"le to make a fruitful b10nd of
their distinctive experiences and insights.
(Lanclfan:, no. 77~ p.30)
9

--~-~-

Such comments reveal the increasing intellectual concern to
bui 1d an

II

autonomous

'I

New Zealand cul ture based on the European

and Polynesian inheritance.

Landfall stood for such a challenge 9

and through its pages produced the sense that a new commitment
to the II new" envi ronment \vas essenti a1 for cultural sovere; gnty.
If religion was a social force, as P.J. Downey in his article
"Being Religious in New Zealand

ll

(Landfall, No. 77, p.31)

believed it to be, it had not yet transcended its derivative
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quality.
John Harre gives lIan anthropologist's view ll of Christianity
in New Zealand and discusses specifically the II social util"ity
and meaning" of religion rather than its IItruth.1I

Harre

repeats the idea that New Zealand nurtures a IIborrowed ll
European religion \!Jhile other intellectual emphases are
concerned with a new identity;
Our egalitarian ideal continually gives emphasis to
the fact that i ti sour identity as New Zeal anders
that is of importance rather than our i dent; ty as
members of groups within the community~ sociany
re 1evant though they may be. A truly nat; ona 1
relig<ion could provide expression for this
vaguely felt identity~ but in fact VJe cling to a
unity of church and policy \'Iith Brita'in, and our
individual identity as a cultural unit rernains
elusive. Our flag is the Union Jack. Our foreign
pancy remains closely linked to that of Britain
or the United States. Our principal Protestant
Church is even called 'The Church of England.'
(120~fan, No, 77, p. 38)
Harre makes the in teresti ng s ugges ti on that "perhaps our mos t
important indigenous religious ceremonial is the Anzac Day
ceremony."

But he goes too far when he c1 aims that "The

Poppy is the only really important symbol New Zealand has off
the sporting field,"
In an article in the series on New Zealand since the war
enti tled "tvhere There is no Vi si on ll , James G. Matheson says;
"SuperficiallY$ New Zealand is a Christian country."

But he

adds,
It would be premature, howeve~to take this to mean
that the Christian viewpoint is steadily permeating
our soci ety and that out of the nri ns of the Vi ctori an
world and authoritarian religion a new structure is
rising capable of withstanding the acids of modernity.
It will be found that of the ninety per cent nominally
adhering to some branch of the Church less than one
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third are devout practising Christians@ More
important t of those who are regular worshippers,
the majority have 1ittl e depth of convi cti on
and still less intellectual grasp of their faith.
Vety few members of the Churches, at least in
the Protestant denominations ~ can say, in answer
to challenge, why they believe. Perhaps this
is not important. Christianity has never depended
ent; re lyon the abil ity of its adherents to
express themselves intelligibly. What matters
more is that the conv"iction with which New
Zealand Christians hold their faith appears to
1ack the d-j mens i on of depth.
(landfall, no. 57, pp,59-60)
Matheson continues with a strong comment that lion the "intellectual
level it is almost impossible to find real debate, even among
Univel"sity students, on the meaning of human life,"

Some

intellectuals in New Zealand found that the philosophical and

religious attitudes of their compatriots were either shallow
or non-existent.

Religion lagged even further behind politics

and culture as a vital pal"t of the New Zealand expel"ience.

In 1964, Alexander Macleod criticised the New Zealand
fixation on Britain.
While Japanese raiders were nosinq around New
Zealand harbours I was being encoGraged to memorise
a stanza about a little British coastel" with a saltcaked smoke stack. later on Mao marched out of the
hi 11 s and began to shi ft the focus of our 1i ves. No
one, as far as I can l"ecall, drevJ my attention to
this, though I think I could have been counted on to
understand some of the broader implications. Instead,
I was set to grapple with the nwstel"ies of the
medieval English exchequer.
(landfall, No. 70, p.164)
Macleod's attitude towal"ds the British influence appl"oaches
the indignant;

"I admit that thl"ee years later I see little

in Britain that might positively suggest to a New Zealander
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what hi s country ought to try and make of i tse 1f. II

But Macleod

is unwilling to swing directly from a British orientation to
II the facil e post-Suez mental refl ex that New Zealand was
of South East Asia l • 1I

I

part

Between these two theses lay the New

Zealand identity, and the attempt to give autonomy to New
Zeal a.nd I s eultura 1 envi ronment.
la.ndi(~11

presented several important art; c1 es on the New

Zealand pedigree.

In IIAlsatia or Utopia ll David Herron wrote

In many res peets New Zealand is a more ci vil i zed
country now than it \I/as a hundred years ago.
Many of our present deficiencies--for example the
di s parF.\gemE~nt of i nte 11 ectua"l aell i evement--are
a hundred years old, not the product of the
welfare state or modern education practices. We
would do well to remember occasionally that our
past hist.ory contains as many sa"lutary lessons
as it does shin"ing examples.
(LandfaLL~ no, 52~ p.339)

The "NeVI Zea"land S"ince the [!Jar" series vias an intellectual search
for the country's social "identity.

In a paY'anel way the ser"ies s

"Seg"innings", had been a search foY' a peY'sonal and lHelnary

identity on the patt of each contributot.

Above all

~

comm2nt

centred around thE:: seatch for NeVi Zea.l and I s future, 2 The very
ti tle of

Hen~on

I

s a.rti c1 e expressed the extremes bet\l/een whi eh

New Zealand's intellectuals sought an approach for their reforms.
Phoebe Meikle found that education failed to stimulate
the young with visionary ideals;
Today, among young NeVI Zealanders~ the emphasis is
beginning to shift from traditional egalitarianism
2 In 1964 a collection of lectures was published under the
title The Future of New Zealand, Whitcombe 8 Tombs ltd"
(ChtisWlurc11)~Seven lni~TTectuals discussed aspects of
NcvJ Zealand society; manufacturing; agricu'lture; v/Ornen; the
~1aori; l'iteruture; fishing; and history as a lesson for the
future.
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towards American individualism and competitiveness
over material possessions.
(Landfall, no. 55, p.271)
The problem of ultimate issues, she believes, is tied up with
the system of education;
The strengths and weaknesses of a system of education
in which state-controlled schools staffed by statetrained teachers cater for almost all a nation's
chi"ldren 9 must be those of the nation. This;s an
inescapable fact.
(Landfall ~ no. 55, p.274·)
James G. Matheson makes the interesting observation that
the search for "ultimate issues" may be neither the realm of
education nor religion.

Instead, he suggests, it is the direct

concern of creative writers who usually prefer to be considered
creati ve rather than

"j nte 11 ectua 1 ;

If we are on the search for signs of development
in New Zealand's spiritual maturing ... by far the
most hopeful di recti on is \'/hen \lIe turn to the pas twar generation of poets and novelists. During the
last decade they have mainta:ined a steady and often
penetrating criticism of New Zealand society and
character. At present it is mainly negative, and
per'sistently gloomy .. ,They display an acute mvareness
of the spit"itual emptiness of our I;Jay of life. And
it is out of a teal concern and passionate loyalty
that the pessimism comes. There is a way of saying
ITh'is is my own, my native 'Iand wh'icfl goes deeper
than e)(c1 amati ons about the scenery. As yet there
is no positive faith, no vision of {the land that
; s vety far off', Our most vi gorous vwi ters are
struggling in the Slough of Despond.
It is perhaps wotth Y'emembering--to pursue Bunyanls
metaphor--that the strugglers in the Slough all won
out. Some of them convinced they were getting
nowhere ~ turned back, and got out I;~here they fell in,
on the CHy of Destruction side. A few kept their
eye on 'yonder shining lightl and came through in
the dil'ection of the Celestial City. TIle worn old
parable may still serve.
It is a vi sian that we need. It is of the nature
of vis'iot1s however, that it cannot be created. It
is given, It comes usually to those who are looking
for it. T\ventieth century man finds h"imself, temporarily,
l
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without a faith. The wise men of the West have
no star. They are wisest when they know it. The
band of writers in Ne\;>J Zealand are among the few who
are aware that9 in the realm of the spirit, the
world is turning on its hinges.
(Landfall, no. 57, pp.66-67)
Such a comment is ·recogni ti on that creat; ve wri ters conti nue
to write because they are not pessimistic.

When Matheson

writes "it is a vis'ion we need" he makes the most important
intellectual statement of all.

Knowledge, reason, and facts

are essential for intellectual amelioration of individual
perception, but vision is the connection with social advance
and betterment.
The prob'!em remains in the esoter'ic nature of Matheson's
statement.

To talk of

the converted.

vision~

and be

understood~

is to talk to

There is an implicit condemnation of the

philistine majority in NevI Zealand Vvho careless for the IIhappy
band of p'jlgrirns" and their intellectual quest.

New Zea.land

children (like most others in the Western world) grow up more
aware of material benefits than of social visions.
Hopes and visions, however, are one part of the intellectual

cl"imate.

H,N.

Parton~

writing on IIS cience inSocietl' , insists

that another major part exists in the ordered method of science;
The culture of a country embraces the whole way of
life of its people, its art, its science, its industry
and commerce, its vlays of recreati on, and its
political and social institutions, A community which
fail s to fi nd a. place for sci ence wi 11 become an
intellectual backwater.
(Landfall, no. 56, p.372)
-~---

Parton places considerable importance on the balance between
science and vision 9 and it is probably true that scientists can
be given more credit for vision than can politicians in the post-
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war situation.

Science brings man firmly into the realm of

the laws of nature where there is no anarchy of spirit, and
hypotheses which are based on fiction or dream can be made
fact when proven

~\ri

thi n these "I aws,

The ultimate power over man, terrestrially speaking,
is political power,

A,R, EnbJisle discusses liThe Day of the

Small Powers", and New Zealand foreign policy in terms of the
country's atti tude towards manki nd and pol i ti ca 1 interests,

He sees that intellectual blindness is the root cause of
"",the monstrous over-simplification of human affairs which
lies at the root of the Cold v.Jar,1I

But Entvvisle sees reason

for optimism in New Zealand's future.

It is an optimism that

traces enlightenment from the individual person radiating out
to the society Itritlrin \;Jhich he

lives~

and th0:n on into "inter-

national affairs and mankind at large;
The ordhlCl.fY man, in the I'lest at any rat.e:, is
accustomed to see in his domestic political
institutions d.11 express·iol1 of Iris peop"Jels Inore

distant social purposes. While ke~nly, even
pleasure ly, aware of the power factor, and the
consequent rO"le of expe(Ji ency, he has "learnt to test
political behaviour not by these but by other
standatdso In Ne\'! Zealand in pal"ticular a It!hole
new society has been bnll1ght into existr.nce by
constant l"Gf(;Y'ence to standards of charity and
justice and truth Itthich; however hazily conce"ived,
now operate on the public mind at least as powerfully as does the appeal to interest.
{Landfall, no. 59, p,233)
Expressions such as this suggest that many New Zealand
intellectuals have good reason to hope that their visions of
a new country in a new world may succeed.

at their disposal, the contributors to

Based on the facts

LQ~l.ll

discussed

in this chapter have built a tentative blueprint of New Zealand's
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future,

Thei r frankness is everywhere as evi dent as the; r

optimism.
The final statement might aptly go to Professor J.e.
Beaglehole~

who, never a victim of overstatement, gives a

cautionary word to any quixotic optimist.

His val"id state-

ment is that the intellectual ;n any country can only make
tentative conclusions based on the myriad isolated i1'lustrations and patterns of his knowledge.
Sitting at his desk, gazing out of the window, at
his paper, at his pen, out of the window again,
he tries a number of broad statements, about
politics, about social life u about culture and
the lack of culture--only to reject them all.
One cannot grasp enough, or one grasps too much,
and it spins. Or one discerns s horribly,the
platitudinous. Is it possible to hazard a
single, vast, quite comprehensive affirmation,
to assert a pattern so large that it almost
disappears, and say that the last fifteen
years have seen in New Zealand the slow advance
of civilization? That should at least subsume
particular defeats and disappointments. But
it may not be very useful,
(Lafldf~JlL9 no, 58 9 p.152)
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CONCLUSION
It can be said that, since the war, New Zealand
literature has taken an equal place among the literatures
of the Anglo-American tradition, Also, New Zealand literature
in translation has proved that the imaginative writing this

country has ptoduced is read by peop 1e from the Sov; et Uni on
to France.
New Zealand literature includes works of high quality
and

prav; des both a nati ve accent and a cultural identity fat

a Ellro-Polynesian cOlllillunity of the South Pacific.

The idea

of a double standard of cultural quality can be permanently
rejected as it was by Emerson in the United States.

Our; ng

a lectul"e in Boston in 1878 entitled "The Fortune of the
Republic" Emerson said;
They who find America insipid--they for whom London
and Paris have spoiled their own homes can be
spared to return to those cities ... They complain of
the flatness of American life; America has no
illusions, no romance. They have .no perception of
its destiny. They are not Americans.
l

Less than seventy years later Dr. J.e. Beaglehole ' s
cornparo.ble lecture at Canterbury University College was the
si gn of a renewed confi dence in the "1 i fe and mi nd and

trad'iti on" of New Zealand.

Such reassert; ons of the value

of a country's cultural and spiritual identity are usually
made by men whose i nte n ectua 1 capaci ty transcends the pragmati sm
of most of their fellow citizens.

But all literature is

fixed in the conmon experience, and New Zealand literature
'illustrates the details and visions of every man's and woman's
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life in New Zealand.
Landfall under Charles Brasch achieved everything

I

pledged by the editor in his notes, and presented "valuable
new perspectives" in New Zealand's cultural history.

In his

1971 Hocken 1ecture at the Un; versity of Otago, entitled

"To\lJards a Nmlt/ Zealand literature", James Bertram said of

/

.. ,when a literary quarterly can survive in a
small country for more than tV/enty years, and
maintain a fair standard of original and
critical work without calling on other than
New Zealand contributors, it seems reasonable
enough to claim that country has a literature
of its own,

Young writers in New Zealand can accept a philosophy of
universalism in their work since older writers, as Landfall
illustrates, have secured a firm bas<is for New Zealandls

cultural identity,
James Bert1'am conc<ludes his lecture vvith a realistic

hope for the future;
• , • inti llie ~ the 1'101'1 cl may come to see the viOrk of
our New Zealand writers: so, I feel, we should
regard it ourselves. What we call it doesn1t
much matter. What matters is that it should
continue to grow--like that Tutira pasture,
probably our most useful contribution to science
and hUlTliUli ty, whi eh is neither enti re 1y nat; ve
nor entirely exotic, but a life-giving mixture
of both.

Such is the local and universal significance of New Zealand
1i terature,
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Chapman, Robert s and Bennett s Jonathan s eels. s I~n f.\ll!,ho 19.9Y of.
Ne\'II Zeil1Rnd Ver-5e, Oxford University Pr-ess~ '(London~ 1956).
Curnow, Allen, ed., A Book of New Zealand Verse
The Caxton Pr·ess s (ChrlStch urcfl s - 1945).

1923~1945,

___ Ib~.J=,§X!_g.ui n Book of New Zeal and Verse ~
---rRarmonds\t>lotth 9 19~Also, Paul, U\uckland, 1966).
Oavins D.M. s New Zealand Short Stories, World Classics
(London, 1953).
Doyle~

Cha.rles, ed,~ pecelJ!
(Auckland, 1965).

PoettLJl1~_New

Zt.i:l.1and, Collins,
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0 1 Sul1 i van ~ Vi ncent 9 ~~191 og,}~f~Iwenti et!~:i~~l!ew
Zeal and PoetrY) Oxford Un; versi ty Press ~ (London ~ 1970).
Pope, Quentin~ ed q Kov/ha-i Go}o: {J,n Anthology_of Contemporar,~
New Zea'i and Verse) J. ~1. Dent and Sons Ltel., (Letchworth,

1930) •

.

.

Stead, C.K., ed. ~ New Zeal and Short Stories, Oxford University
Pres s, (London, 1966) :'.

£r5 mary

Sources:

A"Iley, Rewi, .0unqJ:!Q, Caxton, (Christchurch, 194·8).
edited by H. Winston Rhodes.

Poems,

, Leaves From a Sandan Notebook, Caxton,
(c"hristchtwch, 19~ Edited by H.·W.R.
_____ , This i~_~~ Tod~, Caxton, (Christchurch, 1951)
Poems printed with the aid of The Rewi Alley Aid Group and
edited by H.vJ.R.
_~_~_,

f\~gtIflents~f Li v-i 1l.SLf~JSi tlJL (and other poems),
Caxton, (Christchurcil, 19m. Printed VJith the a-jd of the
New Zealand Peace Council and edited by H.W.R.

,

The Mistake, Caxton, (Christchurch, 1965),

-P-oeills:-Viith-a~~fore\,:,cJ~i·(r

by

p" LJ,

An ey.

, ·73 Man To Be, Caxton, (Christchurch, 1970).

-F ol:eWord by-G 0 r do n -f'fC7\·i~t hur •
,

"Neltl Zealand and China " , ~astern HorizJ2ll, Vol. XI,

nO:-2,~THong

.'

Kong, 1972).

~Jinds

of Cha.nge, Caxton Press, (Christchurch 1972)

Amato, Renata, The.Full Circle of the Travelling Cuckoo,
Whiteombe & Tombs, Ltd., {Christchurch, 196tT.
f.\shton-\~afner~

1958).

Sy-!via, SpinsJ~r, Seeker and t~arbutg, (London,
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Idols~

Incense To

Seeker and Warburg, (London, 1960).

Greenstone, Whitcombe & Tombs, (\Aiel"iington, 1966).
t~yself~

___,

Seck(:;r and

~Jarburg,

(London, 1968)

, Bell Call ~ Simon and Schuster, (New York, 1964).
Reprint by l~hitcombe & Tombs Ltd., 1969.
, Three. Robert Hale and Co" (London, 1971). Printed
for \tJhft"combe~Tombs Ltd., New Zealand,
Ballantyne, David, The Last PionE;er, Robert Hale Ltd" (London,
1963) ,

_ _ _ _,

The Cunninqhams_, Robert Hale Ltd"

_ _ _ _,

6!l2.J:l~Glory,

_, A Ft"iend_of
(London, 1966).

(London, 1963).

Robert Hale Ltd., (London, 1963).

th~-.E~1Y.,

Robert Hale Ltd.,

Baxter:,

~lames K., Beyond The Palisade, Caxton Press,
(Chd stell urch, 194~.rr:"'"~~~~-~~~

"

.

!,

-~~i%2).-·l'Ji

PoernsUnpleo.sant: Pegasus Pn-.;ss, (Christ.ci'lul"ch,

tEToui s~5oTlnson-and

Handcraft Press, (v·JE~l·1 i ngt()n,

Traveller '

,Th~Night
195~With Charles

__

/-\nton Vogt,

ShHt, Capricorn Press, (~Iellingtan,
Daile, Louis Johnson, and Kendrick

Smi thyman.
--n-ondon ,

,

In Fires of No Return, Oxford University Press,
.

19~58r:-

,

Chosen Poems s Konkan Institute of the Arts and
For pri vate ci reul at; on.

)

TIIIO

~S-9 (Boll1bay:~i95"8),

Plays, Capricorn Press, (Viellinqtan, 1959).

~Ti1cTucles liTTle ~vJlde()pen Cagel! and '\Jack Ii!i llter' s Dream".
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___~"_____ ~ Poel~_, Poetry Magazi ne Tea.chers I College,
(Wellington, 1964).

~

ofOtago~

TI~e

Lton_~Ski!l5 The B-ib"liography Room University

(Dunedin, 1967).
The. Rock v,Joman, Oxford Uni versi ty Press, (London,

Bertram, James, Occa.siol1111 Verses,

(We"' n ngton, 1971)-:

Bi11ing, Graham s

\~ai-te-ata

-

The Alpha. TriQ, IAlhitcombe

Press,

& Tombs, Ltd"

(Wellington, 1969).

, C-;0.')
Forbush and the Penquins, Coronet Books,
{.. onclon, 1970 ,

- - I- - -

"--~~~--~.---

Brasch, Charles, The land and the People and Other Poems,
Caxton Pn~ s s,

CcrD~TsTc:Fim~(};~lSf39T-.·~"-~-.~-"~-~~"
"~-~"-~

Ambulao~Q..,

Caxton Press, (Christchurch, 1964.),

- - - - , Not Far Off,

Caxton Press, (Ch ri stchurch, 1969).

Brathwaite. Errol, The Flying Fish, Collins, (London, 1964).
,
_~_ _ ,

The

~leed~s

Eye, Collins, (London, 1965).

The Evi 1 ~9 Call ins; (London, 1967).

Campbell, Al"istair, .~ltDU~~~~9110e~ Pegasus Press,
(Christchurch, 1950). Poems 1947-1949.
Wild Honevfj Oxford University'" Press, (London,

~~~--=-~~
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_____ ,

Blue Rain,

~!ai-te-ata

Press,

O'Jell"ington~

1967).

, Kapiti, Pegasus Press. (Christchurch, 1972).
----serected Poems 194)-1971.

Courage, James, The Fifth Child, Constable, (London, 194-8).
Deilie

\~ithout Con~.,

~~~lJllj1~~9

The

Youn~Have

Th~~~.,

_ _ _ _,

Constable, (London, 1950).

Constable, (London, 1952).

Secret.s, Jonathan Cape, (London 9
Jonathan Cape, (London, 1956).

A 14ay of J.OV~9 Jonathan Cape, (London, 1958).

Cresswell, 0' tl.rcy, P'_c?'~D:§~Ll~21-lil.271,
and Co. Ltd., (London, 1928),
~rr:~-

,

\London~

,

\~el1s

Cardner, Danton

The Poet's Proqress, Faber & Faber Ltd.
1930 ,
~.~)~"-~~~~~~~

I

Modern Poetry and The Ideal. The Griffin Press,

- (lfuck 1arId, 1~f3~T:·~~~~~"·~~~~-~~·~·

Caxton

__~_~__ ~
Comedy in
I

The Fort'S

'TTil;:ee~-ac-ts

(Chl'i s tchuY'ch I

Pelorus Press, (f\,uckland~ 1952). A
\;Jith vJOod engravings by E. ~1ervyn Taylor,

The Voyaqe of the Hurunui, Caxton
-

--rChi~stchurch~~~f9~56}:~jrBanEld, -~"

Crump~

Pres~;,

Barry, A Good Keen Man,

Reed~

Press~

(Sydney, 1969).

Curnow, Allen, Enemies, Caxton Press, (Christchurch, 1937).
Poems 1934-19~
~,
ValleL__~isim19 Auckland UniveY'sHy College
Students' P\ssociation Press, (Auckland, 1933). Phoenix
Miscellany 1.
I

Whim Wham (verses 1941-1942), Caxton Press,
1942).

----,{'""""C.,..11-Y"i"""s~t~ch UlhCh ,
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, A Present For Hitler (and other verses), Caxton
Press ~tChri s tchurch ~ 1942).~~

, 14himHham 1943, Progressive Publishing Society,
-(WeTf1i19ton, 1943): .

_~

_, ~.:LJ2£LRd_Lo\1J1~, Caxton Press, (Christchurch,
1949). Caxton Poets seY"'fes number 5,

~/~~_~.~9

Jh§ ~f:, (a Verse Tt'agedy), Caxton Pl~ess,
\Christchurch, 1949).

Poems 1949-1957, The Mermai d Press, (Well i ngton,

1957).
,

~'Iand,
9

AtllenCn~e\lJ
~~~.~~~,

(l\ucUand,

The Best of Whim Wham, Paul's Book Arcade,

19591.

On The Tour (VerlAJOerd be our Vatchwoerd or God

Z-e-iiiancrr;1he rngrim Press, (Acuk'!and s 1960).
l"'}him

l~ham Li:\nd~

Black\!JOod and Janet Paul Ltd.

I~T6tr:~~··--~·-~

(Wellington, 1972).
I~_lJ~.lJ~g~2Jl:U:::2£le

9

Includes
9

and

Poems by \·Ihirn Wham 1:1.ppearing every Saturday 'in
':"':'.'o;~~~,;.:::;.;~~.~;,.·l:,..,;;~c.~H.t:;.,;'::~=-l;.~d ({lUcid and) a.nd l~2x:.s.~~s> (Cil ri s tchuY'ch).
Di1vin~ Dan 9

,

Qjffs_.2.:LLau', Nicho'Json and vJatson, (London, 19L~·5).

For the Rest of our Lives 9 Nicholson and Watson,

(London ~ 19Lr/)~.~·~ReprTr;"t-5y r~Tchael~Joseph (London s 1965) ~
assisted by The New Zealand Literary Fund and Paul's.

~, Michael Joseph, (London, 194·9).

~_ _~,

The SJlD.,gn Bell

s

Michae'! Joseph, (London, 1956).

_ _ _ _.' .l1Q.Jlemittance, [~ichael Joseph, (London, 1959).
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Dowling~ Basil,

,tLgay's Journey, Caxton Press 9 (Christchurch,

1941) .
1944~

$

,

Canterbury and other Poems, Caxton Press,
lnch;T949) .

-lr;:C:Oh~n~'s--;-t~'ch U

_~~_"_~9

HaJJ1~r.l~.

(recol1ect'ive lyrics), The Bibliography

Room Un'iversity of OtclgO, (Dunedin, 1968).

___

,

Be.9..'G1rn~.~A

l1isI.:Centuty Sat; re, The Nag's Head

Press ~Chri stchUfCh, 1972~

lL~.Elintel:,.J}lJil~'L~, Pegasus
(Chr;stchurch~ 19[16).
Poems 1951-1955.

Doyle, Charles,

Press,

Di ?.tan~~, Paul's Book Ar'cade, (Auckl and, 1963).

Duggi1n~

E'lleen, Poems, Allan and Unwin Ltd., (London, 1937).

Second edi tion19~TSr.

-Tg7Jor,

I
New Zealand Pocms~ Allan
~In h·o-Y:lciur~of~ET1e~Cen-tennial

and Unwin Ltd., (London,
of the Domin'ion, and

republished 1941.

Dug~F'1n ~ [11auY'i C~ s ~~'U:U~~~. J:i~Dsis
1<)~'6)

~,
Nev! Pluthot's Short Story 1 ~ Hutchinson and Company ~
tLondon!I 1961j,

.--~~-~~.~-

Ltd"

Pi 1gr"i m Press, (t\uckl and,

,

___~~,

~~'~~-C'CO~'~\~"-~~~~~---'~-'~

~.1..~~"lD~_~~

---rEhr'j stchurch ~ 1970).

O)'chay'd and other

Stories~

Caxton Press,

FairblJrn, A.R.D., Dom'iniQl2., Caxton Press, (Christchurch, 1938).

mora

IbL~JS,'Li,~._~~Liml2rt ("a polly tickle parrotty" or
'Jesll)~ pr'inted by R,ltJ. Lowry at Phillips Press,

(Devonport, 1939).
rhe Ra k,e he 11_y~~., Cax ton Pres s, ( Ch ri s tch urch ,
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9
Three Poenls, New Zealand University Press s
(t~elling-ton:--19(52), ~Includes .9omitrion~ IX1S~~ and

To a Friend in the Wilderness.
~~_'

~Auck'land~

The

\~)oman

Problem and Otfler Prose s Paul,

"'

196f}~~~~~"

Collected Poems, Pegasus Press, (Christchurch,
~~

f!. Sl iJIb.tMi s-Unders tandi ",oR, The Nag's Head Press,

~church, 1968).

F'inlayson, Roderick, Bro\lm
(Auckland, 1938), "
9

-TA"-u-c"""'kl'Fa-,ri'd,

Bw"den, The Unicom Press

~1an's

'"'

Our Life In This Land, The Griffin Press,

I940),~~~-~-~

Swe~j: Bel!J.§.h~9

The Griffin Press 9 (Auckl anel,

Frame, Janet, Faces In The Water. Pegasus
Press,
.
(Christchurch. 1961,.
~~~"-~o_-~~~.'i----~-~-~

9

Ovvls Do

Cty~

--nTl-rrsuhu rd~EEIT)~

tiLl-I, fl.l1en and Co. I and Pegasus Press,
Pub 'j i shed 'j n Sun Books (pc:tpe rback)

1967.

~~_'_~_'~"'~o~'
_ _=~~~=_=--<

Sn£YiEar!~~DS:±fJJlatl9 G~orge BIAaZn 1er 5 (NevI York, 1962),

, The__ Reservoir, Georoe Braziller, (New Yorl<. 1963).
=~

""~r ~_~.+-..,,_~,~~-==.~.L~-=>

:J

Star'i es and SketchES repub" i shed by PegG's us Press,

Christchurch

l

1966.

The Adill2tableJv]an, Pegasus Press, (Christchurch,
---:~~_'

A State ofS'ieSje, Pegasus

PI~ess,

(Christchurch,

1967).

The PQcket Mirror, Pegasus Press, (Christchurch.
Reed, (t'/ellington, 1970).
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Gaskell, A,P. 9 The Bi~9.....Game
(Christchurch, 1947).

alliLQ1!ler~

StoY'ies, Caxton Press,

Gee 9 Maur'ice, The Bl.92eason, Hutchinson 9 (London, 1962).
_ _ _ _ , A SRecial F}j)\'ler, Hutdrinson, (London, 1965).
Gil bert 9 G. R., F~!LTqJ.au9.!l and Dance_, Caxton Press,
(Ch ri s teh urch, 1942).

Gilbert9 Ruth, Lazaxus.andOther Poems, Reed, (vJellil1gtol1,
1949) •

The Sunlit Hour, Allen and Unwin Ltd., (London,

,

Glover, Denis, ThJ:~g.~.Sh,QIt
(Clwistchurch, 1936),

Storj~, Ca}~ton

Press,

t
Cold TonQue, Caxton Press, (Christchurch, 1940).
(IiCOilSfsti ngof~ag-LIl·cfe to Pol i t-i cs (i nva"j ua.b'! e for

beginners) (3 Griweyard Sect'ion, a number of reflections
by OU'( fri end the Bomb, and many other savoury 1 i tt1e
sat'i Y'e s • /I )

•

o Day, Caxton Press, (Christchurch, 1944).

~_~l1=",

~~__ 9 ~iD.9s~H2J::rY ~lli1J2JllQI Po~,
~ ri stchurch, 1951).

Caxton Press,

_ _ _ _, Sjnce Then, The Mermaid Press, (\~el1ington, 1957).

, A Clutch of Authors and a Clot, Himself,

(t~e fllng-ton,

19(0).

,

Enter Without Knocking, Pegasus Press,

I

~hm:p Edg~~Up,

~stchur~~ 1964)~TRep~rrnted 1971).

Paul, (Auckland, 1968),
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_~____ ,

~_!:tjcular

Woman, The Nag's Head Press

(Christchurch, 1970),
, Myself When Young ..• , The Nag's Head Press,
(We'll ington7197bl.
Hart=Smith, W., Columbus Goes West, Jindyworobak, (Sydney,
1943) ,

Ha rves t, Georgi an House,

(r~e 1bourne,

194>5).

, The Unceasing Ground, Angus and Robertson, Ltd.
-(Sydney,1946).
.
Christopher Columbus, Caxton Press, (Christchurch
1948).
, On The Level (Mostly Canterbury Poems), The
Ti m-cll-Au~He raTd:-~~ 1950).

,

--r;:::-~'~-'~

\Sydm.'y~l

Hervey~

1940),

The
.. Talking Clothes s Angus and Robertson,

~.-

~~-~.~~.-~.-.~~

1966),

.J.R., Selected Pot2rns, Caxton

F'irst·-prrze~·:rili~2w· Zea'land

Press~ (Cfwistchurch,
Centennial Literary

Competition.

,

Man On A Raft, Caxton Press, (Christchurch,
4-,

-19LI9r~CaxTotlT)oefs~Se-Y~i es number'

Hilliard, Noel, Maori Girl, Heinemann, (London, 1971).
Fi rs t Pub 1i shed1960~.--

Holcroft, M.H.,
I
-~--

_ _ _ _•

~eyond

the Breakers, Long, (London, 1928).

The Flameless Fire, Long, (London, 1929).
~razilJan Daughter~

Long, (London, 1931).
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...........,,,--.,,.--:,.........-'
Society~

,

The t~ait;ng Hills_, Progressive Publishing
(Wellington$ 1943), Reprinted 1950.
Tillie_less
1945).

(t~enington,

t~orld9

Progressive Publishing Society,
Essays •

...........,""""'~_,'

1946).

Encirclinq Seas~ Caxton Press, (Christchurch,
Reprinted 1950,

~~--:;-~,

Dance of the Seasons, Whi tcombe and Tombs Ltd"
( Ch ri s tchurch- ~ -19-52T:

, The Eye of the Lizard, Reed, (Wellington, 1960),
----::E;:-"d:'<i7'"to-Y-:'i-a'1s from 'flle1Tstener19 49 -19 59 ,
_~~,.---I

Islands of Innocence, A,H. & A.W, Reed,
(Wellington, 1964). -

_ _ _ _,

Reluctant Editor, Reed,

(l~ellington,

1969).

Hyde, Robin, Journalese, National Printing Company Ltd.,
(Auckl and, I934T~,--

_~~_ _ 9

The _Conquerors and
(london, 19'35):

-~~-

,

oth,e~

Poems ~ IV1acm"il 1an,

Check To Your King, Hurst and Blackett,

(CT--~-~~~-~~--'

\Lonoon~ 1930),

(london,

, PerseDhone in Winter, Hurst and Blackett,
1937r-~~~-~~~~---

, The Godwits Fly, Hurst and Blackett, (London,
1938-Y:--Repri ntecrby/-\"uckland Un; vers i ty Press 1970.
, Nor The Years Condemn, Hurst and Blackett,
(London-; 1938).

Dragon Rampant, Hurst and Blackett, (London, 1939).
Houses by the Sea, Caxton Press, (Christchurch,
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Johnson~

Louis A., Beyond The Palisade, The Handcraft Press,
(We 11 i ngton, 1944-)'

_~~,.,-'

Stanza and Scene The Handcraft Press,
(Wel'jington-,194·5).~'--·3

.~_.'

The Sun Among The Ruins, Pegasus Press,

~istchurch, 1951).

~_~
Rough~~hod Amo~ Lil i es ~ Pegasus Press,
---rchri s tchurch, 195T):"New Zea <I and Poets Ser'j es number 4.

_~~~__ ,

TVIO~ems, Pegasus Press, (Christchurch, 1955).
Inchlcles IINews of Molly Bloornll and liThe Passionate Man
and The Casual Man. II

• The Dark Glass, The Handcraft Press,
( We 1'I i 11gton~~i91.r5)-.~-

. 1964;'-

• Bread and a Pension, Pegasus Press, {Christchurch,
-~~~~--~"-

Joseph, ~tK,~ Illl Sold'jer No f'.1ore, Gollancz Ltd q
1958).
--~-~~-~"--~~
_

"_~. __ ,

(/~uck 'I

an d,

(London,

The Living Countries, Paul's Book Arcade,
1~.r5'SjT.~~~-~~~~--

Lee, John A., Children Of The Poor, Werner Laurie Ltd.,
(London, 193L]l~-~~~~-~~-_ _~_~
s

--(~L-o-nd~o-n-,

The Hunted 9 v.]erner Lauri e Ltd., (London ~ 1936).
Civilian Into Soldier, Werner Laurie Ltd.,
1937).
S'illlRle On A Soapbo]S., Collins, (Auckland, 1963).
ShinE?~Slatter'y, Collins, (Auckland, 1964·).

_ _ _ _ , Q?lil19uent DaY.2,., Collins, (Auckland, 1967).
_ _ _ _ , !'1usso<lini ' s Millions, Howard Baker, (London, 1970).

-{IOI1dOil;

,

Shin-ing With The Shiner,

19631~~~--~"~.~--~-~

r~ay

Fair Books Ltd.,
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Mackay, Jessie, The SpjJ::it of the
Company, (~1elbourne~ 1889).

Ri'lngat;r.~.9

Robertson and

,---,:---:-_' The Sitter On The Rail, Simpson and Williams,
(Christchurch, 189T)~
~

, The Bride of the Rivers and Other Verses,
Wi'll i ams ~ (Ch ri stchurch, 1926 ~

~S"""'i-m-p~-~o-n-and'
t~ason

Bruce 9 IbsJ:2htrt!:!l'~iJw~, Pri ce Mnburn and Company
Ltd •• (Wellington, 1960). Second edition 1963, and
rept~inted

1967,

_~~_. 9

I-Qsi Ot~ G~ather.1

Company Ltd"
,

[Weningtoll. 1962).

Pt"; ce t~i lburn and
Reprinted 1970.

AVJatea I Pri ce Mil burn and Company Ltd.,

~ton -;-f§(9).

Mason, R.A,K.

___ ,
~__~~~_'

I

lb.~~Beg5Lat,

published by the author, 1924.

.!:~DE1lJ3I~~~t,

published by the author, 1925.

fiQJi~.lhili.9., Unicorn Press, (Auckland, 1934).

End Of Day, Caxton Press, (Christchurch, 1936).

~.~~~~_===-h",~

,

Recr::ntPOGITIS9 Caxton Press~ (Cf1Y"istchurch~ 1941),
and {\lleil Curnovl.

-'Wltl)~A~1~,D,-FElrrbljl:::i~,~;'lj'2nis G'lovel"~

Middleton!, Q,E, ~ ,!J, vIall< On The Bt:ach~ r·1ichv.el Joseph,
(London, 1964.) .~~-~--~-~-

MitcaHe, Bany, Thirty Poems, Hurricane House, (Auckland, 1960).
~1aor;

, Paul, (Auck 1and, 1961).

,

PoetrL2f'...the

,

Nine Ne\v Zealanders, l'lhitcombe and Tombs Ltd.,

~ton-:-19(2) .

Salvation Jones, Mate Books, (Auckland, 1962),
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SpUt o'LMol:!li!:!sL~ Dellt~ (London, 1934),

_ _~_,

.

_,

Fir~th T.he

Sun 9 Dent~ (London~ 1939),

go 1deJJ~.v.!~~cLdiI!ll (and other poems L Caxton Press ~
19(4),

(ChristchUi~ch~

r~ulgan9 Johns Man Alone, Selwyn and Blount, (London, 1939),
Reprinted bil)aul~~Auckland, 1969),

, Report on Experience Oxford University Ptess,
i

~ 194ty:-r~~e~~TnTe~Cfl)yPaul,

(Auckl.and, 1967).

Pearson, Bills Coal Flat, Longman Paul, (Auckland, 1963).
Repri nted 1963- and-1970.
Rawlinson. Gloria, Music in the Listeninq
Place, Cassell,
__
~~_~.
_.o_~.~

(

",_","_b~"~_~~_

London, 1938 ) ,

The

1

Unicorn

S~JlJ1Y D!:E@J}l, John Lehmann, (London, 1949).

~~, Caxton PI"eSS, (Christchurch, 1954).
~. ~_,

!ire1J:lDl9 Vii til The AfIlLtU., Caxton Press,

~ri stchurch,

_ _ _~__ ,

Repri nted

1964),

Collected Stories, Paul, (J.\uckland, 1964.).

19<f)6ari-d~r969.~-

~~...Q.:L.~.'peon~ rqacgibbon and Kee, (London,
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_ _ _ _,

The Hangover, Macgi bbon and Kee, (London, 1967).

---,~.""...-_,

Joy of the

Worrn~

Macgibbon and Kee, (London,

1967).

---:::-:-:::;.."...-_,

Man of England Now, Caxton Press, (Christchurch

1972) .

Shadbolt, Maurice,. The New Zealanders, Whitcombe and Tombs,
(Wellington, 19591.
--:::--.,...,...,:----' Summer Fi res al}9 ~1; nter Country, Eyre and
Spottiswoode, (London, 1963).
-r;-;--~:-'

AmOl~g The Cinders,
(Wellington, 1965).

~Jhitcombe

and Tombs,

The Presence of Mus; c, Cassell, (London, 1967).
Three novellas.

--:=:--_ _ ,

_ _ _ _ , This Summer's Dolphi!l" Cassell, (London, 1969).
_ _ _ _ , .An Ear Of The Dragon., Cassell, (London, 1971).
Sinclair, Keith, Sonqs For A S~~, Pegasus Press,
(Christchurch, 1952f, New Zealand Poets series number 5.
---:~~_,

St~~an~ers

or Beasts, Caxton Press, (Christchurch,

1954)

Smithyman, KendY'ick, The [lind [\1~~ll1i~in alJd
Caxton Pl~ess; (Christchw'ch, 1950).
The

Ga,'Ll~,

.2.!bel:..f.C:.~Jl~.~

The Handcraft Press,

(~Je 11 ington,

, Flving To P(11merston, Oxford University and Auckland
University Press~(Auckland, 1968).
--:~."......._,

Earthguake
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